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Preface to ”Advances in the Field of Electrical

Machines and Drives”

Electrical machines and drives dominate our everyday lives. This is due to their numerous

applications in industry, power production, home appliances, and transportation systems such as

electric and hybrid electric vehicles, ships, and aircrafts. Their development follows rapid advances

in science, engineering, and technology. Researchers around the world are extensively investigating

electrical machines and drives because of their reliability, efficiency, performance, and fault-tolerant

structure. In particular, there is a focus on the importance of utilizing these new trends in technology

for energy saving and reducing greenhouse gas emissions. This Special Issue will provide the

platform for researchers to present their recent work on advances in the field of electrical machines

and drives, including special machines and their applications; new materials, including the insulation

of electrical machines; new trends in diagnostics and condition monitoring; power electronics, control

schemes, and algorithms for electrical drives; new topologies; and innovative applications.
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Abstract: Induction motors (IMs) have been extensively used for driving a wide variety of processes
in several industries. Their excellent performance, capabilities and robustness explain their extensive
use in several industrial applications. However, despite their robustness, IMs are susceptible to
failure, with broken rotor bars (BRB) being one of the potential faults. These types of faults usually
occur due to the high current amplitude flowing in the bars during the starting transient. Currently,
soft-starters have been used in order to reduce the negative effects and stresses developed during the
starting. However, the addition of these devices makes the fault diagnosis a complex and sometimes
erratic task, since the typical fault-related patterns evolutions are usually irregular, depending on
particular aspects that may change according to the technology implemented by the soft-starter. This
paper proposes a novel methodology for the automatic detection of BRB in IMs under the influence of
soft-starters. The proposal relies on the combined analysis of current and stray flux signals by means
of suitable indicators proposed here, and their fusion through a linear discriminant analysis (LDA).
Finally, the LDA output is used to train a feed-forward neural network (FFNN) to automatically
detect the severity of the failure, namely: a healthy motor, one broken rotor bar, and two broken rotor
bars. The proposal is validated under a testbench consisting of a kinematic chain driven by a 1.1 kW
IM and using four different models of soft-starters. The obtained results demonstrate the capabilities
of the proposal, obtaining a correct classification rate (94.4% for the worst case).

Keywords: current signals; stray flux signals; LDA; automatic fault diagnosis; induction motor;
broken rotor bars; soft-starters

1. Introduction

Squirrel cage induction motors (SQIM) are indispensable elements widely used as
powertrain drives in an extensive variety of industrial applications, constituting approxi-
mately 89% of the power demanded in industrial plants [1]. Their high efficiency, low cost,
easy maintenance, and robustness have allowed the proliferation of these types of machines
as the main drives for many mechanisms and processes, namely, large capacity exhaust fans,
driving lathe machines, crushers, oil extracting mills, blowers, pumps, compressors. When
the application requires continuous starts and stops of the driving motor, break/damage
may arise due to the thermo-mechanical stresses developed in the rotor bars, especially
during the start-up transient of the machine [2]. Thus, squirrel cage induction motors are
vulnerable to frequent starts/stops and/or excessive load torque variations, and eventually
a failure can occur in the rotor bar or end ring of the rotor cage [2]. Although a motor
with damage in the rotor cage can continue operating, their performance and lifetime are
degraded, which eventually may lead to the shutdown of the involved processes, causing
huge time and economical losses if pertinent maintenance actions are not taken. In this
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context, in order to prevent/reduce the negative effects raised by continuous starts/stops
and transient states, different starting systems are used in the industry, such as the star-delta
starting, starting via auto-transformer or starting via soft-starters [3]. These methods have
allowed a reduction in the high-amplitude currents developed under the start-up transient
by controlling some parameters, such as the voltage profile, current profile or torque profile.
In this context, the inclusion of soft-starters has enabled control of the start-up current
profile by means of power electronic circuits containing thyristors installed in the different
power source phases of the motor supply line. Subsequently, by changing the thyristors
conduction time, a variation on the RMS value can be achieved, which in turn modifies
the starting current profile. Thus, many devices have the possibility to limit the current
during the startup transient, but most of them only allow the setting of the voltage and the
time. However, although these devices reduce the starting current, this does not prevent
motor faults from occurring. In fact, the use of soft-starters amplifies certain harmonics and
introduces other frequency components, which could certainly make the motor diagnostic
more difficult, even leading to erratic final diagnosis [4,5]. In this regard, although systems
and mechanisms have been developed to avoid/reduce rotor-related failures, they can
still occur. Hence, several monitoring systems and fault diagnostic techniques have been
developed in order to prevent the costs/side effects associated with unexpected failures.
Thus, the aim is to detect the failure in its initial stages, before catastrophic or irreversible
damage can occur. Most of these techniques and proposed methodologies have used
relevant information extracted from different physical quantities, which can be measured
by means of primary sensors. In this regard, some common physical magnitudes that have
been reported in the available technical literature are, among others: vibration signals [5],
partial discharges [6], current signals [7], and stray fluxes [8]. Each technique has pro-
vided satisfactory results for the diagnosis of certain types of faults. For example, some
previous works have proposed different methodologies relying on a single magnitude for
the automatic classification of broken rotor bars for motors started by direct online (DOL)
methods. In [9], the authors analyzed the stray flux signals with a feedforward neural
network (FFNN) for the automatic classification, reporting a 97% effectiveness. By its part,
Rivera et al. [10] studied specific signatures and patterns associated with a fault condition
from current signals by means of a time-frequency (t-f) map, achieving a 97.5% overall
effectiveness. However, as pointed out in some papers [11], the analysis of a single mag-
nitude may be suitable to detect certain faults, but not all, and even, when the technique
has exhibited satisfactory results in certain cases, there are specific situations in which the
appropriate technique can provide false indications. In this regard, Zamudio et al. [12]
proposed the fusion of stray flux and current signals by means of a feedforward neural
network (FFNN), achieving a 95% overall effectiveness. Other works have proposed the use
of convolutional neural networks (CNN) for the same purposes, reporting an accuracy rate
higher than 97% by analyzing the current demanded by the motor as a principal magnitude,
however, the method is limited to motors started by direct online (DOL) methods [13,14].
Moreover, although soft starters are widely used in industry, the number of works in the
literature about the automatic diagnosis of electric motor failures started with these types of
devices is limited. In this regard, Pasqualotto et al. [15] proposed an automatic classification
technique for diagnosing broken rotor bars by analyzing stray flux signals, and using a
convolutional neural network (CNN) as a main classifier. They achieved 94.4% accuracy.
However, the use of this kind of technique demands high computational resources, and
an elevated number of samples in order to train the method, which, in most of the cases,
is very difficult to achieve under practical terms. Hence, some authors have proposed
electric machine models by collecting data under healthy and faulty conditions [16], by
means of the hybrid finite element method (FEM)—an analytical model for reducing the
simulation time.

Considering the above-mentioned statements, recent works have shown that the anal-
ysis of two different quantities at the same time can provide a more complete analysis and
can avoid false indications [12]. The proposed systems combine stray-flux and current
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signal analysis. Thus, the analysis of the current at the start-up could avoid false indica-
tors [17] and, in the case of the stray flux analysis, it has shown good results in motors
started by soft-starters [18]. Unfortunately, to the authors’ best knowledge, there is no
methodology capable of automatically diagnosing broken rotor bar failures in induction
motors started by means of soft-starters, a challenging task since the frequency components
and control technologies implemented by soft-starter manufacturers modifies the start-up
transient profile, leading to unpredictable fault pattern evolutions.

The main contribution of this paper is a novel methodology for the automatic detection
and severity quantification of rotor faults in soft-started induction motors by means of
current-stray flux signal fusion. The proposed methodology relies on a couple of indicators
that are introduced here, and are used to merge highly relevant information from current
and stray flux signals, which are captured during the motor start-up transient. These
indicators are based on the time-frequency maps obtained by applying the short-time
Fourier transform to the captured signals. Additionally, a linear discriminant analysis
(LDA) is performed in order to combine all the information, and finally a feed-forward
neural network (FFNN) is trained to implement an automatic fault diagnosis and fault
severity classification. The stray flux signals are captured by means of a handmade coil-
based sensor, which can be installed on the frame of the machine. The effectiveness of the
proposed method is verified under an experimental testbench with a 1.1 kW induction
motor and using four different industrial soft-starters.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Current Monitoring for Broken Rotor Bars

The diagnostic of failures in electric motors based on the analysis of the current signals
is a technique that has been extensively used, and has been greatly accepted at an industrial
level, mainly due to its capability to perform a remote diagnosis, since the current signals of
the motor can be accessed remotely (e.g., from the control center), and the large number of
faults that can be diagnosed with this technique [7]. In this regard, the conventional motor
current signature analysis (MCSA) is currently one of the most used online approaches in
industry for detecting faults in electric motors. The technique is based on the fact that under
normal conditions, the current in the rotor bars induces a clockwise field rotating at s · f .
When a rotor fault exists, an additional reverse rotating field is produced in accordance to
Fortescue’s Theorem, giving rise to a frequency component at −s · f . This subsequently
generates the amplification of the well-known lower sideband harmonic ( fLSH) appearing
in the line current, which is given by Equation (1).

fLSH = f · (1 − 2 · s) (1)

Furthermore, as reported in some investigations [19], it is possible to associate with
this anticlockwise field a negative-sequence current system which causes a pulsating torque
and a speed oscillation which, in turn, generates an additional frequency component of the
air-gap flux density component ( fUSH) given by Equation (2) [20].

fUSH = f · (1 + 2 · s) (2)

Hence, the MCSA mainly relies in the magnitude evaluation of these specific frequency
components, which are amplified when the motor operates under a fault condition.

2.2. Stray Flux Signals Analysis

Magnetic flux analysis for the condition monitoring of electric machines has been
found to be an excellent alternative to conventional techniques that have been widely used
in the industry, such as MCSA. This fact can be mainly attributed to the various advantages
that the analysis of magnetic flux signals provides over other approaches, among others:
it has proven to be efficient and reliable in cases where conventional methods produce
false indications (i.e., rotor axial air ducts, rotor magnetic anisotropy, low frequency load
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oscillations, etc.) [2,21], it is a non-invasive technique [19], very low cost sensors are
required (e.g., handmade coil-based sensors) [22], flexibility and simplicity of installation
of the available sensors [9]. In this regard, several previous pieces of research have been
devoted to investigating and analyzing magnetic stray flux signals for the fault detection
and diagnosis of electric motors under two main approaches: air-gap flux analysis, and
stray flux analysis [23,24]. Since the stray flux-based methods are non-invasive (i.e., the
sensors may be installed outside the frame of the machine), online methods without motor
disassembly can be adopted, allowing for the development of online test methods.

In order to analyze the magnetic stray flux signals in an induction motor, two main
components may be distinguished: axial stray flux, and radial stray flux [25]. These signals
are known to be modified when the electric motor is working under a fault condition, hence
introducing the amplification of some frequency components according to the fault [26].
Besides, as shown in some papers, as in [27], axial and radial stray flux can be captured
by using a proper sensor installed in the vicinity of the motor frame. In order to illustrate
this, Figures 1a,b show the presumed circulation of the radial and axial magnetic field
lines, respectively. Additionally, depending on the location of the coil-sensor, different stray
flux components are acquired, as shown in Figure 1. Thus, axial stray flux is measured at
position A, radial stray flux at position C, and, at position B, both axial and radial stray flux
are measured.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Stray flux components (a) Radial. (b) Axial.

2.3. Theoretical Fault-Related Frequency Evolution during Start-Up

Several research papers have proven that some faults modify the magnetic flux in
the vicinity of the motor frame (magnetic stray flux), which may yield the amplification
of some fault-related harmonics at specific frequencies [28]. Hence, as it has been pointed
out in some works, for the case when the motor operates under rotor bar damages, the
following harmonics may be observed to be amplified in the Fourier spectrum of the stray
flux and current signals:

• Frequency components of axial nature ( faxial) [19]. These frequency components may
be observed at one and three times the slip frequency, given by Equation (3) and
Equation (4), respectively, and can be observed in the axial stray flux signals.

faxial = s · f (3)

faxial = 3 · s · f (4)

where s = slip and f = power supply frequency.
• Sideband harmonics ( fSH), mainly observed in the radial stray flux signals [26,29].

These frequency components can be estimated by Equation (5).

fSH = f · (1 ± 2 · s) (5)

In this regard, by analyzing Equations (1)–(4), it can be discerned that the harmonics
related to rotor bar faults depend on the motor slip. Hence, it is expected to detect their
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evolution during the start-up transient, (when the motor speeds up) as the slip changes
from a maximum value of 1 (i.e., at motor standstill), and approaches to 0 (when the motor
reaches steady state). According to Equations (3)–(5), the theoretical evolution generated
by the amplification of the fault-related frequency components produces very well-known
patterns, which can be observed by means of a time-frequency map. Figure 2 shows the
expected evolution of the different fault-related frequency components given by (3)–(5),
according to the stray flux component (i.e., radial stray flux, axial stray flux) for a direct
online (DOL) start.

 

Figure 2. Evolutions of fault components related with broken rotor bars in the magnetic stray flux
and current signals during the startup transient.

2.4. Linear Discriminant Analysis

The linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is a technique that has been widely used as a
dimensionality reduction pre-processing stage for classification purposes. The main idea
is to collect a new set of features, in which the maximization of the data separability is
achieved for a certain number of considered classes. Hence, projecting a dataset onto a
lower d-dimensional space with appropriate class-separability avoids overfitting, and helps
reduce the computational burden [30]. The mathematical procedure to perform LDA can
be found in [31].

2.5. Artificial Neural Network

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are models employed to solve classification and
pattern recognition problems [32]. Over the great diversity of ANN architectures that can
be found in the literature, the feed-forward neural network (FFNN) structure is an excellent
alternative for its application in automated final diagnosis schemes, since this type of ANN
requires basic operations with a very low computational burden, has a simple and practical
design, and generalizes well over the data on which it is trained. Hence, it can be easily
incorporated into automated final diagnosis schemes that demand its implementation in
programmable logic devices.

The most general structure of an FFNN is composed of different interconnected layers:
one input layer (having n input neurons, Iinputi), one or more hidden layers, and one output
layer (composed of k neurons, Ok), as shown in Figure 3a. The interconnection of the
neurons in the different layers is performed by a series of weights (wi), and biases (bi)
according to Equation (6). The mathematical model of each neuron (shown in the schematic
of Figure 3b is given by Equation (6):

y = g

⎛
⎝ n

∑
i=1

wixi + bi

⎞
⎠ (6)
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where y is the output of the neuron, wi the synaptic weights, xi the inputs of the neuron, bi
the bias, and g(·) the activation function.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3. FFNN architecture: (a) general structure; (b) structure of a neuron.

2.6. Short-Time Fourier Transform

The short-time Fourier transform (STFT) is a well-known time-frequency (t-f) decom-
position tool that allows the transformation of a time-domain signal into its time-frequency
domain. A simple method that allows the STFT of a discrete signal to be obtained, is to dis-
sect it into sliding windows that can overlap with each other, and then obtain the frequency
content of each window, applying the fast Fourier transform (FFT). After computing the
FFT of each window, a t-f map is obtained, containing the frequency content of the signal
on different time intervals.

Mathematically, the STFT of a discrete-time signal, XSTFT , of length N can be computed
by Equation (7):

XSTFT [k, l] =
N−1

∑
n=0

x[n] · w[k · L − n]e−j(2π·l· n
N ) (7)

where x[n] is the discrete-time signal, n is the time domain index, l = 0, . . . , N − 1,
k = 0, . . . , [(N/L)− 1] , w[·] is the applied windowing function and L determines the
time separation among adjacent sections. Figure 4 shows the simplest way to obtain
the time-frequency map of a signal by means of the STFT.

 

Figure 4. Short-time Fourier transform with overlap of a time domain signal.
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3. Proposed Methodology

This section presents the proposed methodology for the automatic detection of broken
rotor bars in soft-started induction motors under the start-up transient. When there is a
failure in the motor, some harmonics are amplified in the stray flux and current spectrum.
Hence, it is possible to observe their pattern evolution during the starting transient (since
they are slip dependent) by means of a time-frequency map. These evolutions are identified
by using a pair of indicators, which are the arithmetic mean and the maximum energy of
specific t–f regions (depicted as shadowed areas in Figure 5) of the stray flux (R fij), and
current signals (RCij). Such indicators can be computed by Equations (8)–(11), for the mean
and maximum energy, respectively.

mean
(

RFij
)
=

1
Ndp

⎛
⎝ t f inal

∑
k=tinitial

f f inal

∑
l= finitial

(Ek,l)RFij

⎞
⎠ (8)

mean
(

RCij
)
=

1
Ndp

⎛
⎝ t f inal

∑
k=tinitial

f f inal

∑
l= finitial

(Ek,l)RCij

⎞
⎠ (9)

max
(

RFij
)
= max

⎛
⎝ t f inal

∑
k=tinitial

f f inal

∑
l= finitial

(Ek,l)RFij

⎞
⎠ (10)

max
(

RCij
)
= max

⎛
⎝ t f inal

∑
k=tinitial

f f inal

∑
l= finitial

(Ek,l)RCij

⎞
⎠ (11)

where Ek,l is the normalized (over the fundamental frequency component) energy density
at the (k, l) coordinate of the t–f map region under consideration (i.e., RFi,j or RCi,j), finitial
and f f inal are, respectively, the initial and final frequency samples defining the considered
t–f region, tinitial and t f inal are, respectively, the initial and final time samples defining the
analyzed t–f region, and Ndp is equal to the total number of data points enclosed by the
processed region.

Following the abovementioned definitions, the proposed methodology (depicted in
Figure 5) is as follows:

• Step 1. Acquire current and magnetic flux signals (obtained in the vicinity of the
motor frame, in axial + radial direction) simultaneously under the start-up transients
by means of an oscilloscope, a magnetic flux sensor, and a current sensor. A coil-based
sensor is the one used during the experimentation of this paper, which is described in
detail in the next section.

• Step 2. Apply a time-frequency decomposition tool to obtain a time-frequency map
of the captured stray flux and current signals; in this paper the STFT is computed
by applying Equation (7). The STFT is selected since it can be easily implemented in
programmable logic devices, and it allows a clear visualization of the fault compo-
nents evolution.

• Step 3. Using Equations (8)–(11), compute the proposed indicators: mean
(

RFij
)
,

mean
(

RCij
)
, max

(
RFij

)
, max

(
RCij

)
in each region of interest, in order to characterize

the fault-related pattern evolution for the stray flux and current signals. The regions of
interest are obtained by dividing the t-f map into a grid of m rows by n columns. These
regions of interest are in areas covered by the start-up transient. During the startup
transient, the current reaches a high value in its amplitude, and it decreases until it
arrives at steady state. Therefore, in using the envelope of the current signal, this
part can be automatically isolated by setting a limit value (obtained through the last
samples) equal to the maximum envelope amplitude at steady state. The intersection
of this limit value with the time axis will be nearly at the end of the start-up transient.
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• Step 4. Perform a feature reduction and fusion signals by applying an LDA, as
described in Section 2.3. After that, a two-dimensional projection is obtained, in
which the maximization of the data separability is achieved for the considered classes:
healthy motor, one broken rotor bar, and two broken rotor bars. This projection allows
the data clustering between the different fault severities to be observed, since the main
projection axes are selected to be Feature 1 and Feature 2, respectively.

• Step 5. Perform an automatic classification of the motor condition status: healthy, one
broken rotor bar, and two broken rotor bars, by means of the proposed indicators. For
the purposes of this paper, an FFNN with hyperbolic tangent sigmoid and SoftMax
activation functions in the hidden and output layers are used, respectively. The FFNN
architecture is selected due to its simplicity, the low computation resources demanded
by its calculation, and the ease of its implementation in hardware devices.

 

Figure 5. Proposed methodology flow-up.

4. Experimental Setup

Multiple experiments were carried out using a laboratory squirrel cage induction
motor with 28 rotor bars, in order to validate the proposal. The main characteristics of
the motor are listed in Table 1. The IM was driving a DC machine, which operated as a
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load. Hence, the load level was controlled by varying the excitation current of the DC
machine. The experimentation testbench is shown in Figure 6. During the tests, two main
physical magnitudes were captured: the magnetic stray flux, and the current demanded by
the stator winding. To obtain the stray flux signals, a coil sensor is attached to the motor
frame. This sensor was made in the laboratory, and it consists of an air coil with an internal
diameter of 39 mm and an external diameter of 80 mm with 1000 turns (Figure 7 shows the
dimensions and outline of the used sensor). Furthermore, in order to capture the current
signals, a current clamp was installed in one of the stator power supply lines. Finally, an
oscilloscope waveform recorder was used in order to acquire the current and stray flux
signals for 30 s, and a sampling frequency of 5 kHz.

Table 1. Rated values and characteristics of the driving induction motor.

Power (kW) 1.1
Frequency (Hz) 50

Voltage (V) 400
Current (A) 2.4
Speed (rpm) 1440
Connection Star

Number of Pole Pairs 2

 

Figure 6. Experimental testbench.

Additionally, the machine was started by using four different soft-starters from dif-
ferent manufacturers (see Figure 8). The characteristics of the different soft-starters used
are shown in Table 2. In this way, several tests were carried out using different levels of
initial voltage/torque and different voltage ramp duration depending on the topology of
the soft-starter, as described in Table 3. This allowed us to obtain several signals under
different working conditions of the induction machine.

9
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Figure 7. Shape and dimensions of the coil sensor used during the experiments.

 

Figure 8. Tested soft-starters. (a) ABB PSR3-600-70. (b) Schneider. (c) Omron G3J-S405BL.
(d) SIEMENS SIRIUS.
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Table 2. Main characteristics of the industrial soft-starters used during experimentation.

Soft-Starter Model
Start-Up Transient

Duration (s)
Initial Applied

Voltage

Schneider 5 30%

Schneider 4 40, 50%

Schneider 3 55%

Schneider 2 67, 50%

Schneider 1 80%

ABB 20 40%

ABB 10 55%

ABB 1 70%

Omron 1 72%

Omron 12, 5 58%

Omron 25 44%

SIEMENS 0 100%

SIEMENS 5 70%

SIEMENS 10 50%

SIEMENS 20 40%

Table 3. Characteristics and rated values of the industrial soft-starters used during tests.

Manufacturer Siemens ABB Omron Schneider

Model type 3RW3013-1BB14 PSR3-600-70 G3J-S405BL ATS01N109FT
Country of production Germany China Japan Germany

Number of controlled phases 2 2 3 1
Frequency (Hz) 50 50 50 50

Power (kW) 1.5 1.5 2.2 4
Voltage (V) 380–400 380–400 380–400 400

Maximum current (A) 3.6 3.9 5.5 9
Voltage ramp duration (s) 0–20 1–20 1–25 1–5

As a studied fault, broken rotor bars were induced in the induction motor by drilling
a hole at the bar-end ring contact. Figure 9a shows the rotor in healthy conditions, before
any hole was drilled. Besides, Figures 9b,c show the one and two induced broken rotor
bars, respectively.

 

Figure 9. Rotor used during experimentation. (a) Healthy. (b) One broken bar. (c) Two broken bars.
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5. Results and Discussion

This section shows and describes the results obtained during the experimentation by
following the proposed methodology. Additionally, the fault-related harmonics pattern
evolution during the start-up transient of the machine are evidenced and examined by
means of time-frequency maps. Thereafter, the resulting decision regions modelled by
the proposed FFNN architecture are presented. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed
methodology is presented.

Figures 10 and 11 show the results obtained when computing the STFT of the magnetic
stray flux and current signals, respectively, for a healthy motor and a motor working under
two broken rotor bars. These signals were captured during the experimentation, and they
correspond to the Schneider starter when setting different starting times: 1 s, 2 s, 4 s. The
STFT was obtained with a window size of 4096 samples, and a sliding size of 128 data
points. When comparing the results shown there, it is relevant to note that due to the
behavior established by each starter (defined by the technology used by the manufacturer),
it is possible to appreciate a diversity of frequency components introduced by it, in such a
way that different start-up times yield a different fault-related frequency evolution. Thus,
for example, it is not possible to discern a clear difference (in terms of frequency content)
between the healthy motor and the motor with two broken rotor bars in the stray flux
signals when the starting time is set to 3 s, since similar t-f maps are obtained. However,
if the start-up time is set to 4 s, it is possible to appreciate a very clear amplification of
the rotor-related fault components (indicated with an arrow in Figure 10) in the t-f stray
flux maps. In contrast, if this same analysis is carried out for current signals, it is more
evident that there is a clear difference between a healthy motor and a motor with two
broken rotor bars when the starting duration is 3 s. These results highlight the need and
the relevance of merging the information provided by the magnetic stray flux and current
signals simultaneously.

Figure 10. STFT t-f maps obtained by analyzing the stray flux signal of the IM for different start-up
time transients when using Schneider soft-starter for a healthy motor, and two broken rotor bars.
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Figure 11. STFT t-f maps obtained by analyzing the current signal of the IM for different start-up time
transients when using Schneider soft-starter for healthy motor, and one with two broken rotor bars.

On the other hand, the effectiveness, per evaluated class (HLT, 1BRB, 2BRB), is obtained
through the calculation of the fault detection rate index (FDR). This index can be computed
by dividing the number of correct classifications over the total number of samples in each
class. In this regard, Figures 12–15 show the FDR obtained by evaluating the different
soft-starters, and for the different machine healthiness states, i.e., a healthy motor (HLT), a
motor with one broken rotor bar (1BRB), and a motor with two broken rotor bars. These
results were obtained for an FFNN architecture with two neurons in the input layer, a
hidden layer with two neurons, and three neurons in the output layer (corresponding to
the three evaluated motor states). In addition, for the evaluation of the FFNN, 540 training
samples were used for training, and another 180 different samples were used for validation,
using each of the different models of soft-starters evaluated. As it can be observed in
Figures 12–15, it is possible to discriminate and separate the different evaluated motor
states by means of the proposed methodology, even in cases where variations in the fault-
related pattern evolutions are introduced by alterations/perturbations according to the
control components and mechanisms implemented by different soft-starters. Figure 12
shows that a high FDR is achieved, since only a few samples have been misclassified,
reaching a 94.8% overall classification success. Similarly, Figure 13 confirms the excellent
performance of the proposed methodology for the diagnosis and automatic classification of
rotor faults when the ABB soft-starter is employed, since a total of 539 out of 540 samples
have been classified correctly. In a similar fashion, Figures 14 and 15 show the classification
results obtained when the proposed methodology is applied to the induction motor started
by means of the Omron and Schneider soft-starter, respectively. In these Figures, it can be
observed that the proposal is able to correctly classify among the different fault studied
cases, since an overall FDR of 95% is achieved (only a few samples have been misclassified
between healthy motor, and motor with one broken rotor bar). Additionally, the best
results were obtained when evaluating the SIEMENS soft-starter, in which an FDR of 99.8%
was achieved. On the other hand, the lowest performance was found when the motor
was started using the ABB soft-starter, obtaining an FDR of 94.4%. This may be due to
the diverse and erratic behavior of the slip changes experienced by the motor at start-up,
introduced by the soft-starter, according to the manufacturer′s technology.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 12. Classification results of the proposed methodology obtained for the Siemens soft-starter.
(a) Resulting decision regions modelled by the proposed NN-based classifier over the 2-dimensional
space; (b) Confusion matrix.

The performance for different t-f map grid sizes was evaluated using the overall
efficiency reported by the FFNN, which is calculated dividing the samples that are correctly
classified into the total number of samples. In this regard, Table 4 shows the results obtained
for different time-frequency map sizes ranging from three rows by three columns, up to
nine rows by nine columns. When comparing these results, it can be highlighted that the
chosen grid size is highly relevant for the final diagnosis, and it has a significant impact
on the efficiency achieved by the FFNN. Thus, the results show that the greater the size of
the grid, the higher the efficiency achieved, however, a limit can be observed where the
efficiency begins to decrease. This point is reached when the grid size is equal to nine rows
by nine columns. Additionally, Table 4 shows that the best performance of the proposed
methodology is achieved when the size of the t-f map grid is eight rows by eight columns.

 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 13. Classification results of the proposed methodology obtained for the ABB soft-starter.
(a) Resulting decision regions modelled by the proposed NN-based classifier over the 2-dimensional
space; (b) Confusion matrix.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 14. Classification results of the proposed methodology obtained for the Omron soft-starter.
(a) Resulting decision regions modelled by the proposed NN-based classifier over the 2-dimensional
space; (b) Confusion matrix.

 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 15. Classification results of the proposed methodology obtained for the Schneider soft-starter.
(a) Resulting decision regions modelled by the proposed NN-based classifier over the 2-dimensional
space; (b) Confusion matrix.

Table 4. Overall classification efficiency of the proposed method for different mesh sizes, and for the
different soft-starters studied.

T-F Map Grid Size Overall Classification Efficiency (%)

Rows (m) Columns (n) ABB Omron Schneider Siemens

3 3 83.6 72.8 74.6 79.2
4 4 96.3 74.1 84.8 79.4
5 5 96.4 83.6 86.9 87.3
6 6 97.5 83.6 90.4 93.8
7 7 99.1 85.2 91.1 94.1
8 8 99.8 94.4 95.0 94.8
9 9 98.1 91.4 92.0 94.8

Additionally, Table 5 summarizes the results obtained with the proposed methodology,
and its comparison with the latest works reported in the literature for the automatic
detection of broken bars in induction motors. The comparison includes the main techniques
used in each proposed methodology, the technique applied to start the motor, the physical
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magnitude analyzed, and the accuracy rate achieved. As shown in Table 5, most of
the works have been focused on the study of one unique magnitude to diagnose BRB
faults, and many of them have reported the analysis under the transient regime of the
current signals. For example, Martinez et al. [33] studied the current signals in order to
provide an automated final diagnosis by means of an artificial neural network, reporting
an overall effectiveness of 100%. However, they analysed only current signals, which may
lead to a false diagnosis due to its intrinsic implications [21]. In contrast, Pasqualotto
et al. [34] analysed stray flux signals, and proposed a methodology relying on a CNN in
order to generate an automated final diagnosis. They achieved an accuracy rate of 66.7%,
which in real terms is a very low efficiency that can potentially lead to a false indication.
Furthermore, the use of a CNN as a main classifier may limit the viability of the method
since a higher number of samples is required for training the CNN. In this regard, in order
to avoid the high computational complexity for classification, in [35] the authors proposed
a methodology based on the use of STFT with Gaussian and Kaiser windowing and an
Otsu algorithm, achieving an accuracy rate of 100%. However, the proposed methodology
is focused on DOL motor starters. In contrast, the proposed methodology is focused on
the analysis of stray flux, and current signals, obtaining an overall effectiveness of 94.4%,
being even higher in some of the soft starter models used in the experimentation as shown
in Table 4.

Table 5. Comparison of different methodologies used in literature to detect broken bars in induction
motors.

Reference Methodology
Accuracy

Rate
Start-Up Method Signal Analyzed

Martinez et al. [33] Homogeneity, kurtosis, ANN 100% DOL Current
Zamudio et al. [12] STFT, FFNN 95% DOL Current and Stray Flux

Pasqualotto et al. [34] CNN, STFT, data
augmentation techniques 66.7% DOL Stray Flux

Pasqualotto et al. [15] CNN, STFT, data
augmentation techniques 94.4% Soft-Starters Stray Flux

Zamudio et al. [9] STFT, FFNN 97% DOL Stray Flux

Lopez et al. [35]
Multi-STFT, Otsu

Segmentation,
Normal-distribution

100% DOL Current

Valtierra et al. [14] STFT, CNN 100% DOL Current

Camarena et al. [36] Wavelet Transform,
Correlation Pearson 99% DOL Current

Ince et al. [13] CNN, back-propagation (BP)
algorithm 97.87% DOL Current

Rivera et al. [10] Tooth-FFT, Pearson correlation 97.5% DOL Current

Proposed Approach
STFT, FFNN, arithmetic

mean and maximum value
94.4% Soft-starter Current and Stray Flux

6. Conclusions

This paper has introduced a novel methodology for the automatic diagnosis of broken
rotor bars in soft-started induction motors by means of the information fusion of current
and stray flux signals. The proposed methodology relies on a pair of indicators proposed
here. Such indicators are based on the arithmetic mean and maximum value, respectively,
of specific regions from a time-frequency map; which are obtained by analyzing the current
and stray flux signals captured during the start-up transient of the machine. These indi-
cators are based on the fact that rotor faults yield the amplification of specific frequency
components, which are found to be slip-dependent; hence, their evolution and amplifica-
tion can be tracked by the proposed indicators. Additionally, as it can be observed in the
results, it is very relevant to combine the information provided by the current and the stray
flux signals, since the control mechanisms applied by each soft-starter manufacturer tend
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to modify the fault pattern evolutions, depending on the parameters used, according to
the specific motor application and particular necessities of the final user. In this regard,
the proposed methodology shows an excellent performance in the automatic classification
among the studied faults, invariably to the soft-starter used, since an overall performance
higher than 94.4% is achieved in any case. Finally, the obtained results show that, by
means of the proposed methodology, it is possible to automatically discriminate among a
healthy motor, a motor working under one broken rotor bar, and a motor working under
two broken rotor bars. The proposal may find a great applicability under a vast array of
applications demanding automated final diagnosis, especially those where the motor is
constantly operated under starts/stops by means of a soft-starter.
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Abstract: Matrix converters have many advantages, including high-efficiency, single-stage AC/AC
energy conversion, bidirectional power flow, a near-unity input power factor, sinusoidal three-phase
input currents, and sinusoidal three-phase output currents. However, matrix converters have 360
Hz voltage pulsations at the virtual DC-bus, which produce input harmonic currents and output
harmonic currents, which cause unsatisfactory responses. To solve the problem of the input harmonic
currents, a systematic design of an input three-phase current modulation method and an input
three-phase AC filter that uses two different design methods are proposed. In addition, to improve
dynamic responses, two predictive speed controllers are investigated and compared, and a predictive
current controller is studied to reduce the output harmonic currents. A digital signal processor and an
FPGA are used to execute the control algorithms. Several experimental results validate the theoretical
analysis and show that the proposed methods effectively improve the power quality of the PMSM
drive system and its input power-source quality.

Keywords: matrix-converter; input AC filter design; PMSM; predictive control

1. Introduction

Matrix converters have simple and compact power circuits, which provide bidirec-
tional power flow, sinusoidal input currents, sinusoidal output currents, a unity input
power factor, and regeneration capabilities [1]. Recently, matrix converters have gained a
lot of attention from researchers, and several have focused on improving the input currents
for matrix converters. For example, Lei et al. proposed a damping control of matrix con-
verter via modifying input reference currents by injecting damping signals. By using this
method, the oscillations in input currents could be suppressed directly [2]. Sahoo et al. sys-
tematically designed an input filter for matrix converters by using an analytical estimation
of root-mean-square current ripples. A step-by-step procedure was shown to determine the
inductance parameter and capacitance parameter from the specifications of allowable total
harmonic distortion in the input currents and voltages. In addition, a resistance parameter
was determined to ensure that the filter had a minimum ohmic loss and a reasonable
damping factor [3]. Orser et al. investigated using input filter capacitors as an energy
storage device when the matrix converter was ridden through [4]. Dasgupta proposed
a filter design for direct matrix converters, which focused on dynamic performance and
reliable commutation [5]. Kume et al. studied an integrated filter, which reduced common-
mode currents, and provided near sinusoidal output voltages. By using that integrated
filter, the traditional R-L-C filter was eliminated [6]. Liu et al. investigated a modeling
analysis and parameters design of an LC-filter. Those experimental results showed that the
LC-filter-integrated quasi-Z-source network provided the necessary functions. As a result,
the traditional input filter was eliminated [7].

In this paper, we propose two different approaches for designing the input R-L-C filter
of a matrix converter. First, we use a step-by-step procedure to determine the inductance
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parameter, capacitance parameter, and resistance parameter. This proposed method has
some advantages when it is compared to previous papers [3,4]. In the previously published
paper [3], three equations with three coupling coefficients were used. As a result, a numeric
solution obtained by using a computer simulation was required. To solve this problem,
in this paper, we propose three equations in the first method. Each equation is related to
only one or two parameters. As a result, the capacitance parameter, inductance parameter,
and resistance can be directly solved by using the three equations and simple algebra. In
addition, we use a transfer function to determine the required parameters of the R-L-C
filter in the second method. After that, we compare the advantages and disadvantages of
these two methods. Finally, experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the two
different filter designs.

Besides dealing with input harmonic currents, the performance of the motor is impor-
tant as well. Several researchers have concentrated on modulation methods and controller
design of matrix converter-based permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) drive
systems. For example, Deng et al. proposed a direct torque control for matrix converter-
based PMSM drive systems with minimized common-mode voltages [8]. Zhang et al.
proposed a modified PI controller and a proportional resonant (PR) controller for matrix
converters and then compared their steady-state tracking performance. However, the
output of the matrix converter was connected to a three-phase resistor but not a three-phase
AC motor [9]. Mubarok et al. implemented a matrix-converter-based IPMSM position
control system, in which a model-free predictive current controller was used [10]. Siami
et al. proposed a simplified finite control for matrix converter-based PMSM drive systems.
By using that simplified method, the computation of the digital signal processor (DSP) was
reduced [11]. Xia et al. investigated direct torque control of matrix converter-based PMSM
drives by using duty cycles to reduce 30% of torque pulsations [12]. Khiem et al. proposed
improving matrix converter-based PMSM drive systems by using an online detection and
fault-tolerant switching strategy [13]. Friedli et al. compared the detailed performance of
a three-phase AC-AC matrix converter-based PMM drive system and a DC-link voltage
back-to-back converter-based PMSM drive system [14]. Furthermore, Di et al. investigated
a novel predictive control method with an optimal switching sequence for a two-stage
matrix converter [15]. Li et al. implemented a finite set model predictive control strategy for
an indirect matrix converter [16]. Di et al. proposed a continuous control (predictive model
control) strategy for an indirect matrix converter [17]. Dendouga designed second-order
sliding-mode controllers for a direct matrix converter-based PMSM drive system [18]. Bu
et al. designed output filters for a GaN-based matrix converter drive system [19]. Feng
et al. investigated an improved model predictive control for matrix converters [20]. Orcioni
et al. proposed a driving technique for a direct matrix converter based on a sigma-delta
modulation technique [21]. Tuyen et al. implemented the space-vector modulation for an
indirect matrix converter [22]. He et al. proposed a step-by-step design for a low-pass input
filter for a single-stage converter [23].

However, these previous papers, which focused on matrix converter-based PMSM
drive systems, only investigated one-step predictive control [10–13]. The main reason is that
the DSP of a matrix converter-based drive system has to execute a four-step commutation,
current-loop control, speed-loop control, and coordinate transformation. To fill this research
gap, in our paper, an FPGA is used to execute the four-step commutation. In addition, a
DSP is used to execute predictive current-control, one-step predictive speed-control, as well
as two-step speed-control. Compared to traditional one-step predictive speed-control, the
proposed two-step predictive speed-control provides more flexibility in determining the
control input of the PMSM drive system and also has fewer steady-state errors than the
one-step predictive control. To the authors’ best knowledge, this comparison of the two
methods to design the three-phase input filter of the matrix converter and the comparison
of the two-step predictive speed-loop control and one-step predictive speed-loop control
for a matrix converter PMSM drive system are original and have not been investigated by
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previously published papers [1–23]. These two methods and their comparison are the main
contributions of this paper.

2. Indirect Matrix-Converter Control

Figure 1a shows the main circuit of the matrix converter. The indirect control of the
matrix converter in this paper includes a three-phase input current control and a virtual
inverter voltage control, which is shown in Figure 1b. The details are discussed as follows:

(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 1. Matrix converter. (a) Main circuit, (b) equivalent circuit.

The relationship between input voltage and output voltage of the matrix converter in
Figure 1a can be shown as the following:

⎡
⎣ va

vb
vc

⎤
⎦ =

⎡
⎣ SAa SAb SAc

SBa SBb SBc
SCa SCb SCc

⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣ VAN

VBN
VCN

⎤
⎦ (1)

In addition, the switching states of the nine switches in Figure 1a and the equivalent
switching states of the relative switches of the virtual AC/DC converter and inverter in
Figure 1b are shown as follows:

⎡
⎣ SAa SAb SAc

SBa SBb SBc
SCa SCb SCc

⎤
⎦ =

⎡
⎣ E1 E2

E3 E4
E5 E6

⎤
⎦[ R1 R3 R5

R2 R4 R6

]
(2)

2.1. Three-Phase Input Current Control

The desired three-phase input currents are shown as follows:

iA= Im cos(ωgt) (3)
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iB= Im cos(ωgt − 2π

3
) (4)

and,

iC= Im cos(ωgt +
2π

3
) (5)

where iA, iB, and iC are input three-phase currents from the input three-phase voltage
source, Im is the amplitude of the input three-phase currents, and ωg is the angular fre-
quency of the input three-phase voltages or currents. Figure 2 illustrates the space vector
of the input current vector, which includes six sections based on the α-axis and β-axis
coordinates. First, we assume the input current vector is Ire f and is between I1 and I6,
which is shown in Figure 2. Then, the input current vector Ire f is expressed as follows:

Ire f=
tμ

Ts
I1 +

tv
Ts

I6 +
t0
Ts

I0

= dμ I1 + dv I6 + d0 I0
(6)

and,

d0 =
t0

Ts
= 1 − (dμ + dν) (7)

where I0 is the zero current vector; I1 and I6 are the active current vectors; tμ, tv, and t0 are
the time intervals of I1,, and I0 individually; and du, dv, and d0 are the duty cycles of the
current vectors I1, I6, and I0 individually. In Figure 2, we can see that when the switches R1
and R6 from Figure 1 are turned on, the switching state of I1(A, C) is created. The other
switching states can be expressed in the same way. Table 1 shows the relationship between
the input current vectors and the switching states of the virtual AC/DC converter.

Figure 2. Input current vector.

Table 1. Relationship between input current vectors and switches.

Input Current Vectors R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6

I1 1 0 0 0 0 1

I2 0 0 1 0 0 1

I3 0 1 1 0 0 0

I4 0 1 0 0 1 0

I5 0 0 0 1 1 0

I6 1 0 0 1 0 0

I0

1 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 1
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2.2. Output Voltage Control of Virtual Inverter

The desired three-phase output voltages are shown as follows:

va= Vom cos(ωot) (8)

vb= Vom cos(ωot − 2π

3
) (9)

and
vc= Vom cos(ωot +

2π

3
) (10)

where va, vb, and vc are output three-phase voltages, and ωo is the angular frequency of the
output three-phase voltages of the virtual inverter. Figure 3 shows the eight space vectors
of the output voltage vectors based on the α-axis and β-axis coordinates. In Figure 3, when
the output voltage vector is vre f and is located between V1 and V2, then the output voltage
vector vre f is shown as follows:

vre f=
t1
Ts

V1 +
t2
Ts

V2 +
t0
Ts

V0

= d1V1 + d2V2 + d0V0
(11)

where V0 is the zero voltage vector; V1 and V2 are the active voltage vectors; t1, t2, and t0
are the time intervals of V1, V2, and V0; and d1, d2, and d0 are the duty cycles of the voltage
vectors V1, V2, and V0. The duty cycle of the zero vector is as follows:

d0 =
t0

Ts
= 1 − (d1 + d2) (12)

Figure 3. Output voltage vectors of virtual inverter.

The switching state of V1 (1, 0, 0) means that when the switch of the virtual inverter E1
turns on, E2 turns off, and when E4 turns on, E3 turns off, and when E6 turns on, E5 turns
off, all of which can be seen in Figure 1b. The other switching states can be expressed in the
same way.

3. Input Filter Design

A systematic design procedure of the input filter for a matrix converter is described below.

3.1. Method 1

Several papers have investigated the optimal design method of input filters for AC/AC
matrix converters [24]. In this paper, by using this systematic design procedure, the
parameter λ1 is used to determine the ratio of the input harmonic currents to the input
fundamental currents. Then, the parameter λ2 is used to determine the ratio of the input
harmonic voltages to the input rms voltages. Finally, the λ3 is used to determine the ratio
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of the power loss of the R-L-C filter to the rated output power of the matrix converter. The
details are discussed as follows.

Step 1: Determine the input current harmonics
In the first step, the input harmonic currents are determined. Then, the input rms

value of the fundamental currents of the matrix converter, which also includes iA, iB, and
iC, shown in Figure 1a, can be calculated as follows [3]:

Iin1_RMS =
3
2

mI · mV · Io1_RMS · cos φo (13)

where Iin1_RMS is the input rms value of the fundamental currents of the matrix converter,
mI is the modulation index of the input current vectors of the matrix converter, mV is the
voltage modulation index of the virtual inverter, Io1_RMS is the output rms value of the
fundamental current of the matrix converter that includes ia, ib, and ic shown in Figure 2a,
and φo is the phase angle between the output voltages and output currents. In Equation
(13), the output rms currents of the fundamental currents of the matrix converter, Io1_RMS,
can be expressed as follows:

Io1_RMS =
Po

3Vg_RMS cos φo
(14)

where Po is the rated output power of the matrix converter and Vg_RMS is the rms value of
the fundamental voltages of the input voltage sources. After that, the value of parameter
λ1 can be determined by the designer and is shown as follows:

λ1 =
Igsw_RMS

Iin1_RMS
(15)

where IgSW_RMS is the rms value of the switching harmonic currents of the input currents,
which includes iA, iB, and iC, and Iin1_RMS is the input rms value of the fundamental
currents of the input currents of the matrix converter. From Equation (15), we can obtain:

Igsw_RMS= λ1 Iin1_RMS (16)

The ratio of the rms value of the switching harmonic currents of the input currents
to the switching harmonic currents of the matrix converter, Iinsw_RMS, which is related to
Iin1_RMS, can be determined by the designer. Finally, the relationship between the input
harmonic currents and output harmonic currents of the R-L-C filter can be shown as
follows [6]:

IgSW_RMS

Iinsw_RMS
=

1√√√√1 +
(1 − ωs2L f Cf )

2 − 1

(1 +
ωs2 L f

2

Rd
2 )

(17)

where ωs is the switching frequency, and L f , Cf , and Rd are the inductance, capacitance,
and resistance of the R-L-C filter. In this paper, the parameters of L f and Rd are directly
obtained from Equations (17) and (21) by using an analytic method without a computer.

Step 2: Determine the input harmonic voltages
In the second step, the input harmonic voltages are determined. First, the ratio

between the input harmonic voltages, Vin_ripple, and the input rms line voltages, Vin_line_rms,
is described as follows:

λ2 =
Vin_ripple

Vin_line_rms
(18)
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where Vin_ripple is the input harmonic voltages and Vin_line_rms is the input rms line voltages.
After that, the capacitance of the input R-L-C filter, Cf , is shown as follows [7]:

Cf =
Io

πωsVripple
sin πD (19)

where D is the turned-on duty cycles of each switch in the matrix converter.
Step 3: Determine the ratio of the filter power loss to the rated output power
First, the λ3 is determined by the designer to obtain the ratio of the filter power loss to

the rated output power as follows:

λ3 =
Ploss
Po

(20)

After doing some mathematical processes, one can obtain the following equation [6]:

λ3=
Iin1_RMS
Vg_RMS

(
ωg

2L f
2Rd

ωg2L f
2 + Rd

) (21)

As a result, from Equations (16) and (21), one can obtain the unique solution of the L f ,
which is the inductance of the R-L-C filter and the Rd, which is the resistance of the R-L-C
filter. The single-phase equivalent R-L-C filter is shown in Figure 4, which includes the
switching RMS voltages, the fundamental RMS voltages, the switching RMS currents, and
the fundamental RMS currents.

 

Figure 4. The single-phase equivalent circuit of the input filter for the matrix converter.

3.2. Method 2

The second method uses a frequency domain to design the R-L-C filter. The details are
described below.

Generally speaking, the R-L-C filter resonant frequency is less than 1/3 of the switching
frequency of the matrix converter, and over 20 times greater than the fundamental frequency.
The relationship is as follows:

20 fg ≤ fres ≤ 1
3

fs (22)

where fg is the frequency of the input voltage source, fres is the resonant frequency of the
filter, and fs is the switching frequency of the matrix converter. The capacitor Cf of the
filter causes a phase shift between the input currents and input voltages. Therefore, the
capacitor Cf has to be smaller than the allowed maximum capacitor that causes the allowed
maximum phase angle θmax. This relationship is expressed as follows [24]:

Cf < Cf
max (23)

and,

Cf
max=

Iin1_RMS
Vg_RMSωg

tan θmax (24)
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where Cf
max is the allowed maximum capacitor, and θmax is the allowed maximum phase

angle. The resonant frequency is then defined as:

fres=
1

2π
√

L f Cf

(25)

From Equation (25), one can derive the following equation:

L f =
1

Cf · (2π fres)
2 (26)

In this paper, the resistance is in parallel with the inductance. The transfer function of
the second-order system is shown in Figure 5a and is as follows:

Ig_RMS(s)
Iin1_RMS(s)

=
s

L f
Rd

+1

s2L f Cf+s
L f
Rd

+1

=
s ωres

Qres +ω2
res

s2+2ξωress+ω2
res

(27)

In Equation (27), the related parameters are as follows:

ωres =
1√

L f Cf

(28)

Qres = Rd

√
Cf

L f
(29)

and,

ξ =
1

2Rd

√
L f

Cf
(30)

where ωres is the resonant frequency in rad/s, Qres is the quality factor, and ξ is the damping
ratio. Figure 5b illustrates the relationship of magnitude and frequency in a Bode diagram,
and Figure 5c illustrates the relationship of the phase angle and frequency in a Bode
diagram for a typical R-L-C filter.

Although the first method requires more complicated computation processes, it obtains
the parameters of the R-L-C filter via the THD of the real currents and voltages. The second
method quickly determines the parameters of the R-L-C filter; however, it is difficult to
estimate the THD of the input current. The major reason is that the second method focuses
on frequency-domain responses but not harmonic current or voltage constraints.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 5. Three-phase R-L-C filter using method 2. (a) Equivalent diagram, (b) amplitude response,
(c) phase response.

4. Predictive Controller Design

4.1. One-Step Predictive Speed Controller Design

The discrete form of the dynamic speed equation for a PMSM is shown as follows [25]:

ω̂m(k + 1) = e−
BmTs

Jm ωm(k) +
1

Bm
(1 − e−

BmTs
Jm )Te(k) (31)

where ω̂m(k + 1) is the predictive speed at the (k + 1)th sampling interval, Ts is the sam-
pling interval of the speed-loop control, Jm is the inertia, Bm is the viscous coefficient, and
Te is the electromagnetic torque. The electromagnetic torque is calculated as follows:

Te(k) =
3
2

P
2

λm iq(k) = KT iq(k) (32)

where P is the pole number, λm is the flux linkage from the permanent magnet of each
pole on the rotor, KT is the torque constant, and iq(k) is the q-axis current. To simplify the
dynamic speed equation of the PMSM, Equation (31) can be rewritten as follows:

ω̂m(k + 1) = am ωm(k) + bm iq(k) (33)
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The parameters am and bm in Equation (33) are expressed as follows:

am = e−
BmTs

Jm (34)

and,

bm =
KT
Bm

(1 − e−
BmTs

Jm ) (35)

From Equation (33), one can derive the following equation:

ωm(k) = am ωm(k − 1) + bm iq(k − 1) (36)

Subtracting (36) from (33), one can obtain:

Δωm(k + 1) = amΔωm
(
k)+bmΔiq(k) (37)

and then the estimated speed of the (k + 1)th interval is:

ω̂m(k + 1) = ωm(k) + Δωm(k+1)
= ωm(k) + amΔωm(k) + bmΔiq(k)

(38)

Then the performance index is defined as follows [25]:

Js = (ω∗
m(k + 1)− ω̂m(k + 1))2 + qΔiq2(k) (39)

where
�
ωm(k + 1) is the predictive speed at the (k + 1)th sampling interval and q is the

weighting factor. By taking ∂Jp(k)
∂iq(k)

= 0, one can obtain the following:

Δiq∗(k) =
bsω∗

m(k + 1)− asbsΔωm(k)− bsωm(k)
b2

s + q
(40)

Finally, the q-axis current command can be shown as follows:

i∗q (k) = iq(k − 1) + Δi∗q (k) (41)

From Equations (40) and (41), one can obtain the block diagram of the one-step
predictive speed control which is shown in Figure 6. In this paper, a more complicated
two-step predictive speed control has been investigated and compared to the one-step
predictive speed control, which is discussed in Equation (31) to (41). The particulars of the
two-step predictive speed controller are as follows:

Figure 6. Block diagram of one-step predictive speed control.
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4.2. Two-Step Predictive Speed Controller Design

For a deeper investigation, a two-step predictive speed controller is also investigated
in this paper. When we discuss the two-step predictive speed controller, the predictive
speed ω̂m(k + 1) and the predictive speed ω̂m(k + 2) are both considered.

First, from Equation (38), the predictive speed ω̂m(k + 1) is developed. Then, one can
develop the predictive speed ω̂m(k + 2) as follows:

Δωm(k + 2) = amΔωm(k + 1) + bmΔiq(k + 1)
= am[amΔωm(k) + bmΔiq(k)]+bmΔiq(k + 1)
= am

2Δωm(k) + ambmΔiq(k) + bmΔiq(k + 1)
(42)

Then, the estimated (k + 2)th speed is as follows:

�
ωm(k + 2) =

�
ωm(k + 1) + Δωm(k + 2)

=
�
ωm(k + 1) + am

2Δωm(k) + ambmΔiq(k) + bmΔiq(k + 1)
= ωm(k) + amΔωm(k) + bmΔiq(k) + am

2Δωm(k) + ambmΔiq(k) + bmΔiq(k + 1)
(43)

Combing Equations (42) and (43), we can derive the following equation:

Ysm =

⎡
⎢⎣

�
ωm(k + 1)

�
ωm(k + 2)

⎤
⎥⎦

=

⎡
⎣ am 1

am + am
2 1

⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣ Δωm(k)

ωm(k)

⎤
⎦+
⎡
⎣ bm 0

bm(1 + am) bm

⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣ Δiq(k)

Δiq(k + 1)

⎤
⎦

= Fsm Xsm + θsmΔUsm

(44)

with,

Fsm=

⎡
⎣ am 1

am + am
2 1

⎤
⎦ (45)

and,

θsm=

⎡
⎣ bm 0

bm(1 + am) bm

⎤
⎦ (46)

Next, the performance index is defined as follows:

Jsp = [Ysm
∗ − Ysm]

T [Ysm
∗ − Ysm] + ΔUsm

TηΔUsm (47)

where Ysm
∗, η, and ΔUsm are defined as follows:

Ysm
∗=

⎡
⎣ ωm

∗(k + 1)

ωm
∗(k + 2)

⎤
⎦ (48)

In Equation (48), Ysm
∗ is the vector that includes the first-step speed command and

the second-step speed command. The weighting matrix η is:

η =

⎡
⎣ ηw 0

0 ηw

⎤
⎦ (49)
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where η is the weighting matrix and ηw is the weighting factor for the first and second
q-axis predictive difference-currents. The control input currents at sampling intervals k and
k + 1 are:

ΔUsm=

⎡
⎣ Δiq(k)

Δiq(k + 1)

⎤
⎦ (50)

where ΔUsm are the control input currents at sampling intervals k and k + 1. After that, by
taking the partial difference, one can obtain the following equation:

∂Jsp

∂ΔUsm
=
(
−2θsm

T(Ym
∗ − FsmXsm(k)) + 2(θsm

Tθsm + η)ΔUsm(k)) = 0 (51)

From (51), the optimal predictive control input can be expressed as follows:

ΔUsm =
(

θsm
Tθsm + η)

−1
(θsm

TYsm
∗(k)− θsm

T FsmXsm(k)) (52)

The relative results are as follows:

θsm
Tθsm + η=

⎡
⎣ a2

mb2
m + 2amb2

m + 2b2
m + ηw ambm

2 + bm
2

ambm
2 + bm

2 bm
2 + ηw

⎤
⎦ (53)

θsm
TYm

∗ =

⎡
⎣ bm bm(1 + am)

0 bm

⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣ ωm

∗(k + 1)

ωm
∗(k + 2)

⎤
⎦

=

⎡
⎣ bmωm

∗(k + 1) + bm(1 + am)ωm
∗(k + 2)

bmωm
∗(k + 2)

⎤
⎦

(54)

and,

θsm
T FsmXsm(k)=

⎡
⎣ bm bm(1 + am)

0 bm

⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣ am 1

am + am
2 1

⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣ Δωm(k)

ωm(k)

⎤
⎦

=

⎡
⎣ [2

(
ambm + a2

mbm
)
Δωm(k) + [bm + bm(1 + am)]ωm(k)

bm(am + am
2)Δωm(k) + bmωm(k)

⎤
⎦

(55)

Substituting (53), (54), and (55) into (52), one can derive the following equations:

ΔUsm(k) =

⎡
⎣ Δiq(k)

Δiq(k + 1)

⎤
⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

2bm
2 + ηw −ambm

2 − b2
m

−ambm
2 − b2

m a2
mb2

m + 2a2
mb2

m + 2b2
s + ηw

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

bm4+ηw2+b2
mηw(a2

m+2am+3)⎡
⎣ bmωm

∗(k + 1) + bm(1 + am)ωm
∗(k + 2)− 2

(
ambm + a2

mbm
)
Δωm(k)− [bm + bm(1 + am)]ωm(k)

bmωm
∗(k + 2)− [bm(am + am

2)]Δωm(k)− bmωm(k)

⎤
⎦

= 1
Z

⎡
⎣ Ψ + Θ

Φ + N

⎤
⎦

(56)

and,
Z = bm

4 + ηw
2 + b2

mηw

(
a2

m + 2am + 3
)

(57)
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Ψ =
(
2b2

m + ηw
){ bmωm

∗(k + 1) + bm(1 + am)ωm
∗(k + 2)

−2
(
bmam + bmam

2)Δωm(k)− [bm + bm(1 + am)]ωm(k)
} (58)

Θ =
[
−ambm

2 − b2
m

]
{bmωm

∗(k + 2) −bm(am + am
2)Δωm(k)− bmωm(k)

}
(59)

Φ =
[−ambm

2 − b2
m
]{ bmωm

∗(k + 1) + bm(1 + am)ωm
∗(k + 2)

−2
(
bmam + bmam

2)Δωm(k)− [bm + bm(1 + am)]ωm(k)
} (60)

and,

N =
[

am
2bm

2 + 2b2
m + 2ambm

2 + ηw

]
{bmωm

∗(k + 2) −bm(am + am
2)Δωm(k)− bmωm(k)

}
(61)

Next, the q-axis current command at the k-th sampling interval is as follows:

i∗q (k) = i∗q (k − 1) + Δiq(k) (62)

By using the same method, the (k + 1)th q-axis current command is shown in the
following equation:

i∗q (k + 1) = i∗q (k) + Δiq(k + 1) (63)

The output q-axis current command sends out only one value for each sampling
interval. As a result, we can combine Equations (62) and (63). Then, the final q-axis current
using the two-step predictive speed controller is defined as follows:

iq∗(k)−2step = ρiq∗(k) + (1 − ρ)iq∗(k + 1) (64)

From Equation (56) to (64), we can obtain the block diagram of the two-step pre-
dictive speed control. Figure 7 shows the block diagram of two-step predictive speed
control system.

 

Figure 7. Block diagram of two-step predictive speed control.

5. Predictive Current Controller Design

The predictive current controller is developed by using a similar method as the
predictive speed controller. First, the differential equations of the d-axis and q-axis currents
are as follows:

d
dt

id =
1
Ld

(
vd − rsid + ωeLqiq

)
(65)

and,
d
dt

iq =
1
Lq

(
vq − rsiq + ωe(Ldid + λm)

)
(66)
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By inserting these two zero-order hold devices into the d-q axis currents and then
taking the z-transformation, we obtain the following equation:

[
id(k + 1)
iq(k + 1)

]
=

[
ad 0
0 aq

][
id(k)
iq(k)

]
+

[
bd 0
0 bq

][
vd(k) + ωe(k)Lqiq(k)

vq(k)− ωe(k)(Ldid(k) + λm)

]
(67)

The parameters ad, aq, bd, and bq are as follows:

ad = e−
rsTc
Ld (68)

bd =
1
rs
(1 − e−

rs
Ld

Tc) (69)

aq = e
− rsTc

Lq (70)

and,

bq =
1
rs
(1 − e

− rs
Lq Tc) (71)

Next, we can define the control input ud(k) and uq(k) as the following two equations:

ud(k) = vd(k) + ωe(k)Lq iq(k) (72)

and,
uq(k) = vq(k)− ωe(k)(Ldid(k) + λm(k)) (73)

Substituting Equations (72) and (73) into (67), we can obtain a new and simplified
state-variable presentation equation as follows:

[
xd(k + 1)
xq(k + 1)

]
=

[
ad 0
0 aq

][
xd(k)
xq(k)

]
+

[
bd 0
0 bq

][
ud(k)
uq(k)

]
(74)

where xd(k) is the new state variable of id(k), and xq(k) is the new state variable of iq(k).
Equation (74) can then be rewritten as the new state-variable vector presentation as the
following equations:

Xcm(k + 1) = AcmXcm(k) + BcmUcm(k) (75)

and,

Xcm(k)=
[

xd(k)
xq(k)

]
(76)

Acm=

[
ad 0
0 aq

]
(77)

Bcm=

[
bd 0
0 bq

]
(78)

and,

Ucm(k)=
[

ud(k)
uq(k)

]
(79)

The new output equation of the state-variable vector presentation is as follows:

Ycm =

[
yd(k)
yq(k)

]
=

[
1 0
0 1

][
xd(k)
xq(k)

]
(80)

Then, we can define the difference of the state variable as follows:

ΔXcm(k + 1) = Xcm(k + 1)− Xcm(k)
= AcmΔXcm(k) + BcmΔUcm(k)

(81)
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where ΔXcm(k) is the difference of the state variables, and ΔUcm(k) is the difference of the
output variables. After that, we can define the augmented state variables as follows:

Xm(k + 1) =
[

ΔXcm(k + 1)
Ycm(k + 1)

]
= AmXm(k) + BmΔUcm(k) (82)

with:

Am =

[
Acm 0T

cm
Acm 1

]
(83)

Xm(k) =
[

ΔXcm(k)
Ycm(k)

]
(84)

and,

Bm =

[
Bcm
Bcm

]
(85)

Next, we can define the output Ym(k + 1) of the augmented model as follows:

Ym(k + 1) =
[

0T
cm 1

]
Xm(k + 1)

= CmXm(k + 1)
(86)

The performance index of the current-loop controllers is defined as follows [26]:

Jc = (X∗
cm(k + 1)− Ym(k + 1))2 + qΔU2

cm(k) (87)

where q is the weighting factor. By taking the differential of the performance index to
ΔUcm(k), and then by assuming the result to be zero, one can derive the following optimal
difference control input ΔU∗

cm(k) as follows:

ΔU∗
cm(k) =

(
B2

cm + q
)−1

[BcmX∗
cm(k + 1)

−AcmBcmΔXcm(k)− BcmYcm(k)]
(88)

From Equation (88), the Δv∗d(k) and Δv∗q(k) can be expressed as the following equa-
tions:

Δv∗d(k) =
bd(i∗d(k+1)−id(k))−adbdΔid(k)

b2
d+q

−Δωe(k)LqΔiq(k)
(89)

and,

Δv∗q(k) =
bq(i∗q (k+1)−iq(k))−aqbqΔiq(k)

b2
q+q

−Δωe(k)(LdΔid(k) + λm)
(90)

Finally, from Equations (89) and (90), we can develop the block diagrams of the d-axis
current controller and the q-axis current controller as in Figure 8a,b.

 
(a) 

Figure 8. Cont.
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(b) 

Figure 8. Block diagram of the predictive current control. (a) d-axis current control, (b) q-axis
current control.

6. Implementation

A digital signal processor (DSP), type SH 7237 (manufactured by Renesas Electronics
Corporation, Tokyo, Japan), and an FPGA, type 10M16SAU16917G (manufactured by Intel
Corporation, Santa Clara, CA, USA), were used to execute the control algorithms. The
sampling interval of the speed-loop was 1 ms, and the sampling interval of the current-loop
was 100 μs. The switching frequency of the matrix converter was 10 kHz. The PMSM was
an 8-pole motor, which had a 2000 r/min rated speed, 9.55 N·m of rated torque, 9 A of rated
current, 0.58 Ω of stator resistance, 1.3 mH of d-axis inductance, 1.7 mH of q-axis inductance,
0.003 N·m·s/rad of inertia, and a 1.14 N·m/A torque constant. The three-phase input filter
of method 1 had the following parameters: Rd = 15 Ω, L f = 1.5 mH, and Cf = 6.8 μF. In
addition, the three-phase input filter of method 2 had the following parameters: Rd = 22 Ω,
L f = 1.5 mH, and Cf = 4.7 μF. Figure 9a shows the software and hardware block diagrams of
the control system. Figure 9b shows the circuits for a matrix converter, including a clamped
circuit, some drivers, a matrix converter, an AC/DC power supply, and a control circuit.

 
(a) 

Figure 9. Cont.
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(b) 

Figure 9. The implemented matrix-converter PMSM drive system. (a) Block diagram, (b) photo of
matrix-converter.

7. Experimental Results

Several experimental results are shown here. Figure 10a demonstrates the measured
input A-phase current of the matrix converter without using an input filter. The input A-
phase current is close to a square-wave high-frequency PWM current, which has a 132.14%
THD. Two simplified three-phase input AC filter design methods were proposed without
using computer simulations. Figure 10c demonstrates the measured A-phase current using
the proposed method 1 of the three-phase input AC filter, in which the parameters include
λ1 = 0.11, λ2 = 0.019, and λ3 = 0.0006. The measured A-phase current is nearly a sinusoidal
waveform with a 9.55% THD. Figure 10e demonstrates the measured A-phase current
using the proposed method 2 input three-phase AC filter, in which the parameters include
ωres = 12,570 rad/s, Qres = 1.23, and ξ = 0.4. The A-phase current using method 2 includes
a 12.08% THD. As we can observe, the current without using an input filter has the highest
THD. The major reason is that the high-frequency PWM current creates a lot of harmonic
currents. The proposed method 1 of the three-phase input AC filter design provides lower
THD than the proposed method 2. The major reason is that method 1 focuses on harmonic
currents and voltages; method 2, however, focuses on frequency responses.

Figure 11a demonstrates the measured output currents of the a-phase matrix converter
using a PI current controller, which produces an 11.91% THD. Figure 11c demonstrates
the measured output currents of the a-phase matrix converter using a predictive current
controller, which has a 9.25% THD, which is lower than the THD of the PI current controller.

Figure 12a illustrates the measured 300 r/min step-input speed responses by using a PI
controller, a one-step predictive speed controller, and a two-step predictive speed controller.
The PI controller is designed by pole assignment with two major poles P1 = −10.6 + j7.5
and P2 = −10.6 − j7.5. As we can observe, the PI controller provides the highest overshoot
among the three different speed controllers. The one-step predictive speed controller, which
chooses a weighting factor q = 0.25, has the quickest transient response when compared
to the two-step predictive speed controller and the PI controller. The two-step predictive

speed controller, which chooses a weighting factor η =

[
0.25 0

0 0.25

]
and ρ = 0.5, has the

lowest overshoot but the slowest transient response when compared to the PI controller
and the one-step predictive speed controller. Figure 12b illustrates the load disturbance
responses at 300 r/min with a 2 N·m external load. The one-step predictive controller
provides the smallest speed drop and the fastest recovery time relative to the PI controller
and the two-step predictive controller. However, the two-step predictive controller provides
fewer steady-state errors than the PI controller and the one-step predictive speed controller.

Figure 13a demonstrates the measured q-axis current response by using the PI con-
troller, which has a higher overshoot and slower response than the one-step predictive
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current controller. Figure 13b demonstrates the measured q-axis current response by using
the one-step predictive controller. As can be observed, the one-step predictive current
controller performs better than the PI controller again, including faster transient responses
and lower overshoot.

Table 2 shows the comparison of the input harmonic currents. Method 1 has fewer
input harmonic currents than method 2. Table 3 shows the comparison of the speed
responses. The one-step predictive speed controller provides quicker transient responses
and quicker recovery time. However, the two-step predictive speed controller provides
fewer speed drops and smaller overshoots than any other controller.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 10. Cont.
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(c) 

 
(d) 

 
(e) 

Figure 10. Cont.
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(f) 
Figure 10. Measured input waveforms (a) iAN without filter, (b) THD without filter, (c) iAN with
method 1. (d) THD method 1, (e) iAN with method 2, (f) THD with method 2.

 
(a) 

Figure 11. Cont.
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(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 11. Measured a-phase output currents of matrix-converter using different current controllers.
(a) PI, (b) THD, (c) predictive, (d) THD.
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 12. Measured speed responses. (a) Step-input responses, (b) load-disturbance responses.
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 13. Measured current responses. (a) PI current controller, (b) predictive current controller.

Table 2. Comparison of input harmonic currents.

5th
Harmonic

7th
Harmonic

THD

Without
input filters

16.26% 11.61% 132.14%

Method 1 3.73% 1.87% 9.55%

Method 2 5.87% 2.09% 12.08%
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Table 3. Comparison of speed responses.

Command

Controller
PI One-Step

Predictive
Two-Step
Predictive

Step speed command
300 r/min

Rise time 0.15 s 0.13 s 0.17 s
Settling time 0.4 s 0.24 s 0.26 s
Overshoot 6.33% 2% 1%

Steady
state error ±2 r/min ±2 r/min ±1 r/min

Load-disturbance
2 N-m

Recovery time 0.28 s 0.17 s 0.2 s
Speed drop 48 r/min 24 r/min 23 r/min

8. Conclusions

In this paper, two different design methods, which are simpler than the traditional
numeric methods, using a computer for a three-phase input AC filter for matrix-converter
PMSM-drive systems, are investigated and compared. The first method requires only
analytic processes, which is simpler than the traditional numeric method using a computer.
The second method uses frequency responses to determine the R-L-C parameters of the
AC filter. In addition, a two-step predictive speed controller and a one-step predictive
speed controller are investigated to improve the dynamic responses of speed-loop control
systems. Moreover, a predictive current controller is designed to provide smaller harmonic
currents than a PI current controller. Experimental results show that the proposed methods
can effectively improve the performance of matrix converter-based PMSM drive systems,
including obvious improvements in the input AC harmonic currents, output AC harmonic
currents, and dynamic responses.
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Abstract: In Power Systems, Synchronous Generators (SGs) are mostly used for generating electricity.
Their insulation system, of which epoxy resin is a core component, plays a significant role in
reliable operation. Epoxy resin has high mechanical strength, a characteristic that makes it a very
good material for reliable SG insulation. Partial Discharges (PDs) are a constant threat to this
insulation since they cause deterioration and consequential degradation of the aforementioned
material. Therefore, it is very important to detect PDs, as they are both a symptom of insulation
deterioration and a means to identify possible faults. Offline and Online PDs Tests are described, and
a MATLAB/Simulink model, which simulates the capacitive model of PDs, is presented in this paper.
Moreover, experiments are carried out in order to examine how the flashover voltage of epoxy resin
samples is affected by different humidity levels. The main purpose of this manuscript is to investigate
factors, such as the applied voltage, number, and volume of water droplets and water conductivity,
which affect the condition of epoxy resin, and how these are related to PDs and flashover voltages,
which may appear also in electrical machines’ insulation. The aforementioned factors may affect the
epoxy resin, resulting in an increase in PDs, which in turn increases the overall Electrical Rotating
Machines (EMs) risk factor.

Keywords: electrical machines; insulation system; partial discharges; capacitive model;
MATLAB/Simulink; flashover voltage; epoxy resin

1. Introduction

Electrical Rotating Machines (EMs) and especially Synchronous Generators (SGs)
constitute the main source of electricity production. Therefore, SGs must be reliable, must
have as long a lifespan as possible, and must operate reliably [1–5]. One of the main reasons
for the failure of SGs is their stator insulation system, which has three main insulation
levels [2–6]:

• Ground wall insulation;
• Insulation between turns/strands;
• Semi-conductive coating.
• The insulation system of the High Voltage (HV) EMs consists of [6–9]:
• mica, which is used in order to minimize the Partial Discharge (PD) activity;
• supporting material for proper mechanical strength;
• resin that fills the voids between mica and the supporting material.

The insulation system is subjected to different stresses acting alone or in combination
with each other. The stator winding is one of the most stressed components of a generator.
If a winding fault occurs during operation, the consequential damages to the machine can
lead to significant outage times. These stresses are Thermal, Electrical, various Ambient
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factors, and Mechanical (TEAM), which create faults, such as delaminations and cracks
and these can lead to the breakdown and overall damage of the insulation system. More
specifically, PDs appear to be one of the major problems of the EMs’ insulation system.
If high PD magnitudes occur over a long period, deterioration of the EMs’ insulation
system may ensue. PDs are small electric spikes, which take place within air-filled cavities
of the insulation or on its surface. PDs occur because the breakdown strength of air is
much lower than the strength of the surrounding solid insulation. PDs cause small current
and voltage pulses, while they are due to charges bombarding the cavity walls. These
events may lead to insulation erosion. One could say that PDs are both a symptom of
insulation deterioration and a means for the identification of possible faults. PDs may cause
accelerated insulation ageing. Air cavities or other delaminations due to TEAM stresses
increase the possibility of PD creation and can lead to insulation system deterioration due
to chemical degradation and physical attack by nitrogen ions [10–15].

Epoxy resin is widely used and is proven to be a very important material achieving
reliable and safe EM operation without undesirable shutdowns or additional maintenance.
It helps EMs to perform adequately with reduced maintenance. Moreover, epoxy resin has
high mechanical strength, good physical and electrical properties, high chemical resistance,
adhesiveness, and low shrink ability, and it can be combined with other insulating materials,
such as mica. Furthermore, epoxy resin is resistant to moisture and radiation; however, it
may be affected by PDs and flashover voltages [2,16].

The present paper deals with the factors that may affect the proper operation and
condition of epoxy resin and are related to PDs and flashover voltages. One significant goal
of this manuscript is to investigate whether the presence of humidity leads to an increase or
decrease in PD activity and to pinpoint the factors that lead to this result. Research works
are ambiguous. Some mention that humidity leads to an increase in PD activity while others
a decrease. Another important factor that this manuscript deals with is the investigation of
which factors, such as applied voltage, water conductivity, and the geometry of enclosed
voids, affect epoxy resin. Epoxy resin is one of the most significant insulation materials
and is also widely employed in the SG. Technical data, PD measurements, and PD activity
of the SG are described below. A combination of simulation and experimental results will
lead to conclusions for all of the aforementioned factors and an overall view of the way
that epoxy resin reacts to them.

2. Partial Discharges (PDs)

PDs are electrical discharges, which partially bridge the insulation between conduc-
tors [17]. They include internal discharges, slot discharges, and end-winding discharges.

2.1. PDs on EMs

SG are exposed to various defects in the insulation system. More specifically, TEAM [3–6]
stresses are responsible for the deterioration of SGs’ insulation. PDs usually occur as a result
of the various defects, as described above. PDs in EMs cause typical patterns, the analysis of
which can identify the origin of different PDs [18–21]. PDs can be categorized as [11]:

• Internal PDs, which occur on windings and can be caused due to poor manufacturing
and design;

• Slot PDs, which occur on slot windings and are the most severe, and their cause can
be poor manufacturing and improper maintenance;

• End-winding PDs, the cause of which can also be poor design and a lack of maintenance.

Different faults and problems of electrical erosion occurred from the presence of PDs
in a SG, with a rated power of 202 MVA and a rated voltage of 15.75 kV at 50 Hz, located
in a power plant in Greece. The stator insulation type is epoxy resin. Its degradation and
aging due to electrical activity, and especially PDs, increasingly worsen with time.

Figure 1 shows a serious degradation of the insulation system of the stator bars due to
mechanical and electrical stresses, both of which were caused by PDs that occurred during
the EM operation time. The results of inspections and tests showed that the loosening
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of bars inside the slot is still at an initial stage except for some weak bars located in the
bottom area of the stator core already at a critical stage. Given the above circumstances,
preventative and/or corrective maintenance actions were performed in order to prevent
the worsening of the EM condition. The standard conductive resin injection was chosen in
order to tighten the bars inside their slots, to restore a proper contact between the insulation
surface and core slot walls, and to inhibit further mechanical erosion and PD activity. These
actions are shown in Figures 2–4. It must be noted that Figures 1–4 were captured during
real on-site maintenance actions on the aforementioned SG.

Figure 1. Electrical Erosion (2012)—Stator Bars.

Figure 2. Restating ties with glass roving and resin.
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Figure 3. Restored ties with glass roving and resin.

Figure 4. Painting of the restored area with resin.

The PDs were inner PDs arising from stress within the voids of the main insulation,
surface PDs on the surfaces of the end-windings, and PDs between the insulation surfaces
and the slot wall.

The factors that influence the characteristics of PDs are [22]:

• Applied Voltage: as the applied voltage increases, the PD magnitude increases;
• Type of Insulating Material: the PD amplitude depends on the relative permittivity of

each insulating material used for EM insulation;
• Void Size and Shape: the bigger the void, the larger the discharge;
• Humidity: when there are more droplets on the surface of the insulating material, the

PD amplitude tends to increase;
• The frequency of the PD;
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• The applied voltage waveform.

To combat the aforementioned issues, proper maintenance plays a key role in detecting
probable problems and, therefore, PD monitoring is an appropriate diagnostic method,
as it is the most helpful in examining the insulation condition and identifying potential
machine failures.

2.2. PD Measurement—General Information

Considering all of the above, it becomes clear that detecting PDs is a very important
and useful diagnostic method in order to prevent possible failures in insulation systems.
Moreover, PD measurement is a non-destructive diagnostic technique.

The principle of PD measurement is measuring the pulses, generated by charge
displacements occurring within or on the stator winding insulation system. These pulses
are captured using PD couplers temporary connected to the generator terminals.

The standard PD test (IEC 60034-27) consists of installing a set of coupling capacitors
at the EM terminals and monitoring the high frequency currents that flow through them in
the case of PDs in the insulation. This can be done in an on-line or an off-line mode [23,24].

In Offline PD tests, locations in the insulation system with weak dielectric conditions
can be detected. The influence of noise is not as an important problem as for the Online PD
test and it is easier to pinpoint the localization of the various fault areas. Moreover, Offline
PD testing enables determination of PD inception and extinction voltage. On the other
hand, since the EMs do not operate under real conditions, voltage stresses in the winding
and mechanical stresses may not be representative. Furthermore, EMs must be taken out
of operation, which may incur economic consequences. Finally, an external power supply
is necessary.

Online PD testing [11,25] provides permanent monitoring of PDs as well as continuous
information on stator winding conditions. It is possible to observe abnormal situations
or sudden changes in the behaviour of the stator windings and to predict if the SG’s
insulation is close enough to degradation. Furthermore, Online PD measurements provide
information about the real insulation condition and the aging progress of the generator.
The machine operates under real conditions, and a separate power supply is not necessary.
A serious problem is the difficulty in determining the origin of the failure since the electrical
noise obscures the fault. Installation of sensors is required.

2.3. PD Measurements under Real Conditions

In this section, the PD measurements that were conducted on the aforementioned SG
are analysed. Each phase of the generator was tested separately. The PD measurement was
carried out on both sides of each generator phase: the phase was energized before the start
point side, and the capacitive coupler was connected the high voltage side, Subsequently,
this phase was energized on the HV side, and the capacitive coupler was connected on the
star point side. The test voltage on each phase was increased in steps of 0.2 kV up to the
nominal generator phase voltage. PD activity was measured and recorded in each step.
The PD measurement results are presented in Phase-Resolved Partial Discharge (PRPD)
diagrams, three-dimensional diagrams that show the PD activity related to the AC cycle.

The Online PD monitoring procedure dictates proper installation of PD couplers,
a connection box, and the portable measurement device in order to perform manual or
fully automatic periodic measurements. Figure 5 shows the Online PD measurement
arrangement. Coupling capacitors are connected to each phase of the SG, while Phase A
is connected to the PD sensor, which sends the data to the PD Monitoring System. An
ethernet cable connects the PD monitoring system to a personal computer where data
are processed.

The measurements of PDs were conducted with an acquisition time of 20 se the Dead
time was 7 μs and there were 1002 periods. It is possible to identify the nature of the
different PDs through appropriate data-handling techniques. Surface PDs arise on the
surfaces of end-windings and they have a low risk factor. Slot PDs arise inside and between
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insulation surfaces and slot walls due to the presence of air gaps and a lack of slot corona
protection. Inner PDs have a very low risk factor. Online PD measurements at different
reactive load and winding temperatures could confirm the presence of slot PDs, which can
cause serious problems.

Figures 6 and 7 show the PD activity at one of the phases (phase A) of the SG occurring
at phase voltage (PRPD) [26]). The visualization of the graphs reveals a reduction in PD
activity between 2010 and 2011 due to maintenance actions that took place on the insulation,
as shown in Figures 2–4.

Figure 5. Online PD Measurement Arrangement.

Figure 6. PD activity in Phase U (2010).
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Figure 7. PD activity in Phase U (2011).

3. PD Model

3.1. Capacitive Model

Research would benefit from a PD model able to simulate the way epoxy resin reacts
under varying conditions encountered in industrial applications. It is very important to
investigate the PD activity on epoxy resin when there is a void inside the insulation, when
this void becomes bigger or smaller, and when the voltage changes.

The PD model chosen is the capacitive model, a widely known and accepted model for
PD studies in solid insulation materials. This model, referred to as the conventional method
for detecting PD, is capable of describing mainly internal discharges, surface discharges
as well as corona discharges. The capacitive model is an approximative representation
of what happens inside an enclosed cavity. The classical capacitance model consists of
three capacitors, which indicate the test object (Cc: Capacitance of the void in the solid
material, Cb: Capacitance of the insulation material connected to the void, Ca: Capacitance
of the remaining insulation material). The MATLAB/Simulink model (IEC 60270 Standard),
which was created in order to simulate the PD, is shown in Figure 8. The circuit consists
of [27–31]:

• One AC High Voltage (HV) Source;
• One resistor (R1), which plays the role of a HV filter and it is used in order to reduce

the noise of the AC HV Source;
• Two capacitors (Cm: HV measuring capacitor,Ck: Coupling capacitor, which must

have low inductance in order to keep PD pulses low as well as act as a filter. These
two capacitors consist of the most common sensor for measuring PDs in EM, as when
a PD occurs, coupling capacitors provide the test object with a displacement current,
which is measurable by the measuring capacitor and the MI);

• Three capacitors, which indicate the test object;

One Measuring Impedance (MI) RLC, which is used in order to collect the PD signals.
The capacities Ca, Cb, Cc are calculated, considering the insulation material, by:

Ca =
ε0εr(a − 2r)b

d
, (1)

Cb =
ε0εrr2π

d − h
, (2)

Cc =
ε0r2π

h
, (3)
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where ε0 is the dielectric constant in vacuum, εr is the relative permittivity (dielectric
constant) of the insulating material, α is the length, b is the weight and d is the height of
the test object, r is the radius, and h is the height of the void.

When AC voltage V is applied to the insulation material and it reaches a voltage
higher than the insulation is able to withstand, a discharge occurs [32–34]. The voltage
Vc appears in the void according to [33,34]:

Vc =
Cb

Cb + Cc
V, (4)

Cc =
CaCb

Ca + Cb
, (5)

When a partial discharge takes place, a charge will be transferred from one side of the
void to the other, and the voltage due to the PD (ΔVc) will appear on Cc. The charge is too
small to be measured; therefore, instead of the charge, the apparent charge is measured,
and it is calculated by:

qa ∼= ΔVcCb, (6)

Figure 8. Capacitive PD Model—Simulink.

3.2. Simulation Results

Table 1 shows the simulation parameters for the epoxy resin. Tests specifying the
values for measuring the capacitor, coupling capacitor, Rm, Lm, and Cm were conducted in
addition to consulting other research work [27–30]. Epoxy resin is the insulating material
used in the aforementioned SG and thus used in the capacitive model.

The applied voltages, used for the simulations, were the same as the voltages used
in the PD measurements of the SG, described below. PD characteristics do not appear for
a long time period and that is why the simulation time was chosen to be 0.02 s. Some
results of the simulations are shown in the next figures. Figures 9–11 show the resulting
PDs at 5 kV, 10 kV, and 15 kV respectively. PDs are shown as spikes in these figures. More
specifically, in Figure 9, the most important spikes are at 0.015 s, 0.017 s, and 0.019 s, in
Figure 10, the spikes are at 0.0005 s and 0.017 s, and in Figure 11, the spikes are at 0.005 s,
0.011 s, 0.0125 s, and 0.0165 s. It is obvious, that while increasing the applied voltage, both
the number and the amplitude of the PD increase.
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Table 1. Simulation Parameters (Epoxy Resin).

Parameter Value

Measuring Capacitor 1000 pF
Coupling Capacitor 1000 μF
Dielectric Constant 8.85 × 10−12 F/m

Relative Permittivity 3.6
Rm 50 Ω
Lm 0.60 mH
Cm 0.45 μF
Ca 4.460 × 10−12 F
Cb 5.56062 × 10−14 F
Cc 1.39015 × 10−13 F

Figure 9. PD at 5 kV.

Figure 10. PD at 10 kV.

Figure 11. PD at 15 kV.

3.3. Simulation Results—Half Height of the Void

The same simulations were performed with some changes in the volume of the void.
The height of the void varied by half the value and the radius was kept stable. Table 2 shows
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how the capacities change according to the variable volume of the void. As mentioned above,
in Figure 12, the most important spikes (PDs) are at 0.0005 s, 0.0037 s, and 0.018 s, in Figure 13,
the spikes are at 0.0004 s and 0.0022 s, and in Figure 14, the spikes are at 0.0003 s.

Table 2. Simulation Parameters (Epoxy Resin).

Parameter Value

Ca 4.460 × 10−12 F
Cb 5.26795 × 10−14 F
Cc 2.78031 × 10−13 F

Figure 12. PD at 5 kV-Half Height.

Figure 13. PD at 10 kV-Half Height.

Figure 14. PD at 15 kV-Half Height.
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3.4. Simulation Results—Half Radius of the Void

The same simulations were performed with the height of the radius changed by half
and the height kept stable. Table 3 shows how the capacities change according to the above
changes. As mentioned above, in Figure 15, the most important spikes (PDs) are at 0.0005 s,
0.001 s, and 0.018 s, in Figure 16, the spikes are at 0.0004 s, 0.008 s, and 0.009 s, and in
Figure 17, the spikes are at 0.009 s and 0.0013 s.

Table 3. Simulation Parameters (Epoxy Resin).

Parameter Value

Ca 4.46197 × 10−12 F
Cb 1.93077 × 10−14 F
Cc 3.47539 × 10−14 F

Figure 15. PD at 5 kV-Half Radius.

Figure 16. PD at 10 kV-Half Radius.

Figure 17. PD at 15 kV-Half Radius.
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Comparing the above figures, it becomes clear that when the volume of the void was
reduced, either by reducing the radius or the height of the void, the PDs were reduced.
The aforementioned results are similar to results of other research, which indicate that PD
activity is related to void geometry and applied voltage [34,35].

4. Effect of Humidity on PDs

The presence of humidity leads to an increase in electrical stresses, resulting in an
increase in PD activity and thus affecting the state of EM insulation (possible deterioration).
There are some papers and research works which claim that the presence of humidity may
decrease the number of PDs and PD activity. There are no clear results from previous
research whether humidity leads to an increase or a decrease in PD activity [36]. Moreover,
some test results showed that if the relative humidity is increased, the magnitude of the PDs
will be increased as well. The absolute humidity should be taken into consideration [37,38]
as it affects the Partial Discharge Inception Voltage (PDIV). References [39,40] show that an
increase in absolute humidity leads to a pertinent increase in PDIV, while other research
work [41] disagrees with the aforementioned results.

Experiments were carried out to investigate the effect of humidity on flashover volt-
ages. The sample was epoxy resin, which is the same insulation material used for the
previous simulations and the aforementioned SG. The studied factors were water droplet
volume, water conductivity, water droplet distance from the electrodes, and the number of
water droplets on the epoxy resin surface.

Eight different water droplet setups were chosen (Figures 18–21), which one by one,
were positioned on the sample surface of the epoxy resin. Eight different water conductivies
were used, from 1.4 μS/cm to 10,000 μS/cm, in order to investigate how they affect the PD.
The experiment procedure was analyzed in-depth in previous work [42]:

After the flashover occurred, the voltage was recorded and the same water droplet
arrangement was positioned on the epoxy resin surface. The voltage was raised up to the
previous voltage minus 1.2 kV, and the arrangement stayed for 5 min. If flashover did not
happen, the voltage was raised by 0.4 kV and so on. When the flashover occurred, the final
voltage was recorded and used in order to create Figure 22, containing the results of the
different water droplet arrangements. The reason for allowing the voltage value for 5 min
at each voltage level was because a certain time was required for the droplets to deform
and for the surface discharges to start.

Figure 18. One-Droplet Arrangement (1D).
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Figure 19. Two-Droplets Arrangement with one next to the other (2.1D).

Figure 20. Two-Droplets Arrangement with one on top of the other (2.2D).

Figure 21. Three-Droplet Arrangement (3D).

Figure 22 shows the variation of the flashover voltage with water conductivity for the
epoxy resin sample. The colours of the different lines are explained next to the diagram.
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Figure 22. Comparison of different flashover voltages for the epoxy resin sample.

First, the water conductivity affects the flashover voltage, e.g., when the water con-
ductivity increases, the flashover voltage decreases. Furthermore, in most experiments,
the flashover voltage of the arrangements of 0.1 mL was less compared to the same ar-
rangement of 0.05 mL. Moreover, the more droplets on the sample surface, the lower
the flashover voltage. Last but not least, the two-droplet arrangement one next to the
other presents the minimum values of the flashover voltage, and this happens because the
droplets are closer to the electrodes.

5. Discussion

EMs are one of the most significant elements in industry and in generating electric-ity.
Long lifespan and proper operation are of paramount importance. The EM insulation
system condition is one of the defining factors of its overall health condition [43,44]. One of
the most widely used insulation materials is epoxy resin, as it has many advantages, such
as tensile strength [45], and this paper aimed to study the influence of various factors on
epoxy resin. Delaminations and voids in a solid dielectric could lead to the deterioration
and the degradation of the insulation system. If a void of a certain volume is present in a
solid insulation material, this could lead to more PDs as well as a higher amplitude of PDs
as the applied voltage increases. In addition to this, as the volume of the void increases,
PDs increase as well.

The MATLAB/Simulink model proposed in this paper was created in order to simulate
the way that a common insulation material that is used in various EMs, epoxy resin, reacts
to different situations. The combination of these results with the experimental tests, which
give significant information about the humidity and how it affects epoxy resin, leads to a
more general point of view of this insulation material. According to simulation results, it
is obvious that when increasing the applied voltage, both the number and the amplitude
of the PDs increase. In addition to this, when the volume of the void is increased, the
PDs increase.

Another important factor in the epoxy resin condition seems to be humidity. Other
research efforts present different approaches on how humidity affects PD activity and
flashover voltages, as mentioned above. According to experiments, humidity affects the
deterioration of the insulation because it is related to the increase in flashover voltage as
well as the PD activity. The factors that affect the PD activity are water conductivity, the
distance of the water droplets from the electrodes, and the volume and number of droplets
on the sample surface. As the number of droplets or the volume increases, the flashover
voltage decreases and facilitates PD occurrence. In addition, when the water droplets are
closer to electrodes, the flashover voltage decreases. Finally, the water conductivity affects
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flashover voltages and PD activity, as the smallest values for flashover voltages occur in
experiments with the highest value of water conductivity.

During the experiments, one could notice the following: before the breakup of the
water droplets there was an oscillation and a characteristic noise. More specifically, in
the two-droplet arrangement with one droplet next to the other, the two droplets were
approaching each other before the PD occurred. On the other hand, in the three-droplet
arrangement, most of the time, the middle droplet was the one that deformed and broke
up. Further experiments will be developed in the future in order to verify the conclusions
across a wider range of machines and cases. Both the simulations and the experiments can
be used in order to examine the effect of the PDs on EMs, as PD activity is both a cause
and a symptom of the insulation aging. As mentioned above, one of the main problems
that occurs in EMs is PDs, which occur due to various defects on their insulation system.
The presence of PDs can lead to insulation degradation and failure. As such, it is very
important to detect the PDs immediately either via Offline or Online PD tests, as described
above. First, the installation of an Online PD monitoring system is recommended in order
to prevent an abnormal situation or sudden changes in the behaviour of stator winding.
An Online PD monitoring system can give important information about future insulation
conditions, possible faults, and problems. Online PD tests are more expensive but they
offer better results in EM monitoring. In any case, the systematic cleaning of the EMs,
aimed to reduce humidity and contamination to minimize the presence of PDs, should
always be considered.

6. Conclusions

The purpose of this manuscript is to discuss the factors affecting the PD and their
detection in EMs and especially epoxy resin, one of the most significant components of
EMs’ insulation system. Epoxy resin was chosen, as it is used not only on the insulation
system of the SG described above but also in many other similar systems. It was therefore
essential for this research effort to simulate the insulation of this SG in order to investigate
how the above (and many other) factors affect its “health” condition and prognose possible
faults. PD tests, Offline or Online, are the most suitable tests for evaluating the insulation
condition. Offline tests are mainly used for determining the point where a potential fault
starts, while Online PD tests are able to monitor the insulation condition continuously
during operation.

The simulation results show that, when increasing the applied voltage, the number
and the amplitude of PDs increase. Furthermore, if the volume of the void decreases,
the PDs decrease. Other factors that play a significant role in PDs are humidity and
contamination. Experiments with epoxy resin samples and different droplet arrangements
were carried out in order to investigate which factors can affect the PDs and provided
interesting results. Water droplet conductivity, the distance of the water droplets from the
electrodes, and the volume and number of the water droplets on the surface of the epoxy
resin affect the flashover performance and the PDs.

As for future work, experiments with different water conductivities and water droplet
arrangements would be useful in confirming the results and providing statistical signifi-
cance. As for the simulations, more iterations with different geometries and dimensions of
voids would be useful. The simulations and the experiments could be combined with the
onsite measurements of PDs across a wider range of existing SGs in power plants in order
to determine the situation of their insulation system for planning maintenance actions
more efficiently.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
EMs Electrical Rotating Machines
HV High Voltage
MI Measuring Impedance
PDs Partial Discharges
PDIV Partial Discharge Inception Voltage
PRPD Phase Resolved Partial Discharge
SGs Synchronous Generators
TEAM Thermal, Electrical, Ambient, and Mechanical
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Abstract: Oriented steel has higher permeability and lower losses in the direction of orientation
(the rolling direction) than non-oriented steel. However, in the transverse direction, oriented steel
typically has lower permeability and higher losses. The strategic use of oriented steel in a modu-
lar Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machine (PMSM) stator can improve machine performance,
particularly when compared to a machine designed with non-oriented steel, by increasing both
torque and efficiency. Typically, steel manufacturers provide magnetic properties only in the rolling
and transverse directions. Furthermore, in modern Finite Element Analysis (FEA) software, the
magnetic properties between the rolling and transverse directions are interpolated using an intrinsic
mathematical model. However, this interpolation method has proven to be inaccurate; to resolve this
issue, an improved model was proposed in the literature. This model requires the magnetic properties
of the oriented steel in between the rolling and transverse directions. Therefore, a procedure for
extracting the magnetic properties of oriented steel is required. The objective of this work is to pro-
pose a method of determining the magnetic properties of oriented steel beyond just the oriented and
transverse directions. In this method, flux-injecting probes, also known as sensors, are used to inject
and control the flux density in an oriented steel segmented stator in order to extract the properties of
the oriented steel. These extracted properties are then used to model an oriented steel modular stator
PMSM. The machine’s average torque and core losses are compared with conventional, non-modular,
non-oriented steel stator PMSM, and modular, non-oriented steel stator PMSM. It is shown that
both the average torque and the core loss of the oriented steel modular stator PMSM have better
performance at the selected number of segments than either of the two non-oriented steel stators.

Keywords: electric machines; electromagnetic analysis; electromagnetic measurements; core losses;
rotor flux linkage; modular stator; oriented steel; finite element analysis; flux-injecting probes

1. Introduction

Improved manufacturing techniques reduce the cost of electrical machines while
improving performance. Segmented stators simplify the winding process, thus increasing
the slot fill factor and the ease of handling and assembly [1,2]. Segmented stator design
also enables the use of different materials for the stator and rotor while reducing waste.
As a result, the stator can be built with lower-loss magnetic steel while the rotor is built
with materials of higher tensile strength, as required by high-speed operation. Due to
the separate production of the rotor and stator laminations, the width of the air gap is
no longer determined by the limitations of the punching tool. Hence, the air gap can be
further reduced. Additionally, this can increase the torque density of the machine. Faults
may lead to adverse effects on the operation of the machine and are dangerous to the
system and to human safety [3–7]. High fault tolerance is also achieved in segmented stator
construction due to the physical separation of the segments [8]. The construction of the
segmented stator also allows for the use of oriented steel that shows superior magnetic
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properties, higher permeability, and lower core losses in the rolling direction [9–11]. There-
fore, the proper design of oriented steel segments for the stator construction may lead to
the enhanced performance of the machine, along with the other advantages of modular
stator construction.

In order to design a machine with the use of oriented steel segments, an accurate
modelling of the magnetic properties of the steel is required for numerical simulations.
The magnetic properties of oriented steel are distinct in different directions, and knowledge
of the magnetic properties of all the directions is required in order to accurately design the
machine. However, the magnetic properties of only the rolling and transverse directions
are supplied by steel manufacturers. Moreover, in modern FEA software, the magnetic
properties of the rolling (0◦ direction) and transverse directions (90◦ direction) of the
oriented steel are utilized to interpolate the magnetic properties in between these directions
with the use of an internal algorithm. Several techniques have been proposed in the
literature to model oriented steel in FEA. In [12], an elliptical model was used to simulate
the oriented steel. This method assumes that the permeability of the oriented steel follows
an elliptical curve at a given flux density, in the rolling and transverse directions. Therefore,
from the BH curves in the rolling and transverse directions, the BH curves for any direction
can be interpolated. However, it is shown in [13] that the permeability of the oriented
steel is the lowest at around the 50–60◦ direction, hence the interpolation method using an
ellipse is inaccurate. In [14], the magnetic field cross effects using a non-linear method is
proposed. The cross field exists when the magnetic field is applied in a direction other than
the principal direction, which leads to the non-parallel magnetic field intensity (H) and the
flux density (B). However, the cross effects are negligible when the field is applied in the
principal direction. In the proposed method, the equivalent magnetic field components are
substituted when the cross effects present are derived from the co-energy densities. Using
this technique, the equivalent behavior of anisotropic materials can be simulated in any
direction. This method has shown improvement in the modelling of the oriented steel over
the elliptical. However, in [13], it is shown that variation of the magnetic properties of the
oriented steel in between the rolling and transverse directions is unique for every material.
Therefore, a mathematical model based on the interpolation of the magnetic properties
of the rolling and transverse directions cannot ensure the accuracy of the modelling of
the oriented steel. In [15], the reluctivity is modelled as the tensor for the oriented steel.
The reluctivity matrix has non-zero, non-diagonal elements that have resulted from the
consideration of reciprocal parameters along the principal direction. By choosing the
appropriate axis, the tensor matrix is reduced to a diagonal matrix, which predicts the
properties of the oriented steel in all the directions between the rolling and the transverse.
This method is experimentally validated on a transformer core; however, this method is
very complex to apply. In [16], the oriented steel is used to improve the performance of the
high-speed traction motor. However, the details of the numerical simulations using FEA is
not provided.

In [17], a relatively simple method of modelling a PMSM with an oriented steel
modular stator is proposed. The stator is created as a piecewise isotropic model where
each isotropic section utilizes the properties of the oriented steel based on the flux flow
direction in the stator. This proposed method is based on the fact that flux generally flows
radially in the teeth, and then flows circumferentially in the back iron between the adjacent
teeth. This modelling method requires the properties of the oriented steel in the direction
of each tooth, and the portion of the back iron between two adjacent teeth with respect to
the orientation direction. The higher the number of teeth in a stator, the smaller the angular
displacement between adjacent teeth. Consequently, a larger number of teeth requires BH
and loss curves for more distinct angular orientations with respect to the rolling direction.
In such situations, the use of a standard Epstein frame test is expensive and tedious as a lot
of the oriented steel sheets that cut along the different directions of orientation are required
for testing. Hence, a method that is more practical and comparatively less expensive is
required to extract the properties of the oriented steel.
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The purpose of this work is to develop a relatively inexpensive method for extracting
the properties of the oriented steel relative to the rolling and transverse directions. The idea
of the proposed methodology is to develop and use sensors to inject flux of a desired
magnitude and frequency into the oriented steel segmented stator. The first contribution
provided systematic steps for the acquisition of the properties of a particular oriented steel,
which could then be used to design a machine. The obtained magnetic characteristics were
used to model an existing PMSM with a modular stator, and the performance of this stator
was compared with the same stator using modular and non-modular non-oriented steel.
It was observed that the core losses and average torque in the PMSM with an oriented
steel modular stator were decreased and increased, respectively, for some specific number
of segments as compared to those in the PMSM using both modular and non-modular
non-oriented steel stator.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the modelling of anisotropic
steel in segmented stators. Section 3 discusses the proposed method for the extraction of
magnetic properties of segments. Section 4 describes the experimental set-up, the procedure
for the estimation of BH and loss curves of the oriented steel from experiments, and the
experimental results. Section 5 makes a comparison of the modular stator PMSM and the
PMSM using both modular and non-modular non-oriented steel stators. Section 6 discusses
the selection of the number of segments for best performance. Finally, Section 7 draws the
conclusions of the paper.

2. Modelling of Anisotropic Steel in the Segmented Stators

Oriented steel (anisotropic steel) has crystal grains oriented in one direction, known
as the rolling direction. Due to this internal morphology, the magnetic characteristics of
oriented steel depend on the flux direction. Such behavior is different in non-oriented or
quasi-isotropic steel, which has almost the same characteristics regardless of the direction.
Moreover, anisotropic steel has different BH and loss curves in every direction, unique
for every steel, which makes it difficult to model in finite-element simulations. In today’s
FEA software, the BH and loss curves of the rolling and transverse directions are used to
interpolate the magnetic properties in between these two directions. Moreover, the method
of interpolation is not controlled by the user, which may lead to inaccurate results.

In [17], a method that could be used in FEA to accurately analyze the performance of
a PMSM with oriented steel stator laminations was developed. In this method, the stator
was divided into sections, and based on the direction of the flux, the BH and loss curves
were assigned to individual sections. Thus, the simulation was reduced to a connected
structure of isotropic materials. Because of the structure of the proposed model, it is termed
here as a piecewise isotropic model. The machine used for analysis in [17] was a 12-slot/14-
pole PMSM consisting of six segments where each segment was generally oriented in the
direction of the teeth. The direction of orientation of one segment is shown in Figure 1.

90°
60°

30°

Orientation direction 
For one segment

Direction of flux flow
with respect to the 
Orientation direction

Flux flow direction12 slot machine with
6 segments

Figure 1. Direction of orientation and flux flow in the whole machine and in one segment [17].

For one segment, the direction of flux in the middle tooth is in the direction of
alignment, i.e., 0◦ away from the rolling direction; for the two adjacent teeth, the direction
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of flux is 30◦ away from the rolling direction. For the back iron between the middle tooth
and the adjacent tooth, the flux changes the direction from 90◦ to 60◦ as it flows through
the back iron. The proposed model in [17] was obtained by connecting the segments with
the BH and loss curves of the 0◦ direction on the central tooth, and with the BH and loss
curves of the 30◦ direction on the lateral teeth; the back iron was modelled using the BH
and loss curves of the 75◦ direction, which is the average value of the 60◦ and 90◦ angles.
The model of one segment is given in Figure 2, and six segments connected together along
the circumference are used to model the complete machine.

0° 30° 75°

Figure 2. One of the segments of the piecewise isotropic model used for analysis of the 12-slot
machine consisting of six segments. Each colour corresponds with the angle away from the rolling
direction that uses the magnetic properties of the oriented steel for that angle [17].

While the properties of the 0◦ segment are known from the manufacturer’s data sheet,
the other two are generally not and must be measured. Moreover, the number of teeth
and the segmentation of the stator determine how many different isotropic segments need
to be modelled. It is clear that in order to overcome the shortcomings of the current FEA
software and accurately model the segmented oriented steel stator, the magnetic properties
of the oriented steel in the desired directions are required. A method of extracting these
properties is presented in the next section.

3. Proposed Method for the Extraction of the Magnetic Properties of Oriented Steel

The proposed method is applicable to modular stators consisting of circumferential
segmentation, as discussed in [2]. This study focuses on machines where the orientation
of each segment is in the direction of the teeth, as shown Figure 1, although the proposed
method can be expanded to machines in which the orientation is in the direction of the
back iron. The core idea of the proposed method is to calculate the core loss and MMF drop
at different levels of flux densities and frequencies of the teeth and the back iron segments
of the segmented stator, as shown in Figure 2. These values are subsequently used to
estimate the BH and Loss curves in between the rolling and transverse directions. A sensor
measures the core loss or MMF drop of a portion of the stator, which is the combination of
the core loss of the teeth and back iron. Therefore, to calculate the core loss and MMF drop
of each tooth and back iron segment, sensors of different spans are used. In this section,
the use of oriented steel segmented stators and sensors is first presented, along with the
basic idea of the proposed method. Then, the mathematical model is presented in order to
determine the core loss and MMF drop in each tooth and back iron segment.

3.1. Basic Idea of the Proposed Method

Consider a machine consisting of an oriented steel modular stator with Nt teeth.
The adjacent teeth of this machine are located 360/Nt degrees apart, and the steel orienta-
tion of these two teeth are also 360/Nt degrees apart. For example, for a 12-slot machine,
the two teeth are 30◦ apart, as shown in Figure 2. As the number of teeth increases,
the change in their orientation decreases; hence, data at more discrete orientations are
needed to accurately model the machine. This implies that the Epstein frame tests become
more impractical as Nt increases. In the proposed method, the stator used to measure the
magnetic properties should be the same as the final desired stator design, and the number
of segments should be chosen to provide enough different orientation angles for the final
analysis. This is demonstrated in Figure 3, where the magnetic properties of the teeth and
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back iron in one segment are shown for a machine consisting of 72 teeth and Ns number of
segments. Clearly, the machine with Ns = 4 can provide magnetic data for the oriented
steel at more orientation angles compared to the machine with Ns = 6. The components
with similar magnetic properties are similarly coloured.

2.5°

7.5°

12.5°
22.5°

32.5°
42.5°

17.5°
27.5°

37.5°

90° 85° 80° 75° 70°
65°

60°
55°

50°
45°

2.5°

7.5°

12.5°
22.5°

17.5°
27.5°

90° 85° 80° 75° 70°
65°60°

6

Figure 3. An example of a 72-tooth machine with 4 and 6 segments showing which teeth and back
iron sections have similar magnetic properties.

A common starting point in designing the modular stator is the stator used in its
non-modular counterpart [2]. In this work, the geometric design of the stator already used
for testing is the initial design of the non-modular stator.

The second requirement of the proposed method is the sensor. The sensor imposes a
time-dependent magnetic flux of controlled amplitude and frequency in the stator teeth
and back iron. It consists of an H-shaped core of high-quality magnetic steel laminations
and two coils: a drive coil to impose a current and the resulting magneto motive force
(MMF) onto the circuit, and a pickup coil to measure the induced voltage. Figure 4 shows
the experimental set-up consisting of oriented steel stator and sensor, indicating the drive
coil or primary coil and the pick-up coil or secondary coil.

Drive Coil
Pick up Coil

Sensor

Oriented Steel 
Segmented Stator

Parasitic
Air gap

Figure 4. Experimental set-up consisting of oriented steel segments, a sensor, a drive coil, and a
pick-up coil.

The motivation to use sensors such as these to inject the flux into the stator is to
emulate the direction of flux in the stator teeth and back iron, similar to that during
machine operation. The applied flux passes through the teeth, follows the path from the
back iron spanned by the sensor, and then returns through the second tooth opposite to the
second sensor limb. The teeth directly in line with the sensor limbs provide the properties
of the oriented steel in the orientation of the said teeth. The same is true for the portion
of the back iron in between the adjacent teeth. A third component is the flux in the outer
portions of the teeth between the sensor limbs, but this is not used for analysis due to the
non-uniformity of the flux flow in these regions. The flux lines in the portion of the segment
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injected by the sensor that spans over one tooth with the orientation angle is shown in
Figure 5. The relative placement of the teeth for this example is 5◦.

Direction of 
Orientation

Flux injected
By the sensor 5°

Figure 5. Conceptual drawing of the flux lines in the portion of the segment injected by the sensor
spanning over one tooth.

The flux in the pink and green teeth emulates the flux of the machine teeth under
operation. Similarly, the red and orange components of the back iron emulates the flux of
the machine back under operation. As discussed in Section 2, the pink teeth, green teeth,
red back iron, and orange back iron represent the magnetic properties of 0◦, 10◦, 87.5◦,
and 82.5◦ away from the rolling direction. However, due to the non-uniformity of the flux
in the yellow portion, the magnetic properties in those teeth cannot be determined with
confidence. Therefore, in this work, the magnetic properties of these components are not
used to estimate the magnetic properties of the oriented steel. The core losses or MMF
drops measured by the sensors are denoted by “Y”. Hence, the core losses or MMF drops
measured by the sensor from Figure 5 is calculated as follows:

Ysensor = YPink Teeth + YGreen Teeth + YRed Back Iron + YOrange Back Iron + YYellow Portion (1)

In this work, the back iron, teeth, and the teeth with non-uniform flux are denoted by
X, T, and T̂, respectively. Thus, Equation (1) is reduced to:

Ysensor = YT0◦ + YT10◦ + YX87.5◦ + YX82.5◦ + YT̂5◦ (2)

where the angles in the suffix show the magnetic properties X or T. Notice that for T̂, the
suffix is denoted by 5◦ just to indicate the location of T̂ with respect to the orientation
direction. The sensors are used to measure the core losses and MMF drops at different
values of flux densities and frequencies at different positions in the stator. For the values of
the flux density and frequency, the values of the core loss and MMF drop for each X and T
are calculated and then finally used to estimate the core loss and BH curves.

In order to calculate the core loss or MMF drop of X and T, the sensors of different
spans are used. The measured values of core losses and MMF drops at different positions,
from different sensors, within the oriented steel stator are represented by a set of linear
equations. These equations are solved, and the values of the MMF drops or the core losses
of individual teeth and back iron are obtained. The number and span of sensors required
to achieve this depend on the number of segments and the number of teeth in the oriented
steel stator used for testing. The selection of span and number of sensor is illustrated by
an example.

Suppose one of the segments consists of an even number of teeth, denoted by “n”.
Each segment of the stator is symmetric along the axis that divides the segment into two
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identical parts. Figure 6 shows the line of symmetry, and all the components are coloured
the same to represent identical magnetic properties.

Line of Symmetry

Figure 6. An example showing the line of symmetry that divides the segment into two identi-
cal halves.

This means there are n/2 different T and T̂, and n/2 + 1 different X that may show
different values of core losses or MMF drops for the same values of flux density and
frequency. This results in 3n/2 + 1 variables to be solved with different spans and numbers
of sensors. The sensor spanning over an odd number of teeth provides n/2 unique
equations of the combinations of all three components, while the sensor spanning over an
even number of teeth provides n/2 + 1 unique equations. These are obtained when the
sensor measures the core losses or MMF drops in the stator at different positions. These
equations, when combined, may not yield a total of 3n/2 + 1 unique equations. However, it
can be shown that these equations can be solved with the use of simple assumptions. This
implies that a combination of two sensors spanning an odd number of teeth and one sensor
spanning an even number of teeth can be used to obtain the values of all the components.
For the sake of simplicity, the measured core losses or MMF drops, which are the linear
combinations of the three components, are arranged in the form of the matrices:

Yoddsen1
n
2 ×1

= Aoddsen1
n
2 × 3n+2

2

× K
3n+2

2 ×1
(3)

Yoddsen2
n
2 ×1

= Aoddsen2
n
2 × 3n+2

2

× K
3n+2

2 ×1
(4)

Yevensen
n+2

2 ×1
= Aevensen

n+2
2 × 3n+2

2

× K
3n+2

2 ×1
(5)

where vector Y consists of the measured values at different sensor positions, matrix A
accounts for the number of times each discrete steel orientation angle appears in the sensor
span, and vector K represents the core losses or MMF drops of all three components.
The same discussion can be extended to measurements with a sensor spanning an odd
number of teeth. The application of the proposed method is discussed in the next section.

3.2. Application of the Proposed Method

The stator used for testing had 72 teeth, and the selected number of segments was four.
Four segments were selected to extract data at all angles away from the rolling direction in
5◦ steps, as shown in Figure 3. Therefore, the information extracted from the four segments
could still be used to model a machine consisting of two or three segments. The three
designed sensors were named Sensor A, B, and C. The spans for the three different sensors
are as follows:

1. Sensor spans one tooth in stator (Sensor A);
2. Sensor spans six teeth in stator (Sensor B);
3. Sensor spans thirteen teeth in stator (Sensor C).

The back iron division with respect to the line of symmetry is shown in Figure 7.
The pairs of Xi, ∀ i ∈ [2, 10], are aligned identically with respect to the rolling direction,
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and hence they have similar magnetic properties. Moreover, X1 represents the properties of
90◦ away from the rolling direction, X2 represents properties of 85◦ away from the rolling
direction, and so on.

Line of Symmetry

5°

Figure 7. Symmetry of the back iron sections of one segment for a 72-tooth machine consisting of
four segments.

The placement of the teeth with respect to the line of symmetry is shown in Figure 8.
The pairs of Tj, ∀ j ∈ [1, 9], have identical magnetic properties due to symmetry. Moreover,
T1 represents the property of 2.5◦ away from the rolling direction, T2 represents the property
of 7.5◦ away from the rolling direction, and so on. Similarly, symmetry holds for T̂j.

Line of Symmetry

5°

Figure 8. The division of one segment showing the relative placement of the teeth for a machine
consisting of 72 teeth and four segments based on symmetry.

The lower values of i and j correspond to the positions of Xi, Tj, or T̂j on the symmetri-
cal axis, as shown in Figures 7 and 8. Starting from 1, the value of i increases by 1 for every
5◦ shift. Each sensor is used to measure the core losses and the MMF drops of different
pieces of the segmented stator at different positions in the stator. To denote the position of
the sensor, the following nomenclature is used:

1. The symmetric placement of the sensor is denoted by “Sensor name1”. For example,
for sensors A, B, and C the symmetric placement of sensors with respect to the
symmetrical line are denoted by A1, B1, and C1, respectively;

2. The second position of the sensor is its 5◦ anti-clockwise shift from position 1. For sen-
sors A, B, and C, these positions are denoted by A2, B2, and C2, respectively;

3. Similarly, the third position of the sensor is its 10◦ anti-clockwise shift from position 1.

Positions A1 and A2 in Figure 9 show how the position of the sensor with respect to
the stator is denoted in this method.
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Figure 9. Positioning of Sensor A in positions A1 and A2.

The core losses or MMF drops measured by the sensors are denoted by “Y”. Therefore,
the core losses or MMF drops measured in a symmetrical position using sensor A are
denoted by YA1 . Similarly, the core losses or MMF drops of element X1 are denoted by YX1 ,
and so on. Therefore, the loss measured by sensor A in position A1, as shown in Figure 9,
is written as the sum of five components:

YA1 = YX1 + YX2 + YT̂1
+ YT1 + YT2 (6)

This method divides the core losses or MMF drops in one portion of the segmented
stator into the three components, as presented in Equation (6). Using these equations,
the core losses and MMF drops for all values of Xi, Ti and T̂i are determined. For conve-
nience, equations are arranged in the form of matrices. The equations in matrix form for
sensors A, B, and C are given as follows:⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

YA1
YA2

YA3

YA4
YA5

YA6

YA7

YA8

YA9

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
· K (7)

where K is a column vector given by:

KT = [YX1 YX2 YX3 YX4 YX5 YX6 YX7 YX8 YX9 YX10 YT1 YT2 YT3 YT4 YT5 YT6 YT7 YT8 YT9 YT̂1
YT̂2

YT̂3
YT̂4

YT̂5
YT̂6

YT̂7
YT̂8

YT̂9
]

Similarly for sensor B and sensor C, the two matrices are given as follows:⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

YB1

YB2

YB3

YB4

YB5

YB6

YB7

YB8

YB9

YB10

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
· K (8)
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⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

YC1
YC2

YC3

YC4
YC5

YC6

YC7

YC8

YC9

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 0 0
1 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 0
1 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
1 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 2
1 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 2
1 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2
1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
0 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2
0 0 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 2 2 2 2

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
· K (9)

All the equations given in (7)–(9) are used to calculate the values of YXi and YTi .

4. Experimental Set-Up, Estimation of BH and Loss Curves, and Experimental Results

4.1. Experimental Set-Up

All the sensor limbs are identical, while the control coil voltage, a wound on the sensor
limb, is maintained as a sinusoidal signal. The amplitude of the control coil voltage is
adjusted by modifying the primary supply voltage, as discussed in [18], in order to obtain
the desired flux density in the sensor limb (B̂limb). The sensor measures the total MMF
drop of the sensor stator arrangement consisting of a portion of the segment, the sensor
itself, and the air gaps between the sensor limb and the stator tooth. It also measures the
total core loss of the sensor and the corresponding portion of the segment. To calculate the
MMF drop/core loss of the portion of the stator segment, the MMF drop of the sensor and
the air gaps/core loss of the sensor is subtracted. The MMF drop/core loss of the sensor
and the two air gaps/sensor are calculated by measuring the MMF drop and core loss of
two identical sensors placed head, on as shown in Figure 10. Both the primary windings
are excited with the same primary current to obtain the desired flux density (B̂limb) in the
sensor limb. The total MMF drop of the set-up consists of two sensors and four air gaps,
each with a piece of steel and a sensor limb, and the total core loss of two sensors. Hence,
the MMF drop/core loss of the sensor and two air gaps are half of the total. The error due
to the presence of a piece of steel in the estimation of core losses and MMF drops is reduced
to an acceptable limit by making the area of the piece of steel large enough such that the
flux density is small.

Pick up
Coil

Control
Coil

Drive
Coil

Steel
Piece

Sensor

Sensor A experimental set up

Pick up
Coil

Control
Coil

Drive
Coil

Steel
Piece

Sensor

Sensor B experimental set up

Pick up
Coil

Control
Coil

Drive
Coil

Steel
Piece

Sensor

Sensor C experimental set up

Figure 10. Sensor characterization experimental set-up with small steel pieces for all sensors.

The experimental set-up consisting of a sensor and an oriented steel segmented stator
is shown in Figure 11. A two-sensor arrangement, shown in [19], is used for testing to
avoid flux leakage through the back iron.
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Figure 11. Experimental set-up consisting of a sensor and a stator with the drive, pick-up, and
control coils.

The drive coil voltage is applied through the amplifier, while the control coil voltage,
pick-up voltage, and primary current are recorded using LabVIEW through an SCB box
from National Instruments. The overall experimental set-up consisting of a computer that
controls LabVIEW, which is used to send and receive signals from the SCB box, and the
amplifier that supplies voltage to the drive coil, is shown in Figure 12.

Amplifier

SCB Box

LabVIEW
In the PC

A/D 
converter

D/A 
converter To drive

coil

Experimental
Set up

Analog
Measurements

Figure 12. Schematics showing the overall experimental set-up and its main components.

4.2. Procedure for the Estimation of BH and Loss Curves of the Oriented Steel

The equations discussed in Section 3 are used to calculate the values of the core losses
and MMF drops of Xi and Ti at selected values of flux density and frequencies, as shown
in Table 1.

Table 1. Values of B̂limb and the frequency used to perform the experiments.

Supply Frequency (in Hz) Levels of B̂limb (in T)

50 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.5
100 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4
150 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.3

The core loss for each field intensity (H) and orientation angle is calculated using
the core loss and MMF drop values of Xi and Ti, combined with the data supplied by the
manufacturer for the rolling and transverse directions. Section 2 shows that X1 represents
the properties of 90◦ away from the rolling direction, and X2 represents the properties
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of 85◦ away from the rolling direction, and so on. For a given value of flux density and
frequency, the % change in core loss of Xi with Xi is as follows:

Δxi =
YXi − YX1

YX1

· 100 (10)

Since X1 is oriented at 90◦ away from the rolling direction, the core loss density (in
W/m3) in the transverse direction for the same value of flux density and frequency, denoted
by Ytransverse, is used to calculate the core loss corresponding to the angle of orientation of
Xi. For example, the value of Y85◦ is calculated using the following:

Δx2 =
YX2 − YX1

YX1

· 100 =
Y85◦ − Ytransverse

Ytransverse
· 100 (11)

Therefore, the estimated value of core loss (in W/m3) for the 85◦ angle away from the
rolling direction, at a given value of flux density and frequency, is as follows:

Y85◦ =
Δx2 + 100

100
· Ytransverse (12)

The same process is repeated for all the values of Xi, at all values of flux densities and
frequencies, in order to obtain the core losses for the values of orientation from 85◦ to 45◦.
Moreover, using the MMF drop values of Xi from the process discussed above, and using
the value of H (in A/m) from the transverse direction, flux data are generated. Finally,
the core loss and MMF drop values of Ti with T1 are used to estimate the core loss and BH
curves for all the orientation angles between 0◦ and 40◦.

4.3. Experimental Results

The estimated BH and loss curves were obtained from the core loss and MMF drop
values of Xi and Ti using the analysis discussed in Section 4.2. It was observed that at 55◦
away from the rolling direction had highest core losses, while the lowest losses were in the
rolling direction. This is a long-known result and proves the correctness of the proposed
method. However, for the FEA-interpolated curves, the rolling direction had the lowest
losses, and the transverse direction had the highest losses. The core loss curves obtained
from the analysis of the experimental results and the FEA-interpolated core loss curves
with a supply frequency of 50 Hz are shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. Comparison of the core losses obtained from the analysis of experimental results and
the FEA-interpolated core loss curves using the built-in function in the JMAG software for different
angles away from the rolling direction, at a supply frequency of 50 Hz.

The variation of the core loss curves, with the orientation angle obtained from the
analysis of experimental results and the FEA-interpolated core loss curves for 1.5 T and
a supply frequency of 50 Hz, is shown in Figure 14. This variation shows the difference
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between the interpolated properties of the oriented steel in the FEA (the conventional
method) compared to the actual properties of the oriented steel obtained from the experi-
ments. This shows the importance of the proposed method in obtaining the characteristics
of oriented steel, for the correct modelling of the oriented steel modular PMSM.
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Figure 14. The variation of core losses, with an orientation angle obtained from the analysis of
experimental results and simulations using the JMAG FEA software at 1.5 T and a supply frequency
of 50 Hz.

5. Analysis of Oriented Steel Modular Stator PMSM

In this section, the BH and loss curves that were obtained from the analysis of experi-
mental results are used in the piecewise isotropic model, discussed in Section 2, are used
to model an oriented steel segmented stator. The oriented steel has the lowest core loss
and the highest permeability along the rolling direction, while losses are the highest and
permeability the lowest along the 55◦ direction, as shown in Figure 14.

This implies that building the whole stator with a single sheet of oriented steel will
not lead to the proper utilization of its magnetic properties. Therefore, a segmented-stator
PMSM with different numbers of segments, where segmentation is performed along the
slot in the circumferential direction, is used for analysis. Moreover, the effect of increased
cut edges, discussed in [2], on the performance of the machine is not studied in this work.
The analysis is performed on the 12-pole, 72-slot PMSM. The selected orientation direction
of each segment is along the general direction of the teeth, i.e., the center tooth is at 0◦.
This orientation direction is selected because the flux density in the teeth is higher than in
the back iron. One problem with segmented stators is the presence of unavoidable gaps
between the segments, also known as parasitic gaps. Parasitic gaps reduce the total flux in
the machine, leading to a reduced average torque, and the effect increases with the number
of segments. Conversely, as the number of segments increases, the magnetic properties
of the teeth improves on average. The purpose of this analysis is to find the best possible
number of segments in order to minimize the core losses and maximize the average torque.

The performance of the anisotropic modular stator PMSM is compared with modular
and non-modular non-oriented steel PMSMs. The BH and loss curves in oriented and non-
oriented steel are shown in Figure 15. The rolling direction has both higher permeability
and lower losses compared to the non-oriented steel. Moreover, the non-oriented steel has
slightly better permeability and lower losses compared to the transverse direction in the
oriented steel. The design is analyzed using 4, 8, 9, 12, and 18 segments. The effect of the
size of the parasitic gap is also considered. Laser-cutting tolerances result in a maximum
possible parasitic gap of 0.2 mm. Therefore, in this study, the value of the parasitic air gap is
increased from 0 mm, which is the ideal case, to 0.2 mm in steps of 0.05 mm. In this work, all
the gaps are assumed to be uniform and equal between all the segments. The comparison
of the three models—modular oriented steel stator (Aori), modular non-oriented steel stator
(Anonori), and non-modular non-oriented steel stator (Aconventional)—is discussed in the
following sub sections.
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Figure 15. Comparison of the BH and core loss curves for the rolling, transverse direction and the
quasi-isotropic steel.

5.1. Variation of λd and λq

In this section, a comparison of the average torque and core losses for Aconventional ,
Anonori, and Aori at point O, with the stator current = 100 A, the power angle = 120◦, and
speed = 1000 RPM, is presented.

To explain the effect of oriented and non-oriented steel on core loss and average
torque, the variation of the λd and λq linkage must be explained first. The values of λd
and λq in the IPM are explained using the first reluctance path, the second reluctance path,
and the magnet path, as proposed in [20] and shown in Figure 16. In [20], it is stated that
the primary and secondary reluctance flux paths contribute towards λq, while the magnet
flux path contribute towards λd. The presence of parasitic gaps between the segments in
the stator leads to an increase in the reluctance in the direction of both the d- and q-axis
flux paths. The reluctance in the d-axis flux path in the non-modular stator is due to the
magnet, machine air gap, and steel present in both the stator and the rotor. On the other
hand, the reluctance in the q-axis flux path in the non-modular stator is only due to the
machine air gap and steel present in both stator and rotor. The reluctance of rare earth
magnets is close to that of air. Therefore, segmentation leads to a higher change in the
reluctance of the q-axis as compared to the d-axis, and also causes the decrease in the q-axis
flux to be more dominant than the change in the d-axis flux. Moreover, the change in flux
linkage due to the improved quality of steel is more prominent in the q-axis as compared to
the d-axis. Figures 17 and 18 show the variation of λd and λq at point O for Anonori and Aori,
respectively, with the parasitic gaps and the number of segments supporting the claims
made in this section.

Figure 16. IPM flux paths: first reluctance path (solid blue), second reluctance path (dashed blue),
and magnet path (solid red) [20].
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Figure 17. Variation of λd and λq for Anonori at Is = 100 A, δ = 120◦, and speed = 1000 RPM.
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Figure 18. Variation of λd and λq for Aori at Is = 100 A, δ = 120◦, and speed = 1000 RPM.

5.2. Comparison of Core Loss

The three teeth closest to the rolling direction have almost identical magnetic proper-
ties, which are approximately the same as the properties in the rolling direction. There is
an increase in the core losses from the fourth teeth onwards, i.e., more than 12.5◦ from the
rolling direction, as shown in Figure 19.

Almost same 
Losses for first
Three teeth

Increase in 
Core Losses
From fourth 
teeth

Decrease and Increase
in Core Losses for the
Back iron

Figure 19. The variation of core losses with the orientation angle obtained from the analysis of
experimental results, at 1.5 T and a supply frequency of 50 Hz. This shows the core loss variation for
the teeth and the back iron from the line of symmetry.
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The core loss in the back iron decreases as the orientation angle changes from 90◦ to
80◦, and then increases, as shown in Figure 19. This implies that the back iron has the best
properties for the first three divisions. Therefore, when the number of teeth and back iron
divisions are 6 in each segment, which means Ns = 12, the segment has the best possible
magnetic properties when the value of the parasitic gap is 0 mm. However, the higher
decrease in the flux linkage values for Aori from Ns = 12 to Ns = 18 when the parasitic
gap is 0.2 mm, shown in Figure 18, results in the decrease of the core loss from Ns = 12
to Ns = 18. Figure 20 shows the variation of the core loss of the complete stator, with the
number of segments for Aori at point O for parasitic gap values of 0 mm and 0.2 mm.
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Figure 20. Core loss variation of the complete stator for Aori at Is = 100 A, δ = 120◦, and speed = 1000 RPM
at a parasitic gap of 0 mm and 0.2 mm.

Moreover, due to the superior magnetic properties of the teeth of the Aori, the losses
are lower compared to the Anonori and Aconventional when Ns is 9, 12, and 18. The losses
of Anonori and Aconventional are almost similar due to same material being used in both
machines. For the non-zero values of the parasitic gaps, the value of the core loss is lower
for Anonori than Aconventional due to the decrease in flux in the machine. Figure 21 shows the
variation of the core loss, with the number of segments for all machines at point O, and a
value of 0.2 mm for the parasitic gap.
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Figure 21. Core loss variation for all machines at Is = 100 A, δ = 120◦, and speed = 1000 RPM, and a
parasitic gap value of 0.2 mm.

5.3. Comparison of Average Torque

There is an improvement in the average torque in the Aori compared with the Anonori
and Aconventional because of the higher permeability of the oriented steel when the value
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of the parasitic gaps between the segments is 0 mm. The value of the average torque is
maximum when the number of segments is 12 for Aori, as both λd and λq are maximized
at Ns = 12 for a 0 mm parasitic gap, as shown in Figure 18. However, when the parasitic
gap is 0.2 mm, the values of both the d and q axis flux linkages are less as compared to
the Aconventional machine, and hence the average torque is also lower. The only exception
is when Aori has four segments. As shown in Figure 18, the value of λq is slightly higher
for Aori as compared to Aconventional when the parasitic gap is 0.2 mm, which overshadows
the lower values of λd, leading to a slightly higher torque for Aori. Moreover, the average
torque for Aori is higher than Anonori due to the better quality of the stator steel at all values
of the parasitic gap, with same value of Ns. Finally, the average torque value for Anonori is
lower compared to the Aconventional due to the decrease in flux linkage when the values of
the parasitic gaps are non-zero. Figure 22 shows the variation of the average torque, with
the number of segments for all machines and for parasitic gap values of 0 and 0.2 mm.
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Figure 22. Variation of average torque with the number of segments for all machines and parasitic
gaps of 0 and 0.2 mm.

6. Selection of the Number of Segments for the Best Possible Performance of
the Machine

The selection criterion considers the worst possible scenario, i.e., when the parasitic
gaps between the segments is 0.2 mm. Figure 23 shows the % change in the values of
average torque and core loss from the reference value of Ns = 18, which shows the
minimum average torque and the minimum core losses at point O.

• Selection of Number of Segments for the Oriented Steel Model
First, it is clear from Figure 23 that the increase in average torque is much less than
the increase in core loss as the number of segments is decreased from 18 to 4. Second,
the increase in core loss from Ns = 18 to Ns = 12 is negligibly small; however, there
is a significant increase in the average torque. Third, for 8, 9, and 4 segments, there
is an increase in the average torque as compared to Ns = 12. However, the increase
in core loss is far greater than the increase in the average torque. The value of the
lower torque for Ns = 12 can be compensated by injecting a slightly higher current,
which will lead to slightly higher core and copper losses. An analysis of the machine
with an increased current is part of future work, and beyond the scope of this paper.
Nevertheless, considering the two objectives of average torque and core losses, it can
be inferred that for Aori, the best possible performance is obtained from a machine
consisting of 12 segments.

• Selection of Number of Segments for the Non-Oriented Model
Figure 23 shows the almost-linear trend of the increase in core losses and average
torque for the Anonori machine, from Ns = 18 to Ns = 4. This is due to the fact that
as the number of segments decreases, the flux in the machine increases, which then
leads to a decrease in both core loss and average torque. Similar to the Aori case,
the lost torque can be increased by injecting slightly more current. Only an analysis
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that considers both core loss and copper loss at higher values of current for same
torque can provide details for the best possible selection of the number of segments
for Anonori.

Figure 23. Comparison of the performance of different numbers of segments for oriented and non-
oriented segmented stators at Is = 100 A, δ = 120◦, and speed = 1000 RPM, with a parasitic gap value
of 0.2 mm.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, a method for estimating the magnetic characteristics of oriented steel
was proposed. The method utilized oriented steel segments and flux-injecting probes
to obtain the magnetic characteristics of the oriented steel. This data were then used to
model a modular stator consisting of oriented steel. It was shown that the experimentally-
extracted magnetic characteristics of the oriented steel were different from the FEA method
that utilized the properties of both the rolling and transverse directions to interpolate the
magnetic characteristics. The obtained magnetic characteristics of the oriented steel were
used to model the modular machine, and the oriented steel modular stator was compared
to the non-oriented modular and non-modular stators.

The analysis showed that the number of segments in the oriented-steel modular-stator
machine can be selected to minimize losses, although this selection is likely design-specific.
For example, this was 12 segments for the unloaded machine and 18 segments for the
loaded machine. Additionally, for the sample machine, the oriented steel modular stator
machine had less loss for all values of the segments as compared to the non-modular
and modular non-oriented steel machines under loaded and unloaded conditions. An
improvement in the values of the average torque was also shown for the oriented steel
modular stator machine as compared to the non-modular and modular non-oriented
stator machines. However, the improvement was overshadowed at higher values of the
number of segments due to the presence of parasitic gaps. The only exception to this
variation was the improvement of the average torque for the oriented-steel machine with
four segments. Moreover, the average torque of the non-oriented modular stator machine
was lower compared to the non-modular non-oriented steel machine due to the presence
of the parasitic gaps. Finally, it was shown that the oriented steel machine performs best
when the number of segments is 12, while taking into account both objectives: core losses
and average torque.

Future work should include an analysis of the oriented steel modular stator and the
homogeneous steel modular stator machines at slightly higher currents in order to compare
the core losses and copper losses for the same average torque. Finally, the stator will be
redesigned for the oriented modular stator machine to achieve the desired objectives of
core loss minimization and average torque maximization.
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Abstract: A computationally efficient design of interior permanent magnet (IPM) motor rotor features
is investigated utilizing analytical methods. Over the broad operating range of IPM machines,
interactions of MMF sources, permeances, and currents result in torque harmonics. The placement
of traditional rotor features along with sculpt features are utilized to minimize torque ripple and
maximize average torque. We extend the winding function theory to include the IPM rotor’s primary
and secondary reluctance paths and the non-homogeneous airgap of the rotor sculpt features. A
new analytical winding function model of the single-V IPM machine is introduced, which considers
the sculpted rotor and how this model can be used in the design approach of machines. Results are
validated with finite elements. Rotor feature trends are established and utilized to increase design
intuition and reduce dependency upon the lengthy design of experiment optimization processes.

Keywords: electric motor; interior permanent magnet; reluctance; MMF-permeance; winding func-
tion; torque ripple

1. Introduction

The IPM motor is increasingly being utilized throughout industry as a primary source
of propulsion due to its good efficiency, torque and power density. Examples include
the development of battery electric vehicle traction motors [1,2], plugin hybrid electric
vehicles [3], and hybrid electric vehicles [4]. Ideally, the traction machine provides an
average torque produced from a sinusoidal distribution of the airgap flux density. In reality,
embedding the magnet within the salient structure of the rotor lamination and distributing
windings in discrete locations result in airgap flux density harmonics. These harmonics
result in increased torque ripple, radial forces, losses, and other unwanted phenomena.

In this paper, an approach to minimize torque ripple with rotor features is presented,
based upon analytically modeling the machine features. The analytical modeling approach
enables efficient use of computational resources, without the sacrifice of harmonic content,
prior to the use of more expensive finite element methods. The calculation of the IPM
machines’ spatially-dependent torque harmonics is performed through the extension of the
winding function method. New to the winding function framework is a method to model
the equipotential nature of the rotor’s salient features and rotor surface modifications. The
non-homogeneous airgap of rotor surface modifications is included in the model through
an additional MMF term. Unique to this analytical method, both the constituents and
aggregates of the torque harmonics are found. A detailed investigation into the rotor
geometry design space to minimize torque harmonics while managing average torque
design trade-off is presented.

Inherent to the design of IPM machines, torque ripple is a persistent problem. Design
choices to increase torque density or decrease manufacturing cost are often at odds with
minimizing the torque ripple [5]. Rotor features, including surface modifications or sculpt
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features, are utilized to minimize the torque harmonics. The ability to reduce ripple by
design must consider the speed, current, and control angle ranges of the IPM machine.

Analytical expressions for the airgap and torque harmonics are developed for the IPM
in [6,7]. The synchronous reluctance of torque harmonics presented in [8] is extended to the
IPM machine in [7]. The expressions are useful in setting the stator slot and rotor barrier
counts but do not model the machine.

Analytical models better relate the physical geometry of the machine to its airgap
and flux density harmonics. Directly solving the Laplacian–Poisson is difficult [9,10].
Subdomain models break the model into pieces in which the Laplacian–Poisson can be more
readily solved [11,12]. Magnetically Equivalent Circuits (MEC) divide the geometry into
smaller manageable pieces [13]. Methods depending on winding functions allow for the
geometry and harmonics to be described, but the second reluctance path can be difficult to
model. The airgap harmonics of the salient pole permanent magnet synchronous machine
are presented in [14] but does not address torque ripple or the secondary reluctance path of
the IPM machine. The rotor permeance path is approximated in [15] to determine the torque
ripple of the machine under study, but does not fully describe an IPM machine. The double
V shaped IPM is presented in [16], in which flux densities are calculated through an MEC
model and described with a Fourier series. The single V IPM presented in [17] considers
the pole cap effect but does not consider torque ripple harmonics. The single V, delta and
double V IPM rotor configurations are shown in Figure 1. Moreover, the airgap harmonics
in permanent magnet synchronous machines were calculated in [18,19], but the effect of
the second reluctance path on the airgap harmonics was not included in the calculations.

Recently, researchers have investigated rotor modifications to alter the airgap, modify
airgap flux, and improve torque harmonics. The first feature type is pole shaping, which
creates a small airgap near the d-axis and an increased airgap in the region of the q-axis.
The torque ripple was reduced for the single magnet flat magnet IPM and optimized with a
differential evolution algorithm and finite elements [20]. A surface-mount PM pole-shaped
machine was studied with an analytical solution to the field in [21]. The 2D solution was
confirmed both by finite element and testing. The pole-shaped single flat magnet IPM
was optimized with a response surface method within FE [22]. This included the use of
rotor core modifications as well; both FE and experimental results were presented. The
flat magnet IPM pole shape was optimized, along with the creation of design rules for
the ratio of q-axis and d-axis airgap length in [23]. The single V magnet-shape IPM was
improved with pole shaping using finite elements in [24]. Cogging torque and back emf
were measured. A third harmonic was added to the pole shape in [25], which studied
the machine in finite elements. A second feature type is in the rotor core, which creates
a small hole in the rotor core near the airgap in order to redirect flux. Holes in the rotor
core’s second reluctance path of the single magnet IPM were shown to decrease torque
ripple using finite elements in [26]. The double V magnet IPM machine with improved
torque ripple, due to holes in rotor iron core and rotor surface sculpt features, was shown
to improve torque ripple but lower average torque in [27]. The delta magnet IPM shape
included modified internal rotor features to improve for average torque and decrease iron
loss in [28].

Figure 1. IPM rotor types: single V (left), delta (center), double V (right).

The third and final feature type is sculpting the rotor surface at the airgap to redi-
rect flux. The single flat magnet IPM machine cogging torque was reduced in [29] and
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experimentally verified. A grid on/off optimization of the rotor surface was conducted
on the single flat magnet IPM using finite elements in [30,31], resulting in an asymmetric
rotor surface with reduction in torque ripple and maintaining average torque. The double
V-magnet IPM torque ripple was minimized with both rotor core and surface sculpted
features in [27]. The delta-magnet IPM machine torque ripple was minimized with rotor
surface sculpt features in [32]. Then, a general analytical expression for torque harmonics
was developed and utilized to optimize the solution with finite elements.

This paper presents a detailed analytical model of the sculpted rotor IPM machine.
The model allows for a break down of flux and torque into magnet, primary reluctance,
secondary reluctance, and sculpt features. Multiple sculpt features configurations are
demonstrated to achieve similar torque harmonic reductions. Results are validated with
finite elements and utilized to improve the torque harmonic characteristics of an existing
industrialized machine. This is because finite elements accurately predict experimental
results across a broad range of machines [33–36] and have been utilized to evaluate and
compare machine types [37–39] and validate analytical solutions [40–50]. Section 2 intro-
duces the topics relevant to the design of IPM motor construction and control. Section 3
provides details on how to model an IPM motor magneto motive force (MMF), permeance,
and linear current density in order to model the machine geometry, flux, and torque har-
monics. The model developed in Section 3 is applied to that of a well-known industrial
IPM machine in Section 4. Design features are explored in Section 5. Contributions of this
paper include a novel analytical winding function-based IPMSM model, the analytical
description of rotor sculpt features, and modeling of magnet and reluctance torque compo-
nent alignment due to asymmetric sculpt features. In addition, this paper demonstrates the
torque effects of reluctance path pole arc, sculpt feature type (symmetrical/asymmetrical),
sculpt feature location, and sculpt feature depth and sculpt feature width.

2. Flux Distribution and Control of IPM Machines

Performance, harmonics, and control are all dependent upon the distribution of flux
density within the machine. Permanent magnets provide a constant source of flux density,
which enable efficient torque production but can limit high speed operation. Reluctance
features provide a source of torque dependent upon armature current at high current
angles, useful for extending operation at high speeds. The ratio of magnet and reluctance
torque is balanced to enable the machine to stay within its operation constraints while
efficiently using the voltage and current available at the terminals. This section provides a
brief overview of the machine’s construction, design features, and flux paths. In addition,
the necessary framework for control is introduced.

2.1. Flux Distribution

Figure 2 shows a two-dimensional illustration of a four pole IPM machine. The IPM
motor is fundamentally constructed of a stator and a rotor. The stator is the mechanically
grounded part of the machine. It is constructed of slots, teeth, a yoke, and the three phase
windings. The stator teeth and yoke are constructed of a magnetically permeable iron
alloy. The teeth and yoke allow for easy flow of magnetic flux to and from the airgap of
the machine. The slots allow space for the copper windings. The windings are distributed
within the slots to produce a current dependant magneto motive force (MMF), which in
turn creates the radial magnetic flux density. The placement of the windings also creates
a current density along the bore of the stator, resulting in a tangential component of flux
density. When arranged and controlled properly, the currents in the windings produce a
rotating set of fields to produce torque.
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Figure 2. IPM flux paths: first reluctance path (solid blue), second reluctance path (dashed blue),
and magnet path (solid red).

The rotor, the mechanically rotating part, is constructed of iron ribs, air-filled barriers,
iron bridges, and permanent magnets. The iron core is constructed of ribs and bridges.
The ribs control the distribution of flux density while the bridges mechanically couple all
parts together. Barriers provide air pockets, which assist the ribs in directing flux, and also
contain embedded magnets. The permanent magnets are embedded within the rotor and
produce an MMF, which is independent of current.

From the perspective of the rotor, a direct axis (d-) and a quadrature axis (q-) of
the machine are electromagnetically aligned to the rotor characteristics. The d- axis is
the primary axis of which the permanent magnet flux density flows. The magnet flux
density flows through the magnet into the central rib of the magnet pole, into the airgap,
through the stator teeth and yoke and returns into the adjacent opposite magnet pole. This
permanent magnet flux density path is shown in Figure 2 as a red ellipse. The q- axis is the
axis in which the armature-induced flux flows through the rotor. This flux is produced from
the armature MMF and the reaction of the rotor/stator permeance. Two armature-induced
paths result; one through the primary reluctance path, and a second through the secondary
reluctance path. The primary reluctance path flux is shown as the solid blue ellipse, and
the second reluctance path flux is shown as the dashed blue ellipse in Figure 2.

2.2. Control of IPM Machine

Control must be considered in the design of the IPM motor. The steady state torque
and voltage equations are shown in Equations (1)–(3). These are the fundamental starting
points to develop the necessary analysis for the control of electric machines. The equations
are based upon d- and q- axis voltages, vd and vq, currents, id and iq, inductance λd and λq,
magnet flux linkage, λm, and phase resistance Rs. Magnet offset, δ, as shown in Figure 3, is
included to account for magnet alignment relative to the reluctance path, which may be
caused by rotor sculpting features [51,52]. Traditional IPM alignment would feature δ = 0◦,
with the d-axis aligned to the maximum of magnet flux linkage. For purposes of this paper,
the q-axis remains aligned to the minimum reluctance of the rotors first reluctance path.
By inspection, the resistance or loss terms do not have an effect on the torque and only
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affect the voltage and electrical power. It may be useful to assume the phase resistance
is negligible.

τ =
1
2

3
2

(
(ld − lq)idiq + λm

(
cos(δ)iq − sin(δ)id

))
(1)

vd = Rsid +−ωlqiq − ωλm sin(δ) (2)

vq = Rsiq + ωldid + ωλm cos(δ) (3)

Performance assessments require including an analysis of the phase current constraint, Imax,
and phase voltage Vmax. For a wye connected machine, Imax is equal to the phase current,
Iss, and is limited by the power devices of the inverter and the electric machines thermal
capability. The voltage limit is the maximum phase voltage that the inverter can apply,
limited by the specific pulse width modulation (PWM) technique used. The voltage limit
for space vector PWM is Vmax = Vdc ·MI√

2·√3
and six step PWM is Vmax = Vdc ·MI·√

2·π . The maximum
modulation index is set to MI = 0.95 to account for cable and device voltage drops.

Figure 3. Vector diagram of IPM rotor with unaligned magnet, with variables: φ rotor position, θ

rotor spatial coordinate, δ magnet alignment, ω rotor speed.

3. Analytical Model: MMF, Permeance, Flux, and Torque

This section develops the necessary analytical winding function model for the IPM
machine idealized to focus on the effects of the rotor geometry. Assumptions include closed
stator slots and no saturation leading to infinite permeability, leaving the permeability of
the airgap assumed to be that of free space μ◦ = 4π10−7 H

m . Stator conductors are modeled
by discrete current sheets along the stator bore inner diameter and phases are assumed to
be wye connected.

Focused on the MMF interaction with the second reluctance path, the analytical
model describes MMF and permeance functions. These winding function-based MMFs,
Fx(θ, φ), and permeance functions, Λ(θ, φ), express the harmonic content of stator and
rotor features as Fourier series. Relationships between the rotor spatial coordinate θ and
rotor position φ and current angle β are included. Flux densities are computed using
Equation (4), and contributions of the stator and rotor harmonic interactions to the torque
ripple are determined.

Br(θ, φ) = 2Λr(θ, φ)Fr(θ, φ) (4)
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3.1. Permeance Functions

The general form of the permeance functions Λx, shown in Figure 4, can be written as
Equation (5), where the amplitude Y and phase γ define the location of features relative to
the d-axis of the machine.

Λx(θ) =
∞

∑
n=0,2,4,6...

Yx(n) cos(nθ + γx(n)) (5)

Permeance functions, along with rotor and stator construction, are shown in Figure 4. The
salient features of the rotor begin with the definition of the primary reluctance path, which
assumes a small airgap lg, aligned with the minimum reluctance of the q-axis, and a large
airgap considering barrier and magnet dimensions, lm. Above the magnet, a secondary
reluctance path exists, which reacts as equipotential salient iron to the armatures MMF.
The permanent magnet permeance path describes the total amount of air the magnet must
push its flux through, including its thickness in the same region of the second reluctance
path. Coefficients of Equation (5) are derived from the local definition of the permeance
Equation (6).

Λ =
μ◦
g

(6)

The defining airgaps of the permeance functions are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Permeance functions and related minimum and maximum airgaps.

Permeance Term Minimum Airgap Maximum Airgap

First Reluctance Path lg lg + lm
Second Reluctance Path lg ∞
Permanent Magnet Path lg + lm ∞

Figure 4. Conductor locations and permeability functions, (red) phase A conductor, (blue) phase B
conductor locations, (green) phase C conductor location, (gold) first reluctance path permeability func-
tion, (lavender) second reluctance path permeability functions, (purple) magnet path permeability
function, (gray) equivalent permanent magnet conductor locations.
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3.2. Magneto Motive Forces (MMF)

Equation (7) gives the general form of the winding function composed of the turns
function n(θ, φ) and its mean < n(φ, θ) >, where the turns function is a result of the closed
path integral of the conductor [53]. MMF functions, F(θ, φ), are comprised of the turns
function multiplied by a current.

N(θ, φ) = n(θ, φ)− < n(φ, θ) > (7)

< n(θ, φ) >=
1

2π

∫ 2π

0
n(θ, φ)dθ (8)

Expanded into a Fourier series, the winding takes the form as follows (9):

Nx(θ, φ) =
∞

∑
n=1,3,5,7...

Yw fx (n) cos(nθ + γw fx (n) + nφi + nφ) (9)

where Yw fx is the coefficient, γw fx (n) is the phase, mechanical order n, rotor position φ,
and initial rotor position φi.

3.2.1. Stator

Stator MMF is formed from the interaction of the phase currents (Ia, Ib, Ic) and the
phase winding functions (Na, Nb, Nc). The summation of the three phases creates a rotating
MMF, Fabc, which directly acts upon the primary reluctance path.

Fabc(θ, φ) = Na(θ, φ)Ia(φ, β) + Nb(θ, φ)Ib(φ, β) + Nc(θ, φ)Ic(φ, β) (10)

3.2.2. Magnet

The permanent magnet is represented as an equivalent current IPM, which is related
to the remnant flux Br, permeability of free space u◦, relative permeability μr, and magnet
thickness. Magnet MMF for the IPM machine interacts with the magnet path permeance,
where τm is the magnet’s salient iron pole pitch, and wm is the combined width of the
magnets for a single pole.

IPM =
Br

μ0μr
lm (11)

FPM(θ, φ) = NPM(θ)IPM
τm

wm
(12)

3.2.3. Second Reluctance Path Modification

The equipotential nature of the rotor’s second reluctance path reacts only to the
regional harmonics of the stator MMF. In this case, all looping flux that enters the second
reluctance path pole arc through the airgap must exit through the same airgap. Modification
to the armature MMF by removing its mean satisfies this condition and is made possible
through Equation (13). The symbols F<abc> and < Fabc(θ, φ)NPM(θ) > represent the
modified MMF, which interacts with the second reluctance path and the mean of the MMF
across this same boundary. As a matter of convenience, the permanent magnet winding
function NPM is also used to consider the stator MMF in the region of the second reluctance
path, invert it, remove the mean, and revert to the original polarity.

F<abc>(θ, φ) =
(

Fabc(θ, φ)NPM(θ)− < Fabc(θ, φ)NPM(θ) >
)

NPM(θ) (13)

< Fabc(θ, φ)NPM(θ) >=
1

2π

∫ 2π
0 Fabc(θ, φ)NPM(θ)dθ

1
2π

∫ 2π
0 | NPM(θ) | dθ

(14)
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3.3. Sculpt Feature Description: Equivalent Magnetizing Dipole Current

MMF-permeance methods allow for flux density for the IPM smooth rotor homo-
geneous airgap to be calculated. Rotor sculpting affects both magnet flux distribution
and reluctance flux distribution. This smooth rotor MMF-permeance theory does not
adequately describe stator slots and rotor sculpt features as it has been developed with a
constant airgap dimension [53]. In this section, an extension of winding function theory
is developed, which can be used in the description of both slots and sculpts based upon
equivalent magnetic currents (EMC) [54] and the equivalent magnetic dipole [55]. These
non-homogeneous airgap features are represented by additional MMF terms utilizing the
description of a magnetic dipole and its equivalent magnetic currents. The redistribution
of flux density and MMF is possible with the use of the equivalent dipole concept.

The magnetic dipole in free space is formed by a loop of radius b and current of I.
The solution at far fields, when R >> b, solved in spherical coordinates, using the magnetic
vector potential, A, is shown in Equation (15), where the magnetic dipole moment m is
written as m = az Iπb2 [55].

A =
μ0m × aR

4πR2 (15)

This dipole in free space can be used to explain the magnetism at the atomistic level, where
small circulating currents are formed by the process of magnetization. This magnetization
aligns the individual atomic dipoles and modifies the orbital spin of the electrons for
each atom.

The macroscopic volume density of magnetization, M, with units of A/m, is computed
through a sum of the individual microscopic dipoles. Shown in [55], the magnetization
vector M is equivalent to both a volume current density, Jm with units of A

m2 , and a surface
current density Jms with units of A

m .

Jm = ∇× M (16)

Jms = M × an (17)

Given M, the flux density B can be found by computing both Jm and Jms. These values
are used to determine the magnetic vector potential A. Uniform M within a magnetic
material will result in no volume current density and only a surface current density Jms on
its borders. If space variations of M exist within a material, a net volume current density
will exist. Hence, a magnetic dipole inside a material with constant magnetization M can
be represented by a current loop in the air, formed at the exterior boundary material.

Figure 5 illustrates the process of analyzing the rotor sculpt feature effects. Rather
than account for the changing flux density over the sculpt feature, the assumption of
homogeneous flux density holds when breaking the geometry into smaller discrete dipoles
(i) of fixed width. For purposes of this analysis, it is assumed the sculpt features have a
constant depth lms. A sufficient number of points (i) must be defined in order to hold the
assumption of homogeneous flux density. For each point (i) contained within the sculpt
feature, the first current Ims1(i) is applied based upon prior analysis of the magnetic dipole.

Ims(i) =
lms(i) ∗ Bms(i)

μ◦
(18)

A second dipole counter current in the adjacent point Ims2(i + 1) = −Ims1(i). The net
effective dipole current for each point, Ims3(i) is formed through summation dipole currents
Ims3(i) = Ims1(i) + Ims2(i). A third dipole current Ims3, or summed current, becomes the
current-turns function for the sculpted feature, in which an equivalent MMF for the rotor
surface features can be determined through the use of a winding function. It should
be noted that the sculpt features analyzed with this process do not create flux but only
distribute flux away from the sculpt feature.
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Figure 5. Sculpted Rotor Reluctance Counter Dipole Current.

3.4. Flux Density

Total airgap flux density, Btot, is a result of the flux creating sources and flux dis-
tributing features. Primary reluctance path, secondary reluctance path, and the permanent
magnets create and distribute flux. The sculpt and slotting features serve to redistribute
flux, with the assumption of small features. Flux densities can be computed for each
individual component or in summation.

Btot = 2ΛR1Fabc + 2ΛR2F<abc> + 2ΛPMFPM + 2ΛsculptFsculpt + 2ΛslotFslot (19)

3.5. Torque

The Maxwell stress tensor, Equation (20), allows for torque computation given the
radial flux density and the conductor’s linear current density. Torque due to individual
components of flux density can be separated or combined for the net effects.

T =
∫ 2π

θ=0
r2l · Btot(θ)K(θ)dθ (20)

3.6. Rotation and Convolution

In this section, a computationally efficient method to evaluate the phenomenon of
rotation and the ensuing interaction of the time and space domain harmonics is reviewed.
To simplify analysis of the magnetic fields, the rotor is left frozen while the stator rotates
in the counter direction. The Fourier spatial coefficients of the permeance and winding
functions are determined at the initial position of the rotor through use of the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT). For each rotor position, φ(i), a complex rotation, Equation (21), is used to
form a rotation vector, Equation (22). The complex rotation vector is used to transform the
FFT coefficients of permeance and winding functions at each position.

ε = (cos(φ) + i sin(φ)) (21)

φ =
[
ε0 ε1 ε2 . . . ε

n
2 −1 ε0 ε1 ε2 . . . ε

n
2 −1
]�

(22)

In place of the convolution of the Fourier coefficients to determine flux density, the perme-
ance and winding function is reconstructed with the inverse fast Fourier transform.

3.7. Comparative Analysis to Recent Analytical Methods

This section will compare the analytical methods developed in this paper to three
recent methods [45,49,50].

The analytical MEC model is used to design a reduced magnet cost single V consequent
pole (CP) machine with the same average torque as single V IPM in [45]. The models are
developed based on zones and regions, allowing for an assumption of the open circuit
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flux density distribution. Two flux sources (magnets) and six reluctance network paths are
used to create the open circuit single V IPM model. Open circuit flux density is assumed
to take a trapezoidal waveform where the flux density is determined spatially from the
fluxes in the MEC reluctance network. Similarly, the single V CP IPM network consists
of one magnet flux source and five reluctance paths. In both cases, the rotors reluctance
path reaction to the armature loading is not computed. The open circuit flux densities are
used to quickly determine an equivalent single V CP IPM fundamental to that of the single
V IPM fundamental. In order to guide design, the method is used to find an equivalent
consequent pole open circuit flux density fundamental to the traditional IPM flux density.
Finite elements are relied on to complete the study of the torque performance.

Multi-barrier synchronous reluctance and Permanent Magnet Assisted Synchronous
Reluctance Machines (PMSynRM) are modeled using conformal mapping and magnetic
equivalent circuits in [50]. Hyperbolic shaped flux barriers are assumed. Conformal
transformations are employed to the rotors flux barrier geometry to compute the magnetic
reluctance. The reluctance values calculated from conformal mapping are subsequently
used in the reluctance network values of the MEC model. The MEC model considers MMF
sources of both the armature and magnet. Loaded and open circuit flux densities, average
torque, and torque ripple are compared to finite elements with reasonable accuracy.

The slotless U-type IPM machine open circuit flux density is analytically modeled
with a subdomain method solving Laplace’s and Poisson’s equations in [49]. Analytical
equations are derived and presented for each subdomain. Results are validated against
finite elements. The model is divided into four regions, which consist of the airgap and
magnets. The governing system of partial differential equations is developed, along with
simplifications, interface and boundary conditions. A separation of variables is used to
develop the general solutions of the PDEs, and they are written as a Fourier series. The
system of equations is solved and compared to FE. Strong agreement of the radial and
tangential flux density is shown between the FE and the subdomain methods.

The analytical models discussed were developed for multiple purposes. The MEC
method is used in [45] to quickly estimate the open circuit flux density fundamental of
the single-V IPM and single-V CP IPM machines. The armature reaction of the reluctance
features is not considered by the model, and finite elements are used to finish the de-
signs. Conformal mapping is used in [50] to determine the reluctances of a multi-barrier
PMSynRM and further evaluated using a MEC network. Both open circuit and loaded
conditions are evaluated for airgap flux densities and torque performance and compared to
finite elements. The analysis is not extended to the design. The subdomain methodology is
employed in [49] for the analysis of the U-shape IPM machine open circuit conditions. Both
tangential and radial flux densities are shown to match finite element results. The model
requires further extension to consider the torque performance due to a loaded armature.
The single-V sculpted rotor IPM winding function model developed in this paper considers
both open circuit and loaded conditions. The model is constructed such that computational
efficiency is possible without the sacrifice of spatially dependent harmonic content to
drive the design. The choice of which analytical model to develop is dependent upon the
application, computational resources, and intended purpose. In this case, the new winding
factor IPM model was developed.

4. Application of Analytical Model to Example Machine

The method developed in Section 3 is validated with a well-known industrialized IPM
machine. Details of the 2004 Toyota Prius traction motor are included in Table 2, and the
geometry is modeled analytically within Matlab and finite elements within Ansys Maxwell.
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Table 2. Example motor parameters.

Parameter Value Unit

Pole Pairs 4
Stator Slots 48

Number of Phases 3
Stack Length 83 mm

Rotor Diameter 161.15 mm
Airgap Length 0.75 mm

Magnet Pole Arc % of Pole Pitch 63.8 %
Barrier Type Single V

Magnet Thickness 6.48 mm
Magnet Width 16 × 2 mm

Permanent Magnet Remnant 1.19 T
Permeability of Iron ∞ H/m

Permeability of Bridge Features 4π · 10−7 H/m

Focusing on the effects of rotor, the stator geometry has been idealized with no
slots. Both sinusoidally distributed stator windings and the production configuration of
discretely placed windings are modeled. Only the stator winding harmonics interactions
with rotor geometry harmonics are considered. With the assumption of infinite permeability,
the bridge features are omitted. Airgap fringing in the region of the magnet barrier is
not considered.

Design parameters are studied within this section using the analytical winding func-
tion model previously validated. Rotor sculpt features are included along with their
additional MMF term developed in Section 3.

4.1. Sculpting Geometry

The sculpted rotor IPM machine geometry design space to be explored is shown on a
single pole of the example machine in Figure 6. Rotor primary and secondary reluctance
paths are shown in green with no bridge features. The stator, shown in gray, continues
to have omitted its slot features, and distributed windings, orange, are placed within
the airgap.

Figure 6. Rotor sculpt features.

The primary design parameters are centered on the rotor effects, which include the
ratio of primary and secondary reluctance path and sculpt features. The magnet pole arc
width is varied. Up to two sets of symmetrically placed sculpt features are placed on
the second reluctance path. The symmetrical feature span locations τ1 and τ2 define the
symmetrical location of the feature in terms of its percentage of the magnet pole arc span.
Single asymmetrical features are described with a similar parameter but with only one
sculpt feature on the pole. In this single asymmetrical case, the feature location, τ, is set to
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be positive for right hand side placement and negative for the left hand side placement.
The depths D1 and D2 are measured from the outer surface of the rotor to the root of the
sculpt feature. The widths W1 and W2 are measured in terms of a single feature percentage
of the pole span.

A Fourier analysis of design feature effects on torque harmonic analysis is presented.
The phase of the torque harmonics is set with respect to the negative zero crossing of phase
A back EMF, i.e., the north pole of the machine. Torque components are separated in terms
of total, primary reluctance, secondary reluctance and magnet torque with both the torque
amplitude and its corresponding phase.

4.2. Model Implementation

Implemented in Matlab, the analytical model in Section 3 has been utilized to ex-
plore the design space. Rotor permeances of primary reluctance, secondary reluctance,
and magnet and the permanent magnet winding function are modeled spatially as the
rectangular waves. Stator phase winding functions and linear turn densities are spatially
modeled, and the spatial harmonic coefficients are determined with the FFT. For each rotor
position, the complex rotation vector is created and applied to the stator winding and
linear turn functions. With the current applied, the modified secondary reluctance path
is determined from Equation (13). Radial flux density is now determined for the primary
reluctance, second reluctance, and magnet paths. A broad range of phase current, control
angle, and rotor sculpting features are studied. Maxwell’s stress tensor in conjunction with
Equation (19) provides the ability to separate components of torque.

The analytical model is implemented utilizing both the FFT and the inverse FFT
algorithms to efficiently move between frequency and spatial domains. Rotation is best
performed within the frequency domain, Equation (22), and convolution is performed
within the spatial domain. This provides the most efficient use of resources by a factor of
five times. Results are computed over an entire electrical cycle with a sufficient number
of points to provide a smooth torque waveform. The analytical model is executed within
Matlab in 6.7 s, and the finite element results are executed in 20 min. Ansys Maxwell was
also used to perform the finite element analysis.

4.3. Model Validation: Radial Flux Density

This section compares the radial flux density results of the analytical model and finite
elements while varying: (1) winding type, (2) current, (3) control angle, and (4) rotor sculpt
features. Figures 7–10 plot the flux density along the rotors spatial coordinate, θ, over a
single pole pair. Both sinusoidal and distributed windings are compared. The q-axis, which
is aligned to the rotor minimum reluctance, occurs at θelec = 90◦ and θelec = 270◦. The
d-axis is aligned, which is aligned to the smooth rotors permanent magnet maximum flux
linkage, occurs at θelec = 0◦, θelec = 180◦, and θelec = 360◦. In all results, the finite element
and the analytical model result in comparable flux densities.

Flux densities shown for sinusoidal windings, Figure 7, illustrate the changing airgap
flux density harmonics with current and control angle. When the phase current is set to zero,
only the permanent magnet field is present. As current and current angle increases, the flux
density becomes more jagged, with the case of a fully negative d-axis current displaying the
most harmonic content. It is clear that as the negative d-axis current becomes dominant, so
do the reluctance path harmonics. Harmonic effects of the discretely distributed windings
are shown in Figure 8. As current increases, so do the airgap reluctance harmonics. In all
cases, the analytical model and finite element results agree with reasonable accuracy.
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Figure 7. Radial flux densities with sinusoidally distributed windings (N = 200) at various currents
and control angles.
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Figure 8. Radial flux densities with distributed windings (2 SPP) at various currents and control angles.

The effects of rotor sculpt features on the second reluctance path are shown in
Figures 9 and 10. A symmetrical pair of sculpt features are shown with distributed wind-
ings in Figure 9. The flux densities of the smooth rotor and sculpted rotor are plotted.
Reduced flux density in the region of the sculpt features is observed, and sculpt features
are located approximately at θelec = 30◦, 150◦, 210◦, 270◦. This flux density from the sculpt
features is conserved and redistributed across the regions of the second reluctance path.
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Figure 9. Radial flux densities with single symmetrical sculpt feature located at τ1 = 50%, W1 = 10%,
and D1 = 1.2 mm.

The reluctance flux density single sculpt feature is plotted in Figure 10. Similar to the
symmetrical sculpt features, the flux density is reduced in the region of the sculpt feature.
In all cases, the analytical model and finite element results agree with reasonable accuracy.
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Figure 10. Radial flux densities (reluctance only) with single asymmetrical sculpt feature located at
τ = 50%, W = 20%, and D = 1.2 mm.

4.4. Model Validation: Torque Ripple

Torque ripple of the smooth rotor IPM, Table 2, is compared between finite element
and the analytical model in Figure 11. Good agreement between the finite element and
analytical models is observed. The torque ripple effects of two symmetrical rotor sculpt
features are demonstrated in Figure 12, directly calculated by the analytical model, whereas
the finite element model requires two runs, once with and once without sculpt features,
to determine the sculpt feature effects.

Good correlation between the model and finite elements is demonstrated and shown.
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Figure 11. Smooth rotor IPM torque ripple.
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Figure 12. Sculpt feature torque ripple.
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4.5. Torque Ripple Components

In this section, the torque ripple results of the analytical model are studied while
varying current and control angle. Figure 13 plots the torque ripple for a complete electrical
cycle of the example machine. The torque components for the first reluctance path, second
reluctance path, total reluctance torque, magnet torque, and total machine torque are
plotted. Magnet torque and its harmonics are dominant at lower currents, but the reluctance
paths cannot be ignored. As current is increased, the reluctance torque increases relative to
the magnet torque. The stronger field weakening currents cause the contribution of the
reluctance features torque to increase. The dominant torque harmonic orders are the 6th
and 12th electrical orders. In the design, both the torque harmonic amplitudes and phases
of each of the components need to be considered as the sculpt feature design will provide
the counter torque at the counter phase.
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Figure 13. Analytical model torque ripple components at various control angles.

5. Investigation of Design Features

In this section, the effects of design features are demonstrated to influence both
torque harmonic amplitudes and phases. Carefully applied, these effects are used to
design counter torque harmonics. Second reluctance path pole arc, sculpt feature type
(symmetrical/asymmetrical), sculpt feature location, sculpt feature depth, and sculpt
feature width can all be used to design an appropriate counter torque to reduce the
machine’s torque harmonics. While mildly affecting average torque, the second reluctance
path pole arc, τp, strongly affects the phase of the 12th electrical order torque harmonic.
A single pair of symmetrical sculpt features placed upon the second reluctance path pole
arc reduce the average torque. Feature position provides 12th electrical order torque
harmonic phasing, and the feature width and depth directly affect the torque harmonics
amplitude. The single asymmetrical feature is shown to increase average torque when
placed on a specific side of the second reluctance path pole arc. The asymmetrical feature
placement can also be used to modify the phase of both 6th and 12th electrical order
torque harmonics. Finally, feature phasor summation is shown to be effective in combining
the effects of multiple design features, further providing the ability to design both the
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amplitude and phase of these minimizing torque harmonics. These relationships provide
the necessary intuition to reduce computationally intensive design steps.

5.1. Magnet Pole Arc

Magnet pole arc span, τm, effects upon the torque harmonics, without rotor sculpt
features, are explored. Figure 14 shows the average, 6th, and 12th harmonics of torque
as a function of τm. For this case, magnet torque is dominant. Although not always
the case, it is just as important to follow the trends of individual torque components.
Total, first reluctance, and magnet average machine torque are reduced as the pole arc is
increased, and only the second reluctance torque increases the average torque. The 12th
order torque harmonic is dominant, with primary contributions from the magnet and
the second reluctance path, whereas the 6th order torque harmonic is mostly contributed
to by the primary reluctance and magnet. Rotor geometry has a strong influence on the
phase of the 12th order torque harmonics, whereas the 6th harmonic is less affected by
rotor geometry.
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Figure 14. Effects of magnet pole arc τp loaded at Iss = 200 and β = 135◦.

5.2. Single Pair Symmetrical Rotor Sculpt Feature

A single symmetrical rotor sculpt feature torque is studied in Figures 15–17. Only the
effects of the sculpt feature torque are plotted. In Figures 15 and 16, a single sculpt feature
position is varied, with fixed width, W1, and fixed depth, D1, along the magnet pole arc.
Rotor sculpt features have a negative effect upon average torque, as the phase is 180◦ out
of phase with the smooth rotor average torque. Figure 15 compares the analytical model
to finite elements and shows precise agreement with the phase and matching trends for
torque amplitude. Using a wider feature width, D1, Figure 16 translates amplitude and
phase plots to a phasor representation. The 12th harmonic is clearly the dominant torque
in both amplitudes and choice of phase.
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Figure 15. Symmetrical sculpt feature effects compared to finite elements: D1 = 1.2 mm, W1 = 5%.
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Figure 16. Symmetrical sculpt feature effects with phasor diagram: D1 = 1.2 mm, W1 = 9%.

Figure 17 includes the sculpt features width and depth effects. Increasing sculpt
feature width, W1, and/or the sculpt features depth, D1, increases the amplitude of the
sculpt features torque harmonic. The primary influence on the torque harmonic amplitude
is the width of the sculpt feature. Sculpt feature width and depth have no effect on the
torque harmonics phase.

5.3. Single Asymmetrical Rotor Sculpt Feature

A single sculpt feature resulting in asymmetrical placement upon the rotor surface is
studied in this section. Similar parameters D1, W1, and τ1 are used to describe the features
width, depth, and location. In the asymmetrical case, the location, τ1, is described with
the same location parameter, where in this case, a positive τ1 results on the right side
of Figure 6 and a negative τ1 results in sculpt feature placement on the left hand side.
Figure 18 compares the model to finite element and shows precise agreement with phase
and matching trends for torque amplitude. In the asymmetric sculpt feature case, a torque
improvement is possible due to the aligned axis effect from τ1 > 0. The placement of the
sculpt feature allows for placement of the torque harmonic phase angle across a broad
range of phases. Negative values of τ1 result in the largest amplitudes of the 12th electrical
torque harmonic.
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Figure 17. Sculpt feature effects N = 1.
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Figure 18. Single asymmetrical sculpt feature effects with phasor diagram: D1 = 1.2 mm, W1 = 5%.

5.4. Two Symmetrical Rotor Sculpt Features

More than one symmetrical rotor sculpt feature can be used. In this section, it is shown
that the components of a first symmetrical feature can be combined with that of the second
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symmetrical rotor sculpt feature. The MMF-permeance model is validated by comparing
to finite element results in Figure 12.

To illustrate this concept, the parameters of the two sculpt feature sets of Figure 6 are
shown in Table 3. Through vector summation, the two vectors were used to create a 12th
order counter torque with a phase of −116◦.

Table 3. Two sculpt feature parameters.

Feature Value Unit

τ1 82 % of magnet pole arc
τ2 46.5 % of magnet pole arc span
W1 5.5 % of pole span
W2 5.5 % of pole span
D1 1.2 mm
D2 1.2 mm

Figure 19 illustrates the first (red) and second 12th order electrical torque (green)
phasors. The two phasors combine to create the effective total phasor (blue). This phasor
summation is plotted along with the torque complex mapping of the previous single feature
design sweep. These symmetrical rotor sculpt features are designed to mitigate the 12th
order electrical torque harmonics to near zero. A single feature or multiple features can be
designed to minimize the torque ripple. The sculpt features are not without consequence,
as the average torque is negatively affected.
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Figure 19. Two sculpt features of 12th order electrical torque phasor plot.

6. Conclusions

This paper has presented an analytical modeling and design approach to reduce
torque ripple with rotor sculpt features. By carefully placing rotor sculpt features and rotor
barrier features, average torque can be maintained while minimizing torque harmonics.
Contributions of this paper include:

• A new analytical winding factor modeling approach for the single V IPM machine re-
lating the rotor’s first reluctance feature, second reluctance feature, permanent magnet
features, sculpt features, and stator windings to the resulting torque harmonics;

• An analytical modeling approach accounting for both symmetrical and torque aligning
asymmetrical rotor sculpt features;

• Results from the analytical model providing valuable insights for identifying rotor
feature design improvements;
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• Design approach for placement of rotor sculpt features to minimize torque ripple
while maintaining average torque;

• Demonstration of close agreement of radial flux density and torque harmonics results
between the analytical model and that of finite element results.

These results enable better design insight and an efficient design process through use
of an analytical model.
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Abstract: Precise torque control without pulsations is one of the major quality issues in pulse-width
modulated voltage-source inverter (PWM-VSI) drives. Theoretically, it could be postulated that at
frequencies of some kHz, the machine’s inertia absorbs switching frequency torque harmonics, and
the resulting torque becomes smooth; though, in reality, parasitic effects in voltage source inverters
may cause additional torque harmonics of low order. In particular, first, second and sixth torque
harmonics are observed. Such torque harmonics are especially dangerous for normal drive operation,
since they may be amplified by drive train resonances at corresponding rotational velocities. New
parasitic effects in PWM-VSI control, leading to torque harmonic of low order, are described in the
paper, and recommendations for their compensation are given.

Keywords: torque ripple; 6th harmonic; induction motor; AC machine; PWM inverter; space
phasor modulation

1. Introduction

Modern industry applications require inverter-fed pulse-width modulated (PWM)
drives with a high standard of performance. Excellent dynamic characteristics have been
achieved in recent years with the development of power electronic devices and sophisti-
cated control strategies. However, there is still improvement potential concerning torque
ripple reduction methods. Torque harmonics may cause mechanical oscillations, which are
particularly dangerous on resonance frequencies of the drive train. In addition, they may
produce audible noise.

Drive train resonance frequencies are typically within the range of a couple hundred
Hertz. That is why avoiding low-order torque harmonics is so important; such torque
harmonics could excite the mechanical resonance oscillations hitting the resonance frequen-
cies of the drive train. With variable drive rotational frequency also, the torque harmonic
frequencies vary; during the start-up they could successively coincide with the drives’
resonance frequency, as is shown in the measurement in Figure 1.

First, second and sixth torque harmonics in PWM-VSI-fed drives were observed in
the literature [1–6], the sixth torque harmonic is reported to be usually the dominating
one [3–6]. The origin of these torque harmonics especially in pulse-width modulated
voltage-source inverter (PWM-VSI)-fed drives has not been studied sufficiently. This paper
summarizes the authors’ own preceding research upon parasitic effects as a reason for
low-order torque harmonics [1,3,6–9]—it is mainly based on the conference paper [3].

Energies 2021, 14, 1713. https://doi.org/10.3390/en14061713 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/energies107
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Figure 1. Torque spectrum of a 220 kW asynchronous drive [3].

Torque harmonics in alternating current (AC) machines may occur also at perfectly
sinusoidal power supplies: they may be caused by intrinsic electrical machine properties,
by its control technique or by the load characteristics. This paper focuses, however, solely
on torque harmonics due to the possible parasitic effects of the PWM’s supply voltage in
a kHz range. Investigation of current and torque harmonics for PWM supply with small
switching frequencies can be found in the literature [10–14].

Figure 1 shows measured torque harmonics of a 220 kW induction test-bench motor
drive [3,6]. It can be observed that the sixth torque harmonic is the predominating one.
The induction machine ratings are given in Table 1. It is a special purpose drive with an
untypically rated frequency of 67 Hz. Further investigation and explanations will be given
in the example of 50 Hz supply frequency—for instance, in the case of the investigated
2.2 kW induction machine in Section 2.

Table 1. Tested motor ratings.

Power 220 kW
Voltage 400 V
Current 390 A

Frequency 67 Hz
Rotational speed 3985 rpm

Possible reasons for torque harmonics due to parasitic effects are given in the following
sections.

2. First Torque Harmonic

Rotating mass eccentricity is one possible reason for the first torque harmonic appear-
ance in drives. For PWM-VSI-fed drives, the direct current (DC) component could be a
further reason for first torque harmonic emergence [6–9,15–17].

In the presence of a current control loop, any current measurement offset could lead
to real offset in machines currents. Usually only a very small measurement offset can be
expected, which would lead to an unnoteworthy current offset. Another possible reason
for the DC component in drives with and without current control loops could be control
circuit- and power switch parameter dispersion [9].

In Figure 2, phase currents of the PWM-inverter-fed ohmic-inductive load at switching
frequency of 15 kHz are shown. They contain a DC component, though no DC voltage
offset was commanded. PWM control signals within this inverter are transmitted by means
of plastic optical fiber coupling to IGBT gate drivers. Such optical coupling brings an
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advantage of insensitivity to electromagnetic noises and of galvanic isolation between
the circuits.

Figure 2. Currents in the three-phase ohmic-inductive load at 15 kHz switching frequency [9].

Control signals for transistors of one inverter phase are usually complementary to
each other and are transmitted by only one signal. Control signal inversion with necessary
dead time for the switching between the upper and lower transistors is realized within the
gate unit. The driver circuit for the optical transmitter is implemented according to the
producer recommendations given in the application notes, see Figure 3.

 

Figure 3. Emitting diode driver circuit [16].

To determine the source of DC offset in the inverter output voltage, control signals are
investigated upon the propagation delay time. For this aim, the same pulse sequence is
commanded to all inverter phases simultaneously. As expected, control signals measured
directly at the output port of the micro-controller are perfectly simultaneous without any
lag-time relative to each other.

On the contrary, control signals measured at the output of the optical link, behind
the optical receiver, have delay time relative to each other. As is shown in Figure 4, the
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rising edges show time delays of more than 100 ns, and the falling edges are close to each
other. That means that, with each switching cycle, an additional non-commanded DC
voltage offset between the phases arises, and its magnitude is proportional to the switching
frequency and time delay between the signals.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Control signals for three inverter legs measured after the optical transmission [16]: (a) rising edge—light off;
(b) falling edge—light on [9].

The DC offset in the currents of an ohmic-inductive load, see Figure 2, corresponds to
a measured delay in the control signals. Since phase A (CH1 in the Figures 2 and 4) has the
biggest negative DC voltage offset compared to the other phases, it has consequently also
the biggest negative current offset.

The light-emitting diode of the optical transmitter is driven by the bipolar transistor.
It is known, that transistors within the same production series show some dispersion in
their characteristics. Among other parameters, the switching on/off time delays may differ
sufficiently. Whereby the switching on times are usually much smaller than the switching
off times; therefore, their variation may be considered as of no consequence. The rising
edge of the voltage in the Figure 4a corresponds to bipolar transistor switching off in the
emitting diode driver circuit. This edge shows the strongest time deviation from phase to
phase because of the switching-off delay time variation of the given bipolar transistors.
The time deviation for the transistors switching on shows a much lower dispersion level,
which could be neglected for DC offset generation (Figure 4b).

Measurement directly on the emitter side circuit showed the same time deviations
between the voltages, as on the optical receiver side. Such small time deviations in the
control signals play a role only for high switching frequencies of some kHz. Even compara-
tively small resulting DC voltage offsets may lead to considerable DC currents, since the
active resistance of the driven load is usually small, as in the case of large AC machines.

We also measured the fact that the light dispersion, which occurs due to improper
optical fiber contacting with the receiver, leads to a similar effect of different switching
delays and, therefore, to the DC voltage offset. Attention must be paid to proper contacting
and clean surfaces of optic fiber endings.

Another possible reason for a potentially much higher DC current component is the
malfunction of dead time compensation because of an offset in a current measurement [8].
Even the minimal measurement offset level may lead to a considerable DC current shift.
Dead time voltage due to interlock times between switching transistors of the same phase
may be represented as rectangular voltage, which polarity is solely dependent upon cur-
rent direction. The most common method for its compensation is to add to the reference’s
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rectangular voltage of the same magnitude but of the opposite polarity. If the current mea-
surement shows an offset, then an error will occur in generating the compensating voltage
reference, as is shown in Figure 5. Such error leads to unequal duration of compensating
voltage positive and negative half-waves. Such asymmetry leads to a nonzero mean value
in compensating voltage and correspondingly to a DC current offset. Due to the small DC
resistance of the connected AC machines significant DC current level may appear even at
the lowest bit offset in the current measurement.

(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Dead time voltage compensation malfunction caused by current measurement offset: (a) larger current magnitude;
(b) smaller current magnitude [3].

The longer phase current polarity is wrongly detected because of the measurement
offset—larger asymmetry and resulting DC offset in the compensating reference voltage
will result. As is shown in Figure 5, the duration of false current polarity detection depends
upon the current slope near its zero crossings and, consequently, upon its magnitude at a
given frequency. At small current magnitudes, the error increases and the resulting DC
component in the compensating voltage rises. Figure 6 shows the measured DC current
offset with 23% of the rated current in a phase of the induction machine operated in field
weakening mode caused by just 0.8% DC offset in the current measurement [8]. At no
load operation magnetizing current component is the prevailing one in the phases of
the induction machines; hence, the total current magnitude becomes strongly reduced
in the field-weakening mode, which provokes large DC offset due to faulty generated
dead-time-compensating voltage.

Figure 6. DC current offset in 2.2 kW induction machine phase currents in field-weakening region at
no load due to faulty dead time compensation [8].
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3. Second Torque Harmonic

The second torque harmonic can be provoked by amplitude error in the current
measurement. Through asymmetry in the current measurement, current control would
produce asymmetry in real currents, containing a negative sequence. An interaction of this
negative sequence with the positive sequence would lead to the second torque harmonic.

A further reason for the second torque harmonic could also be the consequence of
the faulty dead time voltage compensation described in the previous section. Dead time
compensation voltage here is asymmetric due to the offset in the current measurement; the
resulting DC component is discussed above. Another important consequence of rectangular
voltage asymmetry is the emergence of second harmonic component, as is shown in
Figure 7 [3]. Slip for all higher harmonics is very high, which is why the current components
became disproportionally high despite the relatively small harmonic voltage magnitude.
Interaction between DC and second harmonic currents leads to second torque harmonic.

(a) (b) 

Figure 7. Dead time voltage in a presence of a DC component in a phase current: (a) time course; (b) spectrum [1].

A further reason for the second and higher odd harmonics is saturation due to DC
current component [17].

The second harmonic, belonging to negative sequence, results in an interaction with
the fundamental flux to a third torque harmonic.

4. Sixth Torque Harmonic

Uncompensated rectangular dead time voltage contains fifth and seventh harmonics.
The fifth harmonic belongs to the negative sequence and the seventh harmonic belongs to
the positive sequence, which is why both of them lead to an interaction with fundamental
voltage to a sixth torque harmonic [2]. Dead time voltage magnitude does not vary as the
output frequency changes. The magnitude of the dead time voltage is solely dependent on
DC link voltage, switching frequency and interlock time between transistors switching [1].
Its influx will increase with lower output frequency and consequently lower fundamental
voltage. That is why the sixth torque harmonic caused by dead time voltage will increase
at lower VSI output frequency.

At 220 kW test bench drive, a vice versa behavior of the sixth torque harmonic was
observed in [4]—its magnitude increased with higher rotational speeds (Figure 8). The
origin of the sixth torque harmonic in that case could be explained by parasitic effects in
the PWM-VSI control by operation in the nonlinear area of the machine’s magnetization
curve [1,3,6].
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Figure 8. Measured torque harmonic at a load of 150 Nm [6].

For space phasor modulation of two-level VSI, eight voltage phasors corresponding
to eight possible switching states are available. Six of them are active phasors and two are
zero phasors, when all phasors switched to the upper or lower DC link bus. Any voltage
space phasors within the hexagon are modulated by switching between these eight phasors
(Figure 9). In order to obtain the desired circular trajectory, zero phasors must be utilized.
Switching between active and zero phasors produces torque vibration. The duration of
zero phasors increases in the vicinity of each active phasor and decreases in the middle
of sectors formed by active phasors, so it varies six times per period (Figure 8). With
the zero-phasor duration variation also, the magnitude of torque vibration of switching
frequency will vary six times a period.

α

β

Figure 9. Space phasors of two-level voltage-source inverter (VSI) [6].

In order to demonstrate torque pulsation of switching frequency of an induction motor
drive, simulation was performed in Matlab Simulink. The machine model has been realized
as a set of differential equations in α-β-coordinates in the form of S-Function. Voltage
PWM pulse pattern was generated by sine-triangle comparison, as also was the case of
the 220 kW test bench drive under investigation. The pulse pattern included the pulse
dropping effect; ideal switching neglecting transistor dynamics was implemented in the
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model. Simulation results confirmed the theoretical assumption given above; resulting
torque pulsation of the sixth order is shown in Figure 10a. Measuring such torque pulsation
at higher switching frequencies is not possible, because torque pulsation with frequency of
some kHz would be absorbed by rotor inertia even in small power machines. Therefore, it
cannot be measured on the machines shaft, but it can be demonstrated through simulation.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 10. Simulated torque of pulse-width modulated voltage-source inverter (PWM-VSI)-fed induction machine: (a)
unsaturated; (b) at the “knee” of the magnetization characteristic [6].

By operation in the nonlinear area of the machine’s magnetization characteristic,
pulsation will get distorted by its nonlinearly. The upper half-waves of the pulsation will
be weakened due to saturation; they will not compensate the lower half-waves anymore.
The higher the pulsation magnitude becomes, the lower the average torque due to the
saturation effect. Therefore, operating in the beginning of the magnetic saturation area will
transform torque pulsation with switching frequency to torque harmonic of the sixth order
with minima at n·60◦ (n = 0; +/−1 . . . ). The sharper the saturation curve, the higher the
magnitude of the sixth torque harmonic that can be expected.

To prove this assumption, the measured magnetic saturation curve of a 220 kW
induction machine (Table 1) was incorporated into the Matlab model by a look-up table.
Simulated torque for operating point on a knee of the magnetization characteristic is given
in Figure 10b. The simulation result clearly shows the appearance of the sixth torque
harmonic. Torque pulsation of the switching frequency is now a carrier frequency for
the machine’s sixth torque harmonic. Carrier torque frequency will be absorbed by drive
inertia as occurred in the previous case, but the sixth torque component will be passed
through to the machine’s shaft.

By increasing the voltage reference, zero phasor variation, relative to the active phasors,
and, consequently, the torque pulsation amplitude, increased. That means that, unlike
for the sixth torque harmonic due to dead time voltage, the sixth torque harmonic due to
saturation would rise with higher output voltage of VSI. With field weakening, the sixth
torque harmonic would significantly decrease [6] or completely disappear.

5. Corrective Measures

Compensating the torque harmonics due to parasitic effects in PWM-VSI may be
performed by control software changes in the majority of cases.

To avoid the first and second torque harmonic, a DC current component must be
prevented. It can be achieved by current measurement refinement. A DC offset in the
measurement can be easily detected prior to the start by blocked transistor control signals.
It should be subtracted from the current measurement during the further operation.
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During the drive operation, temperature drift in the current measurement may arise,
so, in each idle mode, the zero-point calibration should be repeated. Furthermore, current
measurement accuracy should be improved. In the 2.2 kW drive given in the second
section, only 10-bit analog–digital converters for current measurement were applied, which
is obviously not precise enough. Analog–digital converters with higher resolution would
help to avoid the parasitic effects described above, which result in torque harmonics.

In the case of driver circuits for optical fiber coupling, the simplest way to reduce the
measured DC voltage offset owing to the transistor tolerances would be to replace bipolar
transistors by MOSFETs, which have much lower switching off delay times and, therefore,
narrower tolerances.

Avoiding DC current component insertion is important, not only for machine drives
but also for grid-side inverters.

Precise compensation of dead time voltage would prevent the sixth torque harmonic
appearance. The major difficulty for its implementation lies in precise current polarity
detection, which may vary due to multiple zero crossings at high current ripple.

Sixth torque harmonic due to PWM in the nonlinear magnetization area can be com-
pensated by torque reference with the opposite phase. Minima and maxima of the sixth
torque component are provided by the voltage angle, with a high degree of accuracy
reference voltage phasor angle that can be used for compensation aim. The magnitude
of the occurring sixth torque harmonic can be measured once during the drive commis-
sioning for various voltage values and stored in a look-up table; it can be used for the
compensation reference during drive operation. Solely, phase delay of torque control loop
must be considered for the optimal implementation of this method. Due to production
tolerances, machine parameters may vary significantly [5], and it is advisable to perform
such measurements for each machine individually.

6. Conclusions

Parasitic effects in PWM-VSI controls are found to be the reason for low-order torque
harmonics in AC drives operated at switching frequencies of some kHz. Low-order torque
harmonics could coincide with drive train resonance frequency leading to strong vibrations,
depending on the grade of mechanical damping. This may disturb the technological process
and decrease production quality.

Knowing the origin of such low-order torque harmonics enables one to meet counter-
measures. Not only are torque harmonic origins explained, but also ways to compensate
them are presented in this paper. Mostly compensation measures are restricted to control
software modification only. However, precise current measurement hardware is advisable
in any case.
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Abstract: The research of innovative solutions to improve the efficiency of electric drives is of
considerable interest to challenges related to energy savings and sustainable development. In order to
successfully validate the adoption of new and innovative software or hardware solutions in the field
of electric drives, accurate measurement procedures for either efficiency or power losses are needed.
Moreover, high accuracy and expensive measurement equipment are required to satisfy international
standard prescriptions. In this scenario, this paper describes an accurate measurement procedure,
which is independent of the accuracy of the adopted instrumentation, for the power losses variations
involved in electrical drives, namely ΔΔP, useful to detect the efficiency enhancement (or power
losses reduction) due to the real-time modification of the related control algorithm. The goal is
to define a valuable measurement procedure capable of comparing the impact of different control
algorithms on electric drive performance. This procedure is carried out by experimentally verifying
the action of different control algorithms by the use of a Field Oriented Control (FOC) with different
values of the direct-axis current component (i.e., Id = 0 A and Id = −1 A) applied for fixed working
conditions in terms of speed and load torque. Two different measurement systems of power losses,
each one characterized by different accuracy and cost, are taken into account for the validation of
the proposed method. An investigation is, then, carried out, based on the comparison between the
measurements acquired by both instrumentations, for different working conditions in terms of load
and speed, highlighting that the uncertainty generated by systematic errors does not affect the ΔΔP
measurements. The results reported in this work demonstrate how the ΔΔP parameter can be used as
a valuable index for the characterization of the power drive system, which can also be evaluated even
with low-accuracy instrumentation.

Keywords: power loss minimization; speed control drive systems; efficiency measurement; IPMSM

1. Introduction

In recent years, the challenges related to the reduction of environmental pollution, energy savings
and sustainable development have aroused the interest not only of the scientific and industrial
communities but also of society and policies of the countries. In this scenario, the field of electrical
drives plays a fundamental role, since it represents the biggest consumer related to global energy
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consumption in industrial applications [1,2]. Therefore, the efforts of the scientific community have
been recently dedicated to on the research and development of innovative solutions concerning the
design and control of high-performance power converters and electric motors, in order to obtain a
relevant improvement of the electrical drives both in terms of efficiency and adaptability for challenging
operating conditions. In particular, a significant increase in the adoption of electrical drives equipped
with Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motors (PMSMs) has been detected, due to their high power
factor, high torque density and high efficiency, especially for e-mobility [3,4], aircraft [5,6] and marine
propulsion applications [6–8].

A possible solution for the energy savings purpose is the design and development of control
algorithms for PMSM electric drives, with the aim of minimizing the power losses, maximizing,
thus, the related overall efficiency. For instance, the topic of the design and development of maximum
torque per ampere control algorithms for PMSM is continuously discussed [9–11] in the recent literature,
as well as for the so-called loss model algorithms (LMAs), which involve the real-time determination
of the optimal value of the magnetization level (or any other loss variable) for the power losses
minimization of the motor [12–14] in any working operation in terms of speed and applied load.
In order to validate the effectiveness of these types of control algorithms, it is needed to perform an
accurate measurement of the PMSM electric drive efficiency [15–17].

In the last decade, the IEC 60034-2 [18–22] treated standardized methods in order to determine
the efficiency of electrical machines fed by the electrical grid and converter-fed motors with
adequate accuracy, repeatability and reproducibility. These international standards provide accurate
prescriptions for induction machines, dc machines, and wound-field synchronous machines;
however, specific prescriptions regarding the PMSMs efficiency measurement are not provided.
Moreover, these international standards do not cover the electric machines specifically adopted
for traction applications. The latest international standards IEC 61800-9, issued in 2017 [21,22],
which provide the methodologies needed for the determination of the efficiency of each part of the
electric drive, such as the electric motor, Complete Drive Modules (CDMs) and Power Drive Systems
(PDS), are a valid reference for the electric drive efficiency measurement. These standards introduce the
definition of a conventional measurement methodology to energy efficiency standardization for any
extended product by defining the guidance of the Extended Product Approach (EPA), which considers
not only the efficiency of the motor, but also the efficiency of the whole electric drive, including of
its load.

In this context, the scope of this work concerns the definition and validation of an innovative and
general measurement procedure of power losses variations involved in electrical drives, which can
be applied independently from the accuracy of adopted instrumentation. Indeed, it can be generally
stated that the measurement of the efficiency controlled by different control algorithms requires the
PDS efficiency measurement for each control algorithm with accurate and expensive measurement
instruments. Nevertheless, the proposed and discussed methodology addresses the accurate estimation
of the power losses variations, namely ΔΔP, which can be determined by real-time changes of the
algorithms capable of controlling the electrical drive to maximize the related performance, even by
the use of low-accuracy and cheap measurement equipment. Therefore, it will be demonstrated that,
for real-time control, the ΔΔPPDS index represents an optimal parameter for the characterization of the
control system.

For this purpose, two different measurement systems, each one characterized by different accuracy
and cost, have been taken into account of the proposed methodology. More specifically, an extended
experimental investigation has been carried out on a low-power PMSM electric drive by changing the
working conditions in terms of load and speed and by varying the magnetization level of the motor
under test by means of the applied control algorithm. This work demonstrates that the ΔΔP index is
independent of the uncertainty given by systematic errors and, therefore, the ΔΔP measurements can
be carried out even with low-accuracy instrumentation.
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This work is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the methodologies suggested by the recent
standards regarding the determination of the power losses in a power drive system, Section 3 reports
the mathematical description of the proposed methodology, Section 4 provides a brief description of
the test bench set-up for the experimental tests, Section 5 discusses the acquisition of experimental
results and their analysis, Section 6 summarizes the validation of the proposed method and provides
the uncertainty analysis that validates the proposed measurement approach.

2. Methodologies for the Power Losses Measurements in Electrical Drives

Figure 1 shows a schematical representation of the PDS and its three main sections (single-phase
PDS input section, no. 1, three-phase input motor section, no. 2 and mechanical PDS output section,
no. 3). From the reported scheme, it is possible to define the PDS efficiency that can be measured with
the direct method, by using the following relationship:

ηPDS =
PM

PPDS
(1)

where PPDS and PM are the active power flows through Sections 1 and 3, respectively.

 

IPMSM Transmi-
ssion Load

AC

DC

Power drive system (PDS)

Complete drive module (CDM)
Driven equipment

1

Figure 1. Schematic representation of a PDS.

Otherwise, by referring to the Standard IEC 60034-2-1, the efficiency can also be indirectly
determined from the computation of the power losses involved in the system, namely ΔP, by adopting
the following equation:

η =
PPDS − (ΔPCDM + ΔPM)

PPDS
(2)

where ΔPCDM and ΔPM are the total loss of the CDM and the total loss of the motor, respectively.
They can be also defined as:

ΔPCDM = PPDS − PMot (3)

ΔPM = PMot − PM (4)

where PMot is the power flow through Section 2.
Therefore, it appears evident that the indirect method involves the computation of the power losses

involved in the section of both converter and motor. The indirect measurement methodology requires
a huge amount of tests for the determination of each power loss component of both the converter and
the motor. Therefore, this methodology is a high time-consuming measurement approach. In this
context, the standards provide to apply the indirect method only for high-power motors with a power
greater than 1 kW [18].

An interesting study [23] addresses the uncertainty evaluation for both direct and indirect
determinations of efficiency, demonstrating that the use of the direct method with the adoption
of technologically advanced instrumentation for the measurement of torque and speed, also for
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high-power motor, provides simpler and straight efficiency determination with uncertainties even
lower than those obtained by means of the indirect method. Nevertheless, no specific standard
is dedicated towards PMSMs: the standard IEC 60034-2-3 is limited only to induction machines,
dc machines and wound-field synchronous machines, while the IEC 61800-9 is directed towards
the characterization of the whole drive, including CDM and motor [21,22]. The reference for this
topology of motors is the IEEE Std 1812-2014 [24], which provides the guidelines for the determination
of ΔP, composed by the iron losses ΔPfe, stator copper losses ΔPcu, friction and windage losses
ΔPm and additional losses ΔPadd including the additional losses due to inverter voltage harmonics.
The short-circuit and load tests are practically identical to those described in the standard IEC
60034-2-1 referred to traditional synchronous motors, while the no-load test presents some differences.
Firstly, the rotor flux of a PMSM cannot be controlled and, therefore, the friction losses cannot be
computed with the procedure suggested in the standard IEC 60034-2-1. In any case, the determination
of ΔPfe and ΔPm (which cannot be easily separated like a traditional motor) leads to undoubted practical
difficulties, since the rotor must be replaced with an identical rotor without PMs. Besides, the guide
suggests other procedures like the direct measurement of the mechanical power transmitted by a tared
machine method, or with retardation or coast-down test. Moreover, the magnetic field produced by the
PMs is temperature-sensitive; therefore, during different working conditions, the PMSM temperature
changes could cause variations of the rotor flux, affecting, consequentially, the produced power.

In recent literature, a small number of papers addressed the indirect determination of the PMSMs
efficiency, obtained by computing the sum of the power losses. More specifically, Deusinger et al.
described a new indirect measurement method of the PMSM efficiency that requires an open circuit test,
a removed-rotor test and a pure reactive current test [25]. Lateb et al. [26] proposed a suitable indirect
efficiency measurement method for high-speed surface-mounted PMSMs by adopting over-fluxing
test at near-zero power factor, in order to estimate the motor core losses close to load conditions.
However, these studies do not address the determination of measurement uncertainties, whose aspect,
instead, represents a relevant aspect for the evaluation of the accuracy of the proposed efficiency
measurement approaches [27,28].

In conclusion, it can be stated that the direct method is a simpler procedure than the indirect method,
requiring only the measurement of input power and output power of the system taken into account
(motor, CDM, or PDS). As for the PDS, the most critical aspect is related to the measurement of the
output mechanical power, which requires accurate transducers or very expensive instrumentation [29].
On the contrary, the indirect method requires the measurement of each power loss component,
which leads to a more complex and time-consuming procedure. However, it provides the advantage
of performing efficiency measurement with only electrical equipment, which is very accurate and
relatively cheap.

3. Proposed Methodology for the Power Losses Measurements in Electrical Drives

This section describes the procedure adopted for the determination of a new index, namely ΔΔP,
which represents a useful tool for the measurement of the power losses variations involved in the PDS,
demonstrating the fact that the measurement of the ΔΔP index can be provided even with low-cost
instrumentation, without compromising the accuracy of the measurement.

This study was applied to a whole PDS, taking into consideration the measurements achieved
with the two following measurement systems (deeply discussed in Section 4):

• A highly accurate measurement system, composed of a NI 9225 acquisition module and a high
precision A40B Fluke shunt resistor for the PDS input power measurement and another NI 9215
acquisition module for the measurement of mechanical quantities;

• A low-accuracy measurement system, composed of a NI 9225 acquisition module and a low
precision i400 Fluke current probe for the PDS input power measurement and the previous
measurement equipment for the measurement of mechanical quantities.
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By defining ΔPPDS,1 and ΔPPDS,2 as the PDS power losses for two different control algorithms,
namely 1 and 2, the PDS power losses are evaluated as the difference between the PDS input active
power PPDS and the PDS output mechanical power PM, therefore with the following equations:

ΔPPDS,1 = PPDS,1 − PM,1 (5)

ΔPPDS,2 = PPDS,2 − PM,2 (6)

Given that there is no correlation between the electric and mechanical measurements,
the uncertainty related to the power losses ΔP in the PDS is given by:

u(ΔPPDS) =
√

u2(PPDS) + u2(PM) (7)

where u(PPDS) is the uncertainty of the input power measurement, whereas u(PM) is the uncertainty in
the mechanical measurement. Thus, the following two quantities are defined:

ΔΔPPDS,shunt = (ΔPPDS,1 − ΔPPDS,2)shunt (8)

ΔΔPPDS,probe = (ΔPPDS,1 − ΔPPDS,2)probe (9)

where ΔΔPPDS,shunt is evaluated with the shunt resistor and ΔΔPPDS,probe is evaluated with the Fluke
current probe. These quantities define the reduction or enhancement of the power losses obtained by
switching from Algorithm 1 to Algorithm 2.

Since a large part of PMSM control algorithms are designed to optimally elaborate the direct-axis
current value in order to optimize the PMSM performance [30–32], a Field Oriented Control (FOC)
strategy, shown schematically in Figure 2, has been adopted. The FOC block scheme presents
a closed-loop control of the motor speed, where the corresponding speed error is processed
by the use of a PI regulator that provides the reference value of q-axis current component Iq

*.
Moreover, the magnetization level of the motor can be controlled by selecting the reference value
direct axis current Id

*. These values are compared with the real values of Iq and Id, measured with
LEM sensors of CDM; the correspondings errors are processed in order to obtain the reference values
of the supply voltage Park components vd

* and vq
*. The dq voltage quantities are transformed in

a three-phase reference frame and applied to the motor through a Pulse Width Modulation (PWM)
technique. Therefore, the control strategy can be varied by selecting different Id

* values.

 
Figure 2. Block diagram of the control system taken into account.
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It can be demonstrated that the ΔΔPPDS measurement is not affected by uncertainty due to
systematic errors. It is, indeed, well known that the uncertainty corresponding to a general quantity
y = f (x1,x2, . . . .xn), with n ∈ N, is given by:

u(y) =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

(
∂ f
∂xi

)
u2(xi) + 2

n−1∑
i=1

n∑
j=i+1

∂ f
∂xi

∂ f
∂xj

ri ju(xi)u
(
xj

)
(10)

where rij represents the coefficient of correlation between the i-th and the j-th quantities. For the
ΔΔPPDS quantity, the following formula is obtained:

y = ΔΔPPDS = ΔPPDS,1 − ΔPPDS,2 = PPDS,1 − PM,1 − PPDS,2 + PM,2 (11)

Therefore:

u(ΔΔPPDS) =
[
u2(PPDS,1) + u2(PM,2) + u2(PPDS,2) + u2(PM,2) − 2rPDS,Mu(PPDS,1)u(PM,1)

−2rPDS,PDSu(PPDS,1)u(PPDS,2) + 2rPDS,Mu(PPDS,2)u(PM,2) + 2rPDS,Mu(PPDS,2)u(PM,1)

−2rM,Mu(PM,1)u(PM,2) − 2rPDS,Mu(PPDS,2)u(PM,2)]
1
2

(12)

Since both the input electric power and mechanical power are measured with the same equipment
and the measured values are similar when employing both the Algorithms 1 and 2, it is possible to
assert that:

u(PPDS,1) = u(PPDS,2) = u(PPDS) (13)

u(PM,1) = u(PM,2) = u(PM) (14)

Let’s suppose that the components of the uncertainty due to random errors are neglected.
Then, by referring to the correlation coefficient, let’s suppose to employ two different measurement
equipment for independent acquisition of electrical quantities and mechanical quantities. Thus, it is
possible to assert that rij = 1 if the uncertainty quantities involved in the double product are both
electrical or both mechanical; otherwise, rij = 0. As a consequence, the uncertainty expression can be
written as follows:

u(ΔΔPPDS) =
√

2u2(PPDS) + 2u2(PM) − 2u2(PPDS) − 2u2(PM) = 0 (15)

The obtained result emphasizes that ΔΔPPDS,shunt and ΔΔPPDS,probe are not affected by the
uncertainties due to systematic errors. Therefore, their measurements should provide the same
results, although with a slight deviation due to random errors.

4. Test Bench

For the validation of the proposed methodology, it is needed to quantify the contribution of the
random errors evaluating the short-term repeatability of the related measurements. For this purpose,
a test bench has been set-up and it is composed by (Figure 3):

• A Complete Drive Module (CDM), consisting of a DPS 30-A power converter (Automotion Inc.,
Chantilly, VA, USA), which is composed of a diode bridge rectifier stage supplied by the
electrical grid and an inversion stage. The IGBT bridge of the inverter is made by POWEREX,
Model PM30CSJ060;

• A three-phase Interior Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor (IPMSM) (Magnetic S.r.l.,
type BLQ-40, Italy) with SmCo permanent magnets (made by HITACHI Inc, type H-18B,
maximum specific energy equal to 143 kJ/m3). The nameplate data are summarized in Table 6;

• A Magtrol hysteresis brake (Model HD-715-8NA), connected to the shaft of the motor and used as
a mechanical load for the IPMSM. The Magtrol can be controlled in real-time through a digital
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dynamometer (model DSP6001) or software interface. The torque and speed measurement signals
are acquired by the use of an acquisition board (in this case, the NI DAQ 9215). The main features
of the brake are described in Table 1;

• A programmable data acquisition board NI cdaq-9172, suitable for the Labview® environment.
This setup provides several advantages, such as a high degree of flexibility and acquisition of a
large number of signals;

• A NI DAQ 9225 acquisition module, whose specifications are shown in Table 2;
• Two NI DAQ 9215 acquisition module, whose specifications are shown in Table 3;
• A Fluke i400 current probe (Table 4);
• A non-inductive Fluke A40B shunt resistor (Table 5).

Table 1. Main features of the Magtrol hysteresis brake.

Quantity Value

Model HD-715-8NA

Maximum torque 6.2 Nm

Maximum speed 25,000 rpm

Rated input inertia 1.449 × 10−3 kgm2

Accuracy
Speed: 0.01% of reading from 10 rpm to 100,000 rpm

TSC1: 0.02% of range (±1 mV)
TSC2: 0.02% of range (±2 mV)

Maximum torque input TSC1: ±5 V DC
TSC2: ±10 V DC

Torque/Speed Output Torque: ±10 V DC
Speed: ±10 V DC

 
Figure 3. Schematic representation of the test bench.
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Table 2. Technical data for the NI 9225 acquisition module.

Quantity Value

Number of channels 4

ADC resolution 24 bit

Sampling Simultaneous

Sample rate fs 1.613 ÷ 50 kS/s

Rated Voltage 300 Vrms

Bandwidth 0.453 fs

Accuracy Gain error
THD ±0.05%

Table 3. Technical data for the NI 9215 acquisition module.

Quantity Value

Number of channels 4

ADC resolution 16 bit

Sampling Simultaneous

Sample rate fs 100 kS/s

Input range ±10 V

Bandwidth 420 kHz

Accuracy Gain error Offset error

±0.02% ±0.0014%

Table 4. Technical data for the fluke i400current probe.

Quantity Value

Reference temperature 23 ± 5 ◦C;

Current range 1–400 Arms or 1–40 Arms

Output 1 mA/A

Accuracy 2% + 0.06 A, 45 Hz–400 Hz

Bandwidth 5–20,000 Hz

Table 5. Technical data for the A40 B shunt fluke.

Quantity Value

Rated current 20 A

Rated resistance 0.04 Ω

Bandwidth 0–100 kHz

Accuracy [±μA/A]
(confidence level 95%)

DC 1 kHz 10 kHz 30 kHz 100 kHz

26 43 52 70 113

Maximum current
<5 s Indefinitely

42 A 22 A

Phase angle error [◦] 1 kHz 10 kHz 100 kHz

<0.013◦ <0.125◦ <1.250◦

Work temperature range 13–33 ◦C
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Table 6. Rated values and parameters of IPMSM under test.

Quantity Value

Voltage [V] 132

Current [A] 3.6

Speed [rpm] 4000

Torque [Nm] 1.8

Pole pairs 3

The input power of the PDS is measured by adopting the scheme reported in Figure 3.
The single-phase voltage is measured through a direct connection to the NI DAQ 9225 acquisition
module. The current is sensed simultaneously by the use of a Fluke i400 current probe and through a
non-inductive Fluke A40B shunt resistor, whose output signals are sent to the NI DAQ 9215 acquisition
module. More in detail, the shunt presents high accuracy and cost especially regarding the phase
angle error that present very low value. This feature allows the accurate measurement of active power.
Instead, the current probe presents lower accuracy and cost, with respect to the shunt, and its angle
error is not known. Therefore, as mentioned in the previous section, the two adopted transducers
allow defining two measurement systems that perform the input power measurement with different
accuracy and uncertainty. In this way, it is possible to compare the measurement results between a
first measurement system with greater accuracy and cost (shunt resistor) able to meet the standard
prescriptions [21,22]. and a second measurement system less accurate and not satisfying the standard
prescriptions [21,22], but cheaper (current probe).

From the reported Tables, it can be stated that the bandwidth of the adopted components
is adequate for the measurement of the electrical quantities involved in the CDM input section.
Moreover, the NI 9225 is suitable for the acquisition of grid sinusoidal voltage (240 Vrms), since it can
reach 300 Vrms of the input voltage. As for the current, it reaches peak values in the order of Ampère
units. The shunt resistor has an already adequate value of rated range and it is chosen to arrange
4 turns on the pass-through current probe for operation close to the full-scale. It is easy to calculate the
output voltages from the probe and the shunt resistance and verify that these values do not exceed the
NI 9215 acquisition module full-scale value equal to 10 V.

Finally, the uncertainties introduced by the acquisition modules are negligible if compared to
those given by the transducers.

The mechanical load of the motor consists of a Magtrol HD-715-8NA hysteresis brake. The torque
offered by the brake can be adjusted in real-time by means of a Magtrol digital dynamometer model
DSP6001, whose interface already provides the torque, speed and power values measured at the shaft
motor. Furthermore, the digital dynamometer provides the torque and speed measurement signals can
be sent to other acquisition systems. In this work, an additional acquisition module NI DAQ 9215 is
used to acquire the torque and speed measurement signals. The accuracy specifications of Magtrol
HD-715-8NA hysteresis brake satisfy the prescription of the standards [18–22]. Therefore, the adoption
of the Magtrol HD-715-8NA hysteresis brake with the NI 9215 module allows performing the accurate
measurement of mechanical power satisfactory for accurate direct measurement of the efficiency
according to the standard [21,22].

5. Measurement of the PDS Power Losses

5.1. Data Acquisition Procedure

Based on the statements reported in the previous Sections and since the rated power of the IPMSM
under test is lower than 1 kW, the direct method has been adopted in order to evaluate the efficiency
of the PDS described in Section 3. Figure 4 shows a photograph of the test bench during a set of
measurements of the PDS power losses.
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Figure 4. A photograph of the test bench during the power losses measurements.

The speed and torque transducers employed in the electrical drive under test satisfy the
measurement requirements of the standard IEC 60034-2 [20].

The acquisition of both the electrical and mechanical quantities is carried out through the
transducers (see Section 4) in a Labview environment. This acquisition is carried out with the Express
Virtual Instrument (VI) DAQ Assistants, characterized by:

• Sampling frequency, namely fs;
• Single acquisition time or measurement time, namely TM.

The number of samples in one acquisition is given by:

Ns = TM fs (16)

During a single acquisition time, the instantaneous values of electrical and mechanical quantities
are acquired so that the instantaneous values of electrical power pPDS(t) and mechanical power pM(t)
are computed by means of the following relationships:

pPDS(t) = vPDS(t)·iPDS(t) (17)

pM(t) = Tem(t)·ωm(t) (18)

where vPDS(t) is the instantaneous value of the PDS input voltage, iPDS(t) is the instantaneous value
of the PDS input current, Tem(t) is the instantaneous value of the electromagnetic torque and ωm(t)
is the instantaneous value of the mechanical speed. By means of the Labview VI library (e.g., VI BASIC
DC RMS), the overall rms values of voltage and current quantities, as well as the mean value of
instantaneous electric power and the mean value of mechanical quantities are computed with respect
to time TM. More specifically, the computation of the mean value of the instantaneous electric power
allows considering the contribution, in terms of active power, of each product between isofrequential
harmonic components of both voltage and current.

Consequently, in a period equal to TM, it is possible to obtain one sample for each electrical and
mechanical quantity, allowing the possibility of repeating this process and performing a very wide
range of time window, without affecting the PC memory with a large number of samples.

Besides, the adoption of several measurement samples allows the evaluation of the average value
and the measurement deviation for each quantity. The single measurement, which is characterized
by TM and fs, is, then, implemented in a single iteration of a for loop. The number of iterations
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N corresponds to the number of desired measurement samples. The total observation time or the total
acquisition time Tw is equal to:

Tw = NTM (19)

At the output of each loop iteration, the measurement sample is stored in an external array.
At the end of the cycle, an array is obtained for each quantity of interest, consisting of scalar elements.
The measurement arrays obtained are summarized in Table 7.

Table 7. Measurement arrays for the PDS Section.

Section Quantity

PDS input section

• Rms value of the single-phase voltage, VPDS [V];
• Current acquired with the Fluke probe, IPDS,p [A];
• Current acquired with the Fluke shunt resistor, IPDS,sh [A];
• Input PDS active power acquired with the Fluke current probe PPDS,probe [W];
• Input PDS active power acquired with Fluke shunt resistor, PPDS,shunt [W].

Mechanical section

• Output torque, Tem [Nm];
• Mechanical speed of the motor, ωm [rad/s];
• Mechanical power, PM [W].

The efficiency of the PDS is computed within the for loop by adopting the values of the active power
evaluated in the input and mechanical sections and adopting the direct method. Therefore, the following
efficiency arrays are defined and measured:

• PDS efficiency evaluated with the Fluke probe ηPDS-probe;
• PDS efficiency evaluated with the Fluke shunt resistor ηPDS-shunt;

In order to evaluate the average value, the VI standard Deviation and Variance are employed in
the software. The sampling frequency values fs and the acquisition time TM adopted for the two DAQ
Assistants are equal to 50 kHz and 60 s, respectively, satisfactory for the requirements of the PDS input
section and the prescription of the standards [21,22].

In order to obtain a synchronous sampling between the measurement sections, the same
measurement time was chosen.

Finally, the overall observation time Tw has been set equal to 40 min, which allows the repeatability
of the measurements.

5.2. Results and Discussions

As suggested by the IEC 61800-9-2 standard, the IPMSM working points taken into consideration
for the efficiency measurement, corresponding to different conditions of load and speed, are reported
in Table 8.

Table 8. IPMSM Working Points.

Working Points ωm = ωn ωm = 50% ωn ωm = 0

Tem = Tn (1) ωn; Tn (2) 50% ωn; Tn (3) 0; Tn

Tem = 50% Tn (4) ωn; 50% Tn (5) 50% ωn; 50% Tn (6) 0; 50% Tn

Tem = 25% Tn (7) ωn; 25% Tn (8) 50% ωn; 25% Tn (9) 0; 25% Tn

By defining Tn and ωn as the rated IPMSM torque and speed values and according to Table 8,
an additional point (no.7), which is not suggested by the standard, is included within the sets
of measurement.
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Concerning the ωm = 0, the standard defines this speed as a sufficiently low-speed corresponding
to a supply frequency of the motor lower than 12 Hz. In this investigation, the low speed is equal to
200 rpm.

Moreover, in order to simulate the behavior of two different control algorithms, for each working
point, the measurements are taken at two different values of the direct axis current Id, equal to −1 A
and 0 A, which have been set by means of the FOC strategy.

As already mentioned, 40 measurement samples were acquired for each of the quantities of
interest previously defined. Each measurement sample presents a duration of 60 s and the overall
observation window is equal to 40 min. In such a way, the related arrays of voltage and currents,
in terms of rms and mean values of torque and speed, are created. For instance, the mean values for
the first working point are reported in Table 9.

Table 9. Average values at the first working point for different Id values.

VPDS [V] IPDS,p [A] IPDS,sh [A] Tem [Nm] ωm [rad/s]

Id = 0 A 230.441 6.402 6.368 1.801 420.61

Id = −1 A 230.420 6.374 6.340 1.801 420.63

Furthermore, with regard to the repeatability of the measurement and the evaluation of the
uncertainty, it is needed to evaluate the standard deviation for each quantity of interest. For instance,
the average values of the standard deviation for the first working point are reported in Table 10.

Table 10. Standard deviations at the first working point for different Id values.

σ(VPDS) [V] σ(IPDS,p) [A] σ(IPDS,sh) [A] σ(Tem) [Nm] σ(ωm) [Rad/s]

Id = 0 A 0.0162 0.004 0.0019 5.81 × 10−4 8.2 × 10−4

Id = −1 A 0.0139 4.6 × 10−4 4.8 × 10−4 1.5 × 10−6 7.3 × 10−4

As reference examples, Figures 5 and 6 show the average values of the PDS input active power
and the output mechanical power as a function of mechanical speed nm [rpm] for Id = −1 A.

 
Figure 5. PDS input active power measured with the shunt resistor and fluke current probe at
Id = −1 A.
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Figure 6. Mechanical power measured at Id = −1 A.

From the acquired values of active power, it is possible to determine both the power losses and
the efficiency of the entire PDS under test. For instance, Table 11 reports the efficiency detected for
each working point at Id = −1A.

Table 11. Efficiency detected for each working point at Id = −1 A.

Working Points
Id = −1 A

ηPDS-shunt ηPDS-probe

1 0.23 0.2

2 0.72 0.68

3 0.83 0.79

4 0.3 0.26

5 0.76 0.71

6 0.84 0.8

7 0.26 0.21

8 0.71 0.66

9 0.78 0.73

It can be noticed that the highest efficiency values are detected for the load torque condition
Tem = 50% Tn. Moreover, for the speed condition ωm = 0, the PDS efficiency obtained at Tem = 25%
Tn is higher than the one obtained at Tem = 50% Tn. However, for speed conditions ωm ≥ 50% ωn,
the PDS efficiency obtained at Tem = 25% Tn is lower than the one obtained at Tem = 50% Tn. In any
case, for all the proposed working points, the PDS efficiency values measured with the shunt resistor
(continuous lines) are higher than those measured with the Fluke current probe (dot lines). These results
highlight a not negligible difference between the efficiencies measured with the two measurement
system. Similar behavior has been detected for Id = 0 A.

The PDS efficiency uncertainty is affected by errors on power measurement both in the input
single-phase section than in the output mechanical section. Regarding the PDS input single-phase
section, the two current transducers adopted in this work present different accuracy. In particular,
the uncertainty regarding the active power measurement in the single-phase sector with the shunt
resistance has been already computed in [33], which is equal to 0.05%, corresponding to an extended
uncertainty equal to 0.13% with a 99% of confidence level. With regards to the power measurement
with the probe, the uncertainty is relatively high, due to an error equal to 2% ± 0.06 A and its angle error
is not known. An appropriate angle error value is obtained by comparing the average specifications of
the current probe transducer with those of the same precision class, reaching, therefore, the value of
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0.03 rad. The expanded uncertainty on the measurement of PDS input single-phase power by Fluke
current probe is equal to 9.3% (99% confidence interval).

The mechanical power measurement is mainly affected by the error introduced by the
dynamometer, while the one introduced by the NI 9215 is negligible. From the data provided
by the dynamometer datasheet, the expanded uncertainty on the measurement of mechanical power is
equal to 0.17% with a confidence interval of 99%.

The mechanical power can also be measured by directly reading on the dynamometer interface.
In this case, the related error is obtained from the datasheet of the used brake, equal to 0.01% for the
speed and to 0.5% for the torque. The expanded uncertainty on the measurement of mechanical power
with this second method is equal to 0.74% with a confidence interval of 99%.

Finally, the uncertainty concerning the efficiency measurement with the first system
(shunt resistance and acquisition of torque and speed) is equal to 0.21% with a confidence interval of 99%,
whereas the second system (Fluke current probe and acquisition of torque and speed) is characterized
by an uncertainty equal to 9.4% with a confidence interval of 99%. The uncertainties considerations are
valid for each case of study (Id = −1 A, Id = 0 A).

The PDS efficiency measurement performed with the first measurement system complies with
the IEC61800-9 uncertainty prescriptions and, therefore, can be used for the PDS energy classification.
On the contrary, the second measurement system is not suitable for the PDS energy classification.
This fact underlines the need for high accuracy and high-cost instrumentation for the efficiency
measurement of electric drives.

6. Experimental Validation of the Proposed Measurement Methodology

The purpose of this Section is the experimental validation of the methodology of measurement
described in Section 3 by means of the experimental results carried out from the measurements
discussed in Section 4. More specifically, a variation of the Id current is applied to the FOC system,
determining a variation of the power losses ΔΔP involved in the PDS. This variation is measured
by means of the two measurement systems reported in Section 3 (shunt resistor and current probe)
and the related values are compared.

Thus, in order to evaluate the power losses variations due to a variation of the magnetizing current
(Id = 0 A and Id = −1 A) in the FOC system, the ΔΔPPDS,shunt and ΔΔPPDS,probe indexes are computed for
each IPMSM working condition. These values are obtained by processing the data from the PDS input
power array acquired with the Fluke shunt resistor, PPDS,shunt, the PDS input power array acquired with
the current probe, PPDS,probe, and the PDS output mechanical power array, namely PM. More in detail,
the PDS power losses evaluated with the first measurement system ΔPPDS,shunt and with the second
measurement system ΔPPDS,probe are calculated by adopting the following relationships, respectively:

ΔPPDS,shunt = PPDS,shunt − PM (20)

ΔPPDS,probe = PPDS,probe − PM (21)

Therefore, the measurement of power losses with Id = 0 A and with Id = −1 A has been carried
out, and, consequently, the power losses variations have been determined with the first measurement
system (ΔΔPPDS,shunt) and with the second measurement system (ΔΔPPDS,probe).

Figure 7 depicts the values of ΔΔPPDS measured with two measurement systems (dot and
continuous lines) as a function of the reference speed nm [rpm] for each working condition. The mean
values of both ΔΔPPDS,shunt and ΔΔPPDS,probe are evaluated among an observation time Tw equal
to 40 min. It can be noticed that the highest ΔΔP, corresponding to the maximum power saving,
is provided for Tem = Tn. Furthermore, for each working condition, the trends detected with the two
methods are almost comparable between each other, demonstrating that the proposed methodology of
measurement can provide the same results even with low-accuracy instrumentation.
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Figure 7. ΔΔPPDS as a function of the reference speed for a variation of d-axis current from Id = 0 A to
Id = −1 A and for each of the proposed working condition.

Further analysis has been focused on the computation of the percentage values ΔΔPPDS% of the
quantities ΔΔPPDS,shunt and ΔΔPPDS,probe with respect to the IPMSM rated mechanical power PM,r:

ΔΔPPDS% =
ΔPPDS
PM,r

100 =
ΔPPDS
Tnωn

100 (22)

Figure 8 shows the mean values of ΔΔPPDS,shunt% and ΔΔPPDS,probe% evaluated through the
overall observation time Tw of 40 min.

Figure 8. ΔΔPPDS% as a function of the reference speed for a variation of the d-axis current from
Id = 0 A to Id = −1 A and for each of the proposed working condition.

As well as for the previous case, it can be observed that ΔΔPPDS,shunt% and ΔΔPPDS,probe% have
almost coincident values. Furthermore, the differences between the ΔΔPPDS,shunt and ΔΔPPDS,probe
values and between the ΔΔPPDS,shunt% and ΔΔPPDS,probe% are determined by means of the following
relationships:

ΔΔPdi f f = ΔΔPPDS,shunt − ΔΔPPDS,probe (23)

ΔΔPdi f f % = ΔΔPPDS,shunt%− ΔΔPPDS,probe% (24)
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Table 12 summarizes the numerical results of the previously reported differences. It can be
observed that the highest percentage difference between the results provided by the two methods is
limited to 0.04%, demonstrating that the ΔΔP index, which was introduced as a valuable parameter in
order to compare the performances of the same electric drive under test controlled with different control
algorithms, is not affected by uncertainties due to systematic errors. Therefore, the determination of
this index can be carried out by adopting sensors, instrumentation and acquisition boards with low
accuracy, avoiding the need for high-cost and high-accuracy tools.

Table 12. Numerical results of the differences between the ΔΔPPDS and ΔΔPPDS%.

Working Points ΔΔPdiff [W] ΔΔPdiff%

1 0.062 0.008

2 −0.087 −0.011

3 −0.118 −0.016

4 0.058 0.008

5 0.125 0.016

6 0.301 0.04

7 0.115 0.015

8 0.132 0.017

9 0.052 0.007

Further investigation has been carried out on the ΔΔPPDS measurement uncertainty. More in
detail, the uncertainty includes only the uncertainty due to random errors, which is equal to the
ΔΔPPDS standard deviation computed with respect to the overall observation time Tw equal to 40 min.
This analysis is carried out by considering the expanded uncertainty with a confidence interval of
99%, which can be obtained by multiplying the standard deviation by 2.58. The expanded uncertainty
of ΔΔPPDS with a confidence interval of 99%, evaluated with the shunt resistor ushunt(ΔΔPPDS)
and evaluated with the Fluke current probe uprobe(ΔΔPPDS) for each motor working condition are
reported in Table 13.

Table 13. ΔΔPPDS uncertainty for each working condition and for case 1.

Working Points ushunt (ΔΔPPDS) [W] uprobe (ΔΔPPDS) [W]

1 0.42 0.24

2 0.29 0.27

3 0.46 0.26

4 0.24 0.21

5 0.27 0.17

6 0.26 0.27

7 0.2 0.18

8 0.17 0.11

9 0.31 0.22

The detected value of expanded uncertainty of ΔΔPPDS leads to state that the difference
between the possible ΔΔPPDS values evaluated with the two measurement systems is quite limited,
demonstrating the validity of the proposed measurement procedure.
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7. Conclusions

In this paper, an accurate measurement procedure for the control algorithm’s impact on the electrical
drive’s efficiency has been addressed and discussed. For this purpose, an extended experimental
investigation has been carried out on an IPMSM electric drive with the use of two different measurement
equipment that presents different accuracy and, consequently, different costs. In order to validate the
proposed measurement methodology, the behaviors of two different control algorithms have been
simulated by changing the magnetization level of the IPMSM under test. This methodology allows
estimating the power losses variations ΔΔP, which represents a valuable index for the comparison
between different PDS control algorithms. A first analysis of the experimental results has shown that a
highly accurate and expensive measurement system is needed for the PDS classification according
to the standard IEC-61800. However, further analysis of the ΔΔP uncertainty has been carried out.
This analysis has shown that the ΔΔPPDS values are coincident for both systems, demonstrating that
the ΔΔP parameter results as a valuable index for the characterization of the control system since it can
be measured even with low-precision and cheap measurement system.
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Abstract: This article investigates the combined partial demagnetization and static eccentricity fault
in an Axial Flux Permanent Magnet (AFPM) Synchronous Generator. The machine is simulated using
3D FEM, while the EMF spectrum is analyzed in order to export the fault related harmonics using the
FFT analysis. Firstly, the partial demagnetization fault, without the coexistence of eccentricity, and both
the static angular and axis eccentricity faults, without the coexistence of partial demagnetization,
are studied. In the case of eccentricity fault, the phase EMF sum spectrum has also been used as
a diagnostic mean, because, when only eccentricity fault exists in the generator (either angular
or axis) new harmonics do not appear in the EMF spectrum. Secondly the combination of partial
demagnetization fault with static axis and static angular eccentricity is investigated and different
comparisons are made when the demagnetization and the eccentricity level changes. The investigation
revealed that the combination of eccentricity and demagnetization creates new harmonics in the
EMF spectrum. The novelty of the article is that these combined faults are studied for the first time
in the international literature, and the phase EMF sum spectrum has not been previously used for
eccentricity diagnosis in this machine type.

Keywords: axial flux; demagnetization; finite element analysis; permanent magnet; static eccentricity;
synchronous generator

1. Introduction

Eccentricity and demagnetization are two critical mechanical faults that can both occur in
electrical machines, creating vital problems in the industry. Eccentricity appears when the stator
is not placed correctly in relation to the rotor, a phenomenon that can occur during assembly or
during machine operation. In other words, eccentricity is the result of manufacturing imperfections
like unbalanced mass, poor alignment and excessive tolerances. 60% of the faults that appear in
electrical machines are mechanical and 80% of them can create eccentricity [1]. This fault is responsible
for unbalanced magnetic forces, vibration, and acoustic noise, creating problems in the machine
operation and reducing its lifetime. If the level of eccentricity severity is quite high, stator and rotor
can both be scraped, leading to the damage of the generator. Especially, the Axial Flux Permanent
Magnet (AFPM) synchronous machines are prone to eccentricity fault because their overall axial
length is short and as consequence, the ratio of machine diameter to length is high [2]. In addition,
this type of machine contains permanent magnets that can get demagnetized or crack easily. The high
temperatures, the structural defects, and the degradation of the coercive force are responsible for
this fault. The demagnetization can be partial or total irreversible. The early diagnosis of both faults is
a vital need for the interrupted operation of the systems in the industry.

In the international literature, several methods are proposed for demagnetization [3–6]
and eccentricity detection [5–7]. The most commonly used methods are the Time Domain, the Frequency
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Analysis, and the Time Scale Analysis Methods, like Discrete or Continuous Wavelet Transform.
The Motor Current Signature Analysis (MCSA) and the Motor Voltage Current Analysis (MVCA)
are the most frequently used online methods for fault detection, since there is no need for any additional
connections or hardware.

The majority of existing studies investigates these faults in Radial Flux Permanent Magnet (RFPM)
synchronous machines. During recent years, the demagnetization and the eccentricity fault have also
been studied in the AFPM synchronous machine. More specifically [2,8–21] study the eccentricity fault,
while [21–30] investigate the demagnetization fault in AFPM synchronous machines. In [31] a combined
eccentricity and demagnetization fault in a double-sided AFPM synchronous machine using a time
analytical model is presented.

This study investigates the partial demagnetization fault, the static eccentricity (angular and axis)
faults and the combined partial demagnetization and static eccentricity (angular and axis) faults.
The Electromotive Force (EMF) spectrum will be used for fault diagnosis purposes and the fault
signatures harmonics will be extracted. The machine simulation is performed while using the
three-dimensional (3D)-Finite Element Analysis (FEA) that gives more accurate results for this
machine type. In all demagnetized cases, one magnet of the generator is partially demagnetized in
different percentages, while the generator speed in constant, 375 rpm. Section 2 portrays the basic
characteristics of the AFPM synchronous generator, in which the faults are studied. Section 3 provides
a validation of the Finite Element Method (FEM) model of the machine, while Section 4 explains the two
different types of eccentricity. Section 5 presents the fault signature analysis and Section 6 investigates
the partial demagnetization fault in the AFPM synchronous generator without the coexistence of
the static eccentricity. Two percentages of partial demagnetization (50% and 80%) are examined.
Section 7 studies the static angular and the static axis eccentricity faults. An additional spectrum,
the spectrum of the phase EMF sum, has been used for fault diagnosis cases in this specific section.
Subsequently, Section 8 studies the combined fault of partial demagnetization in combination with
static angular and static axis eccentricity. The fault related harmonics in the EMF spectra are exported
and comparisons are made when the level of partial demagnetization changes and the severity of
eccentricities remains constant and when the level of partial demagnetization does not change, but the
severity of eccentricities increases. Finally, Section 9 is the conclusion section which summarizes the
basic assumptions. The novelty of the paper is that these combined faults have not been previously
studied in the international literature as well as the phase EMF sum waveform has not been previously
used for fault detection in this type of generator under these specific faults.

2. The AFPM Synchronous Generator

The machine, in which the faults are investigated, is a three phase, star connected with neutral,
double-sided rotor AFPM synchronous generator [32]. Figure 1 depicts the axial representation of the
generator. The generator has 375 rpm nominal speed, 50 Hz nominal frequency, 80 V nominal voltage,
250 W nominal power, 16 poles in each rotor, 12 coils, and 210 turns per coil. The rotor, the magnet,
the airgap, and the stator have 12 mm, 10 mm, 3 mm, and 18 mm axial thicknesses, respectively,
while the stator external radius is 158mm and internal 60 mm.

Figure 1. The axial representation of the generator.
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Beside the two rotors, there is a coreless stator with concentrated, non-overlapping, and trapezoidal,
windings embedded in resin. Figure 2 depicts its layout, where bco is 34.3 mm, bci is 9 mm, bsc is
16.52 mm, lc is 63.2 mm, Ri is 58.35 mm, Ro is 121.55 mm, and r is 89.95 mm. Each rotor has 16 permanent
magnets of trapezoidal shape made by NdFeB and their layout is presented in Figure 3, where bmo is
47 mm, bmi is 6 mm, Ri is 77.57 mm, Ro is 138.2 mm, and R is 107.885 mm.

 

Figure 2. The basic dimension parameters of the generator winding.

Figure 3. The basic dimension parameters of the permanent magnets of the generator.

In the axial flux permanent magnet synchronous generator, the axial component of the magnetic
flux density is divided to the axial component of the magnetic flux density due to the winding
Magnetomotive Force (MMF) and the axial component of the magnetic flux density due to the
permanent magnets that can be given by (1):

Bz = Bz_MMF + Bz_PM (1)

where Bz is the axial component of the magnetic flux density in the AFPM, Bz_MMF is the axial
component of the magnetic flux density due to the winding MMF, and Bz_PM is the axial component of
the magnetic flux density due to the permanent magnets.

In an AFPM machine with three phases, the axial component of the magnetic flux density due to
the MMF can be given by (2):

Bz_MMF =
3∑

a=1

μ0

l + 2hm
Fa (2)

where

Fa =
∑
v∈P

ia
1
π

ws

|v| sin
(
|v|εr

2

)sin
(
|v| asc(r)

2

)
|v| asc(r)

2

ejv(x−xa) (3)

and
xa = (a− 1)

2π
3ps

(4)

where Fα is the MMF of the phase α winding, ws the number of phase winding turns, ps the number
of phase coils, x the location according to the stator, ε(r) = bc

r , bc ≈ bc0+bci
2 , asc(r) =

bsc
r , and P = { . . .

−3ps, −2ps, −ps, ps, 2ps, 3ps . . . } [33].
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The axial component of the magnetic flux density due to the permanent magnets can be given
by (5):

Bz_PM =
∑
ς∈Q

4
π

Br

ς
hm

2hm + l
psin(ςβ(r))ejς(x−ϕ) (5)

where
β(r) =

bm

2r
(6)

where bm ≈ bmo+bmi
2 , ϕ the angle of a rotor position and Q = { . . . −5p, −3p, −p, p, 3p, 5p . . . } [33].

The harmonics that will be created in the magnetic flux density spectrum are responsible for the
harmonics that will appear in the EMF spectrum.

3. Model Validation

For the validation of the model in the healthy condition, we present the waveforms of the
stator current, derived from the simulation and experiment, respectively, when the machine has
nominal speed 375 rpm and supplies the nominal resistive load 70 Ohm, as Figure 4 shows. It can be
observed that the two waveforms are qualitatively and quantitatively similar and they validate the
accuracy of our FEM model. In addition, Figure 5 depicts the waveforms of the stator current when
one magnet is totally demagnetized derived from simulation and experimental procedure when the
generator has nominal speed and supplies a load 70 Ohm. It can be seen that the FEM waveform
also agrees with the experimental waveform. More specifically, we have used the 3D-Opera mesher
while our model contains 5128737 elements. The transient electromagnetic analysis with motion has
been used. On a PC (Intel i7-4770 with 8 GB RAM) the finite element analysis requires 12 h in order to
reach the steady state condition.

 
Figure 4. The stator current waveform in the healthy condition when the generator has
nominal speed 375 rpm and supplies the nominal load of 70 Ohm (blue line-simulation results,
red line-experimental results).

 

Figure 5. The stator current waveform when one magnet is totally demagnetized, the generator
has nominal speed 375 rpm and supplies the nominal load of 70 Ohm (blue line-simulation results,
red line-experimental results).
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4. Types of Eccentricity

Two types of static eccentricity appear in the literature [15,16]: the static angular and the static
axis eccentricity. The first type occurs when the rotor axis coincides with the rotation axis but does
not coincide with the stator axis. In this case, the air gap is not uniform, but, during the rotation,
the maximum and minimum air gap positions are constant. In other words, the air gap does not
change in time. The second type occurs when the stator and rotor are offset from each other in the
axis direction. Figure 6 depicts the axial representation of the machine when the two different types of
static eccentricity exist in the generator.

Figure 6. The axial representation of the machine when the generator is: (a) static angular eccentric and
(b) static axis eccentric. Axial representation of the generator.

5. Fault Signature Analysis

From the literature [7,34–36], it is known that the stator current spectrum of a RFPM synchronous
machine with demagnetization or eccentricity fault contains new harmonics that are given by
Equation (7):

fdemag = fs

(
1± k

p

)
(7)

where fdemag are the frequencies of the fault related harmonics, fs is the fundamental frequency, p the
number of machine poles pairs, and k an integer number. Previous studies [29,30] prove that this
Equation can predict also the fault related harmonics in the EMF and stator current spectra of an AFPM
synchronous machine with totally demagnetized magnets. In this article, it is examined whether this
Equation is applicable in the case of the combined fault, in order to interpret the fault related harmonics.

6. Partial Demagnetization

First, the partial demagnetization fault without the coexistence of the eccentricity fault is studied.
In all of the investigated cases, one magnet is partially demagnetized in two different percentages
(50% and 80% partial demagnetization). Figure 7 depicts the machine 3D-FEA model when one magnet
is partially demagnetized, and Figure 8 shows the waveforms of the axial component of the magnetic
flux density when the fault exists. The increment of the severity of the demagnetization leads to the
decrement of the amplitude of the waveform in the location of the faulty magnet.

Figure 7. The three-dimensional (3D)-FEA model of the machine when one magnet is
partially demagnetized.
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Figure 8. The waveform of the axial component of the magnetic flux density when one
magnet is partially demagnetized (blue line—50% partial demagnetization, red line—80% partial
demagnetization).

The above waveform can be given by Equation (8) [37]:

Bz_one_dem = Bz_tot − y(t) (8)

where Bz_tot is the axial component of the total magnetic flux density in the healthy case and y(t) is the
product between the Bz_tot and the square wave x(t) divided by Vdem, which is the Bz_tot amplitude
immersion due to TDF, as it can be seen by (9):

y(t) =
Bz_tot

Vdem
x(t) (9)

while x(t) can be expressed in Fourier series using (10):

x(t) =
1

2p
+
∞∑

k=1

2
kπ

sin
(
πk
2p

)
cos

(
2kπfst

p

)
(10)

Substituting (9) and (10) in (8) implies (11):

Bz_one_dem = Bz_tot − Bz_tot

2pVdem
−
∞∑

k=1

2Bz_tot

kπVdem
sin

(
kπ
2p

)
cos

(
2kπfst

p

)
(11)

The harmonics that appear in Equation (11) are responsible for the harmonics that will be created
in the EMF spectrum in the faulty condition. Equation (11) is suitable to interpret every percentage of
partial demagnetization, because, as can been seen below, when the fault severity changes the kind of
the fault related harmonics does not change but their amplitude changes. In Equation (11), it will be
modification in Vdem when the severity of the fault changes.

Figures 9 and 10 depict the EMF waveforms and the corresponding spectra when one magnet
is 50% and 80% partially demagnetized. The increment of the fault severity reduces the amplitude
of the EMF waveform. In addition, the fault creates new harmonics in the corresponding spectra,
which Table 1 summarizes. The new harmonics are of frequencies 25 Hz, 75 Hz, 100 Hz, 125 Hz, 175 Hz,
200 Hz, and 225 Hz and their amplitudes increase when the severity of demagnetization increases.
The fundamental harmonic decreases in amplitude when the level of demagnetization increases.
The fault related harmonics are both even and fractional and of the same frequencies, like the case
wjere one magnet is totally demagnetized [30].
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Figure 9. The EMF waveform when one magnet is partially demagnetized (blue line—50%
partial demagnetization, red line—80% partial demagnetization).

 

Figure 10. The EMF spectrum when one magnet is partially demagnetized (blue line—50%
partial demagnetization, red line-80% partial demagnetization).

Table 1. Fundamental Harmonic and Fault Related Harmonics in the Spectrum of the EMF When One
Magnet is Partially Demagnetized.

Harmonic
Order

F (Hz)
Generator with One 50%

Partially Demagnetized Magnet
Generator with One 80%

Partially Demagnetized Magnet

(dB) (V) (dB) (V)

0.5 25 −42.33 0.2455 −35.10 0.5581
1 50 0 32.12 0 31.74

1.5 75 −48.88 0.1156 −41.29 0.2733
2 100 −76.84 0.004686 −67.97 0.01299

2.5 125 −71.04 0.009101 −59.38 0.03411
3.5 175 −73.79 0.006643 −68.48 0.01198
4 200 −76.03 0.00501 −71.77 0.008362

4.5 225 −76.1 0.005209 −70.28 0.00991

7. Static Eccentricity Fault

7.1. Static Angular Eccentricity Fault

In this section, the static angular eccentricity fault will be studied. As it is already proven in [18],
the static angular eccentricity fault does not create new harmonics in the EMF and the stator
current spectra. This can be justified by the fact that during this fault the airgap in a double-sided
machine increases from the one side and decreases from the other size resulting in a constant total airgap.
For that reason, the EMF waveform, the stator current waveform, and the corresponding spectra remain
approximately unaffected by the fault. However, the spectrum of the phase EMF sum presents variation
when static angular eccentricity exists in the generator. Figure 11 depicts the phase EMF sum spectra
for two different severities of static angular eccentricity (30% and 40%). Equation (12) describes the
phase EMF sum waveform. This signal has a fundamental frequency of 150 Hz (3fs), three times the
fundamental frequency of the EMF waveform of each generator phase (fs). In both cases, the harmonic
component of frequency 50Hz is the fault related harmonic that, in the faulty case, its amplitude
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increases more than the other amplitudes when compared to the corresponding healthy spectrum for
spectra normalized to the 3fs frequency (150 Hz). When the level of eccentricity increases, the amplitude
of this harmonic component also increases, as can be seen by Table 2. In other words, we can tell that
the component of frequency fs Hz is the most dominant fault related harmonic component in the EMF
sum spectrum and it indicates the existence of static angular eccentricity fault. Finally, from Table 2,
it can be seen that the absolute value of the 3fs harmonic component (150 Hz) also increases when the
eccentricity severity increases.

PhaseEMFsum = EMFphaseA + EMFphaseB + EMFphaseC (12)

Figure 11. The phase EMF sum spectra of the double-sided rotor generator when a static angular
eccentricity exists in the machine: (a) 30% fault severity, (b) 40% fault severity. (blue line-healthy case,
red line-faulty case).

Table 2. The Harmonics of Frequencies 50 Hz and 150 Hz in the Spectrum of the phase EMF sum When
Static Angular Eccentricity exists in the Generator.

Harmonic f (Hz) Healthy Generator
Generator with 30%

Static Angular
Eccentricity

Generator with 40%
Static Angular

Eccentricity

(dB) (V) (dB) (V) (dB) (V)

fs 50 −44.33 0.00634 −37.51 0.01392 −35.29 0.01816
3fs 150 0 1.043 0 1.045 0 1.056

7.2. Static Axis Eccentricity Fault

In this section, the static axis eccentricity fault will be studied. Like with the previous case,
the static axis eccentricity fault does not create new harmonics in the phase EMF and the stator
current spectra. In [18], it is referred that, when the severity of eccentricity increases, the amplitude of
the third harmonic of the phase EMF spectrum slightly increases, while the amplitudes of the fifth and
seventh harmonics slightly decrease. However, in the phase EMF sum, new harmonic components
appear as Figure 12 depicts. As it can be observed, the harmonic component of frequency fs Hz is
a fault related harmonic, like to the case of static angular eccentricity. Consequently, the increment of
the amplitude of the harmonic component of 50 Hz indicates static eccentricity fault but we cannot
separate the two faults. Finally, Table 3 summarizes the amplitude in dB and in absolute value of the
harmonic components of frequencies 50 Hz and 150 Hz.
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Figure 12. The phase EMF sum spectra of the double-sided rotor generator when a static axis
eccentricity exists in the machine: (a) 2mm fault severity, (b) 3mm fault severity (blue line—healthy case,
red line—faulty case).

Table 3. The Harmonics of Frequencies 50 Hz and 150 Hz in the Spectrum of the phase EMF sum When
Static Axis Eccentricity exists in the Generator.

Harmonic f (Hz) Healthy Generator
Generator with 2mm Static

Axis Eccentricity (dB)
Generator with 3mm Static

Axis Eccentricity (dB)

(dB) (V) (dB) (V) (dB) (V)

fs 50 −44.33 0.00634 −31.01 0.03033 −40.47 0.01051
3fs 150 0 1.043 0 1.077 0 1.109

8. The Combined Fault

8.1. The Combined Partial Demagnetization and Static Angular Eccentricity Fault

In this paragraph, the combined partial demagnetization and static angular eccentricity fault
is studied. In all cases, one magnet is partially demagnetized. Figure 13 depicts the EMF spectra when
the severity of static angular eccentricity remains constant and the level of demagnetization changes,
while Figure 14 shows the EMF spectra when the level of demagnetization remains constant and
the severity of static angular eccentricity changes. Although the static angular eccentricity does not
create new harmonics in this spectrum [18], when it is combined with demagnetization, new harmonic
components appear. The new harmonics due to the combined fault agree with Equation (7) for k =−5,−4,
−3, −1, 1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 12, 20, 24, 28. The machine odd harmonics (third, fifth, and seventh) appear variation
when the combined fault exists. More specifically, the amplitude of the third harmonic decreases when
there is combined fault in the machine, while the amplitudes of the fifth and seventh harmonics increase,
like the case that only static angular eccentricity exists in the generator [18]. In other words, the variation
of the amplitude of these harmonic components is due to static angular eccentricity fault. Tables 4 and 5
summarize the amplitudes of the fault related harmonics derived from Figures 13 and 14 respectively.
As it can be seen by Table 4, when the demagnetization level increases and the static angular eccentricity
level remains constant, the amplitude of all combined fault related harmonics also increases. However,
the absolute value of the fundamental frequency, 50 Hz, slightly decreases. Observing Table 5, we can
see that when the severity of the partial demagnetization remains invariable and the level of static
angular eccentricity increases the amplitude of all combined fault related harmonics increases too with
exception the demagnetization fault related harmonics. In other words, the increment of the eccentricity
also creates an increment of the amplitude of the harmonics with frequencies 18.75 Hz, 31.25 Hz,
43.75 Hz, 56.25 Hz, 68.75 Hz, 81.25 Hz. The amplitude of the demagnetization harmonic components
(0.5th, 1.5th, 2nd, 2.5th, 3.5th, 4th, and 4.5th) remains approximately constant, as expected when taking
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into consideration that the level of demagnetization does not change. In addition, the absolute value of
the fundamental frequency presents slightly increment, as Table 5 depicts.

 

Figure 13. The EMF spectra when a combined fault of partial demagnetization and static angular
eccentricity exists in the generator and the level of demagnetization changes: (a) 20% demagnetization
and 30% static angular eccentricity, (b) 50% demagnetization and 30% static angular eccentricity,
and (c) 80% demagnetization and 30% static angular eccentricity.

Figure 14. The EMF spectra when a combined fault of partial demagnetization and static angular
eccentricity exists in the generator and the level of eccentricity changes: (a) 50% demagnetization
and 20% static angular eccentricity, (b) 50% demagnetization and 30% static angular eccentricity,
and (c) 50% demagnetization and 40% static angular eccentricity.
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Table 4. Fundamental and Fault Related Harmonics in the Spectrum of the EMF for the Combined Partial
Demagnetization and Static Angular Eccentricity Fault When Changes the Level of Demagnetization.

Harmonic
Order

f (Hz) Healthy Generator

Generator with
One 20% Partially

Demagnetized
Magnet and 30%
Static Angular

Eccentricity

Generator with
One 50% Partially

Demagnetized
Magnet and 30%
Static Angular

Eccentricity

Generator with
One 80% Partially

Demagnetized
Magnet and 30%
Static Angular

Eccentricity

(dB) (V) (dB) (V) (dB) (V) (dB) (V)

0.375 18.75 - 5.366 ×
10−5 - 0.001382 −77.24 0.004418 −70.1 0.009934

0.5 25 - 0.00219 −52.52 0.07655 −42.35 0.2452 −35.1 0.5586

0.625 31.25 - 2.246 ×
10−5 - 0.002323 −72.76 0.007402 −65.6 0.01669

0.875 43.75 - 8.122 ×
10−5 −79.67 0.003362 −69.71 0.01052 −62.51 0.02379

1 50 0 32.07 0 32.36 0 32.16 0 31.78

1.125 56.25 - 5.785 ×
10−5 −79.35 0.003489 −69.18 0.01117 −61.86 0.02566

1.375 68.75 - 0.0002289 - 0.002056 −73.73 0.006621 −68.75 0.01541
1.5 75 - 0.001492 −59.27 0.03521 −48.87 0.1158 −41.29 0.2739

1.625 81.25 - 0.0001917 - 0.00158 −75.43 0.005441 −67.7 0.0131
2 100 - 0.001133 - 0.001901 −76.74 0.004682 −67.75 0.01302

2.5 125 - 0.0009809 - 0.001735 −71.1 0.008965 −59.4 0.03406
3.5 175 - 0.0006477 - 0.002879 −73.7 0.006641 −68.56 0.01186
4 200 - 0.001959 −79.36 0.003483 −75.64 0.005314 −71.25 0.008699

4.5 225 −78.11 0.003984 −76.9 0.004623 −75.35 0.00549 −70.03 0.01001

Table 5. Fundamental and Fault Related Harmonics in the Spectrum of the EMF for the Combined
Partial Demagnetization and Static Angular Eccentricity Fault When Changes the Level of Eccentricity.

Harmonic
Order

F (Hz) Healthy Generator

Generator with
One 50% Partially

Demagnetized
Magnet and 20%
Static Angular

Eccentricity

Generator with
One 50% Partially

Demagnetized
Magnet and 30%
Static Angular

Eccentricity

Generator with
One 50% Partially

Demagnetized
Magnet and 40%
Static Angular

Eccentricity

(dB) (V) (dB) (V) (dB) (V) (dB) (V)

0.375 18.75 - 5.366 ×
10−5 - 0.002912 −77.24 0.004418 −74.76 0.005873

0.5 25 - 0.00219 −42.33 0.2456 −42.35 0.2452 −42.35 0.2458

0.625 31.25 - 2.246 ×
10−5 −76.4 0.004863 −72.76 0.007402 −70.34 0.009796

0.875 43.75 - 8.122 ×
10−5 −73.24 0.006998 −69.71 0.01052 −67.39 0.01375

1 50 0 32.07 0 32.13 0 32.16 0 32.2

1.125 56.25 - 5.785 ×
10−5 −72.59 0.005742 −69.18 0.01117 −66.75 0.01481

1.375 68.75 - 0.0002289 −77.46 0.004302 −73.73 0.006621 −71.39 0.008676
1.5 75 - 0.001492 −48.87 0.1157 −48.87 0.1158 −48.85 0.1163

1.625 81.25 - 0.0001917 −78.57 0.003786 −75.43 0.005441 −72.82 0.007364
2 100 - 0.001133 −76.76 0.004668 −76.74 0.004682 −76.98 0.004557

2.5 125 - 0.0009809 −71.22 0.008831 −71.1 0.008965 −71.18 0.008893
3.5 175 - 0.0006477 −73.55 0.00675 −73.7 0.006641 −73.21 0.007038
4 200 - 0.001959 −75.9 0.00515 −75.64 0.005314 −76.18 0.004998

4.5 225 −78.11 0.003984 −75.53 0.005375 −75.35 0.00549 −75.16 0.005619

8.2. The Combined Partial Demagnetization and Static Axis Eccentricity Fault

This paragraph investigates the combined partial demagnetization with static axis eccentricity fault.
Figure 15 presents the EMF spectra for the combined fault when the level of static axis eccentricity
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remains constant and the severity of demagnetization changes, while Figure 16 depicts the EMF spectra
for the combined fault when the level of demagnetization remains constant and the level of static
axis eccentricity changes. The corresponding amplitudes of the combined fault related harmonics are
depicted in Tables 6 and 7, respectively. The combined fault creates new harmonic components in the
EMF spectra, in contrast to the case that only static axis eccentricity exists in the generator and in the
EMF spectrum do not appear new harmonic components that are related to the fault, as [18] proves.
The combined fault related harmonics are of frequencies 18.75 Hz, 25 Hz, 31.25 Hz, 43.75 Hz, 56.25 Hz,
68.75 Hz, 75 Hz, 81.25 Hz, 100 Hz, 125 Hz, 175 Hz, 200Hz, and 225 Hz. These harmonics agree with
Equation (7) for k = −5, −4, −3, −1, 1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 12, 20, 24, and 28, like in the previous section, Section 8.1.
In other words, in two combined faults appear the same fault related harmonics. The machine
odd harmonics (third, fifth, and seventh) remain approximately constant when the combined fault
exists when compared to the healthy case, like to the case that only static axis eccentricity exists in
the generator [18]. Observing Table 6, it can be seen that, when the severity of demagnetization
increases while the level of static axis eccentricity remains constant, the amplitude of the combined
fault related harmonics also increases, like the case where a combined partial demagnetization and
static angular eccentricity fault exists in the generator. Although the absolute value of the fundamental
frequency presents a small decrement, as Table 6 depicts. Table 7 shows that, when the level of
demagnetization remains invariable and the severity of static axis eccentricity increases, the amplitude
of all combined fault related harmonics slightly increases apart from the harmonic components with
frequencies 25 Hz, 75 Hz, 100 Hz, 125 Hz, 175 Hz, 200 Hz, and 225 Hz. These components are
related with demagnetization and for that reason do not change amplitude when the demagnetization
level is constant, like Section 8.1. Finally the absolute value of the fundamental frequency slightly
decreases when changes the level of the eccentricity and the demagnetization level remains constant.
To conclude, it can be observed that when only partial demagnetization exists on the generator,
fault related harmonics of frequencies of 25 Hz, 75 Hz, 100 Hz, 125 Hz, 175 Hz, 200 Hz, and 225 Hz
appear in the EMF spectrum, when only static eccentricity, either angular or axis, exists do not appear
new harmonics in the EMF spectrum, while, in the cases of combined faults, fault related harmonics of
frequencies 18.75 Hz, 25 Hz, 31.25 Hz, 43.75 Hz, 56.25 Hz, 68.75 Hz, 75 Hz, 81.25 Hz, 100 Hz, 125 Hz,
175 Hz, 200Hz, and 225 Hz appear. In other words, in the last cases, the demagnetization fault related
harmonics and some sideband harmonics appear. The phase EMF sum signal can also be used in the
case of combined faults, but the reason that we did not investigate it is because the EMF signal is able
to provide the fault related harmonics that are related to combined faults, in contrast to Section 7.
The fault identification using the EMF signal and not the phase EMF sum signal makes the detection
process simpler and more cost effective, as we should measure one signal every time and not three
different signals. However, the study of the phase EMF sum signal in combined faults can be an object
of investigation in a future article.
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Figure 15. The EMF spectra when a combined fault: (a) 50% demagnetization and 2 mm static
axis eccentricity, (b) 80% demagnetization and 2 mm static axis eccentricity exist in the generator.

Figure 16. The EMF spectra when a combined fault: (a) 50% demagnetization and 2 mm static
axis eccentricity, (b) 50% demagnetization and 2.5 mm static axis eccentricity, and (c) 50% demagnetization
and 3 mm static axis eccentricity exist in the generator.
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Table 6. Fundamental and Fault Related Harmonics in the Spectrum of the EMF for the Combined Partial.
Demagnetization and Static Axis Eccentricity Fault When Changes the Level of Demagnetization.

Harmonic
Order

f (Hz) Healthy Generator

Generator with One 50%
Partially Demagnetized
Magnet and 2mm Static

Axis Eccentricity

Generator with One 80%
Partially Demagnetized
Magnet and 2mm Static

Axis Eccentricity

(dB) (V) (dB) (V) (dB) (V)

0.375 18.75 - 5.366 × 10−5 −74.56 0.005965 −67.27 0.01365
0.5 25 - 0.00219 −42.3 0.2448 −35.06 0.5566

0.625 31.25 - 2.246 × 10−5 −68.75 0.01165 −61.59 0.02624
0.875 43.75 - 8.122 × 10−5 −64.64 0.01869 −57.39 0.04255

1 50 0 32.07 0 31.89 0 31.52
1.125 56.25 - 5.785 × 10−5 −63.1 0.02231 −55.78 0.05123
1.375 68.75 - 0.0002289 −67.99 0.01271 −60.57 0.02951

1.5 75 - 0.001492 −48.95 0.1139 −41.36 0.2694
1.625 81.25 - 0.0001917 −68.4 0.01212 −60.73 0.02897

2 100 - 0.001133 −76.79 0.004618 −67.78 0.01287
2.5 125 - 0.0009809 −71.59 0.008395 −59.72 0.03254
3.5 175 - 0.0006477 −73.73 0.006561 −68.59 0.01172
4 200 - 0.001959 −76.38 0.004839 −72.15 0.007781

4.5 225 −78.11 0.003984 −76.22 0.004926 −70.75 0.00914

Table 7. Fundamental and Fault Related Harmonics in the Spectrum of the EMF for the Combined
Partial Demagnetization and Static Axis Eccentricity Fault When Changes the Level of Eccentricity.

Harmonic
Order

f (Hz) Healthy Generator

Generator with
One 50% Partially

Demagnetized
Magnet and 2mm

Static Axis
Eccentricity

Generator with
One 50% Partially

Demagnetized
Magnet and 2.5mm

Static Axis
Eccentricity

Generator with
One 50% Partially

Demagnetized
Magnet and 3mm

Static Axis
Eccentricity

(dB) (V) (dB) (V) (dB) (V) (dB) (V)

0.375 18.75 - 5.366 ×
10−5 −74.56 0.005965 −72.63 0.007425 −70.99 0.008928

0.5 25 - 0.00219 −42.3 0.2448 −42.28 0.2445 −42.26 0.2439

0.625 31.25 - 2.246 ×
10−5 −68.75 0.01165 −66.8 0.01454 −65.21 0.01739

0.875 43.75 - 8.122 ×
10−5 −64.64 0.01869 −62.73 0.02323 −61.21 0.02782

1 50 0 32.07 0 31.89 0 31.79 0 31.66

1.125 56.25 - 5.785 ×
10−5 −63.1 0.02231 −61.19 0.02773 −59.6 0.03313

1.375 68.75 - 0.0002289 −67.99 0.01271 −66.02 0.0159 −64.55 0.01875
1.5 75 - 0.001492 −48.95 0.1139 −48.98 0.1131 −49.02 0.1121

1.625 81.25 - 0.0001917 −68.4 0.01212 −66.4 0.01522 −64.79 0.01823
2 100 - 0.001133 −76.79 0.004618 −76.66 0.004671 −77.04 0.00445

2.5 125 - 0.0009809 −71.59 0.008395 −71.92 0.008061 −71.93 0.008013
3.5 175 - 0.0006477 −73.73 0.006561 −74.01 0.006336 −74.28 0.006118
4 200 - 0.001959 −76.38 0.004839 −76.5 0.004758 −77.16 0.004392

4.5 225 −78.11 0.003984 −76.22 0.004926 −76.48 0.004767 −77.1 0.00442

9. Conclusions

This paper investigates the partial demagnetization fault, the static angular and the static axis
eccentricity fault, and the combination of partial demagnetization and static angular or static axis
eccentricity fault in an AFPM synchronous double-sided rotor generator. The machine has been
simulated while using 3D-FEA, while the EMF spectra are studied for fault diagnosis purposes
in order to extract the fault related harmonics. In all cases one magnet is partially demagnetized.
Firstly, the partial demagnetization fault without the coexistence of eccentricity is studied for two
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different percentages of partial demagnetization. This fault creates both even and fractional harmonics
(with frequencies of 25 Hz, 75 Hz, 100 Hz, 125 Hz, 175 Hz, 200 Hz, and 225 Hz) in the EMF spectra
and the harmonic amplitude increases when the severity of partial demagnetization also increases.
In addition, the static angular and the static axis eccentricity faults are investigated. Both of the faults
do not create new harmonics in the corresponding EMF spectra. However, these faults create new
harmonic components in the phase EMF sum spectrum. The phase EMF sum waveform is a signal
that has a fundamental frequency of 150 Hz (3fs), three times the fundamental frequency, fs, of the
EMF waveform. When static eccentricity fault exists, either angular or axis, in the corresponding spectra
of the phase EMF sum new harmonic components appear and harmonic component of frequency 50 Hz
is the fault related harmonic component that, in the faulty case, its amplitude increases more than the
amplitudes of other harmonics when compared to the corresponding healthy spectrum. In other words,
this harmonic component in the phase EMF sum spectrum can predict eccentricity, but cannot identify
whether the static eccentricity is angular or axis. Then the combined fault of partial demagnetization
with static angular eccentricity is studied. The analysis proves that this fault creates new harmonics of
frequencies 18.75 Hz, 25 Hz, 31.25 Hz, 43.75 Hz, 56.25 Hz, 68.75 Hz, 75 Hz, 81.25 Hz, 100 Hz, 125 Hz,
175 Hz, 200Hz, and 225 Hz in the EMF spectrum when compared to the healthy case. Comparisons are
made when the level of demagnetization changes and the level of eccentricity remains constant and
when the level of demagnetization remains constant and the level of eccentricity changes. In the first
case, the amplitude of all fault related harmonics increases when the severity of demagnetization
increases, while, in the second case, when the severity of eccentricity increases, the amplitude of
the fault related harmonics increases too apart from the harmonics that also appear when only
demagnetization exist in the machine (0.5th, 1.5th, 2nd, 2.5th, 3.5th, 4th, and 4.5th). In addition,
the combined partial demagnetization and static axis eccentricity fault is studied. The fault related
harmonics are of frequencies 18.75 Hz, 25 Hz, 31.25 Hz, 43.75 Hz, 56.25 Hz, 68.75 Hz, 75 Hz, 81.25 Hz,
100 Hz, 125 Hz, 175 Hz, 200Hz, and 225 Hz. Like previous cases, comparisons are made when the
level of demagnetization increases, and the severity of eccentricity remains constant and when the
level of demagnetization remains invariable and the level of static axis eccentricity changes. In the
first case, all of the combined fault related harmonics increase in amplitude, while, in the second case,
there is increment in the amplitude of all harmonic components apart from these that are related to
demagnetization fault. A future step of this study is to find a formula that is able to separate the two
eccentricity cases, because, as can be seen in both eccentricity faults, fault related harmonics of the
same frequencies appear.
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Abstract: Estimating the additional power losses caused by an inter-laminar short circuit in
electromagnetic devices using thermal measurements depends on many parameters such as thermal
conductivity, heat capacity, convective heat coefficient, and size of the fault points. This paper presents a
method for estimating these parameters using experimental measurement and a numerical model.
The surface temperature rise due to inter-laminar short circuit fault was obtained using an
infrared camera. Based on the initial temperature rise method, the least square non-linear approximation
technique was used to determine the best fitting parameters of the fault region from the numerical model.
To validate the results obtained, the fault region temperature rise and the total loss of the experimental
sample were compared with the numerical model using the obtained parameters for different current
supply conditions. The study shows that surface temperature distribution can be used to estimate the
inter-laminar short circuit fault parameters and localized losses.

Keywords: fault size; inter-laminar fault; localized losses; thermographic measurement; thermal-electric
coupling

1. Introduction

The manufacturing process of electrical machines that includes punching/cutting, core assembly,
and welding induces mechanical and thermal stresses to the electrical steel sheet. The induced stresses
cause degradation of the magnetic properties of the laminated steel sheet around the cutting edge
and the welded region [1–5], which has a direct impact on the core losses of the final manufactured
electrical machine. Furthermore, the mechanical stress during the punching process inevitably causes
burr on the cut edge of the steel, when the sheets are stacked and welded together to form the machine
core, can lead to the formation of an inter-laminar short circuit fault between laminations. Since the
core is subjected to a time-varying magnetic field during operation, circulating eddy currents are
induced around the short circuit region. These currents create an additional localized power loss
around the short circuit region and if this electrical shorting covers several laminations, high currents
can circulate leading to a significant increase in the power loss and excessive localized heating. In the
absence of adequate cooling, this phenomenon might lead to an insulation breakdown of the machine
laminations. Thus, it causes the potential of a complete machine failure.

In order to improve the efficiency of the manufacturing process and reduce the losses in
the machine, it is important to study and accurately measure the power loss associated with the
inter-laminar short circuit fault in electrical machines. Researchers have used analytical, numerical and
experimental methods to study the inter-laminar faults and investigate their effects on the core loss of
electrical machines in recent years. Wang and Zhang in [6] analyzed the effect of weld bead radius on
eddy current distribution in laminated electrical steels and they concluded that the eddy current losses
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increase as the weld radius increases. The impact of inter-laminar short circuit and fault positions on
eddy current losses was also studied using experimental measurements in [7,8]. The results showed
that the fault position and the number of shorted laminations significantly affected the total core
losses. However, the position, size, and number of short circuit laminations in the core of electrical
machines are generally stochastic in nature, this makes modeling and measuring of losses associated
with inter-laminar short circuit faults in electrical machines difficult.

Another approach used in [9–12] to determine power loss in electrical machines, is the initial rate
of the temperature rise method. This approach is based on the principle that losses generated in the core
of an electrical machine contribute directly to the temperature rise of the core. Hence, by measuring
the temperature rise during the instant of heat generation, the core loss distribution can be directly
determined. However, to obtain accurate results, the temperature rise must be measured within 5–10 s
of the power switch on [10]. In [9], a thermographic imaging technique was used based on the initial
temperature rise to directly measure the core losses in electrical steel sheets. Their analysis showed
that the material properties also affect the accuracy of the results obtained.

In this paper, a contactless method for estimating the localized losses due to inter-laminar short
circuit faults is developed based on inverse approximation techniques. The approach used in this
research work is based on both experimental measurements and numerical modeling. First, the initial
temperature rise of the hotspot formed by inter-laminar contact is measured using a thermal camera.
The detailed explanation of the experimental sample and measurement setup is given in Section 2.
To estimate the parameters of the fault region, a 3D finite element model of a coupled electric field and
heat transfer is developed using COMSOL Multi-physics in Section 3. Finally, an inverse approach is
used to obtain the fault size, thermal conductivity, electrical conductivity, and convective coefficient of
the faulty region using the least square non-linear method to minimize the error between the measured
and simulated surface temperature rise. Analysis of the results obtained shows that the simulated
hotspot temperature rise from the numerical model using the estimated parameters is in agreement
with the experimental measurements for different current supply conditions.

2. Experimental Measurement

In this section, the experimental measurement setup used in the study of inter-laminar short
circuit fault is described together with the thermal camera measuring procedure.

2.1. Measurement Setup

A stack of two (26 × 40 mm) non-oriented laminated electrical sheets were used for the
experimental study. The sheet thickness is 0.5 mm and the material grade is M450-50A and it is
semi-processed. The sheets are cut to be burr free. Hence, there will be no galvanic contact between
them when stacked together. To model inter-laminar faults between the laminations, laser beam
spot welding is used to create a force contact on one end of the stacked laminations. The assembly
of the 2-sheets is done carefully and without additional forces, so that the only place where the
insulation could be damaged is in the proximity of the welding. Figure 1 shows the sample used in the
experimental study with a magnified image of the fault region when observed from the top using a
magnifying camera IMPERX GEV-B1922C-SC000.

To perform the experimental measurements, the sample is energized with a DC current supplied
through copper wires attached to the other end of the sample. The temperature rise distribution of the
fault region is recorded during the current switch on, using an infrared thermal camera. The sample
total loss was determined from the measured voltage and input current at the supply spot on the
sample during the switch on period. The thermal measurements are described in the next subsection.
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Fault Region
Figure 1. Experimental sample with the magnified image of the fault region.

2.2. Thermal Measurement

The thermal measurement setup used for the experimental study is shown in Figure 2.
The measured sample is placed inside a black cardboard box to reduce the reflective temperature effect
from surrounding objects. An infrared camera is used to measure the surface temperature distribution
of the fault region at the instant of the power switch. The infrared camera specifications used for the
measurements are given in Table 1.

Figure 2. Thermal-electric measurement setup for investigation of inter-laminar short circuit fault.

Table 1. FLIR T640 thermal camera specifications.

Frame rate 30 Hz

Temperature range 233.15–2273 K

Accuracy ±2% of reading

Field of view 32 × 24 mm

Detector type uncooled microbolometer (640 × 480 pixels)

3. Thermal-Electric Finite Element (FE) Model

A 3D time-dependent coupled electric and heat transfer simulation was carried out using
COMSOL. To simplify the geometry of the fault region in the modeled sample, a semi-cylindrical
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shape was used to represent the fault region as shown in the model geometry description in Figure 3
and the physics used in the model is derived below.

DC

(1)

(2)
(B4)

(B5)

(3)

(B6) (B2) (B1)

(B3)

Figure 3. Geometry description: Lamination (1), insulation (2), fault region (3), thermal boundary
condition (B1–B6), and DC supply.

When DC current is applied to the sample, steady current starts to flow inside the lamination and
through the short circuit path, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Current flowing inside the lamination and through the short circuit region.

The resistive loss distribution pgen in (W/m3) generated inside the lamination and in the fault
region is computed using (1) and coupled with the heat transfer study as the source.

pgen = I2
(

Rweld
vweld

+
R
v

)
= J2

(
1

σweld
+

1
σ

)
(1)

where, I is the applied current, Rweld is the inter-laminar short circuit fault resistance, R, is the resistance
of the remaining part of the sample, σweld is the electrical conductivity of the fault region, σ is the
electrical conductivity of the sample, vweld is the volume of the fault region, v is the volume of the
remaining part of the sample, and J is the current density. The coupled solution for the temperature
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distribution is derived from the 3D general heat equation expressed as shown in (2), where pgen is the
heat source obtained from the electric field solution in (1).

ρCp
∂T
∂t

+∇ · q = pgen (2)

q = − k∇T (3)

n · q = hconv (T − Text) (4)

where, ρ, Cp, k, T, Text, hconv, n, and q, are the mass density, specific heat capacity, thermal conductivity,
temperature, the initial temperature of the sample, convective heat coefficient, the surface normal to
the surrounding, and heat flux of the material respectively. Hence, to solve the heat Equation (2) the
boundary condition and initial conditions of the model sample must be specified. Convective heat
flux defined by (4) is assigned to all open boundaries (B1–B6), as shown in Figure 3. The coupled
model is simulated using a 1 mm fault size and known material properties for 10 s. The temperature
distribution of the simulated model is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Simulated temperature distribution of the sample at 10 s.

Further analysis of the temperature rise in the fault zone shows that parameters such as thermal
conductivity, electrical conductivity, fault size, and convective heat transfer to the surrounding affect
the temperature distribution around that region. Therefore, to determine the actual parameters of the
experimental sample, an inverse model is developed to fit the simulated temperature rise from the
fault region to the measured temperature rise.

4. The Inverse Approach

The target of the inverse problem is to predict the size of the fault region and also to determine the
material properties such as convective heat coefficient, thermal conductivity and electric conductivity of
the faulty region, which are essential for accurate estimation of the localized loss through temperature
measurements. The methodology used in this research is presented in the model algorithm flowchart
in Figure 6. The model takes as an input the average surface temperature rise on the fault area and
the measured voltage from the forward FE model and experimental sample. Using the least square
non-linear approximation method, the error between the measured and simulated inputs is minimized
iteratively over time until the best fit parameters for the fault region are obtained.
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Figure 6. Inverse model algorithm flowchart.

5. Results and Discussion

In this study, two samples of different fault widths were measured. The faults were imposed on
the samples by using different laser beam weld widths. The measured sample surface was painted
black to improve the accuracy of the measured temperature rise. The infrared camera is calibrated
for the measurements, as shown in Table 2. A DC current of 20 A is first supplied to each of the
experimental samples at ambient temperature conditions.

Table 2. Infrared camera calibration.

Emissivity 0.96

Measurement distance 0.09 m

Atmospheric temperature 20 ◦C

Relative humidity 50

The voltage drop over the sample is measured using a voltmeter and the surface temperature
distribution on the fault region is obtained with an infrared camera. The thermal image of the
measured sample surface at 8 s after power was switched on is shown in Figure 7. From the image,
it was observed that current streaming through the fault region creates high loss density, which results
in the formation of a hotspot around the short circuit. Since we are interested in the hotspot region
(area enclosed in the white dash box), the rise in temperature of the fault region is obtained and used
in the inverse algorithm.

In the parameter search, to reduce the number of iterations, a sensitivity test was carried out
and to see the effect of each parameter on the measured voltage and temperature using initial known
material properties on the sample. Based on the sensitivity, lower and upper bounds were fixed
for each parameter in the final fitting process The best fit parameters for each of the model samples
obtained from the approximation are shown in Table 3 below.
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Hotspot region  

Figure 7. Surface temperature distribution from infrared camera at 8 s.

Table 3. Estimated parameters of the fault region obtained from the Lsqnonlin approximation.

Parameters Sample 1 Sample 2

Fault Width [mm] 2.2 3.0

Thermal conductivity, k [W/mK] 27.7 27.7

Convective heat coefficient, hconv [W/m2K] 15 15

Electric conductivity, σweld [S/m] 2.994 × 105 2.994 × 105

To demonstrate the accuracy of the results obtained from the inverse approximation in Table 3,
the size of the predicted fault region was compared to the size of the experimental sample fault area
observed with a magnifying camera with a standard measurement scale for each modeled sample.
Figure 8 shows the top view image of the experimental sample observed with a magnifying camera and
the predicted fault region used in the inverse optimization solution. Comparing the scale measurements
of the experimental fault regions represented by the red contour lines as shown in Figures 8a,b with
the predicted fault shown in Figure 8c,d, it is observed that the fault width along the surface of the
sheet is predicted correctly with a less than seven percent error. However, less accuracy was obtained
in predicting the fault depth, but usually for inter-laminar faults, this depth is less than the thickness
of the laminated sheet.

Furthermore, two other measurements are performed at 10 and 30 A current supplies to validate
the parameters obtained from the least-square non-linear optimization. The voltage drop over the
sample, and the surface temperature rise of the fault region were obtained for each supply case and
compared with the results from the simulated model. First, the total resistive losses in the measured
sample were computed and compared to the total loss from the simulated model for each of the studied
samples, as shown in Table 4.

The results obtained show that the predicted total resistive loss closely follows the measured loss,
with a maximum deviation of 8.4 percent. The deviation is assumed to be caused by non-uniformity
of the actual fault compared to the modeled fault and the fact that the convection coefficient slightly
depends on the temperature difference between the sample and the ambient, i.e., it is a slightly
non-linear term.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8. Comparing predicted fault with experimental sample. (a) Model sample with 2.2 mm
fault width. (b) Measured sample with 2.06 mm fault width. (c) Model sample with 3.0 mm fault width.
(d) Measured sample with 2.82 mm fault width.

Table 4. Total restive loss comparison for the studied samples. (a) Sample 1 with fault width of 2.2 mm
(numbers in bold represent the test measurement used to obtain the fault parameters). (b) Sample 2
with fault width of 3.0 mm.

(a)

Current Measured Loss Predicted Loss Difference
[A] [W] [W] [%]

10 0.39 0.41 5.12

20 1.6 1.7 6.2

30 3.57 3.87 8.4

(b)

Current Measured Loss Predicted Loss Difference
[A] [W] [W] [%]

10 0.37 0.39 5.4

20 1.51 1.56 3.3

30 3.42 3.72 8.77

Finally, the measured surface temperature rise from the fault region is compared with the
predicted temperature rise for each current supply case in Figure 9. The results show that for each
supply case, the predicted temperature rise closely follows the measured temperature rise for the two
studied samples.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9. Measured (o) and predicted (-) temperature rise comparison for different current supplies.
(a) Sample 1 with fault width of 2.2 mm. (b) Sample 2 with fault width of 3.0 mm.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a method for estimating the sizes and localized losses due to inter-laminar short
faults in laminated steel sheets has been developed based on the surface temperature measurement and
numerical modeling. This method has been applied to determine the fault parameters on two stacks
of electrical steel sheets with an artificial weld contact to represent inter-laminar short circuit fault.
Experimental measurement of surface temperature rise using an infrared camera is conducted on two
samples with different fault sizes under a DC power supply condition. An inverse modeling technique
is used to obtain the best fitting parameter of the fault region from the coupled numerical model.
The parameters obtained from the inverse approximation are validated by comparing the measured
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temperature rise of the fault region and total loss with the numerical model for different DC current
supply conditions. The analysis of the results obtained showed that the material properties of the fault
region are closer to prior known material properties of the sample used and the fault size depends on
the number of laminations and the length of fault. However, these parameters affect the temperature
rise of the fault region. Therefore, the technique developed for obtaining the fault parameters can
be generalized for studying inter-laminar short faults in electrical machines. Also, the visual image
of the hotspot region can be used for fast detection of inter-laminar short circuit faults in the core of
electrical machines.
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Abstract: The electric machines are the elements most used at an industry level, and they represent
the major power consumption of the productive processes. Particularly speaking, among all electric
machines, the motors and their drives play a key role since they literally allow the motion interchange
in the industrial processes; it could be said that they are the medullar column for moving the
rest of the mechanical parts. Hence, their proper operation must be guaranteed in order to raise,
as much as possible, their efficiency, and, as consequence, bring out the economic benefits. This
review presents a general overview of the reported works that address the efficiency topic in motors
and drives and in the power quality of the electric grid. This study speaks about the relationship
existing between the motors and drives that induces electric disturbances into the grid, affecting its
power quality, and also how these power disturbances present in the electrical network adversely
affect, in turn, the motors and drives. In addition, the reported techniques that tackle the detection,
classification, and mitigations of power quality disturbances are discussed. Additionally, several
works are reviewed in order to present the panorama that show the evolution and advances in the
techniques and tendencies in both senses: motors and drives affecting the power source quality
and the power quality disturbances affecting the efficiency of motors and drives. A discussion of
trends in techniques and future work about power quality analysis from the motors and drives
efficiency viewpoint is provided. Finally, some prompts are made about alternative methods that
could help in overcome the gaps until now detected in the reported approaches referring to the
detection, classification and mitigation of power disturbances with views toward the improvement of
the efficiency of motors and drives.

Keywords: electrical drives; electrical machines; energy efficiency; energy-saving; induction motor;
power quality

1. Introduction

The energy conversion through electrical and electromechanical machines allows for
performing a wide variety of man activities that were considered complex to be carried out
by themselves. These devices are installed widespread around the world and, according to
several authors in the literature, they consume between 60% and 80% of the total energy
in the industrial sector [1,2]. Most of the machines used in the industrial processes are
the electric motors, which transform the electrical energy nature, whether continuous or
alternating, into a mechanical one, also known as kinetic energy generation, ensuring the
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movement on an output shaft. The electric motors are coupled to a mechanical ensemble
for generating motion, rotational or linear, in purposes such as: pushing, heating, pumping,
transporting, among others. In order to carry out the aforementioned actions, a necessary
element that has been integrated with the electrical machines, the drive, is required, which
is the system used for controlling the motion of the electric motors. The purpose of a drive
is to adjust the output parameters of the motor, such as the speed, through variations in
voltage or frequency [3]. Thus, the electric drive is the linkage between the mechanical and
the electrical engineering. A typical drive system is assembled with an electric motor and a
sophisticated controller unit that manipulates the rotation of the motor shaft. This control
can be carried out quickly with the help of hardware and software.

Despite of being the more recurrent equipment for controlling the industrial machines,
both the electric motor and its drive cause adverse effects to the electrical grid by inducing
power disturbances to it [4]. For instance, a motor startup could generate voltage distur-
bances such as sags, swells, and flickers in weak power systems. In addition to this, the
drives induce harmonic and inter-harmonic content during the motor feeding when the
frequency is variated [5,6]. In counterpart, in this regard it must be highlighted that a
poor power quality, in turn, affects the normal operation of the motors and drives, causing
equipment malfunctioning, failures, or even worse, irreparable damage [7]. Whenever
a machine transforms energy from one form to another, and this combined with power
quality disturbances in the electric grid yields an unavoidable loss in the equipment, it
is normally manifest as an increase in the temperature and an efficiency reduction [8,9].
Therefore, since the electrical machines use a significant part of the total electric power
generated worldwide and its performance impact directly in the productivity costs, any
improvement in its operation and control that increases its efficiency will have a meaningful
impact [10–13].

Due to the abovementioned points, the power quality monitoring represents an essen-
tial aspect to consider in today’s electrical environments or power grids. As a matter of
fact, the critical aspect to be considered is the relationship between electrical motors and
drives with the power quality. Indeed, several methodologies have been developed for
detecting faults and identifying, classifying, mitigating, and suppressing power quality
disturbances [14]. The important points related to the employ of such techniques address:
(i) the analysis of the effects produced by the power quality disturbances (PQDs) on electri-
cal devices o machinery, (ii) the parameters involved with the disturbance generation in the
electrical grid, and (iii) the proper action to be taken once the electrical phenomenon has
occurred. Therefore, it is important to conduct an exhaustive review of the reported works
in two main aspects; those studies that focus on techniques developed and applied to detect,
classify, and mitigate electrical events or power disturbances, and those investigations that
attend what has been carried out regarding how poor power quality affect the electric
motors and drives and reduces their efficiency.

Regarding to the existing electric machine technologies, a generalized classification
can be made according to [3,15]. This cataloguing concerns to the form of the power
supply and applies for both electrical and electromechanical machines such as motors,
drives, transformers, etc. Two main branches can be considered being direct current (DC)
and alternating current (AC) electric machines, and from these other subcategories are
derived. In one hand, the case of direct current machines consists on DC generators
and DC motors. On the other hand, for the case of alternating current machines there
exist synchronous and asynchronous electromechanical devices. In a similar way, as in
direct current, the synchronous machines are divided into AC generators and AC motors.
Meanwhile, asynchronous technologies involve only induction machines. Apart from this,
other categorization is made from the standpoint of performance losses, in this the electrical
machines may be divided into two groups: those with rotary parts (motors, generators),
and those with static parts (transformers, reactors). Under this point of view, the electrical
and mechanical losses are produced in rotating machines, whereas only electrical losses
are produced in stationary machines. Finally, another classification can be made by takin
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into account if the machine uses single-phase or three-phase alternating current (AC)
supply [16]. In addition to that, it is worth noticing that the motor drives can be classified
according to the prime mover they handle, such as electric motors, diesel or petrol engines,
gas or steam turbines, steam engines, and hydraulic motors [17].

From the aforementioned classifications, the asynchronous or induction motor to-
gether with its electrical drive are the most widely used in industry, the reason for which
they are going to be selected for analysis in this review. The main advantage of the in-
duction motor is that it eliminates all sliding contacts, resulting in an exceedingly simple
and rugged construction. Moreover, the rapid development of new induction machines
and the emerging of power drive technologies in the past few decades, ranging from a
few watts to many megawatts [17], enables them to be used in many fields involving
conversion processes [18], whether in the generation, transmission, or electrical energy
consumption [19]. Therefore, the electrical motors and drives are used in industrial, com-
mercial, and domestic applications such as transportation systems [20,21], rolling mills [22],
paper machines [23], textile mills [24], machine tools [25], pumps [26], robots [27], fans [28],
and vehicle propulsion [29], among others [30].

In relation to the applications of motors and drives some examples are described next.
Some of the most recent studies on electrical machines are focused on the new applications
for industries equipment supplying and that can be beneficial for the environmental
issues by using more efficiently motors and drives an combining them with emerging
technologies [16,31–33]. For instance, the development of electric vehicles by improving
their motors for driving, transportation, and mobility applications [34]. Regarding the
electrical drives, many studies have been conducted in areas such as high-speed rotating
mechanical machinery [35]. Concerning to the power generation topic, the efforts look for
developing electric machines to be the element that allows a clean and efficient generation of
energy [36]. Currently, two important aspects are currently being addressed: the best usage
in the conversion of energy by electrical machines and at the same time heed that the use of
these devices does not introduce anomalies to the electrical network. These considerations
are being sought from regulatory points of view. An example of the above mentioned is the
power factor regulation by using capacitive or inductive elements depending on the case.
This power factor is penalized by electrical regulatory agencies.

Some international organizations such as NEMA, ANSI, or IEEE define the standards
and fix the tolerances for the operational parameters for electrical machines [37]. These stan-
dards specify power, speed, voltage, and operating frequency ranges in order to guarantee
that the power source is as pure as possible, which is known as Power Quality (PQ) [38].
Nowadays, the tendency for electrical machines is to be more efficient, to require less main-
tenance, to have high power density, robustness, and applicability in different areas [39,40].
Some investigations present the central energy efficiency-related regulations, the most
applicable efficiency increasing technical solutions, and the possibility of replacing the
most widely used squirrel cage induction machines with more efficient variants. However,
the industrial power supply is typically contaminated due to all the loads connected to the
grid, and also their non-linear behavior because of its integrated elements that inject power
quality disturbances (PQD) such as noise, sags, swells, interruptions, flicker, harmonics
and inter-harmonic content affecting the PQ [41]. In the end, these PQ affectations are
also reflected back on the electrical machines by decreasing their efficiencies, provoking
malfunctioning and damage to their components [42]. Power electronics are an important
part of any power conversion system. Notwithstanding, these devices have a non-linear
behavior and generate PQ issues that must be addressed [43]. All in all, monitoring PQ
is not an easy task because measurements devices are expensive, and it is financially im-
practical to monitor every segment of a power network [44]. Additionally, another aspect
to consider is that power signals are seldom stationary and the nonstationary nature of
waveforms could corrupt the spectrum analysis results [45]. Among the main parameters
of an efficient power supply system are its reliability and its quality; moreover, it is aimed
to have the possible shortness time after a failure. The monitoring systems of the power
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grid have areas for improvement [46]. Energy saving is taken into account by institutions,
companies, and industry, promoting the best use of electrical machines [47].

In the case of domestic commercial applications in buildings and residential instal-
lations, several works have studied how they impact mainly in the energy consumption,
energy saving, and energy management. For example, there are studies dedicated to ana-
lyzing and estimate the consumption of energy in constructions, residentials and publics,
due to the common commercial equipment. The topic of real-time monitoring for energy
saving is tackled in [48]. In other work, a study of power consumption was carried out
with the aim to reach costs savings, by developing a community structure based on smart
homes in electric network systems [49]. By its part in [50], artificial intelligence is used
to estimate the energy consumption profile in commercial buildings in order to contract
adequate energy plans with public services companies considering the load projections.
Finally, in [51] a scheme for the accurate assessment of the electrical energy demand of
modern medical equipment operated in laboratories is presented, and it is found that only
a few plug load groups mainly contributed to the total energy consumption. Although the
domestic commercial equipment also impacts the energy efficiency, this work will focus
only on the industrial equipment, specifically electric motors and their drives.

This work presents an overview of the advances in the methodologies applied to the
power quality analysis for detecting, identifying and classifying power disturbances that
affects the operation of motors and drives, but also how the motors and drives generate
adverse effects to the grid. This relation between the power grid and the industrial machines
also impacts their own efficiencies and this field is an area of opportunity. A detailed
discussion of the methodologies that are the trends in these topics and those approaches
is also provided that, by its own characteristics, must be considered to be explored since
it represents potential solutions capable to provide accurate results with high reliability,
overcoming the drawbacks of the conventional reported techniques. The remainder of the
review is organized as follows. In Section 2, the efficiency concept and how it is calculated in
both aspects, for the electrical machines and for the electric power, is discussed, providing
a quick overview of power quality phenomena and its existing relation with the electrical
machines’ efficiency reduction. Section 3 sets out the techniques for identifying, detecting,
and classifying PQDs following state-of-the-art methodologies and provides a general
overview of how this type of study is being carried out and which techniques are currently
in trend. Section 4 affords the techniques applied in electrical machines to detect, mitigate,
or manage the condition when an electrical phenomenon is presented. Section 5 furnishes
a discussion of the techniques presented in the review and the alternative approaches that
could be explored in this same context. Finally, in Section 6, the conclusions drawn for this
review are presented.

2. Electrical Machines and Energy Efficiency

In general, the term of efficiency is very important when using electrical machines,
motors and drives, as well as in the analysis of power quality, since they have a close
relation between them. In brief, to this framework this review addresses two types of
efficiency: the performance of the electric machine, and that defined by the electrical power
supply. Generally speaking, the efficiency of an electrical machine is its capacity to convert
the electrical active power into mechanical power. Therefore, the above sentence can be
defined, technically speaking, as the ratio of the power output to the power input expressed
in percentage terms [52]. Thus, it is necessary to know the values of the mechanical and
the electrical active power for determining the efficiency of an electrical machine [53]. On
one hand, the relation of parameters for calculating the electrical active power in a three-
phase motor,

√
3, is through the voltage, V, the current intensity, I, and the power factor,

cos(φ). Where φ is the phase angle between V and I. On the other hand, the mechanical
power is obtained with the relation of torque, Ts, and the angular velocity, ωm. The Table 1
summarizes these parameters relations to calculate the efficiency, η, in an electrical machine,
this table was created based on the equations presented in [54].
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Table 1. Relationships to calculate electrical power, mechanical power, and efficiency for three-
phase motors.

Parameter Relationship

Electric Active Power Pelec =
√

3·V·I·cos(φ)
Mechanical Power Pmec = Tsωm

Efficiency η = Pmec
Pelec

· 100%

From table it is observed that efficiency states a relation between the electrical pa-
rameters and the design criteria of a machine, hence a bad or inadequately design, or
failures on its construction, could affect to the electrical power grid [55]. As previously
mentioned, the construction, the electrical components, the operation, and the auxiliary
elements, to keep the operation of an induction motor through its drive, induce to the
power grid electrical disturbances [38,41]. As examples, some typical causes of induced
anomalies in the power grid are the non-linear characteristics of loads, sudden switching of
loads to the grid, transformers connected in asymmetrical banks, the significant presence
of single-phase loads [56], motors current peaks demand, frequency variations by the
drives, the usage of static starters and power converters [57], changes of the impedance
caused by variations in the capacitive and inductive components feed with AC voltage,
equipment failures [58]. In this sense, the type of an electric machine, motor with its drive,
predominantly determines its efficiency characteristics and the affectations caused to the
grid [59]. Thereby, any improvement on these, or in their configuration topologies, helps to
keep a low energy consumption and to rise their efficiency [60]. All these aspects need to
be considered, since according to the Department of Energy (DOE) data from USA the in-
dustrial motors consume one billion kilowatt-hours of energy each year, approximately the
50% of the world’s energy usage [61]. In consequence, regulations in developed countries
are moving towards higher efficiency machine classes tending to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions and efficient energy usage [62]. For instance, the Table 2 presents the efficiency
levels of electric machines according to the standards under NEMA and IEC organizations.
The class IE stands for “International Efficiency”, and the IEC 60034-30 standard describes
it [63].

Table 2. Efficiency classes and levels for electrical machines.

Efficiency Levels
Classes

IEC (International) NEMA (USA)

Standard IE1 -
High IE2 Energy Efficient EPACT

Premium IE3 Premium
Super-Premium IE4 Super-Premium
Ultra-Premium IE5 Ultra-Premium

Along the years, the electrical machines are generally mass-produced, meeting specific
design and efficiency requirements. Additionally, one of the current objectives of many
countries, companies, and industries is to adopt an energy efficiency higher than IE4 class
to reflect that they are within the framework of the new global regulations concerning better
environmental practices. The latest motors models, as minimum, must be classified IE3
class as stated in these international regulations. Today, high-efficient electrical machines
are a new and mandatory trend in motors manufacturing in Europe and the United States
of America. The efforts in upgrading the motors have resulted in excellent solutions to
environmental problems [64].

On the other hand, it is important to highlight that a chain exists in the process for
generating, transporting, converting and distributing the electric energy to the final users.
Such a chain has several links and steps in which the energy efficiency is affected. For
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each link in the chain, the issue of the power quality must be considered, since problems,
losses, or affectations may occur. In the framework of this research, the last link is the
industrial machine; hence, the efficiency of the power grid impact in the efficiency of the
machine. In this sense, the efficiency of the electric power can be considered as the pure
sine waveform and its maximum exploitation for feeding electrical equipment [65]. To this
respect, a deficient power supply such as drops in voltage, or leakage current, affects the
proper operation of a machine, reducing its efficiency, producing malfunctioning, reducing
its lifespan expectancy, or even causing irreparable damage to the equipment [66,67].
Therefore, the power quality (PQ), in this context, can be defined as an adequate power
supply to electrical equipment and devices for their proper operation. According to the
international standards such as IEEE, IEC [68], the power supply voltage must be following
established references and limits in terms of amplitude and frequency. Any deviation
from these parameters is considered an electrical disturbance or power quality disturbance
(PQD) [69]. The international standards define some of these disturbances as amplitude
changes referred to as sags, swells, or interruptions. The standards also define frequency
change disturbances such as harmonic or inter-harmonic content, and other disturbances
associated with minor changes in voltage such as oscillatory transients, fluctuations, and
notching. In Table 3 are summarized the different kinds of disturbances, their category, and
principal causes and effects for each of them, according to [70]. The flicker term is the effect
produced by the voltage fluctuations as indicated in IEEE 1159 [71].

Table 3. PQDs and their causes and effects.

Type of Disturbance Categories Causes Effects

Transients [72]
Impulsive Lightning strikes, transformer

energization, capacitor switching Power system resonance

Oscillatory Line, capacitor or load switching System resonance

Short duration
voltage variation [41]

Sag Motor starting, single line to
ground faults

Protection malfunction,
loss of production

Swell Capacitor switching, large load
switching, faults

Protection malfunction, stress
on computers and
home appliances

Interruption Temporary faults Loss of production, malfunction
of fire alarms

Long duration
voltage variation [41]

Sustained interruption Faults Loss of production

Undervoltage Switching on loads, capacitor
de-energization Increased losses, heating

Overvoltage Switching offloads,
capacitor energization

Damage to
household appliances

Power imbalance [73] Single-phase load, single phasing Heating of motors

Waveform distortion [74]

D.C. offset Geomagnetic disturbance,
rectification Saturation in transformers

Harmonics ASDs, nonlinear loads Increased losses, poor
power factor

Interharmonics ASDs, nonlinear loads Acoustic noise in
power equipment

Notching Power Electronic converters Damage to
capacitive components

Noise Arc furnaces, arc lamps,
power converters

Capacitor overloading,
disturbances to appliances

Voltage fluctuations [75] Load changes Protection malfunction, light
intensity changes

Power frequency
variation [76]

Faults, disturbances in isolated
customer-owned systems, and

islanding operations

Damage to generator and
turbine shafts.
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It is common to find PQ problems in industrial electrical systems, such as voltage
deviation, unbalance, and harmonics. These issues may adversely affect the operation
of induction motors and the electrical drives connected to the grid [77]. In general, the
effects of an electrical source with a poor power source and contaminated with PQD on the
installed induction motors of industrial processes can be detailed such as: the voltage sag
is concerned with affectations in torque, power, speed, and stalling; the harmonic and inter-
harmonic content is associated with losses and torque reduction; the voltage unbalance
cause extra losses of iron and copper, thus leading to increments of the temperature in the
machines and vibrations; the short interruptions generate mechanical shock and possible
stall; the impulse surges are related to isolation damage; the overvoltage is related with
expected lifespan-shortening; and the undervoltage is concerned with overheating and low
speed [78]. Needless to say, the electrical machines depend entirely on being supplied with
adequate electrical power to function correctly. Consequently, the electrical network must
satisfy the minimum requirements considered for a suitable utilization of the energy. In
order to improve the energy performance indicators at industry, it is essential to know the
operating status of electrical machines such as motors and drives [79].

Analyses related to the energy-efficient operation of induction motors show that
PQDs also affect isolated systems such as marine systems or ships. It is necessary to have
the motors’ good energy-efficient operation [80]. PQDs can trigger protective devices
immediately to trip off motors. However, motors can ride through most of the voltage
sags because sag durations are commonly short [81]. Some standards do not consider the
effect of the simultaneous disturbances on the electrical machinery. Since several years
ago, there has been an increase in protecting the electrical equipment in the industry [82].
Sometimes a non-invasive sensor is considered to monitor the condition of electrical
machines [83]. Among the parameters to be monitored in electric motors is the power
factor. PQ monitoring is often avoided as a measure for enhancing energy efficiency [80].

3. Techniques for Power Quality Detection, Identification, and Mitigation

It is very important to highlight that the industrial processes require to have power
networks with a Power Quality (PQ) as good as possible, since the equipment connected to
the grid is very sensible and can easily be affected, as described above, in such a way that
the final repercussions are reflected as economic losses and environmental problems. In this
sense, the PQ analysis becomes a fundamental study in order to develop methodologies
capable of detecting, identifying and mitigating the PQDs present in the power grids. As
aforementioned, several works exist that have addressed the study of PQDs from different
viewpoints. For example, the studies for detecting power disturbances mainly focus on
the development of techniques capable of find out the presence of anomalies in electric
signals no matter the nature of the disturbance. In another example, recent works have
tackled the detection and identification of the anomalies in the electric signals by classifying
them as a particular disturbance from those presented in Table 3. Additionally, there are
few studies that really handle the mitigation or minimization of the effects of PQDs on
the equipment connected to the power grid. Typically, their solution to this industrial
problem is very general, by applying strategies of loads balancing or capacitors banks, but
these solutions only work for some disturbances. All the studies are important, and in the
following paragraphs they are discussed according to the issue that they address.

Regarding to the identification problem of electric disturbances, the detection tech-
niques that have been developed are very important in order to enhance the quality of
a power system [84]. In the first decades of analysis, traditional approaches have been
probabilistic-based over signals in the time domain, assuming that the disturbances do not
affect the analytical process [85]. Later, for the energy quality monitoring, the process was a
fault diagnosis where the electrical signal is processed through different techniques, usually
implicating some transformation. Among the most common are those techniques such
as Fourier transform and its variants such as fast Fourier transform (FFT), the short time
Fourier transform (STFT), the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) [86–88], the discrete wavelet
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transform (DWT) [89–92], the Hilbert–Huang transform [93–95], the S-transform [96],
among others. After decomposing, or transforming, the analyzed signal, an extraction of
indicators for making the disturbances detection is performed, the most typical is to use
statistical ones in the time domain, the frequency domain, and the time–frequency domain.
Recently, due to the difficulty for detecting various and more complex disturbances that
may appear in the electrical network, techniques with the ability to handle and process
large volumes of data and find relations among the types of disturbances have been con-
sidered. For instance, classical machine learning techniques like support vector machines
(SVM) [97–99], artificial neural networks (ANN) [85,100–102], deep learning (DL) [103,104],
and other machine-learning techniques. Notwithstanding, several studies identify a com-
bination of power disturbances described in the standards [105]. Such patterns could be
considered novelty results, and their study has been proposed as an important prospective
in the field of electric power disturbances detection.

In reference to the problem for classifying PQDs are presented the following works.
The nature of a PQD present in the electric network generates profiles (or patterns) with
high complexity on the loads, also connected to the grid, characterized during the operation
by non-periodicities and disparities in the combinations of the disturbances observed by
the meassuring system [106]. Therefore, power disturbances detection and classification
with such profiles are still topics of interest because reported approaches are not robust
enough for treating them, having drawbacks and limitations, since they only tackle the
disturbaces by separate, or simple combinations [91]. To overcome these drawbacks, the
artificial intelligence techniques, the heuristic techniques, and deep learning are being used
every time more frequently. The reason is very simple, these techniques are more suitable
for treating problems where the prior knowledge of the system is not required, a big amount
of data need to be processed, high accuracy is required, data with non-linear behavior,
between other advantages [107–109]. Several works in the state of the art that address the
tasks of detecting and clasifying power disturbances mention that methodologies based
on data-driven could be considered to provide excellent results for the PQ analysis [110].
As a whole, the data-driven procedure consists of three steps: feature extraction, feature
reduction, and classification (Figure 1).

 

Figure 1. The typical process for Power Quality failure detection methodology [110].

Some examples of the works reported for detecting and classifying electric power
disturbances are described in next. The work developed in [98] describes a scheme in
which the input signal is first decomposed through the variational mode decomposition
(VMD), then the recurrence quantification analysis (RQA) for defining the frequency and
duration of the disturbances is performed. This method achieves, by means of data-driven,
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an adequate parameterization of the present disturbances. Otherwise, in [90] a modified
method based on symmetrical components in the time domain for detecting and classifying
various PQDs is presented. That implies that a single-phase PQ disturbance and other
two ideal phases generated by means of a phase-locked loop (PLL) processed to determine
the symmetrical components. Consequently, by triggering points it is possible to detect
PQDs in the disturbance phase through the negative sequence component. The detected
PQDs have been straightforwardly categorized from the profiles of the waveforms by
means of the addition of the sequence components, positive and negative. Then, simulated
and real-time results are presented for a wide variety of PQDs to show the effectiveness for
detecting and classifying of the proposed method. Other studies such as [111] investigates
the efficiency of a methodology for classifying electric disturbances when the manner to
extrac the signal features is varied through different classical processing approaches on sev-
eral data subsets. Although the results obtained are good, a limitation in this strategy is the
high amount of resources required to compute the optimal features, since, precisely, several
techniques are implemented. On another topic, the work presented in [112] describes a
methodology for de PQDs classification; this study uses a higher order of cumulants as
feature parameters and the classification approach is based in a quadratic approximation.
Here, the signal processing tools are mandatory for obtaining feature vectors from the
voltage or current waveform data. Novel, or non-typical, approaches are also performed
such as in [113] whose method is out of the typical approaches found in the literature
about the processing through sparse signal decomposition on an overcomplete hybrid
dictionary, and then the classification stage is performed by a decision tree algorithm. In
another example, the work of [114] develops a new method for automatically detecting and
classifying electric disturbances by means of Kalman filter (KF). Here, the KF is applied as
series of equations for computing the state of a signal measured. The disadvantage is that
it is necessary to make a selection of the parameters and verify that the state space model
is not incorrect. For microgrids in the photovoltaic (PV) generation there are also a worry
about detection of power disturbances generated by the grid inconsistencies. Thus, the
work present in [115] presents a variational mode decomposition and empirical wavelet
transform used as solution for monitoring and identifying electric disturbances in a dis-
tributed generation microgrid. With the advent of Industry 4.0, the aspects involving the
condition monitoring of electrical machines have evolved. In consequence, new trends and
techniques for signal processing such as artificial intelligence, handling of large volumes of
data, and performance improvements are becoming more common, and they have been
adapted by more and more users [116]. Recent reviews demonstrate the current literature
and tendencies in development and research to aim for the proper detection, identification,
and classification of the PQDs [117]. These reviews specifically remark on the works related
to digital signal processing (DSP) and machine learning [116]. The recent approaches
show their capability to process large data amounts and several signal patterns on the PQ
monitoring area that are the current trends. The firsts works that related the use of neural
networks with PQDs detection and classification is that presented in [85], where a radial
basis function neural network is implemented for the classification of the 20 kinds of distur-
bances. This scheme is compared with others approaches involving the use of feed forward
multilayer network, probabilistic neural network and the generalized regressive neural
network. Other works such as in [118] spend their effort in improving the feature extraction,
feature calculation and feature selection stages in a common framework of identification
and classification of PQDs. This work presents an optimization framework for the optimal
selection of features from the different signal domains based on ant-colony optimization.
In other case, it is presented in [119] a new approximation for classifying PQDs, firstly,
a transformation of the signal from a representation of 1 dimension is carried out into a
representation of 2 dimensions for extracting useful indicators. Finally, several approaches
for classifyign the disturbances are executed to see wich perform better, between them the
machine learning (ML) like k-nearest neighbour (kNN), multilayer perceptrons, and the
SVM. In order to validate the aproximation, the PQDs employed are combined defining
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up to 2 or 3 disturbances at the same time. However, other approaches that address the
combination of PQDs conclude that the best way to treat this situation is by data fusion [13].
The reduction of the numerical indicators is very important in the approaches based on
data-driven in order to avoid redundancy of information [16]. That means, not useful
information must be discarded, or ignored, in order to improve the characterization task of
patterns in the analyzed data, for example, the methodologies described in [111,120,121]
consider for the reduction task the following techniques: the kNN, the principal component
analyzis (PCA), and the sequential forward selection (SFS). Nonetheless, when handling
with a large quantity of patterns, as usually recent methodologies for PQ monitoring do,
their efficiency is quite restricted [18]. For that reason, the DL approaches were taken into
account with more frequency in industry for handling with data sets of high dimensionality
and complex pattern behavior [122]. The use of DL provides robustness and efficiency in
the classification, recognition, and processing of, images, speech, and video, respectively,
but also, recently, in managing of energy [33]. Some good examples of approaches that
process data with a high level of complexity are the convolutional neural network (CNN),
the recurrent neural network (ReNN), and the autoencoder (AE) technique. Although some
of these approaches have been used to test their capabilities for monitoring signals in the
power grid, the classification task of PQDs still needs exploration [123]. Even though the
achieved performances are good enough, the absence of an standard and simple process to
adjust and tune such techniques still represents a drawback that does not allow considering
applications in real industrial environments [124]. Meanwhile, the investigation developed
in [125] explores the potential of deep learning schemes for classifying PQDs by calculating
statistical indicators from four main components through a variant of the PCA and making
the disturbances categorization by menas of a CNN. The approach classifies multiple power
disturbances in two main classes, reaching accurate results for simulated data. In [104], a
novel method based on deep learning is proposed for identifying and classifying PQDs in
three main stages: feature extraction from the power system, adaptive pattern recognition
by means of AE, and, finally, disturbances classification by NN. Continuing with data-
driven strategies, the SVM are becoming important approaches for characterizing multiple
patterns that would help to give support to the classification taks. The approach reported
in [126] uses a variation of wavelet transform called tunable-Q to efficiently extract features
from the signal tuning the Q-factor, and then the disturbances are classified by dual multi-
class support vector machines. On the other hand, in [127] a cross wavelet is used, aided
by Fischer linear discriminant analysis (LDA), and for the classification of disturbances
it uses a Linear SVM. The study referenced in [120] presents a method to classify PQD
based on wavelet energy change and the Support Vector Machine. Another scheme that
uses a modified version of SVM and variation of wavelet transform is the work presented
in [128], which uses empirical wavelet transform arguing is suitability for nonstationary
kind of signals such as those presented in electrical disturbances. The method extracts six
features that are input to the SVM method for the classification stage. In relation to the
space-transform techniques, in [129] several statistical indicators are taken into account to
be computed by means of the S-Transform, then the power dirturbances are characterized
by appliying an analysis of multi-resolution over such indicators.. The method presented
in [88] proposes PQDs recognition by applying the modified S-transform (MST) combined
with the parallel stacked sparse autoencoder (PSSAE). Here, the MST uses a Kaiser window
in order to concentrate the energy in the matrix of time-frequency and, together with the
Fourier transform spectrum, the extraction of features is automatically carried out in order
to input them to two sub-models in PSSAE. Moreover, there are performed the reduction of
dimensionality and the visual analysis of the features, thus, the classification of the PQDs
is finally made with the softmax. Discussing another technique, the approach of [130]
uses the S-transform to extract the significant features of the electrical signals, which are
the inputs to different machine learning models. This work considers the combination of
single disturbances. In the end proposes a hybrid scheme for the classification supported
by the single models evaluated at first. A variation of S-transform called double-resolution
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S-transform is used in [97] to extract denominated effective features from the signals. Then,
the disturbances classification of the signals is made by directed acyclic graph support
vector machines (DAG-SVMs). The variations of the typical methods used in this article
are supported in the robustness of the techniques and the fact to reduce the computational
burden to implement in real-time applications. Involving aspects as the complexity of
the signal processing in [86] an optimal multi-resolution fast S-transform is adopted to
compress the information obtained from the features extracted and then with a rotation
forest made the evaluation of 17 types of PQDs. As can be seen, a base transform is adopted.
Depending on the application of the hypothesis to test, it means evaluation in line, moni-
toring offline, application in embedding systems, different techniques o adaptations of the
techniques are considered. Moreover, Mahela in [129] proposed the detection and classifica-
tion through the S-transform and Fuzzy C-Means. This approach tests their results through
simulation signals by software. In other approaches, Sahani in [93] performs a novel signal
segmentation method and a new scheme to carry out the classification stage of PQDs
based specifically on the use of reduced sample Hilbert–Huang transform combined with
class-specific weighted random vector functional link network. These authors based this
approach on the implementation in a field programmable gate array (FPGA) environment
to then test and validate at online monitoring and see the advantages of their proposal.

Regarding to the mitigation of the effects generated by the PQDs, this field requires
more researching, since the reported works are few and they are focused on strategies
based on capacitors banks or loads balancing. The effective identification and classification
of PQDs is significant for controlling the pollution in the power grid previously to any
corrective action. In this matter, the power filtering is an effective way to reduce the
effects generated by the PQDs in the electric grids, for example, by using inductive active
filters [131]. In [95], the improvement of the microgrid technology is presented, whose
applications have increased and gained attention. Nevertheless, distributed generations
with intermittency, loads with nonlinearity, and various electrical and electronic devices
cause PQ problems in the microgrid, particularly in islanding configurations. A precise and
fast method for detecting power disturbances is essential because it is the premise for the
PQ control. The proposed approach presented in [58] develops a methodology capable of
estimating the expected magnitude for voltage sags in order to provide information of the
motor starters applied for ship electrical power. In reference to power imbalance, in [132],
a shedding for managing time-optimal loads is presented. In general, this is allowed by
using a post event overload mitigation tool that enhances the efficiency of the system by
prioritizing the mitigations and ensures the time-dependent network security. Additionally,
periodic disturbance mitigation techniques exist based on controllers [133], such works
consider as periodic disturbance the harmonic content and by measuring the disturbance
and by applying a resonant scheme in the feed forward control or model predictive control
the disturbance is mitigated. The power quality is also analyzed in the microgrid systems
and here the supra-harmonic (SH) content is also the interest topic. The mitigation strategies
for SH are based in the use of dynamic voltage restorers (DVR) for handling voltage sags and
swells, but with the limitation of keeping the harmonic content. However, some strategies
combine the static synchronous compensator (STATCOM) with static VAR compensator
(SVC) for reducing the harmonic effects [134]. Finally, Table 4 summarizes the reported
works in the literature and the issue addressed in the PQD analysis.
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Table 4. Comparison of PQDs studies in the literature.

Ref.
PQD Issue
Addressed

Detection
Technique

Classification
Technique

Mitigation Technique
Number of

PQD Handled
Accuracy
Reported

[90] Detection SC-PLL - - 8 -
[114] Detection KF - - 14 98.8–100%

[88] Detection and
classification MST PSSAE - 12 99.46%

[98] Detection and
classification VMD-RQA SVM – 7 99.03%

[111] Detection and
classification

FT, STFT, HHT,
ST, DWT

ANN, SVM,
DT, KNN - 16 99.31–100%

[112] Detection and
classification HOC QC - 2 98–100%

[113] Detection and
classification EMD SVM - 4 98%

[115] Detection and
classification VMD-EWT RKRR - 12 99%

[85] Detection and
classification DWT RBFNN - 20 96.3%

[118] Detection and
classification 1DST DT – 14 99.93%

[119] Detection and
classification

2DRT-
MOGWO KNN - 18 99.26%

[122] Detection and
classification DL CNN - 16 98.13–99.96%

[123] Detection and
classification PSR CNN - 10 99.8%

[128] Detection and
classification EWT SVM – 15 95.56%

[86] Detection and
classification ST DT – 16 99.47%

[125] Detection and
classification PCA CNN – 11 99.92%

[104] Detection and
classification FFT, EMD, SAE SMNN - 17 98.06%

[119] Detection and
classification 2DRT KNN – 17 99.26%

[126] Detection and
classification TQWT MSVM - 14 96.42–98.78%

[135] Detection and
classification HOS NT - 19 97.8%

[131] Mitigation HPF - IAF 2 -
[95] Mitigation HHT ANN SVG 4 -
[132] Mitigation - - PEOM 2 -
[133] Mitigation KF - RSC, MPC 4 -
[134] Mitigation BPF-FFT - DVR, STATCOM+SVC 6 -

4. Techniques for Power Quality Related to Electrical Machines and Electrical Drives

As described in previous sections, the PQ is an important topic to be analyzed for
industrial equipment connected to the grid because they could be adversely affected
yielding important economic losses. Therefore, this section describes and analyses, through
the discussion of several works, how a poor power quality affects the main equipment used
at industry level, particularly speaking about motors and drives. It is worth mentioning
that typically the electric grid is polluted with anomalies such as those described above as
PQDs, which not only cause malfunctioning, failures, or damage to the motors and drives,
but also reduces its efficiency.

Next, a discussion has begun based on those works that handle the affectations
on motors and drives caused by PQDs related with changes in the amplitude of the
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power source such as voltage sags, swells, interruptions, and unbalance. For instance,
regarding discussing or studying the effects of sag disturbances in induction motors, the
work presented in [36] calculates the motor performance by analyzing the electromagnetic
properties under symmetrical voltage sag conditions. Then, by using an adjustable speed
drive (ASD), the energy consumption of the motor is reduced. These elements could be
configurated in so many forms and can be used for motors of medium voltage applications;
however, this solution does not present a good performance regarding Power Quality.
Additionally, regarding voltage sag propagation, the work presented in [66] develops
an analytical tool able to describe the influence of the sag disturbances over a group
of induction motors, but also describe the influence of the motors on the voltage sags
characteristics. That means, it is explained how a motor and its drive affects the power
grid, but also is explained how the contaminated signal from the grid impacts in the motor
operation. In [81] the sag disturbance is analyzed in induction motors by presenting a
method that determines the maximum allowed time for the motor connection, whereas a
sag occurs in the power line. Due to sag events, a reduction in the electromagnetic torque
is produced in the induction motors, tending to a deceleration effect. On the other hand,
the work described in [136] presents a control scheme for minimizing the impact of the
starting of an induction motor, on the network, by using a voltage feedback-based reactive
power support from the existing distributed generator units. It is well known that the
electronic equipment, the process control systems, among others, are susceptible to this
kind of disturbance. A specific case has been observed when induction motors decelerate
due to a short circuit occurrence in the power supply, naturally, the motor will accelerate
after source conditions restoring demanding a high current value from the supply causing
a postfault voltage sag [137]. On the other hand, the work presented in [138] develops a
methodology for mitigating voltage sags during starting of three-phase induction motors.
In that study, a neighboring voltage supporting distributed generation (VSDG) reduces
the starting peak current and quickly restores the power source to typical values. The
study presented in [93] analyses the transient characteristics of induction motors under
the influence of sag disturbances using a multi-slice field-circuit-motion integrating time-
stepping finite element method. Additionally, in [98], the propagation produced by the
induction motors in sags disturbances is analyzed. In [97], the first part of a study is
presented where the interaction of induction motors against voltage sags disturbances is
presented. Additionally, in [98] the effects produced due to short interruptions and voltage
sags are investigated. Here, an analysis of protection devices indicates how to maintain the
proper operation of the electrical machines.

By the other side, some examples of works are next described regarding to the voltage
unbalance issue. In this line, works such as in [139] present a strategy that is developed to
mitigate the voltage unbalance that occurs when energizing induction motors to support
the restoration of the grid after this event. To do this, a VSDG injects reactive power into the
grid once it is calculated through optimal feedback control of distributed generators. The
authors argue that distributed generators are capable of improving the power quality by
providing ancillary services as reactive power injection, voltage unbalance compensation,
and harmonic filtering. In other works, the wavelet transform is used, such as in [140], to
deal with nonstationary signals and where a model is proposed to handle overvoltages
caused by pulse-width modulation in voltage source inverters. These disturbances are
often presented due to the response from the motor to the inverter pulse voltages. On other
topic, a method to estimate the shaft power of an induction motor operating under voltage
unbalance and with harmonic content is presented in [56]. Additionally, an algorithm of
search in conjunction with an equivalent circuit are developed as the corresponding solution.
Another example is the study described in [141] that analyzes induction motors connected
to unbalanced three-phase voltages in the steady-state through an index called “the complex
voltage unbalance factor”. The study carried out in [100] presents a methodology based on
thermal effects to monitor an induction motor under unbalanced disturbance conditions.
By having thermal profiles, it can be determined when a motor is under the effects of
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this electrical disturbance. Additionally, the research reported in [67] proposes a new
power quality index to determine two kinds of PQDs, voltage unbalance and harmonic
content, typically presented in the power supply. The introduction of this new index aims
to show the thermal effects of the disturbances into the induction motors simultaneously.
In [79], the authors asset the specific effect of the positive sequence of voltage on derating
three-phase induction motors under voltage unbalance. This power disturbance could
present in motors an overheating, decreasing in efficiency, and reduction in the output
torque. In order to mitigate these adverse effects, the motor must be kept in an optimal
operational state.

There are works that address the harmonic content issue, such as the work presented
in [61], where a new configuration is presented for induction motors. Here, the typical
operation of the electrical motor drives is held as the configuration named vector control
mode, because this configuration offers a similar performance as in the case of dc motors.
However, the use of these drives results in the harmonic injection to the current line
affecting the power quality. Different active or passive wave shaping techniques are used
to mitigate the harmonic content effects [30]. In this sense, the IEEE 141-1993, the IEC
60034-26, and the NEMA MGI-2003 establish derating factors for induction motors under
unbalanced conditions of voltage and harmonic content. Additionally, the work presented
in [142] investigates the harmful effects of the harmonic content as a power disturbance,
which means changes in frequency above and under the fundamental frequency waveform,
e.g., subharmonic and interharmonic content. It is known that these disturbances cause
power losses, rotational speed changes, electromagnetic torque variations and windings
temperature risings. Additionally, in that study it is reported that vibrations are also
generated in induction motors due to the harmonic content caused by the nonlinear loads.

Regarding the works focused on affectations by the PQDs in the motor efficiency, some
works have addressed this analysis such as in [9], where it is shown how the derating
factor established by the standards for motors with higher efficiency is insufficient for
being applied in medium efficiency motors. This work compares the derating factor from
different motor classes to maintain the losses at the rated values according to the standards.
Similarly, in [8] a comparison was carried out between the motor classes IE2, IE3 and IE4
under two different PQDs, unbalanced voltage and harmonic content, where the research
focus was mainly on showing the life expectancy of the motors. The study presents several
factors to be considered, in a very comprehensive manner, to properly select the motors for
a better operation and reliability, nevertheless, the study is mainly dedicated to three-phase
squirrel-cage induction motors (SCIMs). Several former works are reported in [143], where
the studied effects in electrical machines by PQDs are the harmonic content and the voltage
unbalance. This study presents the arrival of the adjustable speed drives (ASD), as a new
enthusiasm for this topic back to the beginning of the 2000s. Additionally, it is performed
the economic analysis and provide recommendations for mitigating the harmonic content
affectations. Also, in this research is proposed an adequate instrument for assessing and
monitoring the motors based on a coefficient related to the energy performance, since this
coefficient can indicate the equipment efficiency, or if there exist excessive losses. Last, but
not least, another power disturbance that adversely affect the proper operation of induction
motors and drives is the flicker. In relation to these phenomenon effects in the induction
motors, a research is described in [144] where it is asserted that the studies involving
induction motors in the transfer and attenuation of fluctuations need to be modeled in a
better way. It has been reported that loads of induction motors contribute to the attenuation
of this phenomenon. Table 5 summarizes the works that address the PQD issue in motors
and drives and the different approaches proposed.
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Table 5. Literature dealing with PQDs in electrical machines and drives.

Reference Electrical Machine PQD Method Year

[36] Induction motors Voltage sags System modelling 2008
[66] Induction motors Voltage sags Analytical tool for sag description 2008

[81] Induction motors Voltage sags Analysis of critical clearance time of
symmetrical voltage sags 2014

[136] Induction motors Voltage sags Voltage supporting distributed generation 2019
[137] Induction motors Voltage sags Voltage supporting distributed generation 1995
[138] Induction motors Voltage sags Coordinated control for distribution feeders 2018

[139] Induction motors Voltage sags Coordinated optimal feedback control for
distributed generators 2020

[140] Induction drives Voltage sags Wavelet modelling of motor drives 2004
[93] Induction motors Voltage sags Reduced-Sample Hilbert–Huang transform 2019

[97] Induction motors Voltage sags S-Transform with double resolution
and SVM 2016

[98] Induction motors Voltage sags Qualitative-quantitative hybrid approach 2020
[56] Induction motors Voltage unbalance Estimation of shaft power 2016

[141] Induction motors Voltage unbalance Analysis on the angles of complex voltage
unbalance, Index CVUF 2001

[100] Induction motors Voltage unbalance Discrete wavelet transform, mathematical
morphology and speed variation drive 2018

[67] Induction motors Harmonic content New power quality index 2010

[61] Induction motors Harmonic content Adjustable speed drive with a multiphase
staggering modular transformer 2019

[30] Induction motors Harmonic content Pulse Multiplication in AC–DC Converters 2006

[79] Induction motors Harmonic content Analysis of positive sequence voltage on
derating 3-phase induction motors 2013

[142] Induction motors Harmonics, subharmonics
and interharmonics Vibration Analysis 2019

[8] Induction motors Voltage unbalance and
harmonic content

Comparison between classes efficiency with
driver metrics 2015

5. Analysis of Techniques Trends

This section addresses two main topics: the first one identifies and summarizes the
present problematics and the tendencies towards solutions that have been applied regarding
electric rotating machines and drives and their relationship with power quality; the second
one includes possible approaches as solutions to the niches of opportunity detected in
the related analysis to the detection, classification, and mitigation of the effects of the
power disturbances.

5.1. Overview on the Proposed Solutions regarding Power Quality Issues on Motors and Its Drives

The quality of an electric network, at the industrial facilities, is reduced by the influ-
ence of disturbances that normally appear by different factors, internal and external. For
example, the induced disturbances to the power signals are due to the loads represented
by electrical equipment switched to the network, their electric and electronic components,
and their non-linear behavior. As a counterpart, the industrial equipment is affected, in
turn, by a poor power quality provoking malfunctioning, reducing its lifespan expectancy,
causing irreparable damage, and reducing it efficiency. From the analyzed works, an
evolution is observed in the manner that every problem is tackled; for instance, the first
study-developed methodologies focused on the detection of power disturbances without
considering the anomaly nature. Such approaches mainly used space transformations (FFT,
DWT) in the time domain, or the frequency domain, or the time–frequency domain in order
to posteriorly make a manual analysis.

Later, further works evolving not only for detection of power disturbances tasks,
but also for identifying and classifying them. To this respect, several techniques were
used to extract what is known as features from the measured signals, which are values
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computed from statistical, electrical, mechanical parameters, etc. An interesting topic
is the manner in which the classification task was carried out, e.g., by integrating the
artificial intelligence (AI) techniques such as the artificial neural networks. Later other AI
approaches were employed to identify and classify PQDs, such as the fuzzy logic, many
variants of the NN, SVM, DT, among others. Some important drawbacks are presented in
the PQ diagnosis, in recent years, such as the big amount of data generated by the high
sampling frequency of the data acquisition systems, the high complexity in the hardware
of new devises, the appearance of several PQDs combined. To overcome these limitations
the heuristic techniques and the machine learning were integrated, which are capable
of handling high amount of data, treating with non-linearities, providing results with
high accuracy, working without previous knowledge of the problem, etc. Recently, for
raising the accuracy and the reliability of the results, the techniques for features extraction
aim for the generation of high-dimensional indicators matrices, with the aim to have as
many data as possible to obtain valuable information of several combined disturbances.
Posteriorly, the redundant information is eliminated (only the useful information is kept)
by applying techniques such as LDA or PCA. The advantages of the reduction techniques
are the simplified representations of the data which become useful outputs for conventional
classification techniques. The mitigation of PQDs is a problem that has been addresses by
few works, since they focus their efforts on strategies based on capacitors banks or loads
balancing, for that reason, it is observed that mitigation of PQDs is an area of opportunity.

Finally, from the works that address the PQDs analysis to the particular application in
motors and drives, it can be mentioned that recent approaches consider only the effects
of voltage sags, generated by motor starters. Additionally, the use of electric drives also
induces to the power system harmonic content (harmonics, interharmonic, and subha-
monics). The voltage unbalance is other typical problem affecting the induction motors
operation and its drives, since they are switched to the grid generating asymmetric loads in
the lines. The methodologies that tackle these problems, as observed in Table 5, are based
on controlled systems by distribution generators, systems modelling, development of tools
for describing the disturbances characteristics, and adjustable speed drives, among others.

5.2. Techniques That Could Be Possible Potential Solutions to the Existing Problems

As described in previous subsection, the effects of the PQDs and its combinations on
the efficiency of motors and its drives are not full studied yet. Additionally, there is a niche
of opportunity related to the study about the effects of electric motors and its drives over
the electrical grid. The electric drives and the motors, especially the first ones, could affect
the power quality and to produce undesirable effects that may not be considered, yet by
these standards, some recent methodologies call this analysis a novelty detection. The PQ
analysis could be still with views toward solutions about the identification, classification
and mitigation issues but considering the use of alternative methodologies capable to
overcome the drawbacks that reported methodologies cannot, not only considering some
isolated disturbances such as voltage sags, voltage unbalance or harmonic content, but by
considering other varieties of PQDs, their combinations and their mitigations. Therefore,
a well-structured approach that combines the best of such alternative approaches, with a
general procedure capable of treating a large amount of data and to provide high accurate
and reliable results could be helpful in this area. With any technique used, an important
aspect to be considered is that the information obtained by the approach must be used in
the development of strategies for the mitigation of power disturbances.

Regarding the alternative methodologies that still are not considered, in the next lines
the novelty detection approaches are discussed as possible potential solutions to the field
of PQ and motors and its drives. The detection of problems, such as electric disturbances
in the grid and faults conditions into the induction motors, can be tackled through novelty
detection (ND) [82]. The purpose of ND is to observe a system behavior and to decide
whether an observation belongs to the same distribution of the existing observations, or
if it must be considered different. In the framework of the PQ, the observations during
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the normal operation of the power grid, or of the motor and its drive, could be considered
the reference (typical distribution), and any deviation from this behavior is susceptible to
be considered as atypical. Between the different schemes to apply ND, (i) probabilistic
techniques, (ii) distance-based techniques, (iii) reconstruction techniques, and (iv) domain-
based techniques exist.

The probabilistic techniques include the Gaussian Mixture Models [145], the Extreme
Value Theory [146], the State-Space Models [147], the Kernel Density Estimators [148], and
the Negative Selection [149]. These techniques estimate the value of density from the normal
class, and assume that areas of low density in the training set indicate a low probability
to contain normal objects. A drawback of these methods is the limited performance when
the training set is too small. Thus, when the dimensionality of data space growths, all data
points extend to a bigger volume. Therefore, the signals measured in the electric grid and
the physical magnitudes captured from the motor and its drive such as current, voltage,
vibrations, temperature, etc., could be employed to perform the probabilistic analysis.
This way, the applicability of these techniques could be explored in the identification and
classification of power disturbances in the grid, as well as the faults conditions in motors
and its drives. The analysis from the probabilistic viewpoint would be helpful to define
classes with densities variations according to the anomalies detected (power disturbance or
fault condition). Additionally, the probabilistic approach could provide a new indicator
index associated with the efficiency reduction caused by the power disturbances in the grid,
or the fault conditions into a motor.

On the other hand, the distance-based techniques include the k-Nearest Neighbor [150]
and the Clustering k-Means [151]. These methods assume tightly grouping, as clusters,
for normal data, but different data are located far respect to their nearest neighbors. Ad-
ditionally, adequate distance metrics are defined to establish the similitude between two
points, even within spaces with high dimensionality. There are some drawbacks when
using these techniques, for example, they just identify global points, and their flexibility
is not enough for detecting local novelty when the data sets present arbitrary shapes and
diverse densities. Additionally, the computing of distance between data points represents
high cost of the computational resources, mainly in data sets of high dimensionality; as a
consequence, these techniques lack scalability. Finally, the approaches based in grouping
of data suffer because they must select an appropriate cluster width and they are sensible
to the dimensionality variation. Similar to the probabilistic methods, several physical
magnitudes from the motors, or from the power network, can be used to extract features
that define such clusters. Therefore, these approaches are also sensible to be used for
detecting and classifying electric disturbances, since each disturbance contains different
characteristic that allow them to be grouped by a distance among them, the same scheme
could be defined to the faut conditions detection in motors and its drives.

For the case of the reconstruction techniques, they include variants of the NN, Auto
Associative Networks, Radial Basis Function, Self-Organizing Maps, Sparse Autoencoder,
and Subspace Methods [152,153]. These methods imply to use a normal data set for training
a regression model. As result, when the trained model process atypical data the difference
(reconstruction error) between the regression objective and the real value observed yields
to a novelty detection. However, the main drawbacks are, for instance, the requirement of
an optimized quantity of parameters for defining the structure of the model, and the direct
relation of the performance to these model parameters. Additionally, the networks that
use reconstructive models with variable size on its structure suffer because it is necessary
to select an effective training method that allows to incorporate new units to the existing
model structure. In this same line, the approaches based on the subspace must select
correctly the values of the parameters that control the mapping to a subspace of lower
dimension. In this particular case, for instance, variants of the neural networks could be
very helpful to train regression models that describe power disturbances in the grid, or
fault conditions into a motor. Thus, the reconstruction techniques could be applied for the
quantification and classification tasks of abnormalities in the grid, or faults in the motor. A
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novel application of these approaches could be explored for mitigating the effects of power
disturbances, for example, by defining a model that generates the opposite behavior to the
disturbance to counteract their effects.

By its part, the domain-based techniques include the Support Vector Data Descrip-
tion [154] and the One Class Support Vector Machine [155]. These methods describe a
domain that have normal data, also define the limits that round the normal class and that
follows the distribution of the data, but they do not provide an explicit distribution of the
regions with high density. The usefulness of these techniques is observed mainly in the
classification task of abnormal conditions in the power network and motors and its drives,
since such conditions are represented by classes according to specific distributions of data.
Additionally, a complement can be made through feature extraction and dimensionality
reduction through LDA and PCA for all the novelty detection techniques.

In relation to the heuristic approaches, techniques such as the Genetic Algorithms
(GA) [156], the Evolutionary Programming (EP) [157], the Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO) [158], and the Expert Systems (ES) [159]. These techniques can handle problems
in which the previous knowledge is not necessary, they are good for looking values in
searching spaces with non-linearities, non-convexities, and with high dimensionality. Ad-
ditionally, they are of simple concept and have easiness of implementation. As they were
originally designed for optimization problems, they can be adjusted for a wide variety of
situations where critical values need to be found. Therefore, the heuristic schemes could
be considered as opportune in solving the drawbacks present in the novelty detection
techniques. For example, in selecting the parameters needed by the novelty approaches
to work with high performance, or in founding the adequate dimension of the clusters.
Additionally, the application of heuristic approaches is not limited to provide support for a
medullar algorithm, they can also be used in parallel, or as the medullar algorithm, such as
in a reconstruction model. A perfect example of this is the GA, which have characteristics
that enable it to accurately estimate several parameters (multi-optimization search) of a
parameterized model [160]. In this same line the heuristic approaches could have appli-
cability in the quantification of fault conditions in motors, as long as a generalized model
of the conditions can be defined. Additionally, these techniques could be explored in the
mitigation task of power disturbances by optimizing a model that generates the opposite
behavior to the disturbance to counteract its effects.

6. Conclusions

This review presents the discussion of several works in the state of the art referring to
the following aspects: the efficiency of electric machines (motors and drives); the power
quality; the relationship between the power quality and electric machines affecting the
efficiency; the techniques for power quality disturbances detection, classification, and
mitigation; and the techniques for PQD analysis in motors and drives. The discussion of
the works related to electrical machines and energy efficiency allows to conclude that there
exists a mutual relation between motors and drives with the power quality. For example,
the efficacy of the PQ of a power source is reduced by the disturbances induced by electrical
equipment connected to the grid, but also, once the grid is contaminated with electric
disturbances, they reduce the performance of motors and drives. Is worth to highlight that
in the literature, several works have been developed with the purpose to detect, classify, and
mitigate the affectations generated by the PQDs. There are several methodologies; the firsts
of them were designed only for the detection task, and they were based mainly in space-
transform techniques. Later, the integration of artificial intelligence techniques arrived; this
brings out the opportunity for performing the classification of the PQDs. The most recent
strategies combine the aforementioned techniques to define well-structured approaches for
feature extraction, dimensionality reduction and classification. Alternative methodologies
such as novelty detection and heuristic techniques have also been addressed, making a
discussion about their characteristics which make them potential solutions to give accurate
and reliable results to problems where the reported methodologies cannot. For example,
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by performing the detection, identification and classification of power disturbances not
considered yet by the standards, or other types of disturbances different from those tackled
by the reported works. Additionally, in the fault conditions monitoring, in motors and
its drives, these approaches can be explored for detecting and classifying several faults
or their combinations. By the other side, the heuristic schemes can be adopted to give
support to the novelty detection methodologies, by selecting the parameters that play a
key role in the performance of such methodologies. Additionally, the heuristic approaches
could be used for estimating the values of parameterized models that describe the power
disturbances and the fault conditions, or their combinations, respectively. Mitigation
of PQDs is still an area of opportunity, since few works have handled this issue but
only for limited power disturbances. The alternative methodologies proposed in this
review could be opportune options for proposing strategies to meet this goal. For instance,
novelty detection can provide accurate information about the anomalies in the grid, or in a
motor, in order to develop mitigation strategies. One example about mitigation of power
disturbances could be developed through the use of heuristic techniques, by defining a
parameterized model capable of generating the opposite signal that mitigates (attenuating
or minimizing) the effects of the disturbances (or their combinations). Finally, the studies
of PQD affecting the efficiency of motors and drives the analysis considered until now
limits to some disturbances such as voltage sags, voltage unbalance, and harmonic content.
Here, the well-structured approaches could be useful to this matter. Regulatory agencies
are introducing energy efficiency requirements and the electric machine must meet these
restrictions. Therefore, it is important that the new lines of investigation look towards
solutions to mitigate the PQDs in order to rise the electric machines efficiency that in
consequence will increase the power grid efficiency.
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Glossary

FT Fourier transform
ST S-Transform
SVM Support vector machines
QC Quadratic classifier
RQA Recurrence quantification analysis
KNN K-nearest neighbor
RBFNN Radial basis function neural network
DL Deep learning
PSR Phase space reconstruction
KF Kalman filter
FFT Fast Fourier transform
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TQWT Tunable-Q wavelet transform
IAF Inductive active filtering
PEOM Post event overload mitigation
BPF Band-pass filter
STFT Short time Fourier transform
DWT Discrete wavelet transform
DT Decision trees
SC Symetric components
EMD Empirical mode decomposition
EWT Empirical wavelet transform
1DST 1-dinemsional S-transform
MOGWO Multi-objective grey wolf optimizer
PCA Principal component analysis
PSSAE Parallel stacked sparse autoencoder
SMNN SoftMax neural network
MSVM Multiclass support vector machine
SVG Static VAR generator
RSC Resonant controller
STATCOM Static synchronous compensator
HHT Hilbert–Huang transform
ANN Artificial neural networks
HOC Higher-Order cumulants
PLL Phase locked loop
VMD Variable mode decomposition
RKRR Reduced kernel ridge regression
2DRT 2-dimensional Riesz transform
CNN Convolutional neural network
NT Nutro tree
MST Modified S-transform
SAE Sparse autoencoder
HPF High-pass filter
SVC Static VAR compensator
MPC Model predictive controller
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Abstract: State-of-the-art Predictive Maintenance (PM) of Electrical Machines (EMs) focuses on
employing Artificial Intelligence (AI) methods with well-established measurement and processing
techniques while exploring new combinations, to further establish itself a profitable venture in
industry. The latest trend in industrial manufacturing and monitoring is the Digital Twin (DT) which
is just now being defined and explored, showing promising results in facilitating the realization
of the Industry 4.0 concept. While PM efforts closely resemble suggested DT methodologies and
would greatly benefit from improved data handling and availability, a lack of combination regarding
the two concepts is detected in literature. In addition, the next-generation-Digital-Twin (nexDT)
definition is yet ambiguous. Existing DT reviews discuss broader definitions and include citations
often irrelevant to PM. This work aims to redefine the nexDT concept by reviewing latest descriptions
in broader literature while establishing a specialized denotation for EM manufacturing, PM, and
control, encapsulating most of the relevant work in the process, and providing a new definition
specifically catered to PM, serving as a foundation for future endeavors. A brief review of both DT
research and PM state-of-the-art spanning the last five years is presented, followed by the conjunction
of core concepts into a definitive description. Finally, surmised benefits and future work prospects
are reported, especially focused on enabling PM state-of-the-art in AI techniques.

Keywords: electrical machines; predictive maintenance; digital twin; artificial intelligence; Industry
4.0; data handling; life cycle

1. Introduction

Research activity in Electrical Machine (EM) Predictive Maintenance (PM) observes
renewed interest in recent years as industrial and commercial applications diversify and
expand into novel areas, while their role in them becomes more prominent. Conventionally,
the sector’s efforts have been focused on Squirrel Cage (SC) Induction Motors (IMs) and
conventional rotor Synchronous Machines (SMs), owing to their domination of motor and
generator applications, respectively. Nowadays, other types of EMs observe an increase in
their relative usage in lieu of SCIMs and SMs, such as Wound-Rotor (WR) IMs (especially as
generators in wind turbines), Permanent Magnet (PM) SMs (mainly due to electric vehicles),
multiphase Alternating Current (AC) machines, and Switched or Synchronous Reluctance
Machines (SRMs or SyncRMs). This shift is attributed to new materials, design and control
architectures, the exponential expansion of generators in Renewable Energy Sources (RES),
and specialized requirements of new applications such as spatial availability (power
density), efficiency targets and fault-tolerant systems. Moreover, substantial increment
in computing power, sensor advancements, artificial intelligence and Internet-of-Things
(IoT) applications enable the discovery of new research avenues with novel approaches
and powerful tools both in laboratory tests and industrial (on-site) applications, promoting
a combination of different techniques.

EMs typically constitute the core part of their application and thus dictate its entire
condition and performance. As electromechanical processes, they are prone to different
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faults of various severity. Breakdown during runtime leads to severe economical and
safety repercussions (i.e., significant repair costs, unscheduled production halt, increased
man-hours, missed deadlines) while faulty operation significantly reduces efficiency and
is a safety hazard. Consequently, timely and correct fault diagnosis is of paramount
importance to the industry by way of scheduling necessary repairs during downtime and
before breakdown. In addition, online Condition Monitoring (CM), which is the main
PM operation, ensures that processes run with optimal efficiency, further cutting down
on operating costs and needed reserves. These efforts are further reinforced by novel
cost-effective sensors, Data Acquisition (DAQ) and evaluation techniques, making EM
diagnostics a significantly profitable venture in industry.

Great reviews, such as [1–6], concerning state-of-the-art PM methods and their appli-
cation have been published in recent years, addressing techniques with their applications
and comparison. Literature highlights a need for evaluation benchmarks and new com-
binations. The authors of this work hypothesize that this endeavor fits the paradigm of
creating a Digital Twin of a part or the entirety of the studied system, as it was coined
by Grieves [7] and expanded upon in recent years [8]. While the next-generation-Digital
Twin (nexDT) concept is increasingly explored in recent works, the authors noted a lack
thereof concerning specialized EM CM and control, thus inspiring this review. This work
reviews DT literature concerning EM CM concepts (rotating machinery, electromechanical
systems, PM applications) spanning the last five years, to evaluate its usability in EM CM
and control going forward in Industry 4.0., as well as retrofitting and reverse engineering
applications of older machines.

The main aim of this review is to combine literature descriptions of the nexDT, consider
fellow researchers’ concerns, emphasis, and preliminary work and then merge them with
the well-established PM paradigms into a definitive description for the realization and
usage of the nexDT in EM PM, in an effort to synchronize research efforts. Future prospects
include the conjunction of a sensor setup and its connection to a Digital Twin via the
appropriate interface and techniques, in order to set the stage for designing a state-of-the-
art CM test bench with the goal of making it portable for industrial application. Surmised
benefits are three-fold: establishing and validating the sector’s cutting-edge approach,
extracting and unifying manufacturing and operation data, and combining the latest
proposed techniques of various sciences. Research has come to the consensus that a
combination of methodologies is needed for achieving the optimal diagnostic procedure,
namely obtaining a correct assessment with the minimum measurements in minimum
time. According to the latest literature, DT is the prime candidate in this effort and the
industrial and research state provides the perfect storm for its development at the current
time. It is surmised that such a framework can facilitate future research efforts and aid
benchmarking. To the best of the authors’ knowledge and research, a focused review of
EM DT has not been yet realized. The DT concept is picking up speed in the latest decade
and is predicted to become the new paradigm in industry. Its synergy with EMs is even
higher compared to various industrial applications, constituting its exploration mandatory.
Ref. [9] provides a specialized review concerning EMs, explaining the concepts introduced.

All citations and studied work were found via the Google Scholar database by em-
ploying the following search keywords: digital twin; digital twin electrical machine; digital
twin electrical machine fault diagnosis; digital twin electrical machine fault diagnosis
review; digital twin machine fault; digital twin fault diagnosis; industry 4.0; digital twin
software. This search yielded a low number of relevant works pertaining to usage of DT
in EM CM and PM compared to broader DT concepts. While previous literature research
into predictive maintenance seldom refers to abstract DT concepts, no established parallels
are drawn. Choice of keywords was based on the DT review papers’ (discussed below)
methodology of selecting relevant work, in addition to a further limitation of including the
keyword “digital twin” in search. This was done to establish that specifically searching
PM DT will not guide the user to pertinent work. The authors noted a lack of relevant
literature even when expanding the search terms to a broader spectrum. While general
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consensus regarding the concept can be derived from the results, we surmise that a specific
review will enable and accelerate related work, serving as a starting point for novice and
experienced researchers alike.

This work is divided into three major parts: review of DT literature as explained
above, a brief report on EM PM state-of-the-art as provided by the related reviews men-
tioned above, and finally the conjoined report on most important aspects and suggestions
regarding the two sectors, complete with groups and visuals. To the best of their ability,
the authors made an effort not to repeat the reviewed work, but rather provide an outline
and create a web of relevant citations.

2. Literature Review

In a broader context, the aim of a DT is to aid in optimization problems. Ref. [10]
provides an excellent insight in robust design optimization and emerging technologies,
specialized for EMs. As stated by the work, design optimization requires multi-disciplinary
analysis and multi-pronged investigation of the system, areas where a DT excels. The
main open challenge in state-of-the-art is accurate CM of an EM, as methodologies largely
depend on accurate values to produce acceptable results. Simplified models due to software,
hardware or knowledge limitations may hinder otherwise productive algorithms. The
second open challenge of benchmarking and evaluation of novel AI techniques stems from
the main, as it depends on the quality of data produced. Thus, the capability of a DT to
generate a virtual copy of the system can prove invaluable to literature in both design and
real-time monitoring stages.

According to [11], limitations in concurrent CM of industrial EMs have been exposed.
Core problems concern modeling and DAQ fidelity, both of which are in the forefront of DT
research. Secondary advances required are in EM degradation mechanisms, allowing for
faster and more robust PM. Novel AI techniques are yet to be accepted in the field, requiring
extensive testing, hindered by conventional modeling techniques. Literature concludes
that combination of different CM methodologies is required in order to get a complete
and reliable overview of the system. Common surveys (with their respective mediums)
include: insulation testing (partial discharges), electrical testing (current spectrum), flux
analysis (stray flux). The latest tendencies concern transient analysis. Steady-state analysis
employs FEM to model the machine in greater detail. Focus has shifted into flux analysis,
due to sensory advancements and its richer harmonic content [4]. Cutting edge approaches
investigate AI and Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCM) decision making to distinguish fault
indications. Latest trends in depth can be found in the cited work. We surmise that the DT
can solve the combination of the aforementioned challenges and is a worthwhile venture
in both literature and industry. Details are discussed in the framework presentation.

2.1. Digital Twin Reviews

Five major DT reviews [8,12–15] were chosen to be studied in the context of this work.
The primary reason is their latest publishing date, while the secondary reason is their review
of older DT reviews. Each review takes a slightly different approach. The goal is to provide
an outline of the latest concept while discussing similarities and deviations. This work
focuses on DT usage and applications in EM PM. Readers are encouraged to investigate
the mentioned reviews for broader DT coverage. Ref. [16] provides a clear and categorical
review of the three different digital replica variations researchers, including the above
reviewers, have adopted: Digital Model (DM), Digital Shadow (DS), and Digital Twin. A
clear data-flow categorization is used, as depicted in Table 1. Modeling methodology is not
and should not be limited in the scope of this categorization.

This categorization is necessary in the context of EM PM, to clearly classify method-
ologies. One key example is the usage of DS for pure diagnosis, AI training and data
logging, while the DT can also be integrated in control. Some proposed PM methodologies
require the usage of bidirectional automatic data flow, meaning they should use the term
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Digital Twin instead of Digital Shadow. Researchers are encouraged to abide by the above
distinction.

Table 1. Digital construct categorization as established by [16] and adopted by broader literature.

Construct Physical to Virtual Data Flow Virtual to Physical Data Flow

Digital Model manual manual
Digital Shadow automatic manual

Digital Twin automatic automatic

What Is Digital Twin?

The concept’s first appearance is contributed to M. Grieves, in his course on “product
lifecycle management” in 2003. In his whitepaper in 2014, Grieves defines the DT [7]. In
2012, the DT concept is reevaluated by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA). After this point in time, the DT concept begins to rise exponentially in popularity.
Since then, researchers have provided numerous definitions and concerns, making the DT
an increasingly complete concept, which serves today’s research needs. Some of the most
concise and inclusive definitions are provided in chronological order, to be discussed in
the scope of EM PM. The provided definitions include only historical ones in M. Grieves’
and NASA for the sake of clarity, and some of those reviewed and provided by the studied
papers. Only definitions that insert additional clarifications are included.

M. Grieves defines the DT in his whitepaper [7] as a “Virtual representation of what
has been produced”, after having discussed it in detail in previous years. This broader
definition is meant to encapsulate the complete concept of the DT in the scope of production.
NASA has defined the DT in greater detail in 2012 [17], catering to a more specific use, as
interpreted by Tao et al. [8]: “The DT is a multiphysics, multiscale, probabilistic, ultrafidelity
simulation that reflects, in a timely manner, the state of the corresponding twin based
on the historical data, real-time sensor data, and physical model”. New additions in
definitions are mentioned by Gabor et al. [18]: “The DT is a special simulation, built based
on the expert knowledge and real data collected from the existing system, to realize a
more accurate simulation in different scales of time and space”, Chen [19]: “A digital
twin is a computerized model of a physical device or system that represents all functional
features and links with the working elements”, Zhuang et al. [20]: “Virtual, dynamic model
in the virtual world that is fully consistent with its corresponding physical entity in the
real world and can simulate its physical counterpart’s characteristics, behavior, life, and
performance, in a timely fashion”, Liu et al. [21]: “The DT is a living model of the physical
asset or system, which continually adapts to operational changes based on the collected
online data and information and can forecast the future of the corresponding physical
counterpart”, Zheng et al. [22]: “A DT is a set of virtual information that fully describes a
potential or actual physical production from the micro atomic to the macro geometrical
level”, Xu et al. [23]: “Simulates, records and improves the production process from design
to retirement, including the content of virtual space, physical space and the interaction
between them”, Madni [24]: “A DT is a virtual instance of a physical system (twin) that is
continually updated with the latter’s performance, maintenance, and health status data
throughout the physical system’s life cycle”, and Kannan and Arunachalam [25]: “Digital
representation of the physical asset which can communicate, coordinate and cooperate the
manufacturing process for an improved productivity and efficiency through knowledge
sharing”.

Core contributions of each definition are highlighted in bold. NASA’s definition,
originally given for a flying vehicle [17], is one of the most inclusive to start. The authors’
vision, as described in the paper, is close to today’s reality. In summary, the DT is a
simulation with the following characteristics:

• Multiphysics, meaning cooperation of different system descriptions, such as aerody-
namics, fluid dynamics, electromagnetics, tensions etc.;
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• Multiscale. The DT simulation should adapt to the required depth in real time. Users
can zoom into the component of a component, up to a complete view of the DT;

• Probabilistic, based on models derived from state-of-the-art analyses on each building
block, to predict the future and follow the same description protocol as the real twin;

• Ultrafidelity, offering unlimited precision down to the lowest possible level. This is, of
course, a compromise, often a tradeoff for computational power and time.

Originally proposed as a three-dimensional model [7], the five-dimensional extension
model proposed by [8] has attracted a lot of attention in literature, according to the studied
reviews ([12,15]) and reviewed work. The dimensions (initial three and extended two) are:

1. Physical;
2. Virtual;
3. Service;
4. Data;
5. Connections.

The two extra dimensions (4 and 5) are important enough in differentiating the DT
from previous work to warrant a categorization akin to i.e., the physical space. It is
important to note that the DT is not only a virtual representation of an object, but can
encapsulate an entire process i.e., a complete diagnostic procedure, depicting the necessary
equipment, data acquisition, flow and handling, connections, and algorithms. This iteration,
however, can often produce more confusion than results. Researchers are encouraged to
proceed as they see fit, following the established DT paradigm. It is, however, important
to emphasize digitization of services and processes along with objects [19]. Correlation
between these layers is depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Five-dimensional DT model as proposed in literature [8].

The concept of the DT began in manufacturing. Operational DTs are the state-of-the-
art in literature. Stemming from the previous statements, one can make a case for which
portion of a system’s lifetime is included in the simulation. The obvious answer is “all of
them”. To elaborate a bit further, we can split a system’s lifetime in the following phases,
as expertly studied by [15] and expanded upon in [26,27], shown in Figure 2:

1. Design phase;
2. Manufacturing phase;
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3. Service phase;
4. Retire phase.

Figure 2. Summary of a product lifecycle and relevant operations.

PM is of course interested in the service phase. However, a recurring problem in
relevant literature is the existence of little to no manufacturing data, which can prove in-
valuable for state-of-the-art diagnostics. Algorithms often must expend time and resources
in evaluating systems and gathering preliminary data. Access to a DT generated in the
design and manufacturing phase of the system can enable instantaneous PM methodolo-
gies, as well as strengthen existing ones with a slew of data [25]. Ref. [15] concurs that
researchers often neglect the retire phase of the system. Integrating it in the DT study can
provide valuable information for next generation manufacturing, completing the circle.
Retrofitting older machines will be discussed in the conclusion. It is imperative that DT
manifestations span the entirety of the system’s lifecycle [24].

Data are considered the core of the DT, since it is this bidirectionality and processing
that defines it. DT data comes from three major sources:

1. Historical data;
2. Real-time sensors;
3. Models.

DT data can be in a multitude of forms, such as physical sensor signals, virtual signals,
manuals, tables, data banks. Localization can simultaneously be in the system itself, in
adjacent (ancillary) systems which may or may not be part of the DT itself (although their
data is), and the cloud. Furthermore, these data can be raw (i.e., voltage, current, flux,
counts, dimensions) or processed (i.e., health indexes, state values, clustered or labeled).
Therefore, adequate handling is of paramount importance. Data scale corresponds to the
Big Data definition, which in itself is the sweeping trend in industry according to the
reviews.

The most important aspect of the DT regarding PM is its definition as a “living”
model [21]. The main concept of this “life” is updating the system itself to reflect the physi-
cal twin, meaning health state and history, dynamic behavior, efficiency and performance,
and links with outside elements. One very challenging aspect of DT is keeping these
calculations and representations “in a timely manner” as many works have stated [20]. The
simplest definition of this is doing the necessary processes (handled by a CPU) before the
next necessary update, according to required fidelity.

2.2. Surveyed Literature

In this section, the chosen relevant papers are reviewed shortly in ascending chrono-
logical order regarding their publication date. A brief overview of each work is given,
followed by a general discussion regarding research state of the art and primary concerns.

Modeling an EM is a complex, multi-level task. The dual electro-mechanical be-
havior of the system, in addition to its high symmetry, requires heterogenous skills in
definitively achieving a robust and reliable model. Ref. [28] provides an insight into how
DT technology can model and solve EMs and their challenges in an industrial environ-
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ment. The EM modeling problem stems from their application since the earliest days of
modern industry, where inadequate provision of data sheets can skew modeling efforts.
Furthermore, high dependence on load and environmental conditions results in a highly
nonlinear and stochastic asset. Logging an EM’s features requires a considerable testing
effort without ensuring minimum uncertainty. Most present drives do not provide an
accurate parametrization of the controlled machines. Goals are reduced sensor costs, mini-
mized invasion and estimation accuracy. The paper proposes a reduced order FEM model
of an IM. Design parameters include real-time application while preserving the adequate
accuracy, managing this accuracy-computational complexity tradeoff, and realizing the DT
as a virtual sensor. Proof of concept is provided via current density and thermal modeling
through measurements, while highlighting the benefits of an optimized cooling system,
which is frequently overused due to non-reliable temperature readings. Finally, real-time
implementation is evaluated.

Ref. [29] presents a DT application of an automotive braking system PM. Although
not directly related to EMs, the principle of using DT in PM remains unchanged. It
is important to note that all such works combine different modeling formalisms (FEM,
mathematical) and dimensionalities (0D, 2D, 3D) integrated into one master model. In
this regard, universal and combinable software should be used. This work uses Modelica
models and ANSYS Simplorer FEM simulations. The authors observe an increasing interest
from industry giants (Siemens, GE) in employing DTs for predictive maintenance. The
resulting physics-based part of the model can be subjected to various failure modes to
simulate its response, while combination with machine learning algorithms can trigger
pre-emptive maintenance and optimize operational downtime, while also being trained by
the simulated data.

Ref. [30] provides a practical approach in industrial DT employment. The proposed
application is focused on machine reconditioning projects, which involve a reverse engi-
neering phase and short commission times due to lack of data and production timelines,
respectively. The guiding principle is conforming to Industry 4.0 practices while com-
pleting the work of retrofitting to validating the machine. In order to be productive, the
DT realization should pay off the extra time required to build it. It is important to note
that the old machine retrofitting company typically is not the one that built the machine.
The concept of Virtual Commissioning is proposed, which provides the evaluation party
with a DT of the project under scrutiny, reducing travel time and costs while providing
the commissioner with preliminary confidence before the real-world application. It is
stated that the DT was started to be used more extensively in the early 2010s and brought
upon a new wave in modelling and simulation. Since the DT realization depends on the
complexity of the system itself, it is viable (scaled) for both simple and complex projects.

The studied application is the reconditioning of a core making machine used for
foundry sand cores for the automotive industry, with retrofitting of the old Siemens PLC
and HMI devices. The allocated time was dictated by the maximum possible stop in
production, four weeks. The DT was successfully built, validated and used in validation
during this time period. The used software is Simumatik3D. The simulation engines are
3D graphics, physics, and logic. Importantly, the complete model can be controlled by the
same industrial controllers exactly like the real twin. The four application phases are:

1. Part analysis and reverse engineering;
2. Development;
3. Virtual Commissioning and Validation;
4. Physical Reconditioning.

Ref. [31] utilizes the DT approach to model a physics-based Remaining Useful Life
(RUL) prediction model for an offshore wind turbine power converter. While the model it-
self is based on literature proven methodologies, the DT aspect benefits can be summarized
as such: Combination of the SCADA DAQ system with physics-based models can enable
medium- and short-term predictions to accompany SCADA long-term data availability,
increasing the prediction accuracy by a significant margin. Each system is modeled in the
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appropriate setting (computational, numerical, model, FEM) and then combined via the
DT framework. This enables the integration of the large number of components present in
the system, while ensuring optimal modeling of each part and varying degree of precision.
This situation enables operators and owners to make the important decisions of every
aspect of the turbine (end-of-warranty review, inspections, life extension, re-powering,
retrofitting, decommissioning) remotely and with better visualization. Furthermore, the
DT platform “converts big data into manageable small data and presents it as high-level
performance indicators that influence the decisions of O&M planning and execution”.
Once again, the DT method is employed to merge the real and virtual twins to achieve
the best possible control and maintenance methods, while enabling the operators with the
optimal Human Machine Interface. In this scenario, uses extend to evaluating the weather
conditions prediction of the SCADA system to include operator transit planning and other
miscellaneous uses indirectly related to the system maintenance. Future work of this and
every proposed DT framework is two-fold: optimize the twins’ correlation and discover
new uses and merges for neighboring equipment and services.

Ref. [32] from Siemens AG provide the definition of the DT simulation in three major
principles: linked collection (of all available data during manufacturing and service life),
evolution mechanism (tracking any and all changes to the system and keeping a history),
and behavior description coupled with solution provision (evaluation and decision-making
aspect of the DT). The authors highlight the need to support any and all stakeholders’
(manufacturers to end users) interests in forming the next generation DT, meaning a balance
between information obscuring and usability. The course is to follow the current paradigm
of supporting design tasks and validating system properties while completing the merge
of the physical and virtual world. The key takeaway of this work is the separation of
manufacturing and usage data. While corporate secrets and espionage are an important
matter, combination of a product’s entire life cycle data will provide researchers with a
great source of data. “Digital artefacts” terminology is stated to be any and all data structs
(simulations, measurements, descriptions, values). These are linked via a “Knowledge
Graph”, to be accessible by any stakeholder at any time. Physics-based models are used
to predict the future via differential equations, while builds give an insight into the inner
workings of the studied system.

The second part of the work focuses on planning the next generation DT. The first
important idea is that the DT can become a product in and of itself, providing additional
functionalities to consumers, and following the design principle of normal product fea-
tures. The second insight is the choice of location depending on application, ranging from
embedded logic to a cloud-based service on demand. The authors conclude with a brief
maintenance analysis, stating that the applied logic is the deviation of the two models,
and the fact that today’s maintenance data are disconnected from the models and the
sensor data. To summarize, the DT is the gateway to realizing new services with low
effort. The stated paradigm is far from complete, and the need for additional research,
benchmarks and applications is highlighted. The two main challenges are connecting the
various aspects and structuring the model parts.

Refs. [33–36] make a case for the importance of the DT synergistically with Computer-
ized Numerical Control (CNC). CNC revolutionized the industry and provided us with
smarter manufacturing. The tackled problem is the dependence of simulations on user
provided data and manual records, which block instantaneous response and reduce accu-
racy. Provision of a consistent, accurate model (via real-time and reliable data-mapping)
between design and operation will take advantage of the full capabilities of CNC, namely
self- sensing, prediction, and maintenance. Related work evaluation concludes with the
following three approaches:

1. Interdisciplinary, mature software collaboration. Literature protagonists include
MATLAB/Simulink, ANSYS and ADAMS.

2. High Level Architecture (HLA), as established by IEEE and recommended by NATO
through STANAG 4603.
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3. Unified Modeling Languages (UML), such as Modelica.

Finally, a complete Modelica DT model is proposed, comprised of the physical, digital,
and mapping (connection) layers. The work is finished with the common statement that DT
research still requires extensive application and validation and proposing future work. The
development of the suggested model is in three parts, with the second part advancing the
theory. In the third work, a hybrid application for a milling head’s cutting tool maintenance
is performed, providing extensive results. Continuation of the above work in 2021 concerns
a model consistency retention, which has been steadily gaining more traction in the nexDT
research. The need for the DT to follow the performance attenuation of its real counterpart
is highlighted. The authors propose a method for achieving this purpose based on their
previous work, and a brief review of state-of-the-art attenuation parameters (to be chosen).
A rolling guiderail is taken as a case study. Results are promising and fit the next generation
DT paradigm, but as the authors themselves state, further validation is required.

Ref. [37] presents a clear paradigm for the DT. Industry 4.0 is in the process of trans-
forming its environment into a “networked system of systems”, making automation more
“production friendly by being more reconfigurable and adaptable” via modular architec-
tures. This approach is what the DT capitalizes and expands on, reshaping the pre-existing
methodologies to fit the new plant environment while providing human technicians with
sophisticated tools and a clear UI.

The focus of this work lies in enabling the human engineer by considering him/her as
a part of the framework to increase his/her efficiency on the industrial floor. The DT can
serve as a back end for future visual aiding technologies. The paper highlights modularity
and describes the approaches of modeling the DT parts (component-, skill-, function-based
approach). A proof of concept is provided by modeling a part using the capabilities and
built-in library of Modelica while using the AutomationML data exchange protocol. Once
again, the DT serves in realizing the multi-disciplinary aspect of any industrial system.
Human aid can be provided in two ways:

1. Training personnel in a simulated environment.
2. Providing a visual aid to serve as a manual and a library during downtime.

In this work, a good overview of approaches and the HMI aspect of the DT is provided.
Ref. [38] provides an excellent proof of concept for the employment of DT in mechani-

cal maintenance. The focus of the study is an aero-space engine main shaft bearing, which
is both the key component of the engine and its weakest link, corresponding to the typical
EM fault. The work begins with a quick state-of-the-art review in bearing maintenance and
then proceeds to explain the integration of the DT approach. The proposed maintenance
technique follows the tested modality separation (as excellently depicted in [39]), while the
DT approach emphasizes data handling and processing.

The proposed model contains three kinds of elements: physical entity, virtual mode
and service system. The dimensionality of the model is five, including the three entities
plus DT data and connections. Furthermore, the model classifies the data via clustering
techniques to assign data labels. Then, the DT can be used both in fault prediction via data
feeding and fault diagnosis via real-time visualization. The process of creating the DT of
the bearing is the following, illustrated in Figure 3:

1. Geometric model, constructing its spatial representation.
2. Physical model, inserting the physical attributes to the representation.
3. Behavior model, integrating the reaction with the environment.
4. Constraint model, realizing the boundaries of all operations.

This guarantees that the virtual twin operates within the scope of the real twin and
thus the information between the twins can be interactively integrated. The virtual aspect
of the DT is further explored via training a Neural Network to classify the state of the
bearing as depicted in its virtual twin.

Finally, the implementation of creating and validating the repair process of the virtual
world inquires additional research. The authors propose validating the repair process via
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integrating it in the DT and performing the actual physical repair only when the simulation
results in an acceptable outcome. This aspect of the DT can be integral in assuring the
maximum cost reduction of the maintenance process and has up until now only been a
speculation.

Figure 3. Basic illustration of the creation of one complete part of the DT, as described in [38]. An important aspect of the
DT is the 3D representation of the object, including physical flaws. Incorporating geometries with differential equations
systems allows for greater freedom in simulation. Typical usage of FEM software. Images for illustration purposes only,
courtesy of [40].

Ref. [41] proposes a theoretical DT approach in monitoring a PMSM in an EV, based
on its casing temperature. The authors developed and trained an ANN and a Fuzzy Logic
DT with the same inputs and outputs. An important aspect that is presented in this work
is the simulation of the EV driving cycle using MATLAB Simulink and its repercussions
on the motor maintenance, including RUL, time to refill bearing lubricant, and motor
temperatures. An EV emphasizes the interdisciplinary nature of EM health monitoring
and maintenance, being on a narrow, highly synergistic and “hostile” environment for
the machine. According to the DT guideline of being modular and user-friendly, this
theoretical model can be expanded and applied in a wide range of uses and users, from EV
manufacturers to service companies and individual users.

The authors of [23] provide a clear and concise usage of the DT as literature suggests
it should be used, combining manufacturing and operation. This work focuses on Deep-
Neural Network (DNN) diagnostics assisted by the DT approach using Deep Transfer
Learning (DTL) while also presenting a case study in a car body-side production line to
compare the traditional and DT-based methodology. The aforementioned combination, a
guideline of DT evolution, is achieved in two parts:

• The manufacturer of the system constructs a DT in their software of choice as they
deem appropriate. The DT is validated and then the physical system is constructed.

• Data are amassed and learning algorithms are trained during this process. The
resulting physical system is evaluated and DTL is used as the connecting utility
between the real and virtual twin. The DT is used as a complete evaluation, real-time,
and simulation system.

This work’s contribution can be summarized as: applying the (sometimes theoretical
or untested) intelligent diagnostic methods in the real environment and extending the
diagnosis period from operation only to the full life cycle. This last part is a novel approach
to using the DT to also optimize the manufacturing process.

The authors provide a quick, targeted explanation of the DT concept in industry,
followed by a thorough review of DNN applications in predictive maintenance. The
proposed work excellently combines the advantages of both DTL and DT technology, as
explored and suggested by the relevant literature and the scientific consensus.
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Ref. [42] presents a DT reference model for rotor unbalance diagnosis. Once again,
the authors highlight the need to further investigate how to properly construct a DT to
accurately represent the physical system. The trust of industry giants such as ANSYS,
Oracle, SAP, Siemens and GE is confirmed. One important aspect that is proposed in this
work is a model-updating algorithm, so that the virtual twin can better simulate its real
counterpart. Physical systems include wear and tear. A good DT procedure should reflect
this issue, which can be used in both RUL estimation during manufacturing and real-time
conditioning.

The work includes a brief physical model and smart sensing description followed by
the corresponding DT construction using the three blocks of digital modeling, data analytics
and knowledge base. The novel model updating strategy is proposed. Finally, the proposed
strategy is employed in a rotor simulation combined with a physical measurement using
additional masses as rotor imbalances. The results are satisfactory and prove the usefulness
of the model update.

Ref. [43] illustrates a DT proof of concept in prognostics with Low Availability Run-
to-Failure (RTF) data. The retrofit solution is readily available and low-cost in the form
of a Raspberry Pi accelerometer mounted to the studied machine (a drill) and feeding
data into MATLAB Simulink, where a model is realized. The work provides a brief but
concise explanation of Condition-Based Maintenance (CBM) and RUL prediction models.
DAQ is performed by the PLC of the drilling machine and the retrofitted Pi accelerometer.
The employed prognostic technique is the Exponential Degradation Model, a stochastic
approach which is suited to low data availability. In addition, it is a parametrized model
and can be applied to a population of machines, enhancing its diagnostic capability via
their comparison. In this work, the DT is used only as a “watchdog agent”, meaning as a
real-time evaluator. The objective is to bring together the concepts of DT and CBM applied
to rotating machinery. In the broader aspect of DT in industry, it includes adaptation to
retrofitting, simple software-hardware synergy and another proof of concept.

The authors of [44] provide a thorough analysis of the RUL estimation and how this
approach can be integrated in DTs. The three pillars of PM are:

1. Data extraction and processing;
2. Maintenance knowledge modeling; and
3. Advisory capabilities

All of them conform to the application of the DT in the industry. In addition, as is with
expansion of the DT capabilities under the exponential growth of computational powers
and sensor precision in the scope of Industry 4.0, the authors suggest the “simultaneous
consideration of economic and stochastic dependence aiming at determining the optimal
trade-off between reducing the RUL of components and decreasing maintenance set-up
costs”. The caveat of conventional RUL methodologies is mentioned again, referring to
their dependence on historical data. The DT is the state-of-the-art approach in combatting
this gap. The authors conclude that, due to increasing complexity, RUL estimations should
be made in the component level. An optimal DT should be able to conform to the required
fidelity, with the known trade-off between it and computational time. Furthermore, this
work also classifies the components into three useful (in making the approach modular)
categories, illustrated in Figure 4:

1. Black Boxes. These models only include inputs and outputs without knowledge of
the inner workings of the component. Can be used as placeholders during the making
process.

2. Grey Boxes, using theoretical data to complete the component’s effects and results.
Can be used in cases of missing data or choice of not including a sensor, while not
having a previous iteration of it.

3. White Boxes. The exact functionality and inner workings of the model are known.
These are the current final iteration of the component model and include update
protocols, have undergone validation and closely resemble the real component.
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Figure 4. Example of a model bearing component in the three different “box” iterations. (a) Black Box; (b) Grey Box;
(c) White Box. Black boxes are unknown to the model and can draw their solution from several sources. Grey boxes are
models describing the mechanics and nature of the component, using theoretical data to complete it. White boxes are fully
known to the user, customized for the application and simulate the component with near perfect accuracy. Analysis derived
from [45], FEM model in (c) courtesy of [46].

The proposed approach is separated in four, common in the DT literature stages:

1. Advanced physical modeling of the machine. Kinematic and dynamic characteristics
of the model, including positions of virtual sensors, only where and if they are
required.

2. Synchronous simulation tuning in order to as closely as possible resemble their real
counterparts.

3. Simulation using real input data and comparison with real output data.
4. Combination of the Real and Virtual Twin in a comparison. This is the final stage of

the DT usage.

The software used in this endeavor is the OpenModelica, due to its correlation with
the DT undertaking. A case study is presented, calculating the RUL of a six-axis robotic
structure used for welding tasks. The authors conclude that the results are satisfactory
while mentioning the methodology’s caveats, and this process can be part of a more generic
PM framework.

An important takeaway from this work is the suggestion that DT in industry and
literature will become exponentially better as more and more actors propose, design, build
and evaluate DTs. Industry giants depict an interest in this undertaking, while the current
trend of Industry 4.0 is the perfect ground and timing for such an approach, facilitating
and encouraging this effort.

Ref. [47] presents the challenges of developing a DT for RES generation. The author
confirms the essentiality of DTs in optimizing the design and reliability of energy systems.
In addition, the literature consensus that DTs have no serious strategy and comprehensive
strategy yet is further elaborated. DFIGs with Power Electronic converters may have solved
the controllability issue, but come with additional impacts on the functionality, lifetime and
reliability of the system, since they provide additional interactions. The author suggests
that an optimization of manufacturing and maintenance in these systems is of paramount
importance since any improvement will reflect on the energy production and reliability,
the greatest issue of this century, according to many experts. The DT, along with its many
benefits, is a prime candidate as a solution.

The author presents an exhaustive study and realization of a large DFIG digital twin,
accompanied by a sophisticated test bench. The process handles conventional EM CM
challenges such as converter-fed operation and the accompanying harmonics. This issue is
of paramount importance since the magnetic flux can provide a plethora of information
about the machine and accurate modeling and calculation facilitate the process. The
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undertaking combines the important aspects of DT, namely multi-physical system modeling
and data acquisition and handling. Conventional simulation models have been developed,
but the combined model is in a reduced state-space, deeming it impossible to calculate
all parameters with a high enough precision. The approach combines NNs, FEM and
simulation modeling.

The proposed DT includes the novel approach of including stochastic modification of
internal machine properties, which traditionally are very challenging to compute or model.
Modeling is separated into four levels:

• Level 1 is the physical model of the generator and its electromagnetic parameters,
following the existing literature.

• Level 2 enhances the previous levels with additional analytical models, resulting in a
better estimation of the machine. This point has also been explored.

• Levels 3 and 4 realize the flux calculation, which is an extensively discussed and
complicated procedure. Levels 2–4 utilize the novel DT methodology benefits of
enhancing the conventional model with interdisciplinary approaches.

• Level 5 is the final level and employs the connection of this output to the “back” of
the machine to create the closed loop model.

The author has taken the DT approach to a further step via tackling the modification
problem with intelligent algorithms, meaning optimizing the DT with its own capabilities.
This is an exemplar usage of the next generation DT approach. Finally, the comprehensive
multi-physical model is converted into a “true” DT by combining internal calculations with
real test-bench data to estimate the real behavior of the machine. It is important to note
that this process requires training, since EM deterioration is not a spontaneous process but
a gradual one, and a proper DT should reflect it. According to this work and literature
consensus, this is the biggest challenge in realizing the novel DT approach, as suggested.
In conclusion, the DT should include an ultimate understanding of system characteristics.
This approach is one of the most extensive yet.

Ref. [48] proposes the interesting idea of creating a DT for one of the fundamental
machines in industry, the Intelligent Machine Tool (IMT). This intelligence originates from
the notion that the new IMT is “no longer limited to the operation of machining” but
includes “features of multifunctionality, integration, intellectualization and environmental
friendliness”. These machines should follow the Industry 4.0 protocols to realize the faster
creation of better, cheaper products while facilitating the product DT manifestation via
appropriate measurements stemming from the IMT itself. This work follows the next
generation DT paradigm in creating the IMT DT, meaning the task separation in physical,
virtual and connection layers. The authors provide an on-point review of the DT in the
industry of interest and explain the tackled challenges.

Previous work on the IMT DT has been focused on theoretical design or just the data
analysis. This work provides a clear design paradigm. The main takeaways are the focus on
the HMI and the mapping, since the IMT is an actuator for the creation of another product.
IMT DT data falls into the category of Big Data, which is expected but also confirmed by
the work. Finally, the authors present two experiments which confirm the great degree of
optimization received from this endeavor. The IMT DT is a key component of connecting
the manufacturing and the operation process through the data it handles, and thus should
be a focus of the nexDT paradigm.

Ref. [49] is one of the first EM-related works encountered in this search. It proposes a
precomputed FEM model originating from the machine geometry, fed with online mea-
surements, which is the natural approach in considering an EM DT according to the
state-of-the-art. The main benefit over non-DT methods is the consideration of difficult-to-
compute and/or speculated EM quantities such as local flux, bar current and torque, in
addition to asymmetries. This work also comments on the ambiguity of DT in literature.

A summary of this work follows. Industry uses dq models of machines due to
their real-time simulation capability which stems from quantity speculation. Real-time
monitoring requires a model which can be computed with contemporary CPUs faster
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than the real machine. FEM models typically offer the highest fidelity in a trade-off with
high computational times. The authors considered two hybrid (with FEM) approaches
to combine the benefits of high accuracy and computational cost. The two models are
Magnetic Equivalent Circuits (MEC) and lumped circuit models. The resulting model
combines MEC with FEM and is named Combination of Finite Element with Coupled
Circuits (CFE-CC). Preliminary results show a close resemblance to the real twin, making
this model a prime candidate for being the virtual twin. The authors present three strong
points:

1. It considers space harmonics and magnetic imbalances, due to FEM modeling.
2. It can support any number of electrical circuits, following the modularity requirement

of the DT.
3. It can compute a distribution of power losses inside the machine, which is paramount

to achieving a true DT and a major challenge of research.

State-space reduction is achieved by using a 2D approach in the center of the machine,
while the rotor skewing, and coil ends are tackled by altering the computed induction
matrices. DAQ is guided by the necessary time step (thus choice of CPU) as discussed
previously, while physical quantities are measured by common techniques, namely encoder
and PCB. The entirety of the virtual layer is realized using the SimPowerSystems library of
MATLAB Simulink. Finally, the work compares the proposed DT with real machine mea-
surements, confirming its feasibility and more accurately its accuracy and computational
efficiency.

Ref. [50] offers an in-depth analysis of a DT component model, namely an improve-
ment on the well-established Γ-equivalent circuit of an Induction machine. The main focus
lies in improving the loss distribution in rotor and stator to more closely resemble the
results of a FEM model while using an equivalent circuit. Results show that the developed
model provides a good alternative to FEM (and thus computationally expensive) modeling
and can be used as a component of an IM DT without dramatically increasing its cost.
The work continues with the model proposal, which is then fitted to the FEM model in
33 different steady states. While dynamic comparison is quite tough due to the solver
integration with the control software requirement, the proposed model is meant to be used
in a dynamic simulation. The comparison between the proposal and the FEM model is
done in a different state so as to compare the result when it had not been used in fitting.
Results are promising and this model should be thoroughly considered in coupling iron
losses to the thermal analysis inside a complete DT of an IM.

The authors of [51] follow state-of-the-art discussed DT paradigms to present case
studies of energy conversion systems. The five-dimensional model is accepted, while the
importance of the “living” model is highlighted. A concise explanation of the concept is
presented, followed by relevant tools and process flow. The first main part of the work
discusses potent applications for the DT, namely: industrial robotics and virtual testbeds in
manufacturing, EV design, CM and control, wind turbine PM, and finally telescopes. These
applications are prime candidates for DTs and, apart from telescopes, are in the spotlight.
The authors provide a brief but concise explanation to be tied with the next section, mod-
eling methods. Total product lifecycle is discussed, with pertinent work concerning each
phase, namely modeling and optimization, energy conversion, maintenance and service,
diagnostics, and finally control. Finally, implementation examples are given, concluding
with an excellent Strengths-Weaknesses-Opportunities-Threats (SWOT) analysis of the DT
application.

3. Discussion

Reviewed work is discussed in terms of adhering to the proposed definitions, starting
from the basic Model—Shadow—Twin ambiguity. Results are summarized in Table 2.
Many authors acknowledge these differing capabilities of digital representation but refer
to, i.e., virtual sensors (namely DS) as DTs. Proper naming of each work is surmised to
guide readers to the exact scope of the proposed technology, thus speeding up research.
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Table 2. Characterization of reviewed work regarding data flow automation definitions.

Ref. Char. Comment

[28] DS

Thorough usage of proposed DS capabilities. Role in control is
acknowledged in definition, but proposed model serves only as virtual
sensor. Usage of data in automatic control is implied, but not enforced.
Modifying virtual control values in any way should be reflected in real twin
to be a DT.

[29] DM

Excellent demonstration of multiphysics, multiscale simulation with
software cooperation. Real twin control methods are simulated but not
accessible from virtual twin. Measurements are done once before
constructing the model and no real-time connections are mentioned,
rendering work as DM. Model is used to predict RUL and wear-tear, in
addition to AI training. PM target is achieved.

[30] DT

Inclusive realization of DT capabilities. Digital verification. Physical
controllers fully cooperative with DT software, displaying the DT’s role in
control. Operators controlled DT via physical console. Results of application
case include upgrades to the machine through retrofitting project, enabled by
its emulation.

[31] DS

Authors duly describe methodology as in DT “Framework”. Focus in one
part of system, emphasizing fidelity choice. Operational data from SCADA
system into physical-based models with no control through software—DS.
Virtual sensors used to optimize real locations. DT paradigms cleanly
recalled.

[32] DT
Original coin of “nexDT”. Proposition of DT paradigm, no application.
Agreement on all aspects of proposed DT definition. Broader designation
but encapsulates all aspects.

[33–36] DT

Proposed DT model of CNC Machine Tool. CNCMT is excellent candidate
for first era DTs as it can facilitate creation of projects’ DTs. Cited work
explores all aspects of proposed DT methodology and provides real-time
interconnection between cyber and physical space. Extensive application
case study and report.

[37] DM

Authors provide proof of concept using Modelica based model along with
inputs and outputs, acknowledging minimality. Description of work fits DM
as fault and sensor models exist in simulation. No data receiving from real
sensors or back-transfer of control is mentioned. Goal is UI/Testbench for
operator.

[38] DT

Work follows five-dimensional DT model and all life-cycle phases. Focus is
on data handling for PM. DT is ancillary. Excellent proposition of control
usage in PM. DT chooses and validates maintenance work before guiding
repair robot. Exemplary for PM DT.

[41] DS

PMSM, IGBT, battery models followed by NN is encased in DT. Receives real
sensory input but no role in control as user decides following steps post
observation. Directly useful without bloat. “i-DT” term is mentioned for
NN-enhanced model.

[23] DT

Work follows paradigm of including all life-cycle phases and relevant rules
and subsystems. Control not directly realized but physical entity operates
according to simulation without intervention, thus being deemed an
automatic data transfer process.

[42] DS
Work suggests automatic optimization of physical system based on analysis
of virtual twin, but application only employed in diagnostics. Sensory input
from physical system. Model is continuously updated.

[43] DS
Drilling machine DT proof of concept. Sensory input and comparison to real
system, status updated but used only in RUL prediction. No back
adjustments.
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Table 2. Cont.

Ref. Char. Comment

[44] DS
Advisory nature proposed DT is highlighted. Sensory input from real twin.
Great paradigm of DT usage in PM as transfer of data back to real twin is of
limited usefulness. All other aspects excellently covered.

[47] DS

Author presents the most complete combination of physical test bench and
digital representation out of all reviewed works. Digital twin is
self-optimizing and receives extensive input but does not automatically
change real twin, receiving the designation of DS. All other paradigms of DT
included in work.

[48] DT
Another approach to Intelligent CNCMT. Sensors update digital model,
complete with intelligent algorithms. After validation, simulated data are
returned to real twin to optimize and complete work.

[49] DS
Full life-cycle model of EM. Sensory output with model updating. PM
operations achieved but no back transfer of information. Core of work is
comparison and establishment of better base model.

[50] DM Acknowledged proposition of model to be used in DT. Standalone work is a
DM of EM as it has no sensory input yet.

[51] DT
Authors acknowledge bidirectional, seamless data transfer and role in
control, designating their approach as a DT. While multiple applications are
discussed, the consensus fits the proposed DT paradigm.

Authors of [28] provide numerous DT definitions in their introduction. While DT
capabilities are reflected, many are ambiguous in terms of the proposed differing charac-
terization. In this work’s introduction, we mention that “Modeling methodology is not
and should not be limited in the scope of this categorization”. A DS is not lesser to a DT; it
only provides a different service. Ref. [29] acknowledges the fact that their proposed DT is
model based, reinforcing the notion that researchers discern the different applications of
each proposed characterization. It is only a naming matter.

Incorporating DTFs in PM encourages the usage of DS, namely a living model re-
flecting the changes in the system in real time without the necessity of back-transfer of
information. Models are not efficient in PM barring their usage as a subsystem and not
representing a complete diagnostic technique. DTs are of course encouraged but not strictly
needed. Great examples of automatic correction provided by the virtual twin are the ones
characterized as DT. A classification summary regarding the number of each framework is
given in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Population of each classification of DTF reviewed in this work.
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The expectation that most of the proposed work is categorized as DS is matched, since
it is the most useful framework of depicting in-use state-of-the-art diagnostic techniques.
Researchers are now essentially matching the concepts of PM and DT into one complete
merger. This, however, is no strict requirement or correlation. The different aspects of each
subcategory are discussed in Table 3.

Table 3. Primary applications according to the different aspects of each classification.

Classification Works Applications Overview

Digital Model [29,37,50] Manufacturing, Design,
Training

Non-living model, snapshot from DTF. Modeling of
subsystems, steady-state operations, low
computational cost applications. Conventional
modeling currently employed.

Digital Shadow [28,31,41–44,47,49]
Condition Monitoring,

Predictive Maintenance, DAQ,
Optimization, UI

Living footprint of physical system. Complete
visualization, tracking, DAQ, UI. Optimized and
complete methodology combination in
state-of-the-art CM and PM.

Digital Twin [23,30,32–36,38,48,51]
All of the above plus Control,

Industrial IoT, Retrofit,
Reconfiguration, Operation

Living simulation of physical system. Control
integration and changes reflection. Boundaries and
constraints. Complete lifecycle depiction and cloud
storage. Industry 4.0 paradigm.

3.1. Is This Classification Useful for Literature?

One presented problem in this approach is if this categorization enhances or hinders
research efforts. As of now, the primary obstacle in broader DT adoption or evolution
is its ambiguity in literature. The proposed classification resolves one aspect and guides
researchers to pertinent work. However, we presume larger confusion, should most
researchers choose not to adopt it, or introduce further ambiguity in classifying relevant
work. Furthermore, one could argue that all relevant work is essentially a digital twin
concept, and this classification introduces unnecessary complexity. Finally, one could
acquire the notion that since each classification encapsulates the previous one, DM is lesser
than DS and DS is lesser than DT, thus shadowing their work in a DS in favor of another DT.
We argue that this fact perfectly encapsulates the “multiscale” pillar; if the DS is perfectly
appropriate for the objective, a DT would only offer an unnecessary complexity.

Proposed Solution

We propose the adoption of the broader term: “Digital Twin Framework” to en-
capsulate all relevant work. We surmise it sufficiently conveys the concept to solve the
aforementioned argument. Furthermore, we encourage the further adoption of the DM–DS–
DT classification, as it has already been explored by researchers and found to be helpful,
with the added requirement that the DS reflects the evolution of the real twin in time
(“living” model), in addition to the data flow requirement. This means that a DTF, which
automatically receives real-time sensory input but does not include i.e., aging or fault
progression mechanisms, is classified as a DM instead of a DS. The essence of a model is its
depiction of a particular effect or mechanism, while a DS reflects the complete state of the
visualized system. The minimum requirements of each classification are given in Table 4.

Table 4. Improved categorization of DTF by necessary requirements.

Requirement of Digital Model Digital Shadow Digital Twin

Automatic Data Flow no Physical to Virtual Bidirectional
Time-Varying no yes yes
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3.2. Proposed Complete Definition of Digital Twin Framework

Stemming from state-of-the-art literature, we propose a complete definition of the
Digital Twin Framework from the scope of PM. This definition combines the core qualities
of the DT from its inception to present, as mentioned in the reviewed work.

3.2.1. Life Cycle

Broad adoption of a well-designed DTF aims to solve one of the main problems en-
countered in CM and PM: lack or adequate handling of data. Managing the complete
lifecycle of a product is of paramount importance in industry. There exists an information
gap in a product’s lifecycle, mainly between the production and the service phase, hinder-
ing provision of adequate after-sales services while driving up their cost. Furthermore, the
retire phase of a product is all but ignored in relevant literature, allowing older generation
issues to pass onto the next when they could have been easily avoided [27]. These problems
are depicted clearer in Figure 6.

 
Figure 6. Illustration of data flow problems in the conventional product lifecycle.

The proposed DTF includes all four lifecycle domains. Design and production are
handled by the provider and stored in the DTF in the appropriate form (which will be
discussed below). Data are integrated into the DTF itself, using the “Box” paradigm. It is
imperative that providers can withhold corporate and technological secrets. The obscurity
associated with this fact can be overcome via providing a Black or Gray Box in the DTF,
safely stored in the provider’s cloud server (and accessed directly by the DTF). Retire phase
data is stored in the DTF, which is perpetual and not destroyed along with the physical
twin, as long as storage is provided. These data can be used to improve next models in
the design phase. Most importantly, historical and usage data, mainly degradation and
aging, is of paramount importance to the PM industry and will accelerate research efforts
immensely.

The proposed lifecycle paradigm manifests into a circular lifecycle, as depicted in
Figure 7 and is the final guideline of this work. The most important contributions are
mentioned.
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Figure 7. Proposed DTF lifecycle. The data layer allows for storage and improvement, making the lifecycle essentially
circular.

3.2.2. Five-Dimensional Digital Twin Framework

The proposed DTF follows the five-dimensional paradigm discussed in the introduc-
tion. We surmise that these dimensions are exactly needed for a proper understanding,
build, and integration of the DTF in current and future work.

Physical: encompasses the system hardware. In typical CM applications such as
EMs, the machine is the core of the physical dimension and is built upon with sensors,
controllers, and other needed hardware. One important aspect to consider is the duality
of these components; EMs are purely physical as they are electro-mechanical conversion
systems fulfilling one purpose. Sensors and controllers, on the other hand, are in both
the physical and the virtual dimension. Their hardware, physical indicators and logical
operations are in the physical dimension. However, they offer a clear virtual footprint to
be tapped into by the simulation. We advise that DTFs should not create virtual twins of
these “digitally enabled” components and rather treat them as existing in both dimensions,
saving on both computational power and complexity.

Virtual: its core is a mirror representation of the core physical system to the best of
our ability. Creating this mirror is an iterative process, discussed below. Models follow
the “Box” paradigm and are multilevel regarding their fidelity, built upwards. Toward
“digitally enabled” components, the virtual dimension encompasses and displays their
software part directly. The virtual dimension is differentiated from the closely related Data
and Service dimensions via its pure usage as a representation medium, mirroring the real
world’s mechanisms and laws, written themselves as virtual twins.

Data: this dimension bears no physical representation (barring the actual storage
hardware which is not a concern of the DTF) or virtual workings. The DTF data are the
collective information of values and their physical meaning. Its purpose is feeding the
physical and virtual dimensions with information to be worked by their mechanisms. It can
be found on-premises and on-cloud and comes from the three different source iterations as
discussed above: historical, real-time, and predicted. Finally, data can be found in three
different forms: structured, semi-structured, and unstructured [52]. Data used to be part of
the virtual dimension but became its own due to its complexity and different workings
in the DTF. The DTF aims to provide Product Embedded Information (PEI), meaning all
necessary data are included in the framework.

Services: include any and all ancillary utilities of the DTF. “Twinning” means to
create something identical, while services are additional inclusions. New approaches
such as the DTF enable novel services and completely revamp older ones, warranting
their own dimension. The service dimension can be regarded as a toolbox for the DTF;
examples include the UI, CM, AI platforms, training utilities etc. Services are not twins
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per the discussed definition; they are products of the DTF. Conventional services were not
included in the limitations of what was defined as “the system”.

Connections: similar to the data concept, connections are the realization of connecting
the different parts of the DTF. These include connections between models and mechanisms,
blocks and boxes, different DTFs, services, hosts, providers and users. Akin to the data
dimension, connections play a pivotal role in the DTF and concern state-of-the-art research
and techniques. Their primary role is the translation of different data forms into the
operation appropriate. Connections can be physical (cables, tubes, shafts) and virtual (links,
decryptions, translators).

Authors of [53] have proposed an eight-dimensional version of the DTF, which follows
the same paradigm but analyzes the data-focused dimensions further. We deem the five-
dimensional model as the maximum necessary complexity for adoption and broader
appeal.

3.2.3. Creating the DTF Iteratively

We mentioned that creation of a DTF is an iterative process. There currently is
no optimal way to approach it, but literature agrees on this iterative principle, expertly
demonstrated in [38,44,47,49]. The proposed process combines and expands upon the
paradigm followed in these works.

Core Model: Ref. [38] offers a concise methodology for the core model. The first step
is to create the geometric representation of the real twin, following dimensions, orientation,
and all geometric qualities. Then, these qualities are given physical attributes such as
weight, density, and other material qualities. The third proposed step is creating the
behavior model, the interactions between components and the environment, following
the laws of physics and the virtual laws in the simulation. Finally, a constraint model is
realized, giving the model the boundary of the physical world. At this stage, our model is
what we referred to as a Digital Model. It depicts an object and mechanism in steady state.
This is also the first step in the other mentioned works.

Enhancement: the core model is enhanced with DTF exclusive techniques such as
prediction models, fault progressions and probability mechanisms. The latter exceptionally
describe the physical world and are materialized via state-of-the-art technology such
as ANNs, Fuzzy Logic, and general AI techniques. The exclusivity refers to the edge
this approach gives to the DTF compared to conventional, autonomous to each other
approaches.

Model Optimization: the model is now upgraded with better behavioral descriptions,
higher fidelity models and more extensive analyses. Focus is dependent on the objective of
each DTF and is not strictly enforced. For example, a DS aiming to calculate the thermal
strain of a pump should have analytical thermal modeling and can manage with simpler
electrical or hydraulic models. Following in this concept, our model is optimized according
to its purpose; the core model is the same in every similar system, but the optimization can
differ dramatically. An example is [47] Levels 2–4 or [44] Step 2.

Data Validation: following the clear-cut [44] steps, the next iteration is validating the
virtual representation model with real output data. Holding on the comparison with the
real twin for the next step, data validation provides larger freedom of changes and has
no time constraints. Large system DTFs are often accompanied by integration constraints
and time limits. The proposed DTF should resemble as closely as possible the real twin
according to theory.

Real Twin Validation: the proposed model is connected to the real twin and validated
with comparison methods. Changes done to the model in this stage should be limited to
data tables and weight constants, due to the aforementioned issues.

The complete vision of the proposed DTF is illustrated in Figure 8.
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3.2.4. Software

DTFs can be realized in numerous software packages provided by large competitors.
We incentivize usage of the researcher’s preferences, as each package specializes in different
aspects of the DT. Instead, focus of research ought to be in integrating the final frameworks
into a seamless, plug-and-play package able to cooperate with various mediums. To that
end, we surmise that the general guideline for DTF integration is akin to the one proposed
by [30].

3.3. Contribution of the DTF in Industry

Finally, this work aims to discuss the purpose of the DTF in industrial state-of-the-art,
focusing on CM and more especially PM. In short, the DTF ventures to tap into the data
availability experienced in today’s IoT, namely:

• Serve as a data integrator for a CPS in one PEI package;
• Translate and optimize the data into usable form for IoT technologies;
• Preserve post-processing information for future endeavors.

Modeling and simulating the physical system have already reached an adequate level
and have been in the works for the last 20 years. CNC has been a staple in manufacturing
since the 2000s. The cornerstone of the DTF and the reason for its rapid advancement today
is data handling and integration. State-of-the-art capabilities in CPUs and AI techniques
both enable and benefit from the DTF. Thus, focus should be split into two major offensives:

1. Combining the pre-existing models and analyses;
2. Integrating Big Data and AI technologies in the DTF.

Models and theories can of course be updated, especially in the second generation of
DTFs (assuming today’s work launches the first), after having the historical data to improve
progression and prediction mechanisms significantly, which is in our opinion the only
lacking (compared to modeling and theories) aspect of PM in CM. A review on Big Data
and comparison with DTs can be found in [52]. We once again propose the “build-upon”
DTF paradigm. Enable IoT integration via assuring that PEI is structured data, handled
internally. Focus appears to be in feeding raw measurement data in hybrid neural networks
such as ANFIS, since literature suggests that they provide the best results [56]. Concerning
the DTF, even raw data input becomes structured when exiting a proper DTF.

Advanced market and user needs warrant facilitation of more customized products
in concordance with smarter manufacturing. Smart sensors and IoT integration are pre-
existing in most modern shop floors and machines. The DTF’s purpose is to interconnect
this pre-existing foundation and, in unison with big data technologies, build the virtual
representation of the system. The challenge is combining these heterogenous devices and
organizational structures [57] in a uniform framework.

A real example concerns employing the discussed hierarchical structure. Computer-
assisted Design (CAD) models are the basis of creating the DT for each part of the system.
FEM analysis is optional but can greatly enhance the effects of the second part, the behav-
ioral model, typically realized with differential equations. After the creation and validation
of each subsystem, the complete representation of the system is connected to its physical
counterpart via the sensor footprints. The data layer is then constructed via calculations
and experiments, followed by the services after sufficient data handling and accumulation.
Connections are handled by frameworks such as AutomationML. Interconnection schemes
are left to the discretion of the user/client and bear no importance bar adhering to litera-
ture and industry consensus, such as the work discussed in this paper. Different generic
architectures have been proposed and research remains to determine the feasibility and
contribution of each. Core challenges in every studied work include identifying the basic
structures and relationships and encapsulating the critical details of each component. An
in-depth methodology adhering to the proposed paradigms can be found in [57].

Real applications can be found in studied work such as the CNC machine tool [33–36]
and industrial machine retrofitting [30]. Our future work pertains to the creation of a ship
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generator and propulsion system DT and PM of an industrial machine in a factory shop
floor adhering to industrial IoT and the Industry 4.0 paradigm.

3.4. Proposed Definition

The presented DTF paradigm can be summarized as a hierarchical approach, both
microscopically (in-DT) and macroscopically (DT cooperation), in addition to its iterative
aspect. In the context of Power and Energy Systems, we expect the DTF to fit in adjacent
sectors, such as EVs and Micro-Grids, which are built in the same philosophy and face the
same challenges [58]. Our complete definition of the term “Digital Twin” follows:

“The Digital Twin is an organic multiphysics, multiscale, probabilistic simulation that
can represent the physical counterpart of a system in real-time, based on the bi-directional
flow and complete volume of product-embedded information, encapsulating the full
lifecycle data to facilitate knowledge sharing and integration.”

We deem the above definition as complete regarding the discussed requirements in
classifying a DT, given in the shortest context possible. We highlight two aspects of the
above definition as potentially ambiguous and in need of further clarification, namely:

• Organic (adjective, formal): consisting of different, interconnected parts; happening in a
natural way [59]. This single world encapsulates two of the most important aspects of
the proposed DTF but can be unintuitive to some; we deem the definition better for it.

• Can represent . . . in real time: the DTF can be used with ultrafidelity to delve deeper
into a single mechanism, forgoing the requirement of real-time computational capabil-
ity. However, to be classified as a DT, the framework should be able to tap into the
“multiscale” quality: sacrifice fidelity for real-time simulation. Otherwise, it is a DM.

The DTF is a broader term, encouraged to convey the potential or intended usage of the
proposed system in a way equivalent to the new IoT/Industry4.0 paradigm, missing one or
more qualities of the true DT (that may or may not be added in the future). Furthermore, the
prefix “i-DT“, as in “intelligent-DT”, which conveys the usage of AI in the framework (not a
classification requirement), is encouraged as it provides an additional layer of information.
Finally, the “nexDT” term, while excellent in this establishment era of the concept, is of
limited use up until this new paradigm is established, and thus has a finite lifespan so as to
not be included in the definition.

4. Conclusions

In the final section of this work, we address the open challenges pertaining to DTF
realization in EM CM and PM:

An important but indirect usage of an established DTF in industry is the safety and
risk assessment of the system. Worker safety is one of the pillars of CM, as heavy machinery
faults can endanger the lives of personnel and material damages. There is no extensive
research yet, but the excellent work of [60] follows the discussed paradigms, provides
extensive coverage and proposes a DT catering to the issue.

Following on the ambiguity of literature, there exists no benchmark or general guide-
line concerning the creation of an industry standard DT. While this paper aims to introduce
this full concept, future work is needed to establish a working prototype and framework
which can be validated and criticized by fellow researchers. Afterwards, the DTF itself
can aid in methodology benchmarking, which is another CM research topic in dire need of
evolution.

Information technologies are the main enabling factor of the DTF. As we mentioned
before, DT elements fall into the category of Big Data and require new approaches and
validations thereof. Analysis and review of these approaches is deemed out of scope of
this work but remains an open challenge. Relevant, extensive work in DT data handling
can be found in [61–63].

DT offers a unique opportunity for AI integration into CM in the form of appropriate
data structures and connections. AI integration is the focus of state-of-the-art PM research
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as decision-making offers the biggest upgrade value, since conventional methodologies
already are at peak performance [63].

DT technology further enables a better UI, especially through AR [64]. The data
integration and sensor technology allow for seamless UI improvements through ancillary
systems. While secondary work (post realization and validation), this approach will
combine the DT and the human element, encapsulating, training, maintenance, control,
and validation, main endeavors of the DTF.

Our final statement for this work is that the DTF is observed to be the state-of-the-art
approach in the scientific community. Enabling technologies and guiding principles are
intertwined with modern Electrical Engineering and Power Systems concepts such as RES,
EVs, Distribution Networks, EM PM, and manufacturing. The Internet of Everything era
and Industry 4.0 call for co-operation of research and technologies. We surmise that the
DTF is the connecting catalyst for this next generation of industry. The first step is to
establish the guiding principles for DTF realization catering to the necessities of each sector.
This work aims to explain DTF integration with the requirements of the EM PM community,
a brief analysis of which can be found in [65]. Future prospects include working proof of
concept and its usage in state-of-the-art research, namely: benchmarking, validation, AI
training, combination of methodologies, and commissioning time reduction.
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Abstract: Additive manufacturing has many advantages over traditional manufacturing methods
and has been increasingly used in medical, aerospace, and automotive applications. The flexibility
of additive manufacturing technologies to fabricate complex geometries from copper, polymer, and
ferrous materials presents unique opportunities for new design concepts and improved machine
power density without significantly increasing production and prototyping cost. Topology optimiza-
tion investigates the optimal distribution of single or multiple materials within a defined design
space, and can lead to unique geometries not realizable with conventional optimization techniques.
As an enabling technology, additive manufacturing provides an opportunity for machine designers
to overcome the current manufacturing limitation that inhibit adoption of topology optimization.
Successful integration of additive manufacturing and topology optimization for fabricating magnetic
components for electrical machines can enable new tools for electrical machine designers. This article
presents a comprehensive review of the latest achievements in the application of additive manu-
facturing, topology optimization, and their integration for electrical machines and their magnetic
components.

Keywords: additive manufacturing; three-dimensional printing; topology optimization; magnetic
materials; soft magnetic materials; permanent magnets; electrical machines

1. Introduction

The electrical machine is considered a key part in electric drives, which account for
approximately 50% to 70% of electricity usage in the EU and the United States [1]. Its
applications include, but are not limited to, compressors, HVAC systems, power tools,
generators, electric and hybrid vehicles, elevators, and MAGLEV trains. In the last decade,
there have been consistent efforts from both the US Department of Energy and the EU
to advance the design and development of future generations of electrical machines that
positively impact the environment and reduce greenhouse gas emissions [1,2]. The next
generation electrical machines include designs with high efficiency and power density;
however, another important aspect is their environmentally friendly construction, including
aspects such as minimal material waste and recyclability.

Additive manufacturing (AM), also known as 3D printing, is an emerging manufac-
turing technology that can potentially enable and facilitate development toward the next
generation electrical machines. AM provides key advantages over traditional manufac-
turing methods. AM can reduce material waste and scrap parts associated with many
traditional manufacturing processes. The 3D printing process, in general, recycles unused
raw materials such as powder and wire filament [3], potentially achieving full use of the
raw material. Recycling and reusing the raw material are critical to reduce cost, espe-
cially for high-cost raw materials such as permanent magnets. Also, recent technological
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advancements in AM allow the use of a wide range of materials, including copper [4,5],
ceramics, and magnetic materials [6]. These materials are key for manufacturing electrical
machine components.

One of the most important advantages is that AM requires minimal tooling and
additional processing techniques to fabricate complex topologies. For very complex shapes,
AM technologies may provide the most economical and expedited means for fabrication
of small quantities. Topology optimization (TO) has been used in many application areas
to identify novel designs that reduce weight without compromising mechanical integrity.
TO determines the optimal way of distributing a single or multiple materials in a defined
design space. Complex designs often result from TO. Application of TO is seen in the
design of the rotor core of a switched reluctance machine [7]. TO is also used to find the
optimal distribution of the permanent magnet and the iron rotor core in permanent magnet
machines [8,9].

One drawback of TO designs is the manufacturability of the optimized solutions.
This has hindered the adoption of TO toward electrical machine design. However, recent
applications of AM toward electrical machine components, especially in ferromagnetic
materials and permanent magnet, have revitalized the adoption of topology optimization.
As AM can manufacture almost any complex topology, it has become clear that TO and
AM have high levels of synergy and can be used in parallel to facilitate the development of
next generation electrical machines.

There is limited literature on the integration between AM and TO for magnetic compo-
nents in electrical machines. In [10], a combined magnetic-structural TO is applied for the
design of a rotor core of a surface mount permanent magnet machine. The optimized rotor
core is then 3D printed using high silicon steel. In [11], permanent magnets with multiple
magnet grades are proposed for a surface mounted machine to reduce manufacturing
cost without penalizing machine performance. Though AM was proposed for fabrication,
TO was not applied; however, it could be used to identify optimal distribution of magnet
grades.

There are works discussing the current state of additive manufacturing for electri-
cal machines and their components, including magnetic materials and windings [12].
In [13], applications of AM technologies are broadly discussed for components of electri-
cal machines, including iron cores, windings and insulation systems, magnets, and heat
management/exchanger systems. For each component, ref. [13] provides a broad view
around the performance of the 3D printed components and where they are compared to
traditionally manufactured components. In [14], the advantages of AM technologies are
discussed toward the construction and assembly side of the electrical machines.

In this paper, applications of additive manufacturing and topology optimization to-
ward magnetic components for electrical machines are reviewed. Fundamental concepts
regarding AM, especially for magnetic materials, are mentioned first to set the stage for
discussing the integration of topology optimization in the later part of the paper. Also
featured in more detail is the current state of the art in integration of additive manufac-
turing and topology optimization, especially toward iron cores and permanent magnets
in electrical machines. These case studies highlight the novel integration between these
emerging technologies and show their potential in future design of electrical machines.

2. Additive Manufacturing of Soft Magnetic Materials

Soft magnetic materials are characterized with low intrinsic coercivity, typically below
1000 A/m, and can be easily magnetized or demagnetized [15]. As the iron cores are
responsible for the guidance and improvement of the main flux created by the continuously
moving magnetic field, there are some criteria in the selection of soft magnetic materials
during the design phase. The following characteristics are considered to be key for the iron
cores: magnetic saturation Js, intrinsic coercivity Hc, relative permeability μr, hysteresis
loss density ph, dynamic loss pe, and yield strength [16]. For electrical machines, the iron
cores are traditionally made of either steel laminations or soft magnetic composites (SMCs).
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Steel laminations are typically formed from iron alloyed with silicon, nickel, cobalt, and
other additives. To form the desired stator and rotor geometry, steel laminations are usually
punched, either with mechanical or laser cutting technique. They are then stacked, welded,
or bolted together to form the iron cores. It is well recognized that degradation of the
magnetic properties can occur with mechanically handling techniques [17]. Thus, the
magnetic properties of the stacked iron core may be very different from the properties of
the mother coil. Another concern with stacked iron cores is waste of materials associated
with the traditional manufacturing process. For segmented or complete laminated cores,
the amount of steel waste due to cutting and punching of laminations can range between
50% to 80% [18]. This low use ratio signals a waste in producing iron cores. Additionally,
forming the iron cores for machine topologies that require a 3D flux path can become a
challenge with laminations. Thus, laminations are typically seen in iron cores where the
preferred flux paths are parallel with the in-plane lamination directions.

In contrast to stacked iron cores, SMCs are selected for machine topologies where easy
flux flow in three directions is preferred [19]. These machine topologies can include axial
flux machines, tubular linear machines, or claw pole machines. Since iron cores made from
SMCs are produced by compacting and molding iron particles into desired shapes, it may
require less mechanical handling and post-processing steps. Thus, mechanical processing
steps such as stamping and welding may not be required. Another advantage of SMCs in
comparison with laminated steel is that it has lower eddy current loss at high excitation
frequencies. At excitation frequency of 1000 Hz and above, the eddy current loss of SMC
core is much lower compared to laminated steel core. This benefits SMCs for electrical
machine designs where high speed operation is a requirement. There are, however, notable
challenges regarding application of SMCs. They are subjected to high hysteresis loss, high
intrinsic coercivity, low relative permeability, and low yield strength. Typical yield strength
value of SMCs is below 20 MPa, while for lamination steel the typical value is around
350 MPa. For high speed electrical machines, rotor cores made from SMCs can be subjected
to high von Mises stress, which is undesirable.

The recent proliferation in studies regarding AM for soft magnetic materials aim at
providing alternative materials for fabricating the iron cores. In general, these studies try
to exploit key features of AM, at the same time improving the performance of the printed
soft magnetic materials that can be potentially used in the cores. Some of the early work
in application of AM for fabricating iron cores focus on demonstration of AM as an easy
mean of manufacturing complex geometries, Figure 1. Multiple demonstrations of additive
manufacturing for a rotor core of a synchronous reluctance motor is shown in [20,21]. Here,
the fabrication of the prototype rotor cores is achieved with two 3D printing techniques,
fused deposition modeling (FDM) and selective laser melting (SLM) without any use of
molding or tooling. In [22], the surface of the rotor core of a switched reluctance machine
that resembles the structure of a honeycomb is analyzed. The use of the honeycomb
structure was shown numerically to improve both the torque ripple and the leakage flux
associated with the machine.

In electrical machines, the three commonly seen soft magnetic materials are iron-cobalt
(FeCo), iron-nickel (FeNi), and iron-silicon (FeSi) alloys. As previous studies highlighted
AM capability in fast prototyping of complex iron core geometries, other research in AM of
soft magnetic materials focus on laying foundations for printing these iron alloys. These
foundations include magnetic, mechanical, and microstructural characterization of the
printed iron alloys, as well as their relationships to the printing parameters.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1. Additive manufactured rotor cores. These structures were fabricated without molding and tooling. (a) Printed
rotor core for a synchronous reluctance machine [21]; (b) Printed rotor core for a switched reluctance machine [22].

2.1. Iron-Cobalt (FeCo)

One of the most attractive properties of FeCo is that it has the highest magnetic
saturation compared to other soft magnetic iron alloys, with Js value settling around 2.4 T.
However, the conventional production of FeCo iron cores is subjected to the high material
cost of cobalt, the low workability of the iron-cobalt alloy, and the additional requirement
of heat treatment of the stacked iron core. This limits the use of FeCo iron cores, especially
for cost-sensitive applications. As a result, reducing the challenges associated with the
production of FeCo iron cores via additive manufacturing is of high interest among AM
research groups. Efforts in printing FeCo iron cores have been shown via the applications
of 3D screen printing and laser engineered net shaping technologies (LENS). It is reported
in [6] that FeCo fabricated with 3D screen printing achieves magnetic induction comparable
with commercial FeCo alloy with 15–20% cobalt content. Higher magnetic induction and
saturation can be achieved if the porosity level in 3D screen-printed FeCo cores is reduced.
Further comparison between screen-printed FeCo and commercial laminated FeCo shows
that printed cores have higher iron loss, making its magnetic performance less appealing.

FeCo parts printed with LENS technology, ref. [23] show good potential, with achieved
magnetic saturation settling around 2.2 to 2.3 T, within 10% in comparison to commercial
FeCo alloyed with vanadium. When as-built FeCo core is heat-treated, its maximum
relative permeability increases approximately three-fold, while its intrinsic coercivity drops
by two thirds, as shown in Figure 2. Here, the annealing process leads to the development
of a bimodal grain size characteristic, where coarse grains with average grain size around
200 to 600 μm are surrounded by finer grains (around 2 μm in size). By tuning the printing
parameters or mixing additives into the iron alloy starting powder, it is possible to 3D
print FeCo cores with even further attractive properties [24,25]. These explorations in
AM of FeCo alloys show promise in overcoming the workability issues associated with
the conventional mechanical processing of FeCo cores, while achieving DC magnetic
characteristics close to commercial products.

2.2. Iron-Nickel (FeNi)

Iron-nickel alloys, in comparison to iron-cobalt alloys, have a much higher maximum
relative permeability, more than 100,000, while saturates at a much lower Js value, usually
between 0.7 and 1.6 T, depending on the nickel wt.% content. Two laser-based AM pro-
cesses, SLM and LENS, are typically seen in 3D printing of iron-nickel alloys. Reported
results on fabricated Fe−30%Ni and Fe−80%Ni showed great potential in achieving mag-
netic saturation Ms comparable to commercial FeNi at the same nickel wt.% [26]. Analysis
on the relationship between magnetic characteristics and 3D printing parameters found
that for printed FeNi alloys, magnetic saturation is significantly influenced by the laser
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power and the laser scan speed [27,28]. These printing parameters directly impact the grain
size and the density of the fabricated parts, which in turn impacts the magnetic satura-
tion. Optimization of the laser parameters, however, is required for FeNi with different
percentages of Ni content to improve the magnetic saturation Js value. As shown in [29],
for Fe−30%Ni, SLM printed iron alloys show an increase of more than 20% in magnetic
saturation when laser speed is increased, while for Fe−80%Ni, the magnetic saturation is
slightly decreased as the laser scan speed increases [28]. Other printing parameters such as
laser scan width or the number of scan passes have been found to have a low impact on
magnetic saturation Js, thus optimization of these parameters may not be necessary [30].

Figure 2. Comparison between quasi-static hysteresis loops of as-built FeCo and annealed FeCo.
Figure is adapted from [23].

One of the major issues with the FeNi processed with either SLM or LENS is the
high intrinsic coercivity Hc. The measured coercivities of the fabricated FeNi alloys range
between 80 A/m to 3000 A/m [31,32], which are much higher than typical values of intrinsic
coercivity found in commercial FeNi alloys. High intrinsic coercivity indicates a high
hysteresis loss associated with printed FeNi alloys. Additionally, high intrinsic coercivity
can have a negative impact toward maximum relative permeability, which is one of the
main features of iron-nickel electrical steel. Reduction of intrinsic coercivity in printed
iron-nickel is thus important. Analysis has shown that reduction in intrinsic coercivity
can be achieved by reducing the porosity level as well as microstructural defects in the
printed parts. This can be done by optimization of the laser power and laser scan speed as
these parameters have direct influence on the cooling rate and exposure time of the molten
pool. These, in turn, impact the defects, porosity, and density levels of printed parts [33].
Alternatively, the coercivity may also be reduced by blending FeNi alloys with additives
such as vanadium or molybdenum as shown in [27].

2.3. Iron-Silicon (FeSi)

Considering performance per cost, iron-silicon electrical steel variants have high
magnetic saturation, high maximum relative permeability, low intrinsic coercivity, low
hysteresis loss, and low eddy current loss up to hundreds of Hz in excitation frequency.
Variants of iron-silicon electrical steel are thus found in most iron cores used in electri-
cal machines [16]. In pursuit of additively manufactured iron cores, most research and
development activities for 3D printed ferromagnetic materials also focus on iron-silicon.
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Similar to the 3D printing of iron-cobalt and iron-nickel, SLM is the most employed
AM process for iron-silicon. In [34], SLM is proposed as an alternative method to produce
iron-silicon with silicon content at 6.9%wt., which is brittle and challenging to produce
with via conventional manufacturing method. Here, the investigation of the SLM printing
parameters on the magnetic properties shows that there is a non-linear relationship between
laser energy input and the relative permeability, intrinsic coercivity, and the total loss
density of the printed iron-silicon. It is thus important to optimize the printing process
to obtain optimal magnetic performance of printed iron-silicon. The nature of the SLM
method, however, introduces defects and residual stresses on the microstructures of the
printed parts, which hinders the magnetic properties of SLM iron-silicon. Compared
to commercial iron-silicon lamination steel, the maximum relative permeability of as-
built iron-silicon from the SLM process is lower [34,35]. Applying heat treatment to the
as-built parts can help remove residual stresses and significantly improve the relative
permeability as well as other magnetic properties of SLM iron-silicon [36]. In [37], the
annealing process is shown to improve the maximum relative permeability of as-built
parts, from an approximate value of 2000 to more than 24,000, which is on par with high
performance iron-silicon steel laminations. Other magnetic properties, including total
iron loss density, intrinsic coercivity, and saturation are also positively impacted via the
annealing process.

Another interesting characteristic of the SLM process is that it introduces grain elon-
gation in the build direction of the printed parts. As a result, iron-silicon fabricated using
SLM can have high levels of magnetic anisotropy [38]. Additionally, higher laser energy
input can even change the crystallographic texture of the printed iron-silicon, leading
to the formation of Goss texture also known as cube-on-edge texture, which is seen in
grain-oriented electrical steel [39]. This suggests that SLM can be potentially used as an
alternative approach in producing grain-oriented iron-silicon, which in turns can be used
for applications such as transformers or large electrical machines.

To avoid the effect of residual stress caused by the local melting due to the laser energy
source as in SLM, other AM techniques have also been explored. In [6], FeSi sample is
prepared using 3D screen printing and then compared with commercially available FeSi
lamination steel. In this AM process where the powder is held together via binder, the
printed part is heat-treated uniformly upon printing completion. The magnetic induction
and relative permeability at low magnetic field strength are comparable to commercial
FeSi steel. However, the magnetic saturation of screen-printed iron-silicon is lower than
commercial lamination equivalent, owing to the low density and high porosity level of
printed parts.

Binder jet printing (BJP) is another AM technique that does not use laser as an energy
source. In [40], the BJP process is used to prepare iron-silicon samples with superior relative
permeability in comparison to commercial soft magnetic composites (SMCs). Maximum
relative permeability of BJP iron-silicon can be improved to more than 10,000 under post-
processing heat treatment [41]. As a laser is not used to melt the powder particles together,
there is no grain elongation associated with the BJP process. Thus, an advantage of the BJP
process is that it can produce iron-silicon with low level of magnetic anisotropy. This is
shown in [42], where the three-dimensional magnetic characterization confirms that BJP
iron-silicon can achieve a low level of magnetic anisotropy, similar to SMCs. As a result,
iron cores prepared with BJP process can be suitable for applications where easy flux flow
in three dimensions is preferred. Hysteresis loss of BJP iron-silicon can be further reduced
with the addition of boron into the starting powder [43,44]. This can be explained by the
increase of 40% in average grain size of BJP iron-silicon with the addition of boron.

2.4. Performance of Additively Manufactured Soft Magnetic Materials

There are promising results at this early stage of AM for soft magnetic materials for
electrical machines. AM allows freedom in design of magnetic cores, which can increase
the performance of electrical machines. Additionally, magnetic properties of 3D printed
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materials, especially iron-silicon, are improving and reaching the levels of many commercial
electrical steel laminations as well as SMCs, see Figure 3. Maximum relative permeability
of printed iron-silicon is high and comparable to iron-silicon steel lamination, especially
when the printed sample is heat-treated, Table 1. As the AM iron-silicon samples undergo
post-processing heat treatment steps, their grain size can significantly improve, which in
turn leads to higher magnetic induction and permeability.
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Figure 3. Comparison between additively manufactured and commercial electrical steel. (a) Comparison between reported
coercivity of 3D printed electrical steels, commercial electrical steels, and SMCs; (b) Comparison between reported magnetic
induction at 4 kA/m, B40, of 3D printed electrical steels, commercial electrical steels, and SMCs.
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Table 1. Comparison of grain size and maximum relative permeability between as-built and heat-
treated printed soft magnetic materials [34,37,40,43,45].

Grain Size (μm) Max Relative Permeability μmax

As-built 10–200 1200–5500
Heat-treated 400–1000 24,000–31,000

Application of AM for soft magnetic materials can also provide the capability to
manipulate the crystallography of fabricated parts on demand. As the crystal structure of
the soft magnetic material changes to the desired requirements, the magnetic properties of
the soft magnetic materials would also change. In [46], gas atomized silicon powder coated
with nickel layer is used for printing soft magnetic cuboid sample. The SLM fabricated
sample shows changes in the crystallographic structure, switching from bcc structure,
which is prevalent for iron-silicon, to fcc structure, which is typically seen for iron-nickel
alloy, Figure 4. Tuning the printing parameters along with customized feedstock powder
can thus offer unique opportunities in achieving customized magnetic properties.

(a) Illustration of nickel layer coating on iron-silicon,
gas atomized powder.

(b) XRD patterns of SLM printed sample of iron-silicon with
nickel coatings.

Figure 4. Illustration of impacts of using nickel iron silicon coated powder on the crystallographic structure of printed
samples. Figures are adapted from [46].

2.5. Challenges

Iron loss characteristics of printed FeSi is still a major concern. At DC or quasi-static
excitation, additive manufactured iron-silicon has been shown to achieve hysteresis loss
comparable to iron-silicon laminations [43]. The intrinsic coercivity of SLM-processed and
BJP-processed FeSi is nearly 4 times lower than SMCs. At low excitation frequency of
50 Hz, the total iron loss density of additively manufactured iron-silicon is between 2 and
6 W/kg at 1 T. This puts printed iron-silicon in line with SMCs in terms of total iron loss,
and a bit higher in comparison to iron-silicon lamination steels. These iron loss values at
low frequency range, however, are promising providing that this is still at an early stage of
applying AM for soft magnetic materials. As the excitation frequency increases, however,
the total iron loss of 3D printed iron-silicon increases exponentially [43]. The resistivity
and eddy current loss of 3D printed iron-silicon must be reduced. In [47], a rotor core of a
switched reluctance machine is printed and compared directly with a laminated rotor core,
Figure 5. Experimental results show that at base speed, 3D printed machine is about 20%
lower in efficiency in comparison to the benchmark laminated machine, Figure 5b. Higher
operating speed leads to even higher eddy current loss and higher reduction in efficiency.
Eddy current loss remains a concern with 3D printed iron core, especially when the core is
printed as bulk.
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(a) Laminated rotor and 3D printed rotor of a switched reluctance machine.
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(b) Differences in efficiency of conventional laminated machine and electrical machine with 3D printed rotor core.

Figure 5. Illustration of eddy current loss impacts on efficiency of 3D printed electrical machine. Figures are adapted
from [47].

Some strategies have been suggested for improving eddy current loss within printed
ferromagnetic materials. These strategies take advantage of unique capabilities of additive
manufacturing. In [45,48], AM is proposed to fabricate iron-silicon cores with complex
cross-section geometries. Figure 6 shows an example of an iron-silicon rod made of
multiple parallel thin plates of 400 μm thickness, where struts are added to connect the
plates together. This complex cross-section geometry disrupts the paths of the eddy current,
which leads to the reduction of eddy current loss when compared to the solid iron-silicon
rod. Printed iron-silicon with Hilbert cross-section geometry can also result in a lower
eddy current loss. Another example of complex cross-section geometries is shown in [45],
where the layering technique using different materials is used to 3D print iron alloy. Here,
layers of iron and iron-aluminum alloy are stacked back to back in an alternative fashion,
as shown in Figure 7. Due to the differences in the resistivity between the iron alloy and
the iron-aluminum alloy, the eddy current is restricted in each layer, which leads to a
lower eddy current loss and total iron loss. At the excitation frequency of 100 Hz, the
measured eddy current loss shows a reduction of 15 times compared to the bulk printed
iron alloy. Tuning layering materials and thickness can help with further reduction in eddy
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current loss, which is significant for when applying such materials for high-speed electrical
machine applications.

Figure 6. Examples of geometry structure in additive manufactured iron-silicon that can help with
reducing eddy current loss. Printed iron-silicon with parallel plates or Hilbert cross-section can have
a significant reduction in eddy current loss. Illustration adapted from [48].

Figure 7. Optical microscopy cross-section image of printed soft magnetic sample. Here iron layer
and iron-aluminum alloy layer are stacked back to back [45]. This printing strategy is implemented
to reduce eddy current loss.

There are still many challenges in fabricating high performance ferromagnetic mate-
rials for electric motors and generators. The electromagnetic and mechanical properties
of 3D printed materials, although advancing rapidly, still need to match or exceed the
current properties of many existing commercial equivalents. Judging at the performance
development of SMCs a couple of decades ago [19], and the current performance of SMCs
today [49], it is encouraging knowing that the performance of additively manufactured fer-
romagnetic materials will continue to improve. Material characterization is thus important,
especially in the development of the correlation between the 3D printing parameters, the
microstructure, the crystallographic texture, and the desired properties of printed ferro-
magnetic parts. Other efforts in optimization of the starting powder/filament, recovery
of unused material, and improvement in printing bed size, and build rate can contribute
to cost reduction of the printed parts [50], furthering the application of AM beyond just
prototyping. Another concern typically seen in additively manufactured parts is the surface
roughness, which can potentially lead to the 3D printed iron cores with rough surface. A
poor contact between the stator core and the housing of the electrical machine can change
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the contact thermal resistance between the core and the housing, which in turns can lead to
negative impacts in the heat transfer between them [51].

3. Additive Manufacturing of Permanent Magnets

There are three main requirements for permanent magnets used in electrical machines:

1. high functioning magnetic properties,
2. stability under high temperature and
3. corrosion resistance.

Regarding the magnetic properties, the important characteristics include remnant flux
density, Br, intrinsic coercive force, Hci, and the maximum energy product (BH)max. Per-
manent magnets typically seen in electrical machines are NdFeB, AlNiCo, SmCo, and
ferrite magnets. For NdFeB-based magnets, rare earth element such as Dy is used to help
enhancing the intrinsic coercive force of the magnets [52], especially at temperature of
180 ◦C and higher [53,54]. This is beneficial to permanent magnet machines operated in
high temperature settings as magnet flux remnant flux density is less susceptible to thermal
degradation. However, the use of critical rare earth elements such as Dy and Nd can
increase the cost of NdFeB-based magnets, and constrain the supply. By reducing the use
of rare earth elements, it is possible to lower the magnet cost and diversify the magnet
supply [54].

The production process of sintered permanent magnets includes crushing molten or
strip cast alloys into fine powder, and aligning the powder particles under strong external
magnetic field. The aligned powder particles are then compacted via cold isostatic pressing
or other pressing techniques. The green part is then sintered, heat-treated, and machined to
desired geometries. For bonded magnets, magnetic alloy powders are mixed with polymers
and then formed to desired shapes by compression or injection molding. Additive manu-
facturing can potentially allow both sustainability and cost reduction in manufacturing
magnets as well as increasing the magnet supply chain by reducing mechanical steps, and
allowing for complex geometries without use of molds. At this current stage, the magnetic
properties of 3D printed NdFeB bonded magnets are highly comparable to those found in
commercial bonded NdFeB magnets [55]. These commercial bonded magnets are typically
manufactured with injection molded (IM) method. The magnetic properties of printed
magnets, however, are dependent on the printing technology, the density of the printed
parts, and the chemical composition of the filament or powder mixture used in 3D printing.

3.1. Status on Additively Manufactured NdFeB Magnets

Powder bed fusion, binder jetting, and material extrusion methods are three main
technologies that have been investigated at fabricating NdFeB magnets. Big Area Additive
Manufacturing (BAAM) is a special technology within the category of material extrusion,
developed at Cincinnati Inc. together with ORNL’s Manufacturing Demonstration Facility,
has also been used to fabricate NdFeB magnets [56]. One major advantage of BAAM is that
it is capable of printing large scale parts of volume up to 26 cubic meters [57].

The powder bed technology with SLM shows promise in printing magnets at above
90% density [58]. In this laser-based AM process, the laser can introduce significant cracks
and residual stresses in the printed magnets which may negatively impact the magnetic
and mechanical properties of the magnets. Thus, optimization of the laser parameters, such
as proper selection on the scan speed and laser power, can lead to optimal performance of
magnetic properties of printed magnets. Additionally, optimization of the laser scanning
pattern can also help with the practical distribution of heat within the printed magnet,
which can help improve its overall the performance. Here, the reported magnetic polariza-
tion of the laser-based printed magnet is around 0.55 T. Other performance characteristics
of the printed magnet, however, are not included.

The material extrusion and binder jetting technologies, which do not use laser as an
energy source, are widely investigated for printing NdFeB magnets. Magnetic properties of
NdFeB produced via BJP have similar properties compared to NdFeB fabricated via fused
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deposition modeling (FDM), a technology within material extrusion, as shown in [59]. They
share similar performance in density, remnant flux density, and intrinsic coercivity [60].
Magnets fabricated via BJP have a density value around 3.5 g/cm3, which is approximately
above 40% of the NdFeB theoretical density. One of the current challenges in fabricating
magnets via BJP is to increase the volume content of NdFeB powder in the printed parts,
which can help improving the magnet density and the remnant flux density. Infiltration
of NdCuCo and PrCuCo alloys toward as-built BJP magnets can help improve density
and mechanical integrity of the magnets and the intrinsic coercive force, as shown in [61].
However, there is a slight tradeoff of remnant flux density with the inclusion of these
additives.

NdFeB magnets fabricated via BAAM, however, outperform magnets prepared with
the other printing technologies [62]. Density of BAAM magnets is approximately 20%
higher in comparison with BJP magnets, while remnant flux density and the maximum
energy product are 20% and 40% better, respectively. The magnetic properties of BAAM
magnets can further be improved with a higher volume percentage of the magnet powder
used in the printing mixture [63]. A direct comparison with commercial injection molded
NdFeB magnets in [56] shows competitive performance of BAAM magnets, in terms
of intrinsic coercive force, remnant flux density, and magnet energy product. Thermal
performance of BAAM magnets also shows similar behavior when compared to injection
molded magnets, as shown in Figure 8. Here, degradation of performance of BAAM
magnet as a function of temperature shows similar negative trend as ambient temperature
increases. A brief comparison of the current status of magnetic properties for different
additive manufacturing technologies as well as injection molded magnets is shown in
Table 2.
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Figure 8. A comparison on thermal degradation of performance between commercial injection molded magnet and BAAM
fabricated magnet. Figures are plotted using data in [56].

Table 2. Comparison of characteristics between commercial bonded magnets and additive manufac-
tured NdFeB magnets [55,56,59,62,63].

Manufacturing ρ Br Hci (BH)max
Method (g/cm3) (T) (kA/m) (MGOe)

IM 3.85–5.7 0.22–0.68 135–463 3.3–9.4
BJP 3.3–3.86 0.3–0.42 700–1100 2.4–3.8
BAAM 4.9–5.2 0.51–0.58 688–708 5.3–5.47
FDM 3.53 0.3 990 NA
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3.2. Status on Other Additively Manufactured Magnets

Research on additively manufactured SmCo magnets is still at the early stage, so
far focusing on printing magnets made of recycled magnet powder. The authors in [64]
shows the process on producing magnet filament, made of recycled SmCo magnet powder
and polylactic acid (PLA) plastic, for 3D printing bonded magnet. The produced magnet
filament, however, has low remanent flux density, below 0.1 T. This is due to the low
volume percentage loading of the magnet powder (less than 20%), in the production of
the magnet filament. Increasing the loading of the magnet powder can potentially lead to
magnet filament with higher remnant flux density and maximum energy product.

On the other hand, investigation on additively manufactured AlNiCo magnets shows
promising results toward application in electrical machines. The 3D printed AlNiCo
magnets, via LENS technology, can achieve maximum energy product (BH)max with
values between 48% and 66.7% in comparison to commercial sintered or cast AlNiCo
magnets [65]. Regarding the intrinsic coercive force of printed AlNiCo magnets, it is
equivalent to commercial AlNiCo magnets, varying between 140 kA/m to 160 kA/m. The
remanent flux density, Br, of printed AlNiCo magnets varies between 0.75 T and 0.92 T,
which is approximately 10 to 15% lower than typically values found in commercial AlNiCo.
These early findings show the competitiveness of 3D printing as an alternative AlNiCo
permanent magnet manufacturing process. Here, optimization of the printing process,
as well as further exploration in material composition can potentially produce additively
manufactured AlNiCo with magnetic properties exceeding commercial equivalents. One
of the key advantages of AlNiCo magnets is that the (BH)max value of AlNiCo can stay
relatively constant at temperatures up to 300 ◦C. Thus, the ability to have an alternative
supply chain of AlNiCo magnets is beneficial to electrical machine applications where high
operating temperature is a concern.

4. Topology Optimization for Magnetic Structures

The shaping of the magnetic structures for electrical machines can be generally cate-
gorized into two groups: (1) conventional shaping and optimization techniques, and (2)
topology optimization. For the conventional shaping techniques, mathematical models and
sensitivity analysis are typically used on a pre-selected machine geometry template [66,67].
The computational and analytical efforts are often intensive to improve the accuracy of the
calculation of the airgap flux density, torque components, and the magnetic flux density
distribution [68]. Conventional optimization, which is typically based on evolutionary
multi-objective optimization algorithms, further refines the shape of the magnetic struc-
tures to improve the machine performance. As a result, the derivation of uniquely shaped
magnetic structures for electrical machines can be slow.

Emerging from structural optimization, TO is increasingly applied in magnetic de-
vices [69], and subsequently in design of electrical machines, especially at the component
level such as magnetic cores [70] and permanent magnets [71]. In contrast to conventional
optimization, TO can generate an initial geometry template from scratch with less analyti-
cal modeling [72]. In general, TO investigates optimal distribution of single or multiple
materials within a defined design space [73]. Compared to conventional optimization shap-
ing techniques, it offers additional flexibility in optimizing the geometry of the magnetic
components for attaining the desired performance. Thus, TO can yield unique shapes that
are generally not realizable with conventional optimization approach.

4.1. Topology Optimization Shaping Techniques

In seeking unique and optimal geometry either made of single or multiple materials,
TO can employ approaches such as the on/off method and the density-based method. For
the on/off method, the design space is typically divided into cells or put into a grid-like
structure. Each cell is then represented by a variable, such as normalized density ρn, which
can be assigned a value of zero or one, as illustrated in Figure 9a. Zero and one indicate the
absence and presence of material, respectively. The pattern of the material distribution can
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be determined via selection of objective functions and use of evolutionary multi-objective
or gradient-based algorithm. Thus, in a finalized topology optimized design via on/off
method, it typically has an unconventional geometry.

(a) On/off method (b) Density-based method

Figure 9. Illustrations of two topology optimization methods for magnetic cores. Here, ρn is the normalized density variable
under optimization.

An on/off TO is modified to optimally distribute the soft magnetic material for a
rotor core of an interior permanent magnet machine and then to smooth the shape of
the design is presented as shown in Figure 10. Here, the TO algorithm in [8] first uses a
genetic-based method to find an optimal solution in the global search space. The solution
is then smoothed out via the use of a gradient-based method in the local search space. The
illustration of the modified algorithm is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 10. Example of a rotor core of a permanent magnet machine achieved via on/off TO algorithm.
The TO design is smoothed out. Figure is adapted from [8].

The on/off TO method can also be applied to find the optimal distribution of multiple
materials such as iron, copper, and permanent magnet. In [74], a multi-material on/off TO
algorithm is used to maximize the force acted on the plunger of a permanent magnet linear
actuator. The TO optimal design achieves a unique structure compared to the original
design and an additional increase of 40% in average force, as shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 11. Example of an on/off TO algorithm where a genetic-based algorithm is combined with a
gradient-based algorithm. The shape achieved with this algorithm is smoother. Figure is adapted
from [8].

Figure 12. Illustration on the result of the on/off TO algorithm for multiple materials on a permanent
magnet linear actuator. Figure is adapted from [74].

As the on/off method assigns the optimizing density variable to be binary, the density-
based method assigns the density variable ρn a continuous value between zero and one, as
illustrated in Figure 9b. A version of the density-based method is applied on a rotor core
of a permanent magnet synchronous machine in [9]. Here, the exclusive magnetic-based
topology optimization works toward maximizing the average torque while constraining
the torque ripple and cogging, and finally leads to the unique design of the rotor core as
shown in Figure 13. The white areas in the rotor core represent the permanent magnet,
while the dark red areas and the dark blue areas represent iron and air, respectively. In
between them are regions with intermediate density values, which are represented with
different shades of colors.

Magnetic-based topology optimization may result in unique designs that achieve
desired electromagnetic performance. These unique designs also present challenges that
must be considered. Exclusively using magnetic-based TO algorithm results in designs
that are only optimized for electromagnetic performance. Since mechanical stress of the
structure is not included as an objective, the mechanical integrity of the magnetic-based
TO design may become a concern. A magnetic-based TO design with a unique distribution
of air pockets is shown in Figure 14. Here the TO algorithm, however, does not include
mechanical stress analysis in the iron regions adjacent to the air pockets. This can lead to
durability performance of the design under real operating condition where the adjacent iron
regions can be subjected to stress values between 240 MPa to above 450 MPa [75]. Coupled
structural and electromagnetic analysis can provide tradeoff solutions to address this
concern. In [76], the density-based method is applied on rotors of wound field synchronous
machines. The optimized rotors are achieved via the integration of both magnetic and
structural topology optimization analysis.
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Figure 13. Illustration of density-based topology optimization for the rotor core of an interior
permanent magnet synchronous machine, adapted from [9].

Figure 14. Example of magnetic-based topology optimization for the rotor core of an interior
permanent magnet synchronous machine, adapted from [77]. Iron regions adjacent to air pockets
and magnets can be subjected to high mechanical stress.

4.2. A Design Tool for Additive Manufacturing

As TO is increasingly adopted in developing unique geometries for electrical machines,
manufacturability of the unique magnetic core designs is equally important. Design
complexities may increase manufacturing cost for electrical steel laminations. Additionally,
manufacturing methods including subtractive techniques can compromise the magnetic
properties of punched laminations [17], leading to magnetic cores with inferior magnetic
performance compared the mother coil. Thus, topology optimized designs in Figure 10
and Figure 14 may not be able to achieve the desired magnetic performance. Powder
metallurgy can potentially be used as an alternative approach to fabricate such complex
designs, as shown in Figure 15. However, the added cost of molding and tooling may
become a concern.
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Figure 15. An example on topology optimization of a rotor core for a switched reluctance motor [78].

In application where non-homogeneous magnetic core is desired as in [79,80], powder
metallurgy manufacturing approach is not a viable solution for production as it may reach
the limits in fabricating such composite, non-homogenous structures. Similarly, designs
of magnetic cores for electrical machines generated with the TO density-based method
as in [9,76], may request material whose properties may not correspond to an available
material [81]. Additive manufacturing can potentially overcome difficulties typically
observed in conventional manufacturing methods, and in some cases is the only viable
manufacturing solution [82].

Recent advancements in AM as well as the proliferation of its application in fabricating
magnetic components for electrical machine have revitalized TO as an advanced design
tool. The synergy between TO and AM can potentially lead to the development of magnetic
components, whose properties and geometries are complex. Investigations in integration of
TO toward AM in producing magnetic components for electrical machines have shown very
promising results. In [10], a topology optimized design of a rotor core of a surface mount
permanent magnet machine is additively manufactured via the SLM process, as shown
in Figure 16. Here, the TO algorithm combines both the electromagnetic and structural
optimization stages to achieve a rotor core geometry with 50% reduction in weight, at a
tradeoff of less than 2% in average torque, while achieving maximum von Mises stress in
the optimized rotor core well within the yield strength of the material. The result of this
work highlights the exploitation of multi-physics TO as an advanced design tool for AM in
developing new, unconventional electrical machines.

Figure 16. Optimized rotor core via coupled magnetic-structural TO. The design is then additively
manufactured via SLM. Figure is modified from [10].

The integration of TO into AM is also seen in fabricating permanent magnet with
unique shapes and structures. In [71], TO is implemented to generate the design of a
permanent magnet such that it can provide magnetic flux density waveform close to the
predefined external field. The design is then additively manufactured via the FDM process
from a magnetic compound of NdFeB powder, ferrites, and polymers, Figure 17. In [11],
permanent magnet made of multiple magnet grades is proposed for a surface mounted
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machine to reduce manufacturing cost without penalizing machine performance. The
multi-grade magnet is optimized, and investigated via finite element analysis. Although
TO is not implemented, the analysis suggests the combined use of TO and AM technologies
in potentially producing lower cost magnets.

Figure 17. Topology optimized magnet. The design is then additively manufactured via fused
deposition modeling. Figure is modified from [71].

5. Discussion

The implementation of AM technologies for magnetic components in electrical ma-
chines is still in its early stages. Common research themes for application of AM technolo-
gies for electrical machines focus either on understanding and improving the performance
of individual components, or leveraging the freedom in design, an inherent characteristic
of AM. An understanding of the characteristics of additively manufactured parts can help
further the adoption of AM for electrical machines, as well as its integration with topology
optimization as an enabling design tool.

5.1. Impacts of Defects Due to AM Process

Presently, there is opportunity to develop full density printed magnetic materials for
electrical machines. Porosity can be observed in microstructural analysis of printed iron-
silicon and printed magnets, as shown in Figure 18. Porosity, cracks, and residual stresses
in the printing process typically hinder both the magnetic and mechanical properties in
3D printed parts. These defects reduce relative permeability, magnetic saturation, iron
loss performance in printed soft magnetic materials, and decrease the remanent flux
density and maximum energy product in printed permanent magnets. Printed iron cores
and permanent magnets, if used in the rotor of electrical machines, can be susceptible
to stress at high operating speed [83]. This can potentially lead to mechanical integrity
issues for electrical machines. Enhancements of these magnetic and mechanical properties,
however, are possible via the use of non-thermal method such as material infiltration or
post-processing thermal methods [3,61].

(a) (b)

Figure 18. Images of additively manufactured NdFeB bonded magnets and iron-silicon. Here, black features indicated by the
arrows in the images represent pores. (a) Cross-section of bonded NdFeB magnets fabricated with material extrusion [59];
(b) Optical micrograph of selective laser melted iron-silicon [84].
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5.2. Multi-Material AM for Electrical Machines

At the current stage, the majority of AM technologies are employed for single com-
ponents, using a single material for printing. The printed components are then as-
sembled together with conventionally manufactured components to form the electrical
machines [85,86]. Challenges in printing multiple materials are due to the dissimilarities
in characteristics of the materials. Successful application of multi-material AM can open
up opportunities for printing a complete electrical machine in a single step. Early explo-
ration of multi-material AM for electrical machines show encouraging results, focuses on
printing iron alloys, conductors, and insulation at the same time Figure 19. This proof
of concept demonstrates the potential to reduce the production and assembly effort for
electrical machines. The build time for the single material rotor core in Figure 16 is about
48 hours. Further research and development, however, is necessary for improving the
printing process toward mass production [50].

(a) Transformer printed with multi-material process. (b) Printed stator with multi-material process.

Figure 19. Examples of printing multiple key materials for electrical machines: iron core, conductors, and ceramic
insulation [87].

5.3. Integration with Topology Optimization

As AM becomes a realization manufacturing method for topology optimization, there
are still challenges remaining with combining these two enabling technologies. Since AM
is a layer-based manufacturing technique, printed parts can suffer a degree of anisotropy.
Electromagnetic properties can be slightly different in the build direction compared to the
other directions. The formulation of the topology optimization algorithm has to account
for the anisotropy effect when applying on a 3D optimization problem. Another concern
associated with TO is the computation efforts. Optimization of just the permanent magnet
rotor core in [88], via genetic algorithm, can take up to hundreds of generations to result
in the Pareto front. Thus, significant computation effort would be required for of a multi-
objective, multi-physics TO of multiple materials. The addition of complexities from the
TO design can potentially prolong the printing time of the prototype.

6. Summary

This paper presents the current research and trends on applications of additive manu-
facturing, topology optimization, and their integration toward magnetic components in
electrical machines. As an enabling technology, additive manufacturing provides topol-
ogy optimization a method to fabricate unique 3D geometries that are challenged to be
manufactured via conventional methods. Successful combinations of additive manufactur-
ing and topology optimization on fabricating both the iron core and permanent magnet
with desired performance show a great potential as a design tool for electrical machine
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designers. Capability of using multiple materials within additive manufacturing is another
advantage that electrical machine designers can further exploit during the early machine
design process. Recent results also show that additive manufacturing technologies have
great potential as an alternative approach for realizing magnetic components for electrical
machines. With the advancement in printing technology and the understanding between
printing process and the magnetic properties of printed parts, there have been success
toward printing of magnetic components. For soft magnetic materials, the current perfor-
mance of the 3D printed parts is getting close to the parts manufactured using conventional
methods. As for permanent magnets, performance of additively manufactured bonded
NdFeB magnets is similar to the value seen in commercial counterparts. Additionally,
results on printing magnets with good thermal performance as well as using producing
magnet filament from recycled materials are encouraging. This provides the possibility to
drive down the future cost of manufacturing high performance permanent magnets for
electrical machine applications.
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